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Abstract
In the last decades services run on top of the Internet infrastructure have become vital for our daily private and business
live so that the availability and reliability of these services is a critical issue. For services with strict consistency requirements fault-tolerance by replication has been re-implemented and re-invented over and over again. Even though many
replicated services apply the same replication protocols, the implementations of these protocols are not re-usable. This
is due to the fact that replication is seldom the primary focus of a system so that the replication protocols are not generic.
This thesis introduces the Virtual Nodes replication framework. It provides comprehensive and flexible support for
replication in distributed, heterogeneous, multi-tier environments. The Virtual Nodes framework comes with several
common invocation-oriented replication protocols and is able to wrap existing applications. Having a framework that
supports multiple replication protocols yields adaptability to several use cases. Having the replication logic act unaware
of and independent from the replicated entity enables support for legacy applications. It also frees the programmer from
considering fault-tolerance, as it realises on-demand replication. The framework comes with an open, modularised architecture that enables an easy, yet powerful configuration and customisation of Virtual Nodes instances. This allows
adaptations to the use case and optimisations of replication protocols, and only requires minimum efforts to sustain
atypical usage scenarios. The architecture is completely self-contained and does not require any external services.
Even though many of these features have already been presented elsewhere, the Virtual Nodes framework goes beyond
related work regarding the rigidity of the approach. It is the first such framework that combines all features and makes
them interoperable. In addition, the Virtual Nodes framework supports multiple unique features: It contains a flexible
state transfer mechanism that can deal with the high degree of configurability. A generic nested invocation mechanism realises cross-tier consistency and handles invocations of non-replicated third-party entities. The middleware-independent
design of the framework architecture enables its integration into many existing middleware systems.
Many replication protocols demand that the replicas behave deterministically. In Java systems, non-determinism is
introduced in two ways. Native methods interact with the operating system and the hardware. This interaction may yield
different results on different replicas. The second source of non-determinism is thread scheduling in multi-threaded environments. Due to the various possible causes of non-determinism, it is very likely that an arbitrary Java application
contains non-deterministic operations. The Virtual Nodes framework provides a deterministic scheduling module that
realises a deterministic scheduling of threads. In order to enable the replication of applications with non-deterministic
operations, we complement the Virtual Nodes framework with the Dj suite. It enforces a deterministic execution of Java
applications independent from hardware, operating system, and the Java Virtual Machine used. It follows a Java-only approach and comes with a deterministic version of the Java runtime libraries. This makes the Dj suite the only fully portable
approach to determinism for Java applications in comparison to all related work. We keep the Dj suite configurable and
independent from the Virtual Nodes framework, so that it can be applied to multiple use cases. Support for the Virtual
Nodes framework is realised as an own configuration of the Dj suite that uses the framework’s deterministic scheduler.
Summarising, the synthesis of the Virtual Nodes framework and the Dj suite results in a unique piece of work that yields
everything required to replicate existing, replication-unaware services and applications out of the box. There is no comparable work that realises such a comprehensive, transparent, and flexible approach to replication as the Virtual Nodes
framework, and no other work that provides the same flexible and portable access to determinism for Java applications
as the Dj suite. An evaluation applies the Dj suite to commonly available software and shows its general applicability.
Micro-benchmarks reveal where further optimisations to the Dj suite are necessary. We prove that such optimisations
are indeed possible and beneficial. For the Virtual Nodes framework we present a functional prototype that supports
several replication protocols; we also provide an integration of the framework into two different middleware systems. An
evaluation of the prototype demonstrates the usability of the framework and the benefits that arise from using it.
Concluding, our thesis compiles fundamental requirements of replicated and deterministic systems and proves that a
transparent replication of applications is possible when a comprehensive approach provides adequate abstractions. The
results of our work significantly simplify the development and deployment of reliable and available applications.

Zusammenfassung
In den vergangenen Jahren und Jahrzenten haben Internet-basierte Dienste stetig an Bedeutung gewonnen, so dass sie
inzwischen aus unserem Leben nicht mehr wegzudenken sind. Entsprechend sind auch die Ansprüche an die Zuverlässigkeit und Verfügbarkeit dieser Dienste gestiegen. Für Dienste mit strikten Konsistenzanforderungen wird sehr oft Replikation zur Sicherstellung der Fehlertoleranz eingesetzt. Obwohl hierbei oft ähnliche Replikationsprotokolle verwendet
werden, sind deren Implementierungen so gut wie nie wiederverwendbar. Dies liegt überwiegend darin begründet, dass
der Fokus einer Anwendung selten auf der Fehlertoleranz liegt und diese deswegen meist nur rudimentär realisiert wird.
Diese Arbeit stellt das Virtual Nodes Framework vor. Es bietet umfassende und flexible Replikationsunterstützung in
verteilten, heterogenen, multi-Tier Umgebungen. Das Virtual Nodes Framework implementiert mehrere Replikationsprotokolle und kann bestehende Anwendungen kapseln. Die Auswahl zwischen verschiedenen Replikationsprotokollen führt
zu einer Adaptierbarkeit an das jeweilige Einsatzszenario. Eine Trennung von Replikationslogik und der zu replizierenden
Entiät unterstützt Altanwendungen und erlaubt es, dass sich ein Entwickler keinerlei Gedanken über Fehlertoleranz machen muss. Die offene und modularisierte Architektur des Frameworks ermöglicht eine einfache, aber dennoch vielseitige
Konfiguration und Anpassung von Virtual Nodes Instanzen, so dass das Framework ein breites Spektrum an Anwendungen
unterstützen kann und nur geringe Modifikationen für seltenere Anwendungsfälle notwendig sind.
Obwohl viele dieser Merkmale bereits in den Arbeiten anderer Autoren enthalten sind, geht die vorliegende Arbeit
über diese hinaus. Das Virtual Nodes Framework ist das erste System, das alle beschriebenen Mechanismen und Funktionen vereinigt und die Interoperabilität zwischen ihnen sicherstellt. Daneben besitzt es noch einige Alleinstellungsmerkmale: Der flexible State-Transfer Mechanismus ermöglicht erst die hohe Konfigurierbarkeit des Frameworks. Um der
Verteilung und der Heterogenität des Umfelds gerecht zu werden, enthält es zudem einen generischen Mechanism zur
Tier-übergreifenden Kommunikation. Die in sich geschlossene Architektur und das Middleware-unabhängige Design erlauben zudem die Integration des Virtual Nodes Frameworks in viele existierende Systeme.
Viele Replikationsprotokolle erfordern ein deterministisches Verhalten der replizierten Entität. In Java Systemen entsteht Nicht-Determinismus auf zwei Arten: Native Methoden interagieren mit dem Betriebssystem und der Hardware was
auf verschiedenen Replikaten zu unterschiedlichen Ergebnissen führen kann. Thread-Scheduling in Multi-Threading Systemen führt ebenfalls leicht zu Nicht-Determinismus. Bei der Vielzahl an Quellen für Nicht-Determinismus ist es sehr
unwahrscheinlich, dass sich eine Anwendung von Haus aus völlig deterministisch verhält. Das Virtual Nodes Framework
besitzt einen deterministischen Scheduler zur Umsetzung von deterministischem Multi-Threading. Um die Replikation
nicht-deterministischer Anwendungen möglich zu machen, wird es zudem um die Dj Suite ergänzt. Diese erzwingt eine
deterministische Ausführung von Java Anwendungen unabhänging von der eingesetzten Hardware, dem Betriebssystem
oder der Java Virtual Machine. Sie basiert zu 100% auf Java und enthält eine deterministische Version der Java Runtime
Bibliotheken. Dadurch wird die Dj Suite zum einzigen umfassenden und portablen Ansatz zur deterministische Ausführung von Java Anwendungen. Die Suite ist konfigurierbar und völlig unabhänging vom Virtual Nodes Framework, so dass
sie auch in anderen Anwendungsfällen zum Einsatz kommen kann. Für das Virtual Nodes Framework existiert eine eigene
Konfiguration, die zum Beispiel Scheduling-Entscheidungen dem Virtual Nodes Scheduler überlässt.
Die Synthese aus Virtual Nodes Framework und Dj Suite ermöglicht die einfache Replikation bestehender Dienste und
Anwendungen. Das Virtual Nodes Framework ist die einzige Arbeit, die einen solch umfassenden und flexiblen und dabei transparenten Ansatz zur Replikation verfolgt. Die Dj Suite ist der einzige Ansatz, der einen solch flexiblen und portierbaren Zugang zur deterministischen Ausführung von Java Anwendungen bietet. Eine Evaluation der Dj Suite mit existierender, öffentlich verfügbarer Software demonstriert, dass unser Ansatz in der Praxis anwendbar ist. Weitere MicroBenchmarks decken Optimierungspotential auf. Wir beweisen exemplarisch, dass solche Optimierungen umsetzbar sind
und einen positiven Effekt haben. Für das Virtual Nodes Framework präsentieren wir einen funktionsfähigen Prototypen
mit mehreren Replikationsprotokollen sowie seine Integration in zwei Middleware Systeme.
Diese Arbeit trägt essenzielle Anforderungen für replizierte und deterministische Systeme zusammen. Sie beweist,
dass die transparente Replikation von Anwendungen möglich ist, wenn ein umfassender Ansatz geeignete Abstraktionen
anbietet. Ihre Ergebnisse erleichtern die Bereitstellung zuverlässiger und verfügbarer Anwendungen erheblich.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last decades the Internet together with its infrastructure and its services has become vital for our daily
private and business live. For August 2011 Google AdPlanner1 ranks The Facebook2 first on the list of the 1,000
most-visited Web sites with more than one trillion page views and more than 870 million unique visitors. Even
rank 1,000 on that list has more than five million unique visitors and 110 million page views. Also, the BOINC3
computing network reports more than 280,000 active users for its large-scale, distributed computing grid.
For services accessed that frequently, there is a single major requirement which is scale. Applications
provided over the Internet have to scale with both the number of clients as well as the size and the amount of
data they process. For realising scalability, companies like Google4 and Amazon5 run their software services
on cheap commodity hardware structured into data centres and further into clusters of computers [43, 128].
The cheap hardware with a relatively low time-to-failure in combination with the sheer mass of hardware
devices ensures that at any time some machines will be down and hence, the software services they offer will
have failed. This brings other system properties such as availability and reliability into the focus of system
architects and programmers.

1.1 Problem Statement
The emergent trend in distributed system design is to go for loosely coupled entities on all levels of the system
ranging from wiring of machines to software services [165, 128]. In those loosely coupled systems there exist
two major enabling techniques for scaling highly frequented and largely distributed applications which are
horizontal scaling and eventual consistency.
Horizontal scaling In order to make data-intensive systems horizontally scalable, the data is clustered such
that less related data chunks are located on different machines while strongly related data is located on the
same machine. This allows that data on different nodes can be processed independently and in parallel. In
consequence, the throughput increases. In order to be prepared against machine, memory, and disk failures,
data is often replicated on multiple nodes that are likely to fail independently.

1 http://www.google.com/adplanner/static/top1000/index.html
2 http://www.facebook.com/
3 http://boinc.berkeley.edu/
4 http://google.com/
5 http://amazon.com/
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Weak consistency The second technology to scale is the dispensation with strong consistency, again on all
levels of the infrastructure. That means neither software nor hardware in a large-scale environment can be
based on the assumption that other entities in the environment have the same view on the system and thus,
have to be prepared to handle conflicts that result from different views. With respect to the replication of data
this means that after having changed one replica, not all replicas may immediately show the new version.
Weakened consistency guarantees do have a massive impact on software development. Software has to be
implemented in a way that can handle and resolve concurrent, conflicting modifications of data and support
multiple possibly inconsistent versions of the same data item [165]. Also, external clients using such services
have to be prepared for the weak consistency provided by the servers.
Beyond weak consistency On a big scale, highly scalable infrastructures consist of a huge number of loosely
coupled entities. Yet, on a smaller scale, it is not always possible to maintain a weak consistency for all parts
of the system. For instance, many implementations of peer-to-peer systems follow a super-peer architecture
to reduce the number of messages and to exploit locality (e.g. [528]). In that approach the set of all peers
is clustered and each cluster is represented by a super-peer. Communication across clusters involves the
super-peers of both clusters. In order for the super-peers to not become a single point of failure, some form
of redundancy has to be established in the super-peer structure which requires consistent behaviour of superpeers from the same cluster.
Also, fully decentralised peer-to-peer systems can scale well, but are hard to secure [151, 463, 506]. For
that reason, Skype1 uses a centralised log-in facility whereas all communication among members happens in
a decentralised manner. In order to guarantee the availability of the overall service, reliability and availability
have to be realised by the log-in facility in a consistent manner.
Indeed, many of the infrastructures used for the emerging grid and cloud architectures rely on a set of
centralised entities that may or may not be interdependent. A good example thereof is the overall Google
architecture that comprises a file system [199], a data store [102], and a coordination service [94]. File system
and data store use a master-worker architecture with a replicated master node.
The master-worker architecture The task of the master entities is the coordination, monitoring, and management of a set of worker entities that are considered pure resource providers. In distributed file systems
such as the Google file system they provide storage; for computing platforms such as MapReduce [127], they
mainly provide CPU time, etc. The main reason for realising a master-worker paradigm is the straight-forward
implementation of the worker nodes. This is due to the fact that all critical meta-data is stored and maintained
by the master entity.
The failure of the master entity may result in a loss of the entire meta-data and further in an unavailability of
the service provided by the master and its workers. For that reason, mechanisms to deal with master failures
are included in many systems. In case of the Google architecture, the master entities of the file system and
the data store are replicated with strong consistency guarantees, but using different replication protocols.
The coordination service, in turn, uses a multi-master approach to increase the liveness of the service.
The need for generic replication support The difficulty of implementing a fault-tolerant master entity or a
multi-master approach varies on the demands imposed on the master node. They range from no additional
1 http://www.skype.com/
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requirements over persistent state to high availability and reliability. Considering the published systems that
require reliability and availability, it turns out that many of them use some form of service replication for
their master node. For that purpose, many of them have implemented a common replication protocol often in
combination with a group communication system. Interaction between masters and workers often happens
in a request-response manner.
Despite all the specific optimisations that replication-based, fault-tolerant systems and services apply,
their basic frame of operation is often similar. Yet, replication support has been re-invented and reimplemented over and over again. That is, in each case, the system developer who is actually an expert in the
application domain has executed a task that should be executed by an expert of the fault tolerance domain.
In consequence, systems that support replication often only offer rudimentary support for fault tolerance,
such as a single replica hard-coded in the application logic.
Applying replication as a means for dealing with failures often severely restricts the operations allowed by
applications and hence, fundamentally influences the design and the implementation of replicated applications which puts further demands on the skills of the developer of the application.
We claim that replication is widely orthogonal to application logic and can be realised transparently to
the application by a configurable replication framework. Using such a framework dispenses the application
developer from having to deal with fault tolerance considerations at implementation time. Instead, it is a
fault tolerance expert who implements the replication logic while an administrator decides on the most suited
replication strategy.

1.2 Main Contributions
In this thesis, we propose a separation of concerns in the sense that replication and consistency concerns
are separated from the application logic. We also propose a flexible approach to replication such that different replication protocols can be used within a single frame. Replication may happen transparently for
the application, if required. Applications that are implemented with replication in mind may further make
use of framework facilities. For many replication protocols demand a deterministic execution of application
code, we additionally suggest a separation of determinism handling from application logic. As the need for
deterministic execution of applications is not only required in replicated systems, we propose a re-usable
deterministic runtime system. In the following, we summarise the individual contributions of this thesis.
There has been a long tradition of fault tolerance research in multiple research domains. Our first contribution is a classification terminology of both fault-tolerant and deterministic systems. We discuss aspects
of such systems and the impact on system design each aspect has. Then, we present an overview of existing
fault-tolerant systems in several domains such as invocation-oriented systems, hypervisor-based systems,
and cloud infrastructures. We are the first to package such an extensive classification of fault-tolerant systems and overview on existing systems. We also present an overview and classification of approaches to
determinism from multiple areas of research such as fault tolerance, testing, and debugging. Again, we are
the first to provide such an extensive classification. We also are amongst the first to take the results from
multiple research domains into account. From the discussion of related work, we evaluate how to build a
replication system that requires the least possible changes to the application to be replicated. We present a
set of requirements that a system providing transparent, flexible, and middleware-independent replication
support shall satisfy.
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The first major contribution of this thesis is the Virtual Nodes framework, an open, configurable, and extensible replication framework that contains several invocation-oriented and a data-oriented replication protocols. The Virtual Nodes framework wraps existing applications, and thus allows the application programmer to remain clueless about replication. Due to the broad range of possible applications and the fact that
replication techniques have to be well-suited for the respective use case in order to yield a satisfactory performance, we designed the system in a component-based and extendible way. In consequence, the framework
is highly configurable, but also ensures configuration consistency amongst replicas. It is flexible with respect to the replication protocol, the handling of nested invocations, the programming language used, and
is further middleware-independent. The system is self-contained: replicas monitor and manage each other
so that no external management infrastructure is required. The self-management allows an easy restart of
failed replicas on arbitrary nodes. This makes the system applicable to distributed infrastructures such as
grid environments, but also to data centres. In contrast to a huge part of related work, we present an extensive
evaluation of both performance and availability aspects of our framework.
The second major contribution is the Deterministic Java (Dj) suite. It targets the provisioning of a deterministic environment for arbitrary Java application. Determinism in execution is a pre-requisite for many replication protocols, but is also beneficial in other application domains such as debugging or testing. Existing
approaches to determinism operate on the level of hardware, operating system, hypervisor, the Java Virtual
Machine implementation, or the programming language. We claim that none of these approaches is sufficient for Java applications, because they all violate the Java paradigm of write once, run everywhere. Dj uses
software re-writing and a service registry to achieve its goal. Re-writing makes the Dj suite independent from
the underlying platform and thus portable across standard Java Virtual Machines. The service registry allows
the registration of policy handlers and hence enables that the same re-written code realises several policies
in a flexible manner. This makes the Dj suite applicable to multiple application domains such as debuggers,
replication logic, or testing frameworks. Concluding, this thesis presents the first approach to determinism
for Java applications that is fully portable, comprises the Java standard libraries, and that is independent from
the application domain. An evaluation with real-world applications proves the applicability of the Dj suite.
For the synthesis of both Virtual Nodes framework and Dj suite, we present a configuration of Dj that enables replicating applications unaware of determinism. We investigate several approaches to realise a deterministic file system. Apart from that, we consider a deterministic realisation of system time and further
a deterministic version of Java threading. In total, we are the first to present a comprehensive and portable
system that ensures determinism in replicated environments. Some use cases of request-response systems
require that code at client-side remains replication-unaware. For that reason, we discuss extensions to the
Virtual Nodes framework that allow the use of replication-unaware clients.
A major aspect of deterministic threading comprises the realisation of deterministic thread interleaving,
which is commonly referred to as deterministic scheduling. Research on determinism has brought forth a
considerable amount of approaches to deal with non-deterministic interleaving of concurrent activity. The
set of algorithms can be divided into two categories. The first category uses communication to ensures determinism. For instance, in a replicated set-up, one replica defines the thread interleaving and all other replicas
replay that behaviour. Hence, when the same input sequence is applied after restarting the application it
does not necessarily lead to the same result. The other category of algorithms enforces scheduling such that
the interleaving is always deterministic. In that case, restarting the system with the same input parameters
yields the same results each time. Thus, in the case of replication, replicas do not have to communicate while
they execute a request.

1.3 Structure of this Thesis
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This thesis contributes a model for deterministic scheduling algorithms that run without communication
and presents a new deterministic scheduling algorithm within that model. We also analyse existing deterministic scheduling algorithms from the ADETS suite [425] and show that their functionality can be expressed
in our new algorithm. We also discuss further possible extensions to the ADETS algorithms that are not covered by our new scheduling algorithm. Even though our algorithm is not the transient closure of all possible
communication-less algorithms, it is a major contribution, as we are the first to even consider common aspects and execution models of different algorithms.
In sum, this thesis compiles fundamental requirements of replicated and deterministic systems. It proves
that frameworks can help developing and deploying fault-tolerant services, when the correct abstractions in
combination with tool support are provided and an extensive configuration of the system is possible.

1.3 Structure of this Thesis
This document is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we present background information on and definitions
regarding dependability, distributed systems, interactions, concurrency and consistency, as well as middleware systems. For each of the topics, we also bring up aspects that underpin the reasoning in the remainder
of this document and define their role in the context of this thesis.
Based on the background information, Chapter 3 deals with availability, reliability, and fault tolerance in
distributed systems. We introduce classification criteria for fault-tolerant systems and present an extensive
overview of availability and reliability techniques applied in data-centric and invocation-oriented systems as
well as for container-like entities and large-scale distributed environments. We conclude that replication is
the only approach to deal with both reliability and availability issues. From the insight we gain, we define
requirements for the Virtual Nodes framework and the Dj suite.
Chapter 4 introduces the Virtual Nodes framework, an application- and middleware-independent replication framework. The Virtual Nodes framework supports synchronous as well as asynchronous invocations
from client applications to replicated server implementations. It comprises deterministic schedulers that enable the concurrent, yet deterministic processing of requests. In addition, it supports a novel approach to
state transfer that is able to deal with the flexible architecture of the framework and the parallel processing
of requests. For multi-tier environments, it brings sophisticated assistance for nested invocations.
Chapter 5 provides the Dj approach that consists of the Dj software suite comprising Djp a source-code
rewriting tool, Djrt a deterministic, API-compatible version of the Java standard libraries, and DjReg. DjReg is
a run-time registry that allows the installation of variable handlers for dealing with several non-deterministic
aspects such as system time and file system access.
Chapter 6 presents a synthesis of the Virtual Nodes framework and the Dj suite. In particular, it discusses
handlers that interconnect both sub-systems. Chapter 7 investigates limitations of the previous chapters
and discusses how to overcome them. We conclude that all limitations are a consequence of the current
implementation and not of conceptual limitations.
In Chapter 8, we investigate common aspects of existing deterministic scheduling algorithms and present a
new communication-less deterministic scheduling algorithm that subsumes several existing communicationless deterministic scheduling algorithms.
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis with a discussion of the contributions, open issues, and lessons learned.

Chapter 2
Background
In this section, we give background information on topics that are touched in this thesis. We start with a
taxonomy of dependability and fault tolerance in Section 2.1. This includes a discussion of reliability and
availability and their relationship. Section 2.2 presents a terminology of terms related to distributed systems and distributed algorithms including failure models and communication channels. We continue with a
discussion of abstractions for distributed systems that are concerned with interaction between processes in
Section 2.3. Due to the fact that distributed systems are inherently concurrent, Section 2.4 considers aspects
of concurrency control and consistency. Finally, Section 2.5 deals with middleware abstractions that can be
found in distributed systems. Each of the sections concludes with a discussion of the topic in the context of
this thesis. The entire chapter is summarised in Section 2.6.

2.1 Taxonomy of Dependability and Fault Tolerance
Avižienis et al. present basic concepts and a taxonomy of dependable systems [32]. In this section, we wrap
up the terms relevant for this thesis, in particular dependability and fault tolerance. Where necessary we
adapt the definition of a term to fit the context of this thesis.
At the centre of Avižienis et al.’s terminology lies the concept of a system that interacts with other systems
including human users. The intended behaviour of the system is its function defined by a function specification. The behaviour of a system is what it actually does. The behaviour consists of a sequence of states and
is targeted at implementing the function. The part of the state that is visible to other services is the external
state of the system. The part of the behaviour that can be noticed by its users is called the delivered service.
The service is delivered at a service interface.
A system provides correct service when it implements the system function. Otherwise, a service failure
occurs. A failure is always caused by an error which is the deviation of the current external state from the
correct external service state. The cause of an error is a fault. Yet, not all faults cause an error, in which case
they are referred to as dormant.

2.1.1 Dependability
Avižienis et al. define dependability as the ability of a system (i) to deliver trusted services and to (ii) avoid
service failures that are more frequent and more severe than can be accepted [32]. In particular, they state that
the specification of a system must include the acceptable failure frequency, failure kinds, and the expected
use environment.
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According to Avižienis et al. dependability is composed of the not necessarily orthogonal concepts of availability, the readiness for correct service; reliability, the continuity of correct service; safety, the absence of
catastrophic events; integrity, the absence of improper system alterations; and maintainability, the ability
to undergo modifications and repairs. Security, in turn, is dependent on availability; confidentiality, the absence of unauthorised disclosure; and integrity.
Avižienis et al. propose four means to achieve dependability and security. Fault prevention tries to avoid
that faults are introduced into a system. Fault tolerance shall avoid service failures even in the presence of
faults. Fault removal deals with reducing the number and the severity of faults. Finally, fault forecasting is
concerned with estimating the possible faults.
The life-cycle of a system is divided into a development phase and a use phase. The use phase consists
of alternating phases of correct service delivery, service outage, and service shut-down. During all three
phases, maintenance may take place. The difference between fault tolerance and maintenance is that for the
latter human interaction is required while fault tolerance is a feature of the system. Avižienis et al. distinguish potential sources of faults in a system. Basically, they differentiate between causes from the physical
world such as hardware failures, other systems (e.g. tools and other services), and people (maliciously or
accidentally).

2.1.2 Fault Tolerance
From an intuitive understanding of the term fault tolerance one would assume that the definition is similar
to ”the ability of a system or component to continue normal operation despite the presence of hardware or
software faults” [14]. Yet, there is no consensus about that in literature. Instead, multiple authors have tried
to strictly separate fault tolerance from availability and reliability. Thus, in the following sections, we first
look at definitions for fault tolerance. We continue with a brief discussion of how reliability and availability
are related to it. Finally, we look at strategies and mechanisms that achieve fault tolerance.

Definitions
For Cristian, fault tolerance means that a system has some specific failure behaviour when failures occur [116].
According to him, the definition of such a behaviour avoids unpredictable behaviour and corrupted data. The
failure behaviour may result in continued operation, but not necessarily has to.
Similarly, Avižienis et al. claim that error detection and system recovery are the two fundamental mechanisms to achieve fault tolerance in computer systems [32]. Error detection ensures that the presence of an
error can be identified. System recovery enables the system to move from an erroneous state to a failure-free
state. Again, this does not require continued operation.
Gärtner defines fault tolerance based on fault classes instead of fault models [195]. According to him,
a component is fault tolerant with respect to a fault class, when the programme can handle all effects on
programme state that are a consequence of that fault class. Hence, the approach requires that a component
define fault actions. Accordingly, a component may be in one of three states. It is in legal state during regular
operation. After failures, it is in an illegal state, if a failure action is defined for that failure’s failure class. It
is in untolerated state otherwise.

2.1 Taxonomy of Dependability and Fault Tolerance
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Reliability and Availability
Fault tolerance with continued operation is closely related to the terms reliability and availability. According
to Al-Kuwaiti et al. the most common attributes of fault-tolerant systems are availability, maintainability,
performability, and testability [14]. In their model, availability is one aspect of reliability and fault tolerance
is one means to achieve reliability [14].
Reliability enables a component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a specific
period of time. We define it as ”a measure of the continuity of correct service” [32]. In contrast, availability is
the ”degree to which a system is operational and accessible when required for use” [382]. Thus, availability is
a liveness guarantee, while reliability is a safety guarantee [210] (cf. Section 2.2.1 for a definition of liveness
and safety guarantees). Hence, reliable systems are not necessarily available [2] and vice-versa.
Strategies and Mechanisms
In the model of Avižienis et al. system recovery consists of two steps, error handling and fault handling [32].
Error handling removes the erroneous state and comprises one or more of the strategies compensation, rollback, and rollforward. Fault handling comprises all actions that prevent the error from happening again. It
includes diagnosis, isolation, reconfiguration, and reinitialisation as mechanisms. Hence, it rather happens
on a maintenance level [32].
Cristian introduces hierarchical masking and group masking as approaches to fault tolerance [116]. In hierarchical masking a service s hides the failure of a service r it depends on. Approaches to do that are to offer
a degraded service, to repeatedly call r until it is available again, or to make use of another equivalent service r′ . Group masking is based on a set of identical, physically independent servers that all offer the same
service. The existence of a single, non-faulty group member may allow masking the failures of all other members. The output semantics of a group defines how to deal with the output of individual members. Cristian
proposes a masking strategy that builds on both approaches [116]. According to him this allows obtaining an
optimal trade-off between costs, programming efforts, and fault tolerance. In addition, he advises the use of
replication in case a service s depends on service r to fulfil its task.
Gärtner discusses three categories of fault tolerance with different strengths as the only options besides not providing any fault tolerance. As the strongest category, he introduces masking of failures as the
”strictest, most costly, and most desirable form of fault tolerance, because the program is able to tolerate the
faults transparently” [195].
Masking guarantees safety and liveness. The two remaining categories sacrifice one of both properties.
Fail-safe guarantees solely safety so that a system may block. Non-masking gives up on safety so that incorrect system behaviour may be experienced. According to Gärtner failure detection is a means to ensure
safety of the programme whereas failure correction is for the liveness [195]. The author semi-formally proves
that all kinds of fault tolerance require some sort of space or time redundancy. Furthermore, he insists that
mechanisms for fault tolerance have to be fault tolerant by themselves.

2.1.3 Scope of this Thesis
Literature knows a large body of work that deals with masking accidental software errors such as recoverable
blocks [421] or forward recovery. The definition of a rigid software development process allows ruling out
many possible sources of failures (fault prevention). The support of a software life-cycle and modularisable,
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component-based software supported by containers such as OSGi [494] help to remove software errors by onthe-fly updates (fault removal). Also the risk for wrong operation by incompetent users and the dependency
on possibly erroneous external systems can be dealt with by defensive programming. Yet, assuming that all
possible intrinsic faults have been avoided and/or removed we still have to face malicious persons and an
unreliable external world. That is, it does not matter how well an application is written, when the hardware it
is running on fails. Instead, it is required that means are provided to tolerate such a failure. This is true, even
if fault forecasting for hardware is available [505].
Due to this argumentation, the remainder of this document will focus on fault tolerance in the presence
of hardware failures and independent process failures. In order to guarantee continued operation and availability of a service, we choose replication as our favourite means. Reliability is achieved by the supported
replication protocols. We think that a solution to redundancy-based fault tolerance should be orthogonal to
any other means for fault handling. In particular, it should not prevent that fault prevention, fault forecasting,
and fault removal be practised. Consequently, it is reasonable to keep all fault tolerance measures outside the
service implementation, as cross-cutting concerns make the development process more difficult. Chapter 3
discusses and classifies mechanisms for reliability and availability in software systems found in literature.

2.2 Overview on Distributed Systems
In this section, we introduce the abstraction of processes and links. Basically, a process is an entity that
performs computations. A link, in turn, is an entity that allows two processes to communicate. Each of these
two entities can provide multiple properties and hence is subject to different kinds of failures. In the next
sections we give a brief overview on existing models for processes, links, and timing following the terminology
of Guerraoui and Rodriguez [221].

2.2.1 Processes
A process is the source of a computation. In real systems a process can map to operating system processes,
threads, or processors. A distributed system consists of a set Π of processes that can change over time.
Processes communicate by sending messages over one or more links. When a process reads a message from
an underlying link, we say the message is delivered to the process or the process has received the message. A
process executes an algorithm that is a finite or infinite loop of receiving a message, processing the message,
and sending a message. The process model allows that messages sent or received are empty. We define that
each process can be uniquely identified and addressed by other processes. A process is deterministic when
the messages it sends is a unique consequence of the message it received and its internal state. Otherwise,
the process is probabilistic.
Owicki and Lamport have identified liveness and safety as two fundamental properties for algorithms [390].
A safety property of an algorithm states that something bad will never happen. Contrary, a liveness property
states that something good will eventually happen. In distributed algorithms liveness and safety properties
are usually defined for all processes p ∈ Π.
A process that executes the sequence of operations as supposed is referred to as correct. Otherwise, we say
it has failed. A failure model for an algorithm defines in which manner a process is allowed to fail. If it fails in a
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different way, the distributed algorithm may not work as expected. The most general class of failures allows a
process to behave arbitrarily or maliciously. This kind of errors is often referred to as Byzantine failures [297].
The weakest class of failures to occur are crash-stop failures [449]. Here, all processes that eventually crash
are considered to be erroneous. An extension to crash-stop behaviour is the crash-recovery failure model that
allows correct processes to crash as long as they recover afterwards. A process only fails, if it does not recover
after crashing. Algorithms that assume crash-stop behaviour may still allow nodes to recover. Yet, they do
not rely on it to happen. In between crash-stop and crash-recovery capable algorithms are algorithms that
can handle omission failures. Here, messages may get lost without blocking the algorithm.

2.2.2 Links and Channels
The link abstraction represents the network components between two processes. Two processes communicate only through links. Unless defined differently, a link is bidirectional and processes are connected pairwise. We make no assumptions about the messages that are exchanged on a link. In particular, processes
have to ensure that messages are distinguishable if this is required. Throughout this document we use link
when we refer to a communication facility between two processes. We may also use channel interchangeably.
We further use channel exclusively, when we refer to a communication facility amongst a group of processes.
Regarding message transmission, the following basic failures can occur. A message may be lost, it may be
duplicated (or replicated an arbitrary number of times), it may be corrupted; messages may be reordered, and
the network may generate new messages. Links may support message ordering. We define that a channel
has FIFO ordering iff the following conditions hold: When a process p1 sends message m1 before message
m2 to process p2 and p2 delivers both messages, then p2 delivers m1 before m2 .
Links that are lossy and allow bit errors [290] may loose a message with non-zero probability. With another non-zero probability the message is corrupted. The link may duplicate messages a finite number of
times, but it does not create new messages. This link type is the basic abstractions for the User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) [415].
Fair-loss links [318] loose messages with a non-zero probability. That is, by retransmitting a message oftenenough it is possible to ensure that it reaches the receiver. Further, fair-loss links may duplicate messages a
finite number of times, but do not create messages. A fair-loss channel can be implemented on a lossy link
with bit errors using checksums and error correction [290].
Perfect links guarantee that a message is sent reliably, that no duplication of messages occurs, and that no
messages are created out of thin air. A perfect link can be implemented based on a fair-loss link using timeouts, sequence numbers, and retransmission. Adding message ordering to a perfect link yields the basic
channel abstraction for the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [81].
Failures of links may influence the connectivity within Π. We say that the network has partitioned if, during
a time interval T , all members Π1 ⊂ Π cannot communicate with members of Π2 ⊂ Π due to permanent link
failures. Throughout this thesis, we will precise this vague definition where necessary.

2.2.3 Timing
Entities in a distributed system can be either synchronous or asynchronous. In synchronous systems there
exist upper bounds on message transmission time and computation times. For an asynchronous system no
such timing assumptions are possible. Due to the time bounds, synchronous systems enable the detection of
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failures. A node that has not replied after a certain time has crashed. This is impossible in asynchronous systems where slow processing of messages is undistinguishable from a failed node. Furthermore, synchronous
systems allow the synchronisation of clocks among processes. Hence, algorithms that use a synchronous
model can rely on a global clock whereas algorithms in asynchronous models cannot. This led to the introduction of logical time for asynchronous systems.
Lamport’s happens-before relation provides a partial ordering on distributed events [292]. Events in a
single process are sequential and therefore ordered. Furthermore, the send event of a message m always
happens before m is received by another process. In consequence, all events of process p1 that happened
before p1 sent m also happened-before p2 receives it and consequently also before all events succeeding the
receive event at p2 . All events that are not ordered in such a way are concurrent. Using the happens-before
relation, two messages m1 and m2 are causally dependent, if their sending events are not concurrent. Hence,
the relation also defines a causal ordering on messages. The concept of logical clocks was further extended
to vector clocks [342, 176], version vectors [395], and interval tree clocks [16].
Due to the fact that real-world distributed systems seem synchronous most of the time and are only asynchronous from time to time, Dwork et al. introduce partially synchronous system models [160]. In a partially
synchronous system timing conditions hold eventually. That is, after an unknown time T the system behaves
synchronously.

2.2.4 The Failure Detection Abstraction
In an asynchronous system it is impossible to distinguish whether a message transfer takes a long time,
message processing is slow, or the other process has crashed. In order to be able to design distributed
algorithms for synchronous as well as asynchronous models Chandra et al. introduce the unreliable failure
detector abstraction [101, 100]. Here, the algorithm relies on a potentially distributed oracle that provides
information about which processes have crashed. The information can be wrong or outdated depending on
properties of the failure detector. If a failure detector recognises that a decision was wrong, it can revert it.
Chandra et al. require that a crashed process is eventually suspected by the failure detector (completeness
property) [101]. Other characteristics of a failure detector depend on the accuracy property. The accuracy may
be strong or weak. Strong accuracy guarantees that a process is not suspected before it crashes whereas
weak accuracy ensures that some correct process is not suspected. Completeness and accuracy can be extended with eventuality constraints. For instance, eventually strong accuracy requires that there be a time
after which strong accuracy holds. Guerraoui defines a hierarchy of unreliability classes on failure detectors
and declares algorithms tolerating unreliability as indulgent [219].
Originally, failure detectors were defined for system models with reliable links and processes with a crashstop behaviour. Dolev et al. introduced failure detectors for omission failure environments that also support
network partitions [140]. Aguilera et al. evaluated to what extent stable storage is required for certain models
of failure detectors in that system model [10].

2.2.5 Scope of this Thesis
In this thesis, we mainly deal with real-world applications so that the abstract concepts of this section are
only mediately applicable to the remainder of this document. Nevertheless, the concepts introduced here,
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yield a terminology to describe a distributed system and its properties. In particular, this terminology helps
to define further abstractions for and concepts of distributed systems (cf. Section 2.3–Section 2.5).
In this thesis, we target Java applications. In that context, the concept of a process is closest mapped to a
single thread within a Java Virtual Machine. Unlike in the abstract model, Java threads share state.
Due to the fact that all our work bases on IP networks, we do not require that processes be linked pairwise.
Instead, it is sufficient that messages can be routed from one node to another. Then, a system is partitioned
when routing between two sub-sets of nodes is not possible.
Due to its IP-based nature, our system will most likely exhibit partially synchronous behaviour. Nevertheless, we assume an asynchronous system model for most considerations in this thesis. We do not make use
of a global clock. Whenever reasonable, we apply the failure detector abstraction so that we do not have to
make any assumptions on the synchrony of the system. Unless mentioned, we do not allow that a failure
detector changes its decision which is equivalent to strong accuracy.

2.3 Interaction Abstractions for Distributed Systems
In this section, we present common abstractions for reasoning about distributed systems together with the
properties they may support. We start with message-passing. Afterwards, we consider the special cases of
message passing with request-response interaction, remote procedure call, and group communication. Beside them, abstractions exist that are not based on message passing, but rely on shared state, a scenario
mainly found in multi-threaded applications. We give a short overview on interaction abstractions where processes communicate by sharing data. Section 2.5 presents middleware systems that realise the abstractions
discussed here.

2.3.1 Message Passing
In the message passing abstraction distributed processors send messages to each other. The abstraction
neither imposes any particular interaction pattern nor defines the message format, nor their content, nor
the way nodes are addressed. Message passing is implemented on top of a channel. Depending on the
implementation, multiple additional properties and semantics can be defined.
Interaction pattern The interaction pattern in a message passing system is defined by the applications using
it. Nevertheless, some patterns occur frequently such as request-response interaction.
Receiver group Messages may be targeted towards one or multiple receivers. When groups of nodes are
involved, group cast semantics have to be applied. They define which nodes receive a message under which
conditions. We discuss different group cast strategies in Section 2.3.4.
Reliability A message passing system is unreliable, if a message may get lost before it is delivered at the
receiver. This may be either because the channel is unreliable and loses the message or the receiver is unable
to receive the message, for instance, because it has terminated. Necessarily, we distinguish multiple levels
of reliability. Volatile reliable systems only ensure reliable delivery when both sender and receiver are up.
Otherwise, their behaviour is undefined. With asynchronous channels, it is impossible to distinguish a failed
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node from a failing channel. We define a system to be failure-aware reliable when it returns an error if sending
the message is not possible. Systems that do not provide that property may suffer from starvation when trying
to ensure reliability. Finally, we define systems as persistently reliable when they re-send failed messages
once the receiver is available again.
Synchrony of delivery A message passing system is synchronous, if the send operation blocks until the
message has been delivered at receiver-side. Otherwise, the system provides asynchronous delivery. Asynchronous systems are not necessarily unreliable.

2.3.2 Message Passing with Request-response Interaction
Message passing with request-response interaction is characterised by two properties. First, two distinctive
message types are being used, a request message and a response message. Second, the receiver of a request
message is always required to send an assigned response message. Systems, that have both characteristics
also provide extended classification criteria compared to bare message-passing systems.
Interaction synchrony A request-response interaction is synchronous if the sender of a request blocks until
the response is available. Otherwise, the interaction is asynchronous. Note that request-response interaction
may still be asynchronous even if the message passing process is synchronous and vice-versa.
Channel multiplexing A message passing system is capable of sharing a channel, if a second sender can
use the channel while the first one has not received a return value. In return, the receiver has to be able to
distinguish individual messages and assign a response to each of them. In channel multiplexing the requests
can be sent either isolated or interleaved.

2.3.3 Remote Procedure Call and Remote Method Invocation
Conceptually, both remote procedure call (RPC) and remote method invocation (RMI) are communication abstractions that trigger the execution of code across address spaces. In most implementations, RPC and RMI
expect a reply message for every sent request. This is similar to message passing with request-response
interaction. Yet, RPC and RMI define additional semantics. Systems implementing these concepts offer a
language binding for the programming languages that they support and further implement one or multiple
invocation semantics. These semantics define the effect of an invocation in case of success and both remote
and network failures. Finally, RPC/RMI systems provide a way to refer to the called entity. For RPC, this is
a notation that declares the function to call. For RMI, the object instance as well as the method need to be
specified.
In literature, it is often assumed that remote procedure calls are synchronous (e.g. [242]) which is not necessarily true [307]. We suppose that this is the consequence of the fact that an early system implementing
RPC was called RPC as well [518]. When we use the term RPC within this document, we always refer to the
concept unless specified otherwise.
Spector discusses invocation properties of remote operations (that he calls remote references) in a network with lossy links where bit errors can occur, but messages may not be duplicated [473]. His system
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model assumes processors with fail-stop and fail-recovery behaviour. Finally, all the processes on one node
communicate with other nodes through one communication processor.
Invocation synchrony The operation mode of a remote operations is either processor synchronous, process
synchronous, or asynchronous. Operations that provide processor synchronous guarantees block the processor until a reply is available. Those issued in process synchronous mode only block the issuing process.
Finally, operations with asynchronous synchrony do not block any entity. The synchrony of invocations is
completely unrelated to the synchrony of networks.
Invocation semantics Spector lists four invocation semantics that define the reliability an operation can
expect in case of errors [473]. Maybe (best-effort) operations do not provide any guarantees. Their execution
may fail due to packet loss or process failure. At-least-once semantics ensures that an operation is executed
at least one time. The caller issues the request until it has received a valid response. In consequence, the
request may also be executed more often and thus, multiple replies may be received at the caller.
Only-once-type-1 (at-most-once) guarantees that the operations are either executed once or not at all. It
requires as well that requests be re-issued when the remote entity fails. Yet, it is necessary that the callee
maintains information of which messages have already been processed to avoid a repeated execution. Onlyonce-type-2 (exactly-once) executes the operation exactly once. This semantics is only possible if both caller
and callee can recover after a crash, both make use of stable storage, and the caller executes transactions.
Return values Spector’s system supports operations that do have a return value (value reference) and those
that do not (nonvalue reference) [473]. All operations that have invocation semantics different from maybe
are required to have a return value, because the response message is used to ensure invocation semantics
and reliability.

2.3.4 Broadcast and Groups
When messages shall be sent from one sender to multiple receivers the design space increases, as the possibility of events increases. Messages may be received by only a subset of the targeted nodes be it because a
receiver has failed, a channel has broken down, or the sender fails while sending. The broadcast abstraction
and the group abstraction are widely used for describing the properties of multicast messages.
Classes of Broadcast Algorithms
Assuming a known group of processes, we define a broadcast as a message that is sent from one sender
to all members of the group including the sender. Two common safety guarantees for broadcasts are that
every received message has been sent by some process and that no message is delivered twice [108]. For
the moment, we assume a fixed set of group members. Broadcast algorithms can be distinguished according
to the following properties [131]:
Reliability A broadcast algorithm is reliable, if a sent message is received by all members of the group or
none. It is called best-effort otherwise.
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Uniformity A uniform broadcast guarantees that a message is delivered by all processes if any process in
the group delivers it. In contrast, non-uniform broadcasts requires that the guarantee only hold for non-faulty
nodes. Obviously, uniformity makes only sense when the broadcast is reliable.

Local ordering Local ordering restricts the order in which messages can be delivered at a single process.
In particular, the same ordering properties are possible as for unicast messages. We use the definition of
Birman [69]. A FIFO ordered multicast channel delivers messages of the same sender in the order of sending.
It does not give any guarantee for messages from different senders. Similarly, a multicast channel has causal
ordering guarantees, if it ensures that the delivery of messages follows their causal ordering.

Total ordering Total ordering imposes a global order on messages. A channel provides total ordering (also
referred to as atomic broadcast or abcast [69]), if it ensures that all group members deliver two messages in
the same respective order. Often atomic channels implicitly provide FIFO ordering.
Défago et al. [131] give a survey and taxonomy of total order algorithms: Total order group communication
protocols may suffer from contamination. Contamination occurs when a faulty process sends a message that
is based on a corrupted state to non-faulty processes. Such a situation can even happen in the case of total
order with uniformity. This is due to the fact that total order is specified based on the relative ordering of two
messages and not on the total sequence of messages. Requiring that the message sequence does not have
a gap solves the issue. Another insight is that uniformity cannot be ensured in the presence of Byzantine
failures [428]. Similarly, contamination cannot be avoided in environments with Byzantine failures [223]. In
such a context, a different terminology is required.

Determinism An algorithm is probabilistic if it does not guarantee that all group members receive a message. In contrast to unreliable algorithms, probability is a design decision and an inherent property of the
algorithm. Algorithms with total ordering can also be probabilistic in the sense that the total order property
only holds with a certain probability (cf. [278, 174]).
Chandra and Toueg show that total order broadcast is equivalent to distributed consensus in several system models [101]. Fischer et al. have shown that solving consensus [41] is impossible with deterministic
algorithms in asynchronous systems when processes can fail [179]. In consequence, total order multicast
is not possible in asynchronous systems unless timing assumptions (e.g. using a failure detector) or nondeterministic algorithms are introduced.

Destination Groups
There are several properties that can be used to classify the implementation of broadcast groups. In the
following, we use the classification of Défago et al. [131]:

Openness Groups may either be open or closed. In closed groups only processes that belong to the group
may send messages to the group. In open groups any process can send messages to the group.
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Singleness Algorithms can either support a single group or multiple groups. The latter can either be disjoint
or overlapping. Algorithms that support single groups can be easily transformed to support disjoint groups.
In the case of overlapping groups multiple approaches exist to support the total order property [223].

Dynamic The group definition can either be static or dynamic. Static groups have the same members all the
time. Crashed processes are expected to recover. Otherwise, the entire system comes to a hold eventually.
In dynamic systems a sequence of views is created that denotes the current group members [108]. Often,
process groups are encapsulated by a group membership service (see below).

Partitionable Broadcast algorithms may support group partitioning. A group is partitioned, if it is split in
multiple sub-groups by network failures and communication among sub-groups is not possible. The main
challenge here is to distinguish network partitions from simultaneous node failures. Algorithms that support
partitioning either support a primary partition membership or a partitionable membership. In the first case
only the primary partition remains operational. In the latter, all partitions are allowed to process messages.

Group Membership Service
The task of a membership service is to maintain a list of all processes that are currently active and connected
to a group [108]. When this list changes, the membership service reports the changes to the group. A group
may change due to processes failing or joining. The list of currently active members is called the current view
of the group. A view comprises its members and a view number.
Several safety properties normally hold in a group membership service [108]. The first one is that all members that receive view updates are also members of that view. The second requires that view numbers increase monotonically at each member. Hence, members adopt only newer views. This does not necessarily
imply that all members install all views. Finally, an initial view ensures that all events in a group membership
happen in the context of a view.
Group partitions inevitably occur, if failure detectors are allowed to make mistakes and are not allowed to
revoke their decision [433]. Hence, the assumption that the group will never partition cannot be maintained
in asynchronous networks with such failure detectors. In order to circumvent such behaviour two approaches
are possible [433]. The first one is that a new view can only be formed by a quorum of the members of the old
group. In that case, liveness is traded for consistency. The second approach is to use a weaker form of failure
detectors which trades consistency for liveness. A membership service that has a total order on all views is
called primary component, and partitionable otherwise [108].
Additional safety guarantees are possible with respect to groups [108]. For instance a group communication system may guarantee that messages are sent and delivered in the same view. A weaker form is that
all processes deliver a message in the same view. Virtual Synchrony guarantees that two processes that
are members of two consecutive views deliver the same set of messages in both views [70]. Note that the
guarantees on view changes and message delivery do not influence the message ordering of the group communication system.
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2.3.5 Shared-something Abstractions
Sharing data is a common approach for real-world applications. In particular, sharing data is a common
approach in high-performance computing and web-service architectures. For that reason, we discuss three
commonly used variants of data sharing: file systems, database systems, and shared memory. Sharing data
between multiple threads of activity introduces the need for update atomicity and the question of data consistency. We discuss both topics in Section 2.4.

File Systems
Processes that are capable of accessing the same stable storage respectively file system are capable of sharing data by writing to and reading from the same files. In general, file systems do not provide any mechanisms
to enable a safe, concurrent access to their content. When a common file system shall be used from truly distributed processes, the file system either has to be remotely accessible or be a distributed file system.

Database Systems
In order to describe a database system, we use the definitions from Bernstein et al. [60]. A database consists
of a set of named data items each of which has a value. The state of a database is the value of all its data items
at a given time. Further, Bernstein et al. define a database system as ”a collection of software and hardware
modules that support commands to access the database” [60]. The most common operations are readX to
read the value of data item X, and writeX to set its value.
In comparison to file systems, databases provide a data scheme for their users and take care of data consistency and synchronisation issues. In order to be able to use a database from multiple distributed processes
the database has to be remotely accessible.

Shared Memory
Shared memory [3] is a communication paradigm for distributed processes. Its main application domain is
in the field of multi-core processors and multi-processor machines. Yet, the abstraction has been applied to
distributed systems, too [481, 381]. The basic idea is that independent processes of a system have access
to a common (i.e. shared) memory space. All read and write operations that end up in the shared memory
become visible to other participants according to a consistency model (cf. Section 2.4.2). The abstraction
neither defines a consistency model nor does it impose a special implementation nor access transparency.
The shared memory can be located within a single operating system process and be accessed by the threads
of that process. Further, it may be situated in the local main memory and be accessible by multiple local
processes and threads running in the operating system. It can be located on a remote host and provide data
to the processes of multiple nodes. Finally, it can be distributed over multiple nodes and be accessible for
several nodes. For all cases that involve multiple physical machines, also the term distributed shared memory
or tuple space is used.
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2.3.6 Discussion and Scope of this Thesis
In this section, we presented several common abstractions for distributed systems. We introduced message passing systems, remote procedure calls, and group-oriented communication to the extent this thesis
builds on them. All of these abstractions assume that processes neither share memory nor storage. Other
abstractions to distributed systems apply data sharing as the only means for process communication. Here,
processes make use of a commonly used file system, database, or shared memory.
The abstractions presented in this section do not exist side-by-side. Rather, they may build on each other.
For instance, remote procedure calls may use message passing to send messages from one process to another. Similarly, distributed memory may build on message passing, RPC, or RMI to realise its functionality.
In Chapter 4, we develop the Virtual Nodes replication framework that mainly deals with replicated RMI
applications. Yet, due to its support for asynchronous interaction styles, it is capable of dealing with pure
message passing as well. When RMI is used, Virtual Nodes supports best-effort, at-most-once, and at-leastonce invocation semantics.
The replicas in a Virtual Nodes system communicate via a group communication system with a group membership service. Again, the framework does not require a particular implementation of the group communication system, but only demands that it supports Virtual Synchrony, changing replica groups, and FIFO ordering
of messages. Threads in one Virtual Nodes instance share state. The flexible mechanism for handling nested
invocations supports access to remote shared-something systems including databases and the file system.

2.4 Concurrency and Consistency
The fact that distributed systems always involve multiple processes that execute algorithms on multiple machines yields inherent concurrency [165]. Concurrent activity no matter if local to one node or global across
multiple nodes brings up two of the fundamental problems in computer science, the need to control concurrent activity and the need to provide consistency for concurrently accessed data. In Section 2.4.1, we discuss
concurrency control that defines which data a particular process may access at a given time. In contrast, consistency models decide which versions of a data item a thread can see. The issue of visibility of updates is
closely related, but not inherent to concurrency control. We present widely-accepted consistency models in
Section 2.4.2. Finally, we put concurrency control and coordination in the scope of this thesis.

2.4.1 Concurrency Control
When multiple threads of activity concurrently access the same data item, this may lead to the corruption of
that data item unless all access operations perform only read access. Hence, it is necessary to coordinate
access to the item if write operations are possible. We refer to the action of coordination as (access) coordination. Another scenario where processes need to interact is when one process waits for another process or
an event triggered by another process. We refer to that action as (process) synchronisation. We summarise
synchronisation and coordination as concurrency control.
An obvious approach to coordination is to let the run-time system ensure that no two processes act in a
way that the data integrity is endangered. A sufficient condition for data integrity is to coordinate processes
such that only one of them accesses shared data items at a time. This property is commonly referred to
as mutual exclusion and often realised via locks. The existence of a mutual exclusion mechanism allows the
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implementation of high level concurrency mechanisms such as semaphores, monitors, and transactions. The
existence of powerful atomic operations enables concurrent programming without locks.

Mutual Exclusion and Locks
The mutual exclusion problem is defined as follows [138, 286]: Given is a set of asynchronous processors
communicating via shared memory and operating in loops. In each loop, a processor executes a noncritical
and a critical section. Only one processor may be in its critical section at any given time and all processors
have to be able to eventually enter their respective critical section. Processors may only halt in a noncritical
section. With the use of mutual exclusion for critical sections, programmers can be sure that the operations
executed inside the critical section have atomic semantics. That is, the operations are executed such that no
other thread interferes with them.
Mutual exclusion may be realised in many ways [24]. Often it is implemented via an abstract data type
called lock. A process p may lock a lock unless it is already locked. After a successful lock operation p holds
the lock. Only the process holding a lock is allowed to unlock it. Processes that try to acquire a lock held
by another process are blocked until the lock has been released. Re-entrant locks may be locked multiple
times by the same process. Of course, the implementation of lock and unlock respectively has to happen
atomically, for instance using lower level atomic operations. Yet, Lamport’s bakery algorithm shows that the
problem of mutual exclusion can be solved without the need for low-level atomic operations [291].
Mechanisms that realise mutual exclusion are often referred to as mutex. When abstract data types such
as locks, semaphores, or monitors are used, the instances of such a data type are also called mutex.

Semaphores and Monitors
The existence of atomic sequences of operations enables the realisation of multiple disjunct critical sections.
These may be implemented via higher level constructs such as semaphores [139, Appendix] and Hoare monitors [239]. Monitors and semaphores can be implemented with each other and thus have equivalent power.
A monitor is an abstract data type which has the property that at most one of its operations is executed
at a time. A process that executes a method ma of monitor m is said to own m. We refer to the (atomic)
event calling ma as the attempt to lock or to enter the monitor. Similarly, leaving the operation is denoted
as unlocking or releasing the monitor. A process that cannot lock a monitor because another process already
owns it, has to wait for its release. We say that the monitor is contented in that case.
Each monitor can have assigned one or multiple condition variables. Conditions expose two operations,
wait and signal. The first causes the calling process to release the monitor and to wait for another process
to invoke signal. signal in turn resumes at most one waiting process. That process is guaranteed to be the
next to lock the mutex once the signalling process has released it.
A semaphore is an abstract data type with two operations P() and V(). Its state consists of a counter
that takes non-negative integer values. P() is an atomic operation that decreases the counter by 1 unless
it is already 0. In the latter case, the invoking process blocks until the counter is positive and decrements
it afterwards. V() atomically increments the counter by 1. Various variants of semaphores exists. In a binary semaphore the counter can only take values from {0, 1}. Counting semaphores allow decrementing and
incrementing the counter by arbitrary non-negative integer values.
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Transactions
In database systems a transaction is a sequence of atomic operations that is applied to the database state in
an all-or-nothing manner, providing additional properties such as consistency, isolation, and durability [60].
Due to the combination of atomicity and isolation, transactions may appear to realise mutual exclusion. Yet,
they not necessarily have to execute mutually exclusive. The legal ordering of transactions and the operations
they contain is subject to a correctness criterion such as serialisability (cf. Section 2.4.2).
Transactions may be implemented in a pessimistic and an optimistic way. In the pessimistic way, operations may only be executed if it is known that they will not violate the correctness criterion. Such approaches
usually make use of locks. In the optimistic approach transactions execute until either a violation of some
correctness criterion is noticed or the transaction tries to commit. One approach to optimism is to use multiple version of all data items [59]. Optimistic approaches may dispense with lock-based synchronisation and
use mechanisms without locks instead.
Synchronisation Without Locks
The use cases demonstrated for monitors and semaphores show two goals of concurrency control. It may
be desired to restrict the number of threads that access a limited resources. Moreover, the capability of
processes to wait for the occurrence of an event is beneficial in cases where processes operate in a consumerproducer manner. In both cases the need for blocking processes is inherent to the problem.
Yet, the original challenge that led to mutual exclusion is to avoid data corruption as a consequence of
concurrent access. Using blocking means to achieve access coordination burdens the programmer with ensuring correctness, liveness, and sufficient performance [182]. In order to circumvent those requirements,
non-blocking techniques to access coordination have been proposed.
Herlihy distinguishes the following kinds of non-blocking access coordination [234]. A coordination mechanism technique is wait-free, if it ensures that every correct process will make progress independent from
other processes. It is lock-free if some correct process makes progress and obstruction-free if threads make
progress when they run in isolation. Such algorithms are often implemented using the concept of transactional memory (TM) [237] that uses a weakened transaction concept.
Often, the term lock-free is also used to denote coordination without locks. In order to sustain the difference
between coordination without locks and the lock-free property, we refer to the first category as lock-less.

2.4.2 Consistency Models
When multiple processes concurrently access the same data structures, it is required to specify the outcome
of concurrent access. The metric that defines the allowed interleaving of processes is called a correctness
criterion. Correctness criteria enforce an assigned consistency model. A consistency model is a contract
between a memory implementation and the programme accessing the memory. Hence, consistency models
are particularly important in shared memory systems. Nevertheless, the question for consistency is valid
in any distributed context where data is accessed and modified by multiple processes. This is also true, if
multiple physical versions of a single data item exist.
Assume a logical data register r accessed by a set of processes. The processes execute read and write
operations on r. The operation history of a process is the sequence of its operations. A consistency model
defines the values of r a given process can read at a given time, given the operation histories of all processes.
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In the following, we give an overview on popular consistency models using the categorisations of Mosberger [358] and Steineke and Nutt [479] for uniform (synchronised) and non-uniform (nonsynchronised)
memory consistency models. In uniform models, all operations have equal effect on memory state. In nonuniform models, some operations explicitly influence the state of the shared memory. Further, consistency
models can be categorised on whether they are data-centric or client-centric [486]. Data-centric models consider allowed deviations of the copies of a data item. Client-centric models focus on the outcome when a
single client accesses the memory multiple times. Of course, a memory implementation exposes both a
data-centric and client-centric behaviour.
Data-centric (uniform) models A multiprocessor is sequentially consistent if the ”result of any execution is
the same as if the set of all operations of all processors where executed in some sequential order, and the
operations of each individual processor appear in this sequence in the order specified by the program” [293].
The assigned correctness criterion is sequentialisability [350]. Adding real-time–constraints to a sequentially
consistent memory yields linearisability as correctness criterion [295, 238]. Linearisability is strictly stronger
than sequential consistency [30]. In contrast to sequential consistency it is a local property. The composition of linearisable objects yields a linearisable system when the global time axiom holds [103]. This is not
necessarily the case in distributed systems [51].
PRAM consistency is the analogue to FIFO ordering in multicasting [306] and causal consistency [11] is the
mapping of Lamport’s causal dependency to shared memory (cf. Section 2.2.3). Other consistency models
have been defined in literature (e.g. [358, 479]), but are not relevant for this thesis.
Non-uniform models Non-uniform consistency models introduce synchronisation operations with sequential consistency. All other operations are only ordered sequentially within a single process.
A weakly consistent system [155] introduces a single synchronisation variable. When this variable is invoked, all write accesses that occurred before are propagated to the system. Similarly, the data of all read
and locally cached values is synchronised. Release consistency [198] and lazy release consistency [274] use
two operations on the global synchronisation variable. acquire induces the synchronisation for read operations, whereas release synchronises written values. Entry consistency [62] is a weak version of release consistency that uses a mapping between multiple synchronisation variables and values. acquire and release
of a synchronisation variable only affect the associated values. Scope consistency synchronises all variables
that have been touched between acquire and release [252].
Client-centric models Client-centric consistency considerations are useful when data replication is used together with an eventually consistent memory model. Eventual consistency ensures that eventually all copies
of a data item have the same value provided that no updates occur [512]. Often, value propagation happens
via epidemic algorithms [133]. Client-centric consistency models are also useful when a logical process can
appear as multiple physical processes. This is, for instance, the case, when a process fails and recovers under
a different identity or at a different location.
In the following, we summarise the client-centric models defined by Terry et al. [490]: Read-your-writes
semantics apply when a process will read values that are not older than its last write operation. In particular,
it will read its last write if no other process has written a value. Monotonic reads ensures that the values
seen by a single process do increase through time. Write follows read semantics hold when a write operation
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is ordered after the write operations seen by a previous read. Monotonic writes ensures that the system
respects the write orders of a single process. Vogels [512] additionally mentions causal consistency for clients
and session consistency. The latter is a restriction of read-your-writes, where the guarantee is bound to the
concept of a session.
Transaction-related consistency models In database systems, the most frequently used correctness criteria for concurrent transactions is serialisability [392]. Serialisability ensures that the outcome of multiple
concurrent transactions is the same as if the transactions had executed sequentially. That is, in contrast to
sequentialisability, serialisability imposes an order on transactions rather than on individual read and write
operations. Obviously, critical sections whose mutual exclusion is realised with locks are serialisable.
Transactions are serialisable, if they execute sequentially or if they operate concurrently without performing any conflicting operations. Classically, two operations are considered conflicting, if they are issued from
different processes, both access the same data item, and at least one of them is a write operation. Various
kinds of serialisability exists. They differ in their definition of conflicting operations. Causal serialisability
only states an impact on write operations when they are causally dependent [422]. Session consistency is
a transaction-specific version of read-your-writes [123] and strong serialisability ensures that the real-time
ordering of transactions is kept [84].
In accordance with Gray et al. [213], the SQL:92 standard [262] defines three mitigations to serialisability.
Repeated read ensures that a single transaction always reads the same value for a single data item. Yet, it
does allow phantom reads to occur. With read committed consistency, a transaction may see writes of other
committed transactions. In particular, a repeated read operation on the same data item may yield different
values. Finally, in the weakest form, a read operation is allowed to see uncommitted writes.
Berenson et al. argue that even avoiding those three anomalies does not guarantee serialisability [52].
They define cursor stability and snapshot isolation as weak correctness criteria. Cursor stability requires that
a currently used item cannot be modified by a concurrent transaction. In snapshot isolation a transaction always reads a consistent database state. Adya et al. formalise and generalise these criteria [5, 4]. They point
out that integrity constraints assumed by an application programmer have to hold, which is not always the
case with weak consistency models. Furthermore, they state that constraints shall also hold after a transaction has committed and advise that integrity constraints are checked when a transaction commits [304].
Occasionally, the term transactional consistency is used in literature. Yet, there seems to be no clear definition of that term. It is used to describe sequential consistency enforced by transactions [517], to define the
consistency that results from a correctness criterion of a transaction [495], or without any definition [414, 267].
The latter works seem to assume that all read operations read a consistent state.

2.4.3 Scope of this Thesis
In this section, we have shown the requirements that may arise from concurrent activity. We have identified
that concurrent processes need to be controlled when they access shared data. This may be realised with
any approach that implements mutual exclusion. Furthermore, we have discussed the synchronisation of
processes. A consistency model defines the guarantees the memory gives to an application and specifies
which version of a data item a process is allowed to see.
This section is relevant to this thesis in multiple ways. First of all, in a replicated scenario replicas have
to follow an internal consistency strategy that defines which kinds of divergence between replica states are
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legal. Furthermore, client-centric consistency comes into play, when a replicated service depends on other
replicated services and the client may interact with both of them.
The Java programming language [209] has built-in functionality for synchronisation and coordination. Each
Java object has an associated monitor that can be locked using the synchronized keyword. Each monitor
has assigned a single condition variable. Mechanisms for lock-less access coordination exist as well. The
Java Memory Model (JMM) [331, 209] demands a non-uniform consistency model not weaker than entry consistency [479]. Java threads are allowed to operate on local copies of data items and are only required to
synchronise values with the global memory when a synchronisation or coordination operations is invoked.
Such operations are, for instance, the acquisition and release of a lock, operations on volatile fields, as
well as the invocation of methods with specific semantics such as compare-and-set.

2.5 Middleware for Distributed Systems
In this section, we discuss issues related to middleware systems for distributed systems. Basically, middleware is a system component that increases the layer of abstraction for an application developer. Middleware
for distributed systems is a software component that abstracts from the distribution or characteristics of the
communication channel. In the following, we first present possible abstractions for distributed middleware.
Afterwards, we discuss existing middleware concepts. A concept is a set of abstractions that is implemented
by multiple concrete middleware infrastructures. Finally, we categorise existing middleware systems according to properties and concepts.

2.5.1 Properties of Middleware Systems
Tanenbaum and van Steen define four goals for distributed systems, the connection of users and resources,
transparency, openness, and scalability [486]. While the first goal is obvious in a distributed system, the
others may not be. Hence, we discuss them in the following paragraphs. In particular, we discuss design
properties with respect to middleware software.
Transparency allows easier programming of distributed systems, but also enables applying system optimisations that are encapsulated by the transparency layer. For instance, when the access to a distributed
data item is independent from its current location, the data item may be moved while it is being accessed.
The ISO/IEC 10746-3 standard defines eight types of distribution transparency [259]. Access transparency
hides the way entities are accessed. This includes the definition of an external data representation and data
binding. Failure transparency hides that an entity has failed. Location transparency allows accessing entities independent from their location, while migration transparency enables an entity to change its location
and relocation transparency allows an entity to be moved while it is in use. Replication transparency hides
the fact that an entity is replicated. Persistence transparency hides where data is stored physically. Concurrency (transaction) transparency hides that (groups of) entities are accessed and modified concurrently.
Openness describes whether the interaction of distributed entities is standardised. This includes for instance message format and content, as well as message semantics. Openness ensures interoperability and
portability. In open systems it is beneficial to separate policies from mechanisms [486].
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Scalability denotes the capability of a distributed system to become more powerful by adding more resources. Scalability problems are often caused by relying on central entities in an architecture such as centralised servers. Many aspects of transparency introduce overhead and hence, may be contrary to scalability.

2.5.2 Mechanisms of Middleware Systems
The properties defined in the last section have led to the introduction of the multiple mechanisms for middleware systems. In the following, we give a short summary of those mechanisms.
Naming and references Naming allows identifying a resource by a name. Introducing a mapping between
a logical name of a resource and its interface, i.e. its access point, enables location transparency and may
serve as a prerequisite for hiding replication. The mapping is often realised via a registry service. Probably
the most popular naming scheme is part of the domain name system (DNS) that provides a mapping from
host names to IP addresses [351, 164].
References are a special case of naming. While names are usually based on human-readable character
strings, a reference follows a pre-defined syntax that may also be in binary format. A widely known reference
type is for instance CORBA’s interoperable object reference (IOR) [216].
Definition language (DL) A DL allows specifying an entity in a distributed system. Interface Definition Languages (IDL) such as CORBA IDL [216] are used to define the interface of remote objects. The Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) further allows the specification of other properties such as transport protocol
or interaction pattern [111, 105].
External data representation (EDR) An external data representation specifies a data interchange format. It
defines data types that may be transferred between hosts and their bitwise representation during the transfer. The external data representation is tightly coupled with the concepts of IDL, marshalling, and language
binding. Examples are CORBA Data Representation [216] or External Data Representation (XDR) [162].
Language binding A language binding defines how the data types of a programming language are mapped
to the data types of the external data representation and vice versa.
Marshalling Marshalling is the actual transformation of types of the programming language to a serialised
form that can be sent as a message. Marshalling can build on EDR and language binding if these are provided
by a middleware system. Yet, neither an explicit EDR nor an explicit language mapping are required. The inverse operation to marshalling is called unmarshalling. We refer to (un)marshalling also as (de)serialisation.
Proxying A proxy [459] is a representative of a resource in the address space of a process that wants to access the resource. As such, the proxy concept ensures access and location transparency. Due to its functionality the proxy may also be responsible for marshalling. We refer to proxies also as the stub to the resource.
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Binding Binding is the act of retrieving a stub to a resource and may be based on a reference. Explicit
binding requires the programmer to trigger the stub creation explicitly. Otherwise, the binding is implicit and
the middleware manages the transformation of references into stubs automatically.
Middleware services Middleware systems may offer additional services that ease dealing with distributed
systems. Such a service may be a registry service that maps logical names to addresses and references. A
synchronisation service may be used to coordinate concurrent access to multiple entities and management
services allow the administration of entities. This includes, but is not limited to exporting and unexporting the
entity as well as activating, passivating, or migrating entities. A monitoring service provides the information
required to take management decisions.
Grouping A middleware system may provide means to group entities. This may serve the purpose of managing all entities in the same way or to provide fault tolerance by replication.

2.5.3 Types of Middleware Systems
In this section, we briefly discuss popular types of middleware systems. We distinguish them by their capabilities with respect to the properties and mechanisms of middleware systems discussed before. Further,
we give examples. Note that we do not consider the socket interface as a middleware system, even if it abstracts from the underlying communication infrastructure. In addition, we do not discuss stream-oriented
middleware, as it is not relevant for the remainder of this document.
Message-oriented middleware Message-oriented middleware (MoM) abstracts from the communication
protocol used. Processes interact via MoM-specific messages without having to care about the way these
are dealt with. MoM does not impose any particular interaction scheme or message format. Therefore, the
layer of abstraction is rather low. Such systems provide support for naming and thus are location transparent.
Due to their message-based interaction they also realise access transparency. As the participating entities
have to agree on message types and message format, the middleware does not provide binding or any higher
level concepts. It does, however, realise an implicit binding from entity names to receiver processes.
The bare concept of message-oriented middleware does not impose any guarantees on the reliability of
messages. Systems that realise a reliable message delivery are also referred to as message queuing systems [19]. Here, addressable entities are not processes, but message queues. Message queues decouple
sender and receiver such that they do not have to be running concurrently. Instead, the middleware buffers
messages until the receiver is available. Yet, they require that some form of persistent storage be available.
Depending on the use case and configuration, message-oriented middleware can scale very well. For that
reason, it has become the first choice for enterprise integration [242].
The use of MoM influences the programming model towards event-driven programming. The concept of
queue-based communication has led to an architectural modularisation pattern. The Staged Event-Driven
Architecture (SEDA) [516] advises to structure an application in stages. Stages communicate with each other
via their incoming and outgoing queues.
The availability of additional middleware features such as language binding, marshalling, and external data
representation are subject to each MoM implementation. The Java Message Service (JMS) [226] provides only
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an API and does not specify message formats and language binding. For that reason different implementations such as FioranoMQ [440] or JBossMQ1 are incompatible. In contrast, the Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol [510] or the CORBA Messaging Specification [216] define interaction on wire-level including language
bindings and external data representation.
Group-oriented communication Middleware for group communication provides the same layer of abstraction as message-oriented middleware. Nevertheless, due to the richer set of properties and the lack of a
standard, there is a wider divergence among available implementations. Basically, the available systems
can be divided into publish-subscribe systems and group communication systems. Publish-subscribe systems are a group-oriented counterpart to message queues [69, 486]. They decouple sender and receiver
by using topic-based communication. In such a system, a sender does not have to know the receivers of a
message. JMS also supports that interaction pattern. Group communication systems such as jGroups [39],
SPREAD [21], or AGC [425] realise group-oriented communication via process groups (cf. Section 2.3.4). Due
to a lack of standardisation, each system provides different properties and features.
Invocation-oriented middleware Invocation-oriented middleware (IoM) addresses functions or methods of
objects. An interaction is started by the client entity by sending a request message. This message is processed by the server entity, which sends a reply message. Popular systems that implement that abstraction
are Sun RPC [518, 320], CORBA [216], Java RMI [255], and Microsoft’s .NET Remoting framework [345]. All of
these systems use synchronous interaction; CORBA additionally supports asynchronous method invocation.
Further, all of them come with an external data representation, language bindings, and stub generation from
interface definitions. The invocation semantics are as follows: CORBA, Java RMI, and .NET offer at-most-once
semantics. Sun RPC provides at-least-once semantics. That is, comparable to message queues, the invocation is re-tried until the server is available. No guarantees are given when the client fails.
When at-most once semantics is used, an invocation can yield an undefined result. In that case, the client
application has to check the server state to see if it reflects the invocation. This breaks distribution transparency, because client applications have to be changed compared to a local execution. On the upside, the
server-side part may remain unchanged. In systems with at-least-once semantics a server method may be
invoked more than once. That is, methods at server-side have to be adapted unless they are idempotent. An
asset of systems with at-least-once semantics is that client applications can remain unchanged.
A special case of invocation-based middleware are fragmented objects [329, 270, 230] or distributed objects [478]. Here, a logical object not necessarily resides on a single server, but is physically distributed over
multiple address spaces. The programmer uses a local fragment to gain access to the entire object state and
functionality. Dickman et al. state that the use of fragmented objects is justified only in rare cases such as
fault tolerance [137]. Due to the ambiguity of the term distributed object, we use fragmented object whenever
we refer to this concept.
Data-centric middleware For implementing shared-something abstractions, data-centric middleware can be
used. The focus of this document is not on data-centric systems. Thus, we discuss data-centric middleware
only very briefly here and go into detail where needed.
1 http://community.jboss.org/wiki/JBossMQ/
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That kind of middleware ranges from distributed hash tables (e.g. Chord [480], Kademlia [344]) and NoSQL
databases (e.g. Amazon Dynamo [128], MongoDB [109], or CouchDB [23]) where data items can be set and
retrieved individually through distributed shared memory systems such as TGOS [470]; tuple spaces such
as Linda [196], Java Spaces [483], and Gigaspaces XAP [488]; up to software transactional memory (cf. Section 7.3). Finally, it also includes programming interfaces for database access such as CLI/ODBC [261] and
JDBC [22] as well as proprietary vendor-specific tools for database interaction.
Many data-centric middleware systems realise some form of transaction support such that multiple data
items can be manipulated atomically. This capability has also been integrated in invocation-centric and
message-oriented middleware [19]; e.g. CORBA defines an object transaction service (OTS) [216]. The XA
Specification [493] defines distributed transactions across multiple resources and middleware systems.

Application servers and services Application servers are a middleware layer for web-based applications [19].
Basically, the application server consists of three layers. A module for the interaction with the client which
is also responsible for data representation. Further, it contains a module that deals with the application
logic. Finally, the application server offers support for access to other resources such as databases or legacy
applications. Often, application servers also provide support for more sophisticated concepts such as transactions, messaging, naming, and security. In contrast to, for instance, object-oriented middleware systems,
application servers are container-based and expect passive applications. All activity in application code including start-up and initialisation is triggered by the application server that is often also referred to as application container. Applications running in such a container are often called services.
Web services denominate services that are accessed using web-based protocols, in particular HTTP[56, 177] and XML-based [83, 330, 497] protocols and standards such as SOAP [80, 349, 218, 386] and
WSDL [111, 105]. There has been a discussion on whether web services are distributed objects or not [511,
19, 68, 37]. Ideally, web services are supposed to be independent from distributed objects, because they are
purely based on the exchange of XML documents and described solely by their interface [511]. In particular,
a service shall neither have identity nor state, so that a client can use any service with a dedicated interface.
Others consider the assumption of stateless, interchangeable services as naive [19]. Similarly, the fact that
current web service frameworks lack the concept of references and binding support is seen either as a fundamental difference between web service software and object-oriented middleware [511] or as an indication
that web service frameworks are still evolving [68].
Baker and Dobson state that both service-oriented and object-oriented architectures share many properties
and that both target interoperability [37]. Both architectural styles allow synchronous and asynchronous
communication and the most use-cases require request-response interaction. The authors argue that the
differences between both architecture styles are rather on the layer of abstraction and the overall system
view. This concerns in particular the granularity of the distributed entities.
With the spread of services also Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been established in distributed
system terminology. SOA denotes an architectural style where loosely coupled entities, called services, communicate with each other via message passing, often in request-response interactions.
The Representational State Transfer (REST) [178] paradigm is a hybrid approach with data-centric,
invocation-oriented, and service-based properties. It exploits the data-centric interface of HTTP to issue invocations to a web server. REST implementations support features commonly found in invocation-oriented
systems such as binding or invocation semantics.
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2.5.4 Scope of this Thesis
In this section, we have discussed multiple aspects of middleware. We presented common properties of
middleware systems such as transparency, openness, and scalability. Then, we evaluated mechanisms that
can be found in middleware systems such as naming, marshalling, and binding. Finally, we investigated
different types of middleware systems, such as message-oriented and invocation-oriented middleware, but
also group communication and application servers.
Throughout this document the use of the term service does not imply SOA. Instead, we consider a service
as a ”collection of operations whose execution is either triggered by input from service users or passage of
time” [116]. In that model, a service is implemented by a server. This approach is consistent with the terminology of Section 2.1, but reduces the set of entities considered as a service. Furthermore, to us the set of
distributed objects is a sub-set of the set of services. Distributed objects always come with support from a
middleware infrastructure which supports binding, marshalling, and location transparency. For services this
is not necessarily the case.
The relevance of this section for the remainder of this document is two-fold. In the first place, we build a new
middleware system that allows a mostly transparent replication of Java services and applications (cf. Chapter 4). On the other hand, we argue that our middleware system is orthogonal to functionality provided by
other middleware systems, in particular to invocation-oriented middleware. In consequence, we aim at building our system in a way that allows its integrating into third-party middleware systems. Hence, the terminology provided in this section allows us to describe the features of our system, the middleware technology it
makes use of, and also to classify the integration efforts with respect to other middleware systems.

2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a basic terminology and background information on distributed systems as far
as they are required for the remainder of this thesis. We started with a terminology to clarify the related issues
dependability and fault tolerance. In accordance with related work, we consider reliability and availability as
aspects of dependability. This thesis focuses on hardware failures and independent crash-stop and crashrecovery software failures and its main goal is to provide reliability and availability of services.
In Section 2.2 we presented an abstraction on distributed systems consisting of processes and links. We
discussed basic properties of synchronous and asynchronous systems and failure detection. These abstractions allowed us to explain higher-level abstractions in succeeding sections. Furthermore, the capabilities of
system synchrony and failure detection play an important role for the definition of our Virtual Nodes replication framework in Chapter 4.
The main goal of this thesis and of the Virtual Nodes design is to provide a system that realises full replication transparency for Java applications and services. For that reason, Section 2.3 presented interaction
abstractions for distributed systems. These can be used in order to classify the capabilities of the Virtual
Nodes framework with respect to communication and with it the application types that can be replicated using the framework. For similar reasons, we discussed issues of concurrency in Section 2.4. The same section
also presented aspects of consistency. With respect to replication, consistency models describe the allowed
deviation of the state of a replica from the state of any other replica. Moreover, in invocation-oriented systems, they define the versions of state a client can see. Concurrency control is a fundamental mechanism for
achieving determinism, an issue that is present throughout this thesis.
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The chapter concluded with an overview of middleware systems for distributed systems. We presented
properties and mechanisms of such systems and assigned the interaction abstractions to classes of middleware systems. Again this serves the purpose of being able to characterise the Virtual Nodes middleware and
the middleware systems it is able to interoperate with. In addition, in Chapter 3, we use the middleware
category as a distinguished criterion for the classification of reliable and available systems in related work.

Chapter 3
Reliability, Availability, and Fault Tolerance in
Distributed Systems
In this chapter, we give an overview on how fault tolerance, availability, and reliability is realised in distributed
systems. We aim at providing a classification of approaches found in literature. By no means we are exhaustive and cover all work in the area of fault-tolerant distributed systems. We mainly consider systems dealing
with crash-stop and crash-recovery failures as well as network failures. We do not discuss the treatment of
non-benign (Byzantine) failures. Our overview focuses on mechanisms implemented in software and targeted
towards software-based systems. We envisage various mechanisms and their integration at multiple layers
in the software stack. We also take into account different kinds of applications. To the best of our knowledge
we are the first to present such a broad classification effort of reliability and availability mechanisms. Similar
work focusses either on CORBA systems [173], network systems [14], or computing systems [2]. The classification presented in this chapter serves as a basis for the discussions in later chapters. A more thorough
discussion of individual systems with respect to reliability, availability, and fault tolerance, is subject to an
accompanying technical report [144].
With respect to the remainder of this thesis, this chapter gives an overview on possible design options for a
fault-tolerant system including the assets and drawbacks of each approach. Additionally, we state constraints
and further requirements that come up as a consequence of a particular design decision. From the analysis
of related work, we learn that many systems provide reliability. Yet, only replication-based systems are able
to achieve availability as well. A review of large-scale architectures that realise relaxed consistency for most
aspects yields that even those systems apply replication with strict consistency to core entities. This fact is
a basic motivation for and justification of the Virtual Nodes framework that we present in Chapter 4.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1 we discuss fault tolerance–related properties of distributed applications and systems. We classify applications based on their characteristics with respect to
data and interactions. Furthermore, we discuss how mechanisms may be added to existing systems, which
mechanisms exist, and for what kind of applications they are applicable. Finally, we present a model for replicated systems that we further specify in Section 3.2. Section 3.3, Section 3.4, and Section 3.5 are concerned
with mechanisms to fault tolerance, replication, and availability in data-oriented, invocation-oriented, and
container-based systems respectively. Section 3.6 presents an overview on how the mechanisms are applied
in large-scale environments such as grid systems or cloud systems. Deterministic behaviour of applications is
a critical issue for many replication protocols, so that we discuss aspects of determinism in Section 3.7. In the
same section, we also introduce a classification of existing approaches to determinism. Finally, Section 3.8
presents the conclusions we draw from this chapter with respect to the remainder of this thesis.
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Figure 3.1: Parameters of a process

3.1 Classification Aspects
In this section, we establish categories that enable a classification of systems that are concerned with
reliability, availability, and f ault-tolerance (RAFT ) in distributed systems. In the following, we present an
extended process model and classify the interactions of such processes. Our process model is closer to operating system processes than the abstract model from Section 2.2.1 and stresses all properties that play a
role for fault tolerance in distributed systems. In Section 3.1.2, we investigate how RAFT mechanisms may
be integrated into a system. In the succeeding section, we classify the mechanisms and state their applicability with respect to process behaviour. In Section 3.1.4 we have a closer look to the properties related to
replication-based mechanisms and systems. We summarise the results of our considerations in Section 3.1.5.

3.1.1 Classes of Applications
In the following, we present a model of single-node applications. For that purpose, we extend the process
model from Section 2.2.1 and introduce a per-process runtime. Our extended model describes dependencies
between processes by incoming and outgoing data. Also, the file system is mapped to that dependency structure. Finally, we define categories for real-world applications that can be mapped to specific combinations of
the process properties of the process model.
System and Process Model
In our extended process model, a process is embedded in its runtime system. This runtime system provides
a number of run-time services for its process. A runtime system, in turn, runs on a piece of hardware that we
call the node. Each runtime is assigned a single node while each node may host several runtime systems.
Furthermore, we define that a runtime only uses volatile memory; and that runtime systems on the same
node are indistinguishable. They have no identity, but only serve as a means of isolation between processes.
Between runtime system and hardware resides the operating system that provides means to start, stop, and
locally monitor the runtime systems. Furthermore, there may be environment services available that offer
cross-node functionality. A process, as shown in Figure 3.1 consists of functionality, activity, and data.
Functionality is the code that is used to execute the process. It comprises local code and interactions with
other runtime systems. The interaction with these runtime systems may be a reaction to data received from
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that runtime. For instance, in a client-server scenario, the response to the client is a reaction. Other interactions are actions. An action is either dependent on the location of the current process or not. For instance,
when data is to be read from a local hard-drive this is a location-dependent action.
The activity property defines whether there are multiple sources of activity in the process, and if so, whether
the process has some means for coordination amongst them. Finally, a process reads, processes, and manipulates data during its life-time.
With respect to data, we distinguish input data, output data, and internal data. Internal data resides within
the runtime of a process. In particular, it is not shared with other processes. Internal data can further be subdivided into user data and application data. The first category contains state that is associated with a user
session and gets invalid once this session has terminated. Application data, in turn, is relevant for multiple
users. Input data is obtained from an external process. Thereby, a process may either pull the data or receive
pushed data. Pushed data is for instance a request or an interrupt. Pulled data, is the consequence of a
previous interaction with another process. Output data is always pushed via an action or a reaction.
The process definition leaves out the notion of storage. We model local storage by an own process pl that
can only be accessed location-dependently. In order to correctly model file system behaviour with respect to
persistence, that process may only fail when the hardware fails. Remotely accessible storage is modelled by
another process pr that can be accessed location-independently. In order to serve requests, pr interacts with
the instance of pl running on the same node.
Common Classes of Applications
From the properties of the extended process definition, we derive several classes of applications. Multi-tier
applications consist of multiple processes that may reside on multiple nodes with a fixed invocation order
between processes [19]. In these architectures, cross-dependencies between multiple layers may exist with
respect to data consistency and data integrity.
Generally, we distinguish between pro-active and re-active processes. A pro-active process interacts actively with other sub-systems, but does not receive pushed data or use reactions. Contrarily, re-active systems react to pushed data, but do not use any actions. Exclusively pro-active systems reside on the first tier
of a multi-tier architecture. Entirely re-active systems may be found on the final tier. Hybrid systems reside
on all intermediate tiers. Often, processes on the final tier do use local storage and hence are not entirely
re-active according to our classification. We introduce the term weakly re-active processes to cover those
entities. Weakly re-active processes may use location-dependent interactions as long as the processes they
interact with are re-active or weakly re-active.
Applications without interaction are started on one machine with isolated input parameters. They do not
require further interactions with users or other services until they terminate. They may write data to the file
system or to a local database, but only when it is ensured that they do not infer with other applications.
According to our classification, applications without interaction are weakly re-active. Map-reduce and forkjoin systems are a sub-set of this class.
Workflow-oriented applications realise an orchestration of sub-systems. They interact with various subsystems in order to fulfil their task. Often they also interact with a database where they store their temporal
data. This kind of application is pro-active.
Invocation-oriented applications (IoA) are typical server applications that wait for client requests, process
them, and send a reply to the client. As such they are re-active. Those systems may have one of the following
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characteristics: They may be completely stateless in which case the result is the function of the input parameter and the implementation. An IoA may be volatile stateless in which case it only holds request-related state
in memory. All other state is stored on a persistent storage such as the file system or a database. Depending on the type of storage, those applications are (weakly) re-active. Finally, an IoA is stateful when it holds
state in memory. We may call an application volatile stateful if all its state resides in memory. An IoA may
further depend on other IoAs in which case it becomes re-active. Session-oriented applications have similar
properties as stateless IoAs. Yet, besides keeping all their state on a persistent storage, they also have some
session-oriented state in-memory.
A process-group is a group of semantically coupled operating-system processes that all run on a single host
and that all require common treatment. A process group may comprise all processes running on a hardware
box including the operating system.
Felber classifies applications that may be optimised when replication is used [169]. He distinguishes
servers that do not maintain state, servers that act as front-end to a stable storage, read-only servers, and
statically-deployed servers. All of them are covered by our classification.

3.1.2 Integration of Mechanisms
In this section, we present a classification of the mechanisms used to introduce fault tolerance, reliability,
and availability mechanisms into a distributed system. Thereby, we distinguish the level of transparency a
mechanism achieves and the layer in the software stack where it is introduced. The parameters are shown in
Figure 3.2 and discussed in the following paragraphs.
Level of Transparency
Fault tolerance can either be transparent (e.g. [373]), semi-transparent (e.g. [380]), or non-transparent (e.g.
[50]) to the application programmer. It is transparent when the application developer can act completely
unaware of fault tolerance issues. In particular, an application that has been implemented for a non-faulty
environment and can be migrated to a faulty environment using the transparent approach. Full fault tolerance unawareness has to be paid for, because the fault tolerance mechanisms are unaware of the application
semantics and thus, have to take conservative decisions. Alternatively, they may act optimistically in which
case they have to be capable of reverting wrong decisions.
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In a semi-transparent approach, the programmer makes use of the fault tolerance mechanisms. Yet, he
does not implement the policies by himself. Instead, the application code triggers the execution of faulttolerant code, for instance, by invoking operating-system services. Finally, in the non-transparent approach
all fault tolerance is implemented directly in the application. In consequence, the developer not only has to
be an expert in the field of the application logic, but also be experienced with fault tolerance algorithms.
In systems where interaction between processes occurs, also the client-side mechanisms have to be integrated into the system. Here, we use the same classification as for the server-side mechanisms. Accordingly,
we refer to server-side and client-side of the mechanism whenever a clear specification is required.
Integrating Layer
Fault tolerance mechanisms can be applied at multiple layers in the hardware/software stack. Adding them
at hardware-level (e.g. [77]) ranges from redundant devices as used in aircraft technology to parity checks
in hard-drives and on network layer. Fault tolerance may also be integrated directly into the operating system (e.g. [82]). This may range from application snapshots to multiple, parallel executions of an operation
with voting. Finally, a fault tolerance mechanism can be integrated into the application logic (e.g. [199]). This
may happen in a non-transparent or semi-transparent way, but may also comprise automatised approaches
such as code re-writing and aspect-oriented programming (e.g. [6]).
In literature, a virtual machine simulates a computer architecture X on a real system with architecture
G [205]. A hypervisor is a software layer that implements virtual machines with X = G [86]. Due to the fact
that the virtualised and the original instruction set are identical, the software running within a hypervisor
cannot tell whether it is running in a hypervisor. In the following, we do not distinguish between virtual
machine and hypervisor, and consider a hypervisor as a software layer located in-between the operating
system and the possibly virtualised hardware. Hence, it simulates the hardware for the operating system.
In contrast, a supervisor is a software layer that is located between operating system and the application. It
offers the operating system interface to the application. Both supervisors and hypervisors are particularly
suited for integrating fault tolerance mechanisms seamlessly into an existing system (e.g. [86, 85]).
There are two possibilities of adding fault tolerance to a run-time environment (e.g. [365]). First, one can
enrich the runtime with fault-tolerant techniques. This is similar to applying non-transparent extensions to
the application. Second, one can add a supervisor between the application and the runtime. Hence, the
approach is similar to using a supervisor.
Beside being implemented at different layers, a fault tolerance mechanism may be single-layered or multilayered. In the first case, it does not rely on any other layer. A multi-layered mechanism, in turn, requires
the fault tolerance functionality of other layers. These, are in general lower in the stack. Nevertheless, also a
single-layer fault tolerance mechanism may make use of the standard functionality of lower layers.

3.1.3 Classification and Applicability of Mechanisms
In this section, we discuss several failure patterns and the fault tolerance mechanisms that can deal with
those failures. Following the argumentation from Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, we focus on independent fail-stop
and fail-recovery failures. In particular, we consider non-malicious hardware, runtime, and process failures.
A node and the run-time systems it executes may fail, as well as parts of the hardware. Furthermore, runtime systems on any node fail independently from other run-time systems. Also, nodes fail independent
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from other nodes. Our process model wraps hardware in a process. Then, the failure of a hardware device
is modelled by the failure of that process. The failure of a node leads to the failure of all run-time systems it
currently hosts. Due to their statelessness, runtime systems do only fail when the process they host fails. For
processes that model stable storage, we have to overcome the limitation that a process loses all its state. For
that reason, we define that the functionality of such a process always contains the current persistent state.
The following analysis of fault tolerance mechanisms and their applicability to distributed scenarios allows
us to narrow down the design space for the Virtual Nodes framework that we present in Chapter 4. We start
with an outline of related work. Then, we present possible failures in our process scenario and mechanisms
to deal with them. We conclude by analysing the power and constraints of the mechanisms.
Related Work
Mechanisms for reliability and availability have been discussed in literature. The discussion mainly focuses
on failure detection, redundancy, and replication. An insight gained from related work is that any fault tolerance mechanism has to be based on redundancy.
Failure detection Gärtner claims that the detection of failures is the key to ensuring the safety of a distributed programme [195]. Gray advises a general architecture for fault-tolerant software [210]. Software
shall be composed of modules where each module performs extensive error checking and fails fast rather
than producing erroneous output. Modules are disallowed to share common state so that they cannot corrupt each others data structures. Communication between modules happens through message passing.
Redundancy Both error detection and system recovery have to be based on the provision of redundancy [32, 195]. It is a necessary, but not a sufficient pre-condition to achieve fault tolerance [2, 195, 231].
Only useful redundancy helps realising fault-tolerant software modules [421]. In consequence, redundancy
is the ”provision of functional capabilities that would be unnecessary in a fault-free environment” [231].
Avižienis discusses masking and selective redundancy as mechanisms for hardware fault tolerance [31].
Others refer to space and time or active and passive redundancy for widely analogue concepts [2, 231]. In
masking redundancy concurrently operating components mask the effect of a faulty component. Selective
redundancy uses failure detection followed by a compensating action such as error correction, replacement
of the faulty component, or reorganisation of the system. Hence, the selective redundancy scheme has more
sophisticated requirements as not only the error has to be detected, but also the operation has to be switched.
For software systems Abd-El-barr proposes to distinguish static software redundancy from dynamic software redundancy and information redundancy [2]. Information redundancy comprises means such as error
detection and error correction codes as they are used for instance in networking [290]. Static software redundancy may be realised by N -version programming, transactions, and ad-hoc mechanisms. Dynamic software
redundancy uses forward error recovery, backward error recovery, recovery blocks, or watchdogs.
Replication Laprie et al. differentiate between software that tolerates failures of external components such
as hardware (fault-tolerant software) and software that tolerates its own design failures (software fault tolerance) [300]. They identify that software fault tolerance requires mechanisms beyond mere replication such
as recoverable blocks, N -version programming, and N -self-checking programming.
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Cristian claims that multiple servers are required in order to mask processor failures [116]. He proposes
to replicate a service so that group masking becomes possible. Gärtner advises the use of replication with
consensus algorithms [195]. He argues that for achieving liveness and thus being able to mask failures, it
is necessary to correct failures which ”implies a notation of recovery”. According to him, consensus among
processes is also required to achieve a common corrected state either by rollback or rollforward recovery.
Gray presents several approaches to fault-tolerant software based on the assumptions that most software
bugs are transient and that the fault tolerance of hardware is lower than a dual software set-up [210]. In all
cases he uses replication based on a primary and a backup process.
Failures and Mechanisms
Figure 3.3 lists possible failures that may happen within our extended process model. It further shows mechanisms that are capable of dealing with those failures. We distinguish two types of mechanisms. External
mechanisms deal with the integrity of a process as it is seen from other processes. In other words, they help
to handle process failures as perceived by the process or other processes depending on it. We identified two
approaches to deal with process failures, snapshot and recovery (SR) and replication. When snapshots are
used, the state of the process is put on persistent storage. In case of a failure, it is possible to restart the
process from that snapshot provided that the snapshot is available. It depends on the process whether the
restart may happen on an arbitrary node or has to take place on the same node. The most radical approach
to snapshots is to simply restart the process from its initial state. When replication is used to achieve fault
tolerance, the same process is executed on multiple nodes. When one of the processes fails, its replicas are
still available and provide the desired functionality. Strategies that apply replication are highly dependent
on the software to be replicated.
Internal mechanisms mostly deal with interaction failures. That is, they help a process p to handle situations in which a process q, p depends on has failed. From the process model we can identify three kinds
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mechanism

redundancy

constraints

suited for

restart

monitoring,
repeated execution

stateless applications;
volatile stateless applications;
applications without interactions

snapshot &
recovery

monitoring,
taking snapshots,
repeated execution

reliable, but no available;
requires monitoring;
not multi-tier capable;
consistency of other processes
reliable, but no availability;
requires snapshot control;
requires monitoring;
snapshot has to be available

replication

parallel execution,
coordination and
agreement

may require monitoring;
may require state transfer;
consistency of other processes,
consistency of replicas

stateless applications;
volatile stateless applications;
applications without interactions;
workflow-oriented applications;
process groups
stateless applications;
applications without interactions;
invocation-oriented applications;
session-oriented applications;
process groups

Table 3.1: Overview on constraints for external mechanisms

of interaction failures that match the three types of interactions. We further identify three internal mechanisms. In degraded service the process uses a local replacement of the interaction or ignores the failure. This
strategy can be applied to all types of interaction failures. The second approach retries the interaction until
the other process has recovered. Again, this strategy can be applied to re-action and location-independent
interaction failures. When location-dependent interaction is concerned, care has to be taken. If the failure
is due to physically destroyed hardware, there is little chance to recover. In the third approach, a process
invokes an equivalent but different process instead of the failed one. This mechanism is only applicable for
location-independent interactions.

Power and Constraints of Mechanisms
In the following, we discuss requirements and constraints for the use of internal and external mechanisms
as summarised in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. The tables also list the kind of redundancy used by the respective
mechanism. We omit a detailed discussion of replication, as it is subject to Section 3.1.4 and Section 3.2.

External mechanisms Using the restart mechanism, failed processes are restarted from their initial state.
The restart causes a down-time, because it is only triggered after a process has failed. In consequence, restart
may only ensures reliability but not availability. Furthermore, some entity has to monitor the process and
assess its failure. Obviously, the monitoring entity is subject to failures as well, so that restart does not
work recursively. Finally, restarting a process may have a negative impact on the consistency of processes in
both higher and lower tiers. This is due to the reason that interactions with processes in a higher tier may
happen multiple times. Further, results from interactions with processes from lower tiers may become invalid,
when the state of the process is set back by restarting. In consequence, restart is best suited for stateless
applications, volatile stateless applications, and applications without interactions.
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mechanism

redundancy

constraints

degraded service

storage

wait-and-retry
fall-over to other process

repeated interaction; delay
repeated interaction; delay

interaction must not be vital;
may yield inconsistencies when replicated
other process has to recover; delays execution
may yield inconsistencies when replicated

Table 3.2: Overview on constraints for internal mechanisms

Due to the fact that simple restart is just a special case of snapshot and recovery, the latter shares most of
the constraints. In particular, it can only provide reliability. The use of distributed snapshots, that is snapshots that include the interaction with other processes, reduces the effect of inconsistencies of other nodes.
On the downside, having a snapshot requires to reliably store it so that restart becomes possible. Hence,
the recovery procedure may block when this is not the case. Put another way, the recovery depends on the
availability of the snapshot. Snapshot and recovery is suited for the same application types as restart and
further for workflow-oriented systems and process groups.
The use of replication solves the problem of availability. Yet, the fact that multiple logically equivalent
versions of the same process exist, introduces additional consistency requirements. First, users of the replicated process may interact with different replicas and hence experience inconsistencies between them. Furthermore, when the replicated process interacts with another tier, multiple replicas may try to perform the
interaction yielding inconsistencies in both the invoking and the invoked process.
In case the number of replicas shall be kept constant, failed replicas have to be replaced. This requires
monitoring to detect failed replicas and state transfer to initialise new replicas. While replication may generally be applied to any application, it is rather suited for both stateless and interaction-less applications, but
also for session- and invocation-oriented ones.

Internal mechanisms Degraded service is only applicable when the interaction is not vital for the process.
Hence, the process does depend on the data, but can also use default or internally cached data instead. In
that case, the redundancy is the additional space required for caching or storing the default value. When the
process that uses degraded service is replicated, the mechanism can only be used when it is ensured that all
replicas experience the same failure and take the same measures possibly in a coordinated manner.
Wait-and-retry is bounded by the requirement that the other process p eventually recovers. This is only
possible, if p applies either restart or snapshot-and-recovery as its external fault tolerance mechanism. In
general, waiting for recovery delays the execution and may block the waiting process.
In the general case, falling over to another service bears the risk of inconsistencies. The approach can only
be safely applied when the processes are stateless or volatile stateless. For instance, the failure of a process
that returns information about the weather can be compensated by querying another service. In addition,
falling over to another process instance is also safe, if the original and the backup process are linked via
some form of consistency mechanism, such as a replication protocol.
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Conclusion
The discussions of internal and external mechanisms shows that no external mechanism except replication is
capable of achieving availability. Furthermore, internal mechanisms cannot achieve either of reliability and
availability in a distributed system. Instead, they can only help to mask interaction failures. In consequence,
we favour a replication-based approach for this thesis. For cross-tier use-cases, it may be necessary to mask
the failure of a replica. This can be realised by falling-over to another replica.

3.1.4 A Model for Replication
The fact that all fault tolerance requires redundancy (cf. Section 3.1.3) makes replication an obvious approach
to fault tolerance. Replication denotes the use of multiple logically identical copies of a single entity. In
the following, we first present a five-phases model to replication that abstracts from different application
domains of replication. Afterwards, we derive a parameter set that describes a replication system based on
the five-phases model. Finally, we discuss properties of the replica group and their impact on state transfer.
All discussions abstract from concrete replication protocols whose classification is subject to Section 3.2.
The following discussion shows the design space for replication frameworks such as the Virtual Nodes
system. Further, it rises awareness for the fact that state transfer is a crucial property of replicated systems.
Finally, it stresses aspects that are relevant for the design of a state transfer mechanism that is required within
a replication framework.
The Five Phases of Replication
Wiesmann et al. define an execution model for replication in databases and distributed systems that we use
as an underpinning for modelling replication [519]. The model proposes the five phases shown in Figure 3.4.
In the request phase a client submits an operation to an arbitrary number of replicas. In our process model,
this maps to a pro-active interaction with all replicas. In the server coordination phase the servers coordinate
and synchronise the execution of the operation. For instance, they have to find an order on concurrent operations. In the execution phase at least one replica performs the operation. Afterwards, the replicas agree on
the correct result in the agreement phase. Finally, the outcome of the operation is returned to the client in the
response phase. A replication protocol defines the actions that are to be executed in each phase. For instance,
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protocols implementing the coordination phase may differ with respect to ordering strategies, mechanisms,
and correctness. The authors propose that the response phase may also execute in parallel or prior to the
agreement phase. Such a procedure yields a reduced consistency. Drapeau et al. give up on a fixed ordering
of all phases [154]. Wiesmann et al. present dedicated replication protocols for replicated distributed systems and database systems that fit their model and extend the model with transactions support [519]. We
discuss these models in Section 3.2.
Parameters of Replication Systems
Figure 3.5 presents the relevant parameters of a replication system. The unit of replication (UOR) property
defines what entity is to be replicated. This may range from a single byte in memory up to entire operating
systems. We further use replication protocol and replica group as distinguishing properties.
Replication protocol The replication protocol defines what happens in the coordination and the agreement
phase. In accordance with Wiesmann et al. we distinguish between an operation-driven and a data-driven
orientation of the protocol [519]. For instance, accessing replicated objects via RMI is operation-driven, while
most approaches to replication in databases are data-driven.
Beside the orientation property, the replication protocol is concerned with the CAP properties: Brewer conjectured that it is impossible to achieve consistency, availability, and partition tolerance (CAP) in serviceoriented systems [87]. Gilbert and Lynch actually prove this conjecture formally using a weak definition of
availability where a client eventually receives a response without time bounds [201]. They show that it is
possible to achieve any two out of the three properties in asynchronous systems. When availability is required and network partitions can occur, it is even impossible to guarantee consistent stale data. In partially
synchronous systems delivering consistent, stale state is possible with weaker consistency guarantees. Gigaspaces argues that the decision between the three CAP parameters is not discrete. Rather it is possible
to achieve all three of them with various degrees [489]. In particular, systems may be consistent while no
partitions occur. Other authors come to a similar conclusion (see [165]). For instance, Abadi proposes that
consistency and availability of a systems are specified separately for scenarios with and without failures [1].
Replica group The replica group property reflects two capabilities. Ignoring failed replicas, the members
property considers whether the set of replicas is fixed or may change over time. That is, whether new replicas
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may be added or failed replicas be replaced. The recovery property states what happens to failed replicas.
Obviously, there are the three possibilities, that they may recover, have to recover, or must not recover. The
members and fixed properties are particularly important for stateful replicated processes, because they have
a crucial impact on the demands of the system with respect to state transfer.
State transfer
Table 3.3 lists the possible combinations of members and recovery and shows the consequences for the need
for support for state transfer. Obviously, state transfer is always required, when the set of replicas can change
over time, because new replicas require the current state. For recovering members an optimised state transfer
may be implemented.
A scenario with a fixed set of members and no recovery does not require any means for state transfer. In
that case, however, availability of the system can only be preserved for a limited time span, as eventually
all replicas will fail. When recovery is required, there exist two design choices. The first one is to realise a
state transfer. In that case, all life replicas can continue with their operations. The second option is to halt
the system for all operations that require coordination (e.g. agreement). In that case, the state of individual
replicas does not diverge and, hence, no state transfer is required. Approaches that do allow but not require
recovery still need a state transfer mechanism, as they cannot block the system.
Besides the demand for state transfer, there are additional parameters that classify the state transfer ca-
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pabilities of a system that we show in Figure 3.6. The closure property defines layers of the system that
contribute to the state. This may be only the application layer, but may also include state from the replication
protocol or even the hardware. The closure further comprises tiers that are affected in addition to the replicated process. This includes for instance, persistent state on local hard-drives. Finally, the closure contains
the pure size of the state. The integration property states whether the state transfer is inherently integrated
in the replication protocol (implicit) or is realised by an additional protocol (explicit). When state transfer
is explicit, we distinguish the retrieval of the state and the actual transfer. For both properties we evaluate
whether it is realised in a disruptive or seamless manner. In the first case, the other functions of the system
are stopped, whereas in the latter normal operation can continue. Recovery support denotes whether recovering replicas are treated differently from new replicas. Concurrency support states whether multiple replicas
can execute state transfer in parallel.
Conclusions
In this section, we discussed aspects of replication. We first presented a five phases model for replication
known from literature. Then, we derived a classification of replicated systems that mainly deals with aspects
of the replication protocol and the replica group. The properties of the replica group influence whether state
transfer is required in the replicated system.
Two of the five phases in the replication model are concerned with interactions with the client tier. Obviously, these two phases are not applied when applications do not have any interactions. Nevertheless, it
is still possible to use replication for such applications. In those cases, the only request is the start of the
replica and the only reply is the notification about the termination of the process. For these systems, a state
transfer mechanism always has to be explicit, because the replication protocol is not invoked at run-time.
The five phases model lacks support for multi-tier systems. This is probably due to the fact that the way to
handle this issue is dependent on the orientation of the replication protocol and its actual implementation.
We discuss the impact of replication on multi-tier systems in Section 3.2.
From the discussion of state transfer, we can conclude that a system such as the Virtual Nodes framework
needs to implement a state transfer mechanism that is sufficiently flexible to support arbitrary requirements
from replication protocol and application.

3.1.5 Summary: Properties of a RAFT System
Throughout Section 3.1, we have presented several classification criteria for approaches to fault tolerance in
distributed applications. First, we have defined properties of a process in a distributed system. Based on
these properties, we have discussed mechanisms that allow dealing with failures of hardware, network, and
applications. Furthermore, we investigated the applicability of these mechanisms. An important approach to
fault tolerance is the use of replication for which we revisited a general model from literature.
RAFT From the previous sections and their respective classifications, we derive properties of a RAFT system
as listed in Figure 3.7. We use these properties to classify RAFT systems from literature in Sections 3.3–3.6.
We distinguish RAFT systems by the number and kinds of mechanisms supported. A system may be built
for a single mechanism or allow multiple of them. In case multiple mechanisms are supported, a system
may restrict the usage to a single mechanism at a time or allow parallel use. Orthogonally to the mechanism
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support, the stretch-out across tiers is an important system parameter. Here, we distinguish single-tier and
multi-tier systems. Multi-tier systems can be further sub-divided into symmetric systems where each tier has
to be configured identically and asymmetric systems that allow a divergent configurations of individual tiers.
The Virtual Nodes system realises asymmetric multi-tier support. It provides replication as its main fault
tolerance mechanism and comes with support for multiple replication protocols. The protocols can also be
configured such that their behaviour maps to the restart and snapshot-and-recovery mechanisms. Hence,
our system supports the most flexible architecture possible, a property that is barely found in related work.
Advanced concepts of a RAFT system include cross-tier consistency and support for sessions. A session
consists of multiple, semantically linked interactions between two processes. Determinism is a crucial property in many replication-based systems, but also in snapshot-recover systems. We discuss determinism in
more detail in Section 3.7. Here, we only consider whether the RAFT system has some means to support determinism. If it does, we distinguish explicit and implicit support. In the sooner case, non-determinism has
to be handled explicitly, e.g. by the programmer. In the latter case, the design and the architecture of the
system ensures that determinism is either not required or non-determinism cannot occur.
As we shall see in Chapter 4, the Virtual Nodes framework enables flexible cross-tier consistency. In Section 7.1, we discuss that it is also capable to support sessions. The framework does not guarantee a deterministic execution per se. Nevertheless, it may ensure a deterministic thread interleaving if required. The
Dj suite that we present in Chapter 5 is capable to render arbitrary Java applications deterministic. As we
discuss in Chapter 6, the Dj suite enables that determinism can be achieved for the Virtual Nodes system in
a flexible manner. The comprehensive support for multiple tiers, mechanisms, and advanced concepts is a
unique feature of the work presented in this thesis.
Related work The categorisation of mechanisms to fault tolerance, reliability, and availability in distributed
systems has also been targeted by related work. Most of that work considers a subset of the aspects we
discussed, so that we presented them at appropriate places throughout this chapter. Nevertheless, two works
exist that have a similar, yet different scope compared to our work.
Mohammed and Zulkernine present a taxonomy of software-based reliability efforts [352]. They distinguish
between the goals of fault tolerance reliability analysis, and reliable design. In accordance with Chapter 2,
we only consider fault tolerance mechanisms. The authors introduce mechanisms that deal with operational
faults and those that consider design faults. Our classification focuses on operational faults. With respect
to operation-based faults Mohammed and Zulkernine distinguish environment-based and model-based sys-
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tems [352]. In the first category they classify systems based on whether they make use of environmental
facilities. The second category uses replication and is further sub-divided into systems that achieve fault tolerance based on data replicas and on messages respectively. This is a rather imprecise terminology, because
data replication may also be achieved using messages. We use data-driven and operation-driven replication
instead. Besides not discussing distributed systems, this piece of work also lacks availability considerations.
Xiong et al. survey existing approaches to failure detection in distributed systems [526]. Our work assumes
that failures can be detected using failure detectors, but does not consider how these are implemented.
Hence, their work is supplementary to ours.

3.2 Replication Protocols
From the discussion of fault tolerance mechanisms in Sections 3.1.3, we conclude that replication is the only
mechanism that can achieve both reliability and availability. In Section 3.1.4, we discussed replicated systems in particular with respect to replica groups, but left out a classification of replication protocols. In this
section, we present a more detailed discussion of replication protocols. We investigate the characteristics
and fundamental differences between data-driven and operation-driven replication protocols.
Throughout Sections 3.3–3.6 the distinction between data-driven and operation-driven replication is one
of the main classification categories in all application domains. Furthermore, the in-depth discussion of both
approaches presents the necessities that follow from each of them. In particular operation-driven protocols
rise the challenge to handle repeated interactions and non-deterministic invocations. Besides presenting a
classification of replication protocols, the following analysis eases the arguing required in Chapter 4.

3.2.1 Overview
Data-driven replication is appropriate when data is available as a distinctive entity that can be controlled
separately. This is, for example, true for database systems, file systems and files, and (distributed) shared
memory systems. In databases, the data is available as a set of item names and their respective values.
The values can be queried and modified by the item name. In file systems, it is possible to identify each
data chunk based on the file name and its position in the file. Finally, in distributed memory systems, each
data item is identified by the logical memory cell it is stored in. The distinguishing characteristic of all those
systems is that the data item is not part of the system that manages it. All of the runtime systems such as
database management, file system, and memory management do have internal state and thus data, but this
data is different from the managed data, as it cannot be accessed and manipulated in the same way.
Standard programming languages provide only little support for data-driven programming. Applications
implemented in common programming languages realise state by the notion of variables. These may be set
and read by application logic, but generally there is no way to control the execution of these operations from
within the application, as the data is part of the application and not of some external entity. Adding control of
data access will be invasive for the predominant part of programming languages. For instance, there exist two
basic approaches to achieve control over field accesses in arbitrary Java applications. The first one intercepts
access to memory locations on operating-system–level or Java Virtual Machine-level. The second approach
requires to modify the application such that it treats the data separated from the logic.
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In consequence, it is hard to realise data-driven replication for applications domains where data and operations cohere such as operating systems or stateful applications. For those domains the application of
operation-driven replication is much more convenient, because it replicates the operations including the
data they access. On the down-side, operation-driven replication is harder to handle than data replication,
because the replicated entity has activity which may endanger consistency. Furthermore, the consistency
requirements are higher for operation-driven replication, because most programming languages offer rather
strong consistency. The replication system has to reflect these consistencies in order to guarantee correct
application semantics. Data-driven replication is less limited and allows a wider range of consistency models.

3.2.2 Data-driven Replication
The parameters of data-driven replication are shown in Figure 3.8. In data-driven replication, the unit of
replication is a data item. The granularity of such an item is not further specified. It may range from a byte
to a data blob. Due to our process model, each physical data item is uniquely assigned to a single process.
The replication degree of a logical data item may be either full or partial [471]. In the first case, all available
processes contain a version of the logical data item. In the latter, only a subset thereof stores a copy.
Obviously, operations that modify data are critical in a replicated scenario. We refer to those operations
as update operations or writes; other operations are called read operations or queries. Gray et al.’s classification of database replication protocols distinguishes two dimensions of update operations [211]. The when
dimension defines when the effects of a change are propagated to other replicas. This may either happen via
eager or via lazy updates. In the first case, all replicas get updated synchronously. Alternatively, an algorithm
may chose to update only a write quorum of replicas. This increases the update performance and allows to
tolerate node failures. On the downside, read operations then require a read quorum [200]. In lazy updating
the update operation is executed at one node and then propagated to all other nodes.
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The where dimension denotes which nodes are allowed to execute an update operation. In the master (primary-copy) approach a single node is the owner of a data item. All update operations of an item pass
through its master. In the group (multi-master, update everywhere) approach all members of a master group
are allowed to perform an update operation. Yet, as such a procedure allows executing multiple updates in
parallel, those systems may require reconciliation.
The replication logic may be integrated with the process logic that hosts the data, or be independent from it.
In systems that keep replication logic and data management separated, the RAFT aspects (cf. Section 3.1.5) of
the replication logic play a role. Further, we classify whether the systems that host the data are heterogeneous
or homogeneous. In a homogeneous set-up all processes that store data are equal. The concrete meaning of
this depends on the replication logic. It may range from same interface to identical logic. Integrated systems
are inherently homogeneous.
Wiesmann et al. refine the five-phases model for database replication [519]. In particular, they consider
transactions and introduce coordination as parameter. They distinguish between lock-based and abcastbased coordination. In the first case, the server coordination phase is used by all replicas to acquire required
locks. In the agreement phase, the replicas execute a commit protocol such as two-phase commit [60]. In the
abcast-based approach, the operation is broadcast to all replicas. The concurrency and transaction control
use the ordering of the messages to achieve a deterministic outcome on all replicas. We further add optimistic
coordination that allows a single replica to process all operations of a transaction without interacting with
other replicas.
Wiesmann et al. introduce two more classification criteria for database replication [521]. Interaction determines how often the replica servers need to communicate. In constant interaction a fixed number of messages
is exchanged per transaction. In linear interaction the number of messages depends on the number of interactions contained in a transaction. The transaction termination criterion defines how the agreement amongst
replicas is achieved. Voting termination uses an additional round of messages at commit time whereas nonvoting termination does not require this additional step. On the downside the latter replication protocols
have to behave deterministically.
Finally, we introduce a parameter that considers the integration of transactions with other systems. Crosssystem transaction support enables the transaction management of a replica group to contribute in transactions with other transaction-aware systems. We refer to systems that support transactions, but not in a
cross-system manner, as systems with local-system transaction support.

3.2.3 Operation-driven Replication
For classifying operation-driven replication, we use the terminology of Défago and Schiper [130] for a coarse
distinction. They distinguish between replication techniques with redundant processing and those with parsimonious processing. Figure 3.9 presents our fine-grained classification that we discuss in the following.
Subsequently, we compare all types of protocols with respect to several properties including determinism.
The section concludes with a brief discussion of state machines.
Redundant Processing
In replication with redundant processing, all replicas execute in parallel. We distinguish three kinds of redundant processing techniques. Pure active replication exploits the fact that processes may undergo the same
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Figure 3.9: Parameters of operation-driven replication

sequence of state changes and hence exhibit the same behaviour. A fundamental prerequisite for pure active
replication is that all operations have deterministic behaviour. Moreover, concurrent operations that concern
the same part of the state have to be executed in the same order on all replicas.
Yet, operations on internal state are often triggered by input, no matter if pushed or pulled. In consequence, the input has to be identical for all replicas. Furthermore, without deeper knowledge of the process
logic, it has to be assumed that all input leads to conflicting memory access. That is, pure active replication
requires deterministic interactions and deterministic operations. Semi-active replication [42] handles nondeterministic interactions and non-deterministic operations. In that approach, only one replica processes
non-deterministic issues and shares the result with all other replicas. Semi-active replication protocols where
always the same replica executes non-deterministic operations are also referred to as leader-follower.
Optimistic active replication [175] exploits the properties of an optimistic total order broadcast algorithm.
Here, messages are delivered before their ordering is known. In optimistic active replication the execution of
a request starts when the message is delivered the first time. Apparently, systems supporting that approach
require to provide a mechanism to roll-back the effect of requests that have been executed out-of-order.
Due to the fact that in redundant processing all replicas execute the same operations, each replica also
triggers all interactions with other processes. A fundamental requirement of any replication strategy based
on redundant processing is to ensure that those redundant interactions do not cause inconsistencies among
the replicas or in other tiers of the system.
All approaches to redundant processing leave out the agreement phase in the five phases model, because
the outcome of an invocation is already available on all replicas due to the deterministic execution [519]. Yet,
only pure active replication does not require any agreement at all. The optimistic version realises agreement via the group communication system and the semi-active approach applies agreement on all nondeterministic events.
In literature, pure active replication is often referred to as active replication or state-machine-approach (e.g.
[448, 450]). Throughout this document we use the term active replication as a synonym for pure active and
semi-active replication when a further classification is not required.
Parsimonious Processing
In the absence of failures, parsimonious processing executes each operation only once and only on a single
replica. The replication protocol determines how the effect of a single or multiple operations is transferred to
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the other replicas.
In passive replication (primary-backup) algorithms, a single primary replica is responsible for executing all
operations. All other replicas function as backups to the primary and only start executing operations when
the original primary has failed. Basically, backup replicas may be synchronised with the primary at any time.
In case no data shall be lost, synchronisation has to happen at least for each pushed input data.
The state of backup replicas may be updated by a snapshot, by replay information, or by a hybrid approach.
In the first case, the entire state of the process is sent to the backup replicas. Either as a full snapshot or as
a diff to the last snapshot. In the latter case, the overhead may be significantly lower, yet, a mechanism is
required to compute the difference of both states. Replay information is data that helps to re-compute a state
that has already existed on another replica. Obviously, pushed input data is replay information. Yet, only
relying on pushed input data requires that replay be deterministic. In order to avoid that all operations of a
process have to be deterministic, it is possible to also create a snapshot each time the current state of the
primary becomes visible to the outside world; that is before output data is accessed. This mix of snapshotand replay information-based updates is an example for a hybrid approach.
Due to the fact that the primary is uniquely identified, passively replicated systems have an empty coordination phase [519]. Despite the single primary, passive replication protocols may trigger an interaction
multiple times just as any type of active replication protocol. This happens if the primary fails after having
sent output data. Then, the new primary may have to re-execute the invocation.
Several types of passive replication have been proposed in literature. In cold passive replication the backup
nodes are only available as physical machines. The process is only started and initialised after the primary
has failed. In warm passive replication the backups update to the current state from time to time. Finally, in
hot passive replication that state is updated as soon as it is available. In consequence, the downtime after a
crash is minimal. Yet, it may happen that backup replicas differ from the primary from time to time depending
on how non-deterministic operations are treated.
Two further replication schemes have been proposed that resemble hot passive replication, but provide
additional features. Défago and Schiper present a semi-passive replication algorithm where the outcome
of a non-deterministic operation is determined by a lazy consensus algorithm [130]. This procedure allows
performing failure detection more aggressively and reduces the delay after a primary has failed.
In the coordinator-cohort approach [67] pushed input data is processed exclusively by its coordinator
replica. Yet, different input data may be pushed to different coordinators. Similar to passive replication,
the modifications on one replica need to be synchronised with the other replicas. Unlike passive replication,
it is not sufficient to simply copy the state of the coordinator to other replicas. Instead, coordinator-cohort
requires to ensure that some correctness criterion is met. For instance, Birman et al. use serialisability [67]. A
correctness criterion can only be realised, if the modified parts of the state can be identified. On the up-side,
non-determinism is not an issue due to the transaction-like processing style. In contrast to active replication,
coordinator-cohort allows exploiting the parallelism of all replicas.
Comparison
In Table 3.4, we compare replication strategies with parsimonious and redundant processing according to
several criteria. Pure active and optimistic active replication require deterministic operations. All kinds of
passive replication only require them when replay techniques are used for state updates. Multi-threading is
possible in active and semi-active replication as long as scheduling between threads is deterministic. Pas-
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Table 3.4: Capabilities of operation-driven replication protocols

sive replication techniques additionally require the capability of strong thread migration. Coordinator-cohort
allows multi-threading when local transactions are supported as well. The same is true for optimistic-active
replication. State transfer to new replicas is disruptive in active and semi-active replication, because at least
one of the replicas has to transfer the state. Further, all other replicas have to behave identically and thus
mimic the serialisation. The remaining types of protocols come with some sort of roll-back mechanism. For
them, the state transfer can happen non-disruptively based on the roll-back information.
Approaches with redundant processing have a very fast fail-over time, as operation continues even in the
face of individual replica failures. This property makes the protocols suited for real-time applications. Cold
passive replication has a very slow reaction to failures, warm passive is faster, and hot passive fastest, but
still slower than redundant techniques. Semi-passive and coordinator-cohort are comparable to hot passive
replication. The fact that parsimonious techniques apply redundancy in time by re-executing failed operations, makes them less applicable for real-time and time-sensitive applications.
Due to the inherent nature of operation-driven replication, most operation-driven replication protocols do
not scale with the number of replicas. All kinds of passive replication have a single replica that executes
operations and hence bounds the maximum possible number of operations per time. Similar, in redundant
processing, all replicas execute the same operations. Thus, the maximum number of operations is bounded
by the slowest replica. Theoretically, the number of operations scales linearly with the number of replicas for
the coordinator-cohort approach. Yet, the real scaling is determined by the collisions caused by concurrent
operations on multiple replicas.
For all replication protocols we identified a number of features required in order to be able to apply the
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approach
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receiver-side mechanisms
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cleaning cache consistently
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agreement
transactions

homogeneous environment
transaction support

cooperation

Table 3.5: Approaches to deal with repeated invocations

respective replication scheme. Almost all approaches based on redundant processing imply input ordering.
Only in the case of optimistic-active replication this is reduced to an optimistic ordering [175]. Yet, it requires
a roll-back mechanism. For semi-active replication it is necessary to identify non-deterministic operations
either manually or automatically. All passive approaches require that the primary replica be monitored and
a new leader be elected in case of failure. Backup replicas can only become new primaries when they have
access to the current state. Coordinator-cohort requires a transaction mechanism with roll-back capabilities.
The performance of active and the various kinds of passive replication has been extensively modelled and
evaluated (e.g., [194, 125, 204]). The outcome is that the choice of the right replication strategy and the right
parameters depend amongst others on the failure probability of individual nodes, the networking infrastructure, and the application behaviour. In consequence, there is no one-size-fits-all approach to replication.
Repeated Interactions
In both parsimonious and redundant processing it may happen that interactions with other processes are
triggered multiple times. In redundant processing this is due to the parallel execution of identical logic.
In parsimonious processing it is the case whenever the invocation has been triggered by sending output
data and the primary process or its node crashes before the corresponding input data has manifested in the
recoverable application state.
Table 3.5 lists three basic approaches to tackle this problem. On sender-side it can avoided that an interaction is triggered by multiple replicas by agreeing on a single replica to perform the interaction. This requires
agreement amongst the replicas, particularly for redundant processing. In parsimonious processing agreement is implicit. Yet, as we have already seen, this approach is not comprehensive. It reduces the number of
interactions, but still allows situations where the selected process has sent output data, but crashes before
it is capable of sharing the results. Then, the new sender process cannot tell whether the remote process has
received and processed input data and generated output data. All other approaches overcome that problem.
When testable operations [365] are added at sender-side, a new sender process can start an additional
interaction with the remote process to query whether the interaction has already occurred and what its result
was. In the general case, this requires the capability to identify interactions uniquely. In any case, testability
is a capability that is seldom inherent to an application.
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Besides on sender-side, mechanisms may also be located on receiver-side: For each pushed input data,
the respective re-action is stored in a cache. The cached data is returned once the same logical interaction
occurs. Again, this requires that interactions be uniquely identifiable. Furthermore, the cache size cannot
grow unlimited, so that entries have to be removed from time to time. This bears the risk of removing entries
too early.
Idempotent operations do not require any caching, because they may be executed an arbitrary number of
times without causing harm. Similarly, read-only operations can be re-executed without negative impact on
the consistency of the callee. Nevertheless, read-only operations are different from idempotent operations, as
they may yield different results when invoked multiple times. Just like testable operations, both idempotent
and read-only operations are not the general kind of operation.
Finally, repeated invocations may be suppressed by coordinating sender- and receiver-side [210]. When
agreement is used as means, input data is pushed to all replicas of the target process using an agreement
protocol amongst all replicas from the pushing and the target process. This ensures that all replicas of both
replica groups are aware that processing takes places. Similarly, the re-action is distributed amongst all
replicas of both groups. In consequence, both replica groups require to use the same agreement protocol
and hence, are tightly coupled.
In another cooperative approach a process P starts a transactions before pushing the input data to the target process. The transaction only commits after the output data has been pulled and spread across replicas.
Unless the transaction aborts automatically when p crashes, starting, spreading and managing a transaction
has the same challenges than a regular interaction and hence needs to be realised using one of the other
mechanisms discussed above.
Non-deterministic Operations
Throughout this document we use the term non-deterministic operation for interactions with the following
properties. (i) They have only impact on the same node the process is running on and (ii) the outcome of the
operation may differ from node to node. From a theoretical point of view repeated interactions resemble nondeterministic operations a lot. Yet, there are some differences that may have an impact on the implementation
of the mechanisms that deal with them. In particular, the locality property allows to handle non-deterministic
operations in a less rigid way. For instance, a process that crashes while executing a non-deterministic operation, may be treated as if that operation has never been triggered, as the impact is only local and hence, not
visible to the outside world. However, non-deterministic operations may yield state modifications in other
local processes. These modifications have to be reflected when sharing the result of a non-deterministic
operation with other replicas.
State Machines and Fault-Tolerance
The state machine abstraction was introduced by Lamport in order to achieve total ordering of events in a distributed systems [292]. In his model the state machine is a logical entity that helps synchronising processes.
According to Schneider and Lamport, processes pi in a concurrent programme call a state machine in one of
three situations [450]: when pi needs to be delayed until a certain system state has been reached, when pi
has modified the system state, and when pi needs information about the system state in order to proceed.
A state machine has the following properties. It has a set C of possible commands, a set S of possible
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states, and a function e : C × S → S that maps the current state and the input to a new state [292]. That is,
the new state solely depends on the input and the current state. The implementation of the state machine
depends on the failure model of the system. It can range from a single centralised process to a distributed
algorithm tolerating Byzantine failures of its processes [294]. In consequence, implementations of the state
machine may be able to cope with failures, but not necessarily have to.
The fact that state machines are memoryless, makes them appealing to implement fault-tolerant systems
by replication [448]. In that scenario a single process executes a state machine that is local to a specific
node. By definition, multiple identical state machines generate the same sequence of state transitions and
the same sequence of output when they are started in the same initial state and process the same messages
in the same order. This kind of replication is often referred to as the state machine approach to fault tolerance.
Historically, the term replicated state machine is associated with Paxos [296] and often publications explicitly
dealing with replicated state machines do discuss consensus protocols (e.g. [317, 332]). We do not use the
term unless we really refer to consensus-related topics.

3.2.4 Summary
In this section, we have classified data-driven and operation-driven replication protocols. It is only possible
to apply data-driven replication when the data and the logic that manages the data are distinctive as it is for
instance the case for database systems and file systems. In general, this separation of data and logic does
not hold for applications written in a common (in particular object-oriented) programming language. Here,
application logic and application state are a coherent unit.
For each category of replication protocol, we presented an own classification of properties. We further
divided operation-driven protocols into protocols with redundant processing and those with parsimonious
processing. From a comparison we conclude that no category outperforms the other one because the overall performance depends on the failure probability of individual nodes, the networking infrastructure, and
the application behaviour. For both categories we identified the risks of repeated interactions and of nondeterministic operations and discussed approaches to deal with them.
Related work In our discussion of replication protocols, we followed the classification of Wiesmann et al.
into operation-driven and data-driven protocols [519]. However, similar discussions have also been led by
other authors. Wang et al. identify checkpointing and message logging, Virtual Synchrony, and transactions
as three elementary techniques to achieve reliability and availability [514]. All three techniques are covered by
our classification. Yet, we do not consider transactions as an own mechanism, but rather see it as a potential
feature of the replication protocol.
Gray distinguishes a lockstep approach, several checkpointing approaches, and a persistence approach
for replication with two physically wired computers [210]. In that terminology lockstep is widely analogous to
replication with redundant processing. Checkpointing is identical to replication with parsimonious processing and full or partial snapshots. Gray points out that the communication has to be checkpointed as well when
clients are involved. His persistence approach abandons coordination and agreement from the replicas and
requires the clients to ensure the consistency of the replicas. In order to ease that task for client applications,
the author proposes to execute client operations as transactions.
It is important to note that data-driven and operation-driven approaches to replication are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. For instance, transaction processing can provide increased availability guarantees, if
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active replication is used for the transaction manager [496].

Impact The discussions of this section have impact on the remainder of this thesis. We state that datadriven replication cannot be applied to applications that are not prepared for data-centric replication which
includes legacy applications. This restriction of data-driven replication makes it barely applicable for transparent approaches to replication. For that reason, the primary goal of our Virtual Nodes framework is support
for operation-driven replication protocols. The framework ships with many of the operation-driven protocols
we have presented. In Section 7.3, we sketch how the framework may be applied for data-centric replication, when the application is prepared for it. To the best of our knowledge we are the first to present such a
powerful and generic replication framework.

3.3 Fault-tolerant Data-centric Systems
In this section, we give an overview on the fault tolerance of data-centric systems. In data-centric systems
with fail-stop semantics data replication is the only approach to fault tolerance. Replication enables reliability
and may enable availability. Systems with fail-recover semantics may also use permanent storage to achieve
reliability only. This approach cannot achieve availability, as it is only possible to access a data item when
the node storing it is available. Further, it requires special precautions to handle possible storage failures.
These include information redundancy or data replication on hardware level.
Data replication is not in the immediate focus of this thesis. For that reason, we present only a brief, nonexhaustive discussion of fault-tolerant concepts found in data-centric systems. Together with the remainder
of this chapter, this yields a comprehensive view on fault tolerance in distributed systems. The discussion
of fault tolerance in data-centric systems further helps to identify areas of differentiation to our work, but
also to recognise similarities that may serve as a starting point for future work. The following sections focus
on distributed shared memory, peer-to-peer systems, file systems, and relational database systems. For a
discussion of further systems such as NoSQL databases, key-value stores, or tuple spaces we refer to [144].

3.3.1 Distributed Shared Memory
Distributed shared memory systems (cf. Section 2.3.5) mainly use replication to increase the performance of
read access [381], but there exist several approaches that apply replication for fault tolerance as well. In one
case, only one replica may be written while all others are read-only copies. For those systems, the invalidation
and up-dating of the read-only replicas is a critical issue. Full-replication algorithms follow a multi-reader,
multi-writer approach, but require agreement for strong consistency [481]. For all DSM systems fault tolerance
is also a consequence of the applied consistency protocol. Only a few systems provide special mechanisms
for fault tolerance. For instance, the Plurix cluster operating system uses transactions in combination with
checkpointing [451]. Yet, the checkpoint server is not fault-tolerant and constitutes a single point of failure.
In consequence, the system ensures at most reliability.
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3.3.2 Peer-to-peer Systems
The main challenge with peer-to-peer systems is the high churn [482]. Nodes may leave the network or fail
at any time. Martins presents a survey of data replication in peer-to-peer systems [339]. He introduces the
concept of partial and full replication that has also been used in database systems (e.g. [471]). In full replication all data is replicated on all nodes. In partial replication a data item is stored on a sub-set of all nodes.
Large-scale peer-to-peer systems have to use partial replication in order to scale.
One of the main distinguishing features of peer-to-peer systems are their replication properties. Those
systems that do support replication vary similar to DSM systems with respect to their update strategies for
replicated data and consistency of data. A further criterion for distinction is the explicitness of replication.
In implicit replication mechanisms (called passive replication in [339]) the replication of data objects is a
consequence of the delivery algorithm. Systems that follow such an approach cannot guarantee availability
or consistency of a data item.
Systems with explicit replication either provide mechanisms that higher software layers can exploit in order to achieve replication or use a built-in replication protocol. Amongst them, probabilistic and eventual
approaches to consistency are the most common. To overcome consistency violations [457], many systems
have been extended by additional mechanisms that realise strict consistency such as transactions or agreement [264, 457, 319, 26, 453].

3.3.3 Files
Storing data redundantly on hardware-level for instance using RAID [400] can increase the reliability of the
storage system and make it independent from failures of individual hard disks. Attaching a RAID system to
multiple nodes and exporting it over network increases the availability of the data. Exporting may happen
via a distributed file system such as NFS [444]. In NFS, all data is accessed through a single host. Making
the same physical data available via multiple nodes provides only limited access transparency. Other approaches to fault-tolerant file systems include the replication of files or chunks of files over multiple nodes via
distributed storage systems and file systems [411, 491] that may be also based on peer-to-peer systems [228].
Not surprisingly, the fault tolerance mechanisms applied for file systems depend widely on the use-case
of the system. Archival-oriented systems will focus on reliability and neglect availability. In contrast, general
purpose file systems will try to achieve a practical trade-off between the CAP dimensions (cf. Section 3.1.4).
When replication of data is used, the consistency provided ranges from no consistency to strict consistency.
Several distributed file systems use a layered system architecture with a base layer and a management
layer. The base layer stores the data as chunks. The management layer is responsible for assigning file chunks
to nodes, replicating the chunks, and ensuring consistency. The base layer only functions as a storage backend and does not provide any fault tolerance. The management layer may be replicated using higher level
replication protocols known from object replication (cf. Section 3.4) or database replication (Section 3.3.4). In
order to ensure a correct functioning of the management layer, the replicas are strictly consistent. Examples
for such file systems are the Google File System [199] and the Hadoop File System [477].
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3.3.4 Relational Databases
Relational databases are the most widely used kind of database. In particular, they are a vital building block
for most business architectures. Conceptually, the term database refers to a set of stored data items and
their values. A user has to interact with the database manager to access the content of a database. When
this interaction happens from within an application, it is often realised via database middleware such as
JDBC [22]. Even though database replication is not very common in commercial systems [353], there exists
an extensive body of research in this field.
For redundancy is a prerequisite to fault tolerance, fault-tolerant databases make use of multiple database
managers. These may either share a common database (shared-disk approach) or manage an own database
each (shared-nothing approach) [420]. In the first case, the reliability and availability properties of the overall
system depend on the properties of the storage device. Then, data consistency is a combined issue of the
database managers and the file system.
The shared-nothing model allows multiple configurations. In the simplest approach, each database manager manages its own set of data items that are not correlated to the items managed by any other database
manager. While such a distributed set-up is not per se fault-tolerant, it shares several properties with faulttolerant databases. In particular, transactions spanning multiple databases require an atomic commit protocol such as two-phase commit [60] among all involved database managers to adhere to the defined correctness criterion. Building a distributed, yet non-replicated database system from non-replicated, nondistributed database systems requires that all database managers eventually recover after a failure, because
conventional database managers prefer safety over liveness and allow blocking for terminating a transaction [519]. Such systems are at most reliable, but cannot achieve availability. When non-blocking agreement
is used among the database managers, transactions may be aborted in case of failure [212, 273] so that the
overall system does not suffer from starvation. Distributed, non-replicated databases may achieve a limited
form of availability for the overall system, but cannot ensure availability of individual data items, for data
items are not replicated [193].
When data replication is used in a distributed database system, all data items are stored by multiple
database managers (partial replication) or all database managers (full replication). Database replication for
relational databases has been discussed in more detail by other authors [375, 437]. A modification of the
value of a replicated data item i requires agreement of all database managers storing a copy of i. This requirement has led to the definition of replication-aware correctness criteria such as one-copy serialisability [60] or
one-copy snapshot isolation [304]. Data replication alone cannot handle Byzantine faults. If this is required,
operation-driven replication protocols have to be used for transactions [193].
When network partitions can occur, replication protocols can either be pessimistic and favour correctness
of the replicas of a data item, or they can be optimistic and prefer the availability of a data item [124]. Optimistic strategies allow the existence of inconsistent replica state and require a mechanism to correct these
inconsistencies. The correction may take semantic knowledge into account [124, 243]. Surprisingly, the performance of a replicated database system does not necessarily suffer when the consistency criterion becomes
stricter [520, 546]. A fully replicated database system with eager update propagation and one-copy serialisability can scale up to at least nine replicas [9, 244].
A particular approach to reach agreement for replicated databases is the use of group communication protocols (cf. Section 2.3.4) among database managers. This approach is suited for fully replicated database
systems. Those strategies may realise multiple consistency guarantees and either use a termination proto-
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col [275, 64] or not [403, 217].
Database replication has also been realised on middleware layer. Using this approach, the client application has to use a replication-aware driver. At replica-side, either the database manager has to be wrapped
by a replication layer [402, 399] or replication logic may be added to the database manager [63]. In the first
case, the database manager is replication-unaware, while the latter yields better performance.

3.3.5 Summary
In this section, we have presented a brief overview on fault-tolerant strategies in data-centric systems. Distributed shared memory systems barely provide any fault tolerance guarantees. Peer-to-peer systems mostly
use partial replication with weak consistency. Some authors, however, have realised strict consistency for
peer-to-peer systems based on transactions and agreement. Approaches to fault tolerance in file systems
span a broad spectrum from reliable-only systems over fully replicated systems to partly replicated mid-scale
and large-scale systems. The mechanisms applied in database systems are similarly diverse.
Concluding, there exists a huge diversity of approaches and mechanisms that realise fault tolerance for
data-centric systems. Due to its open design, the features of the Virtual Nodes framework cover the requirements of many of the presented approaches to data-centric replication protocols. In particular, it is well suited
for small-scale to mid-sized data-centric systems with any replication strategy. It is, however, less prepared
for large-scale systems where each participant has only a partial view on the entire member set. Nevertheless,
the Virtual Nodes framework may be used to replicate central elements of such large-scale architectures.

3.4 Fault Tolerance in Invocation-oriented Middleware
A huge part of the related work for fault-tolerant distributed systems has been presented for invocationoriented middleware. For that reason, we introduce further classification criteria for such fault-tolerant systems in Section 3.4.1. These criteria also span the design space for the Virtual Nodes framework that we
present in Chapter 4. In Section 3.4.2, we discuss fault tolerance aspects introduced by the specifications
of ODP and CORBA. Section 3.4.3 lists properties of fault-tolerant systems found in literature. To the best of
our knowledge, we are the first to cover that many systems in one overview. We conclude with a critique on
existing systems in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.1 Specific Classification Criteria
Due to their very nature, invocation-oriented systems cover at least two tiers representing the client and the
server entity in a distributed system. For one middleware system often only supports one programming abstraction, most invocation-oriented systems that support nested invocations over multiple tiers, require that
the tiers be symmetric. The redundancy aspect in fault-tolerant invocation-oriented systems is in almost all
cases realised via a logically invoked entity implemented by multiple identical replicas. Solely some workflow systems make use of internal mechanisms such as wait-for-recovery. For replication-based, invocationoriented systems, we identified several classification criteria beyond the criteria presented in Section 3.1 and
Section 3.2. Other invocation-oriented systems do not require additional classification criteria.
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Figure 3.10: Classification criteria for replication in invocation-oriented middleware

Figure 3.10 shows classification criteria that are specific to invocation-oriented systems with replication
support. Many of such systems presented in literature are based on some middleware technology, so that
middleware properties such as the existence of an IDL or an EDR (cf. Section 2.5) are valid classification criteria. Replication-specific classifications further consider replica management that may be either manual or
automatic, client interaction, and session interaction. If sessions are supported, it may be sufficient to interact with any of the replicas for each interaction. Other systems may require that interactions occur with the
same replica each time.
When a client interacts with a replicated entity, a logical interaction may require that the client physically
interact with all replicas, with at least one replica, or with exactly one replica. The channel may be either
direct in which case the client has to be aware of the replicas. Alternatively, the communication may also
be proxied by another process. Such a process may be co-located at the client machine, at one or multiple
replica machines, or at a middle tier.
Adding a proxy reduces the need for client applications to be replica-aware, but requires proxy-awareness
instead. Then, system availability also depends on the availability of the proxy. Finally, the channel may be
realised by some low-level infrastructure means such as IP multicast [129], DNS round-robin [88], or versatile
anycast [484]. In case replicas and proxies can migrate, a client entity has to keep track of changing locations
no matter which channel approach is used. The other classification criteria shown in Figure 3.10 have been
introduced by related work and are discussed subsequently.
Related Work
Felber and Narasimhan discuss approaches to realise fault-tolerant CORBA implementations [173]. They distinguish an integration, an interception, and a service approach. These categories fit the layer parameter of
our discussion where to integrate fault tolerance mechanisms (cf. Section 3.1.2, Figure 3.2). Fahad et al. introduce the reflective approach as a fourth category [168]. Layer-wise, it fits either of the other approaches,
depending on how the reflection is realised. Hence, we do not consider reflection as an own approach, but
rather as a means to realise any of the other approaches.
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Meta-object–based systems apply a second level of reasoning to an application [280]. Here, each programming language object has assigned a meta-object that implements additional logic which is orthogonal to the
application logic. Object and meta-object communicate by a meta-protocol that is enforced by the compiler.
When meta-objects are used for fault tolerance, the replication logic is located in the meta-level.
Recently, aspect-oriented programming (AOP) has been established as a programming paradigm [279]. The
goal of AOP is to separate programming logic from cross-cutting concerns. As meta-objects are one way to
implement AOP systems, it is not surprising that also AOP has been used to introduce fault tolerance into
object-oriented systems [536]. Several authors conclude that AOP is only suited for trivial applications and
suggest either replication-aware applications or extensions to the AOP mechanism [281, 15].
Figure 3.10 also shows the basis of an implementation as a classification criterion. Custom implementations are built from scratch and do not require further classification. Implementations that build on existing
systems may be categorised by their transparency, portability, and interoperability. Transparency can be further sub-divided into client and server transparency depending on the transparency aspects of calling and
called entity. All three properties transparency, portability, and interoperability are adapted from Fahad et
al. who only consider CORBA-specific systems [168]. They also present CORBA-specific classification criteria
that are not applicable to our generic classification.
Osrael et al. suggest that each invocation-oriented replication infrastructure consists of at least four components [387]. The replication manager tracks where the replicas are located. The replication protocol contains
the replication logic. The group membership and group communication provide support for monitoring the
replicas and for multicasting. The invocation service implements the logic for invoking operations. Additionally, Osrael et al. define an optional transaction service. As we shall see in Section 3.4.3, this classification
reflects a majority of the systems, but does not cover all of them. For instance, there are systems, that do not
use the notion of a group membership or apply multicasting. The Virtual Nodes framework widely supports
the classification of Osrael et al., but does not enforce it. Hence, it is open to other requirements. Its implementation keeps the replication manager within the replicated entities so that the replication manager is
fault-tolerant out of the box. Additionally, the Virtual Nodes framework introduces a middleware component
and a nested invocation component that increase the modularisation of the system.

3.4.2 Specifications
Fault tolerance has been introduced in the specification of several systems. In the following, we sketch the
fault tolerance specification of the Open Distributed Processing framework and the CORBA framework. They
both serve as a basis for some of the features of the Virtual Nodes framework.
Open Distributed Processing
Open Distributed Processing (ODP) defines a framework for developing client-server applications [257, 258,
259, 260]. An ODP system consists of a set of nodes each of which hosts a number of capsules. A capsule
has storage and further access to computing resources. It is the unit of protection and the smallest unit of
failure. Each capsule has assigned a capsule manager. Objects inside a capsule can be grouped into object
clusters. The run-time system can perform administrative actions, e.g. checkpointing, on a per-cluster basis.
The replication function in ODP allows the replication of objects amongst others for availability, reliability,
and fault tolerance reasons. The standard defines that interfaces of replicated objects act as if they were a
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single interface. State transfer may be realised by the checkpointing mechanism. The specification requires
that for active replication concurrency control mechanisms be used to ”ensure consistent use of shared data”.
Replicated objects must not ”synchronize to different external events”. Passive replication has to be implemented by actively replicating a coordinator entity that dispatches requests to the replicas. Backups are
informed via snapshots or logging messages. Besides these restrictions, ODP does not impose any specific
requirements.

FT-CORBA
The CORBA standard [216] defines a framework for distributed objects that is independent from a specific
programming language (cf. Section 2.5.2). Object interfaces are defined in CORBA IDL and then mapped to
programming languages using dedicated language mappings. For data exchange, CORBA follows the CDR
specification that defines how elements of the IDL have to be represented during data transfer. The object
request broker (ORB) hosts distributed objects and is also responsible for communication between entities.
The interoperable object reference (IOR) functions as the representation of CORBA objects. Client nodes
transform IORs transparently into stubs. Object invocation in CORBA is synchronous by default, yet asynchronous and best-effort extensions have been specified as well. For invocations different from best-effort,
CORBA provides at-most-once semantics.
All server objects are wrapped by an object adapter. This adapter is responsible for setting and enforcing policies. Further, it has to be capable of dispatching incoming messages to the respective implementing
object. Multiple distributed objects can share a single object adapter. The specification allows multiple concurrency levels at server-side that are enforced by the object adapter as well.
Fault tolerance is an extension to the CORBA standard. FT-CORBA defines object groups, fault tolerance–
related services, replication properties, and consistency criteria. It supports five replication styles including
cold passive, warm passive, and active replication. In addition, replication for stateless objects and active
replication with voting are available. For passive replication, snapshots and replay may be used, so that all
replication styles require a deterministic object implementation.
In order to support object groups, FT-CORBA extends the IOR to a group reference that contains the endpoints of all replicas. The group reference further has a version number so that it can reflect the evolution of
the replica group over time. For state transfer, all replicated objects have to implement a getState() and a
setState() method. Failure detection happens on object and node level. Replicas may be added, moved,
and removed using a replication manager service. The replication manager may be configured to automatically replace failed replicas. By default, FT-CORBA assumes strict consistency between replicas, but allows
configuring weaker consistency models. This, however, requires additional implementation efforts.

Discussion
Felber and Narasimhan and Narasimhan identify several challenges that are left open by the FT-CORBA specification [173, 367]. In particular, they consider the granularity of programming language objects as too finegrained, as the failure of a process running multiple objects leads to the failure of many objects. Further,
they complain that state transfer often not only requires application level state, but also proprietary state
from within the ORB and the fault tolerance infrastructure to be transferred which requires the same ORB to
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be used for all replicas. Moreover, they identify nested invocation to non-replicated and replication-unaware
systems as a crucial issue. Finally, they point out the need for determinism and how hard it is to achieve.
From these considerations, we derive the necessity that the Virtual Nodes system supports entities that
have a larger granularity than programming language objects. For state transfer, we require that each software component define what it contributes to the system state. The right way to handle nested invocations
to a non-replicated entity is dependent on the properties of that entity. For that reason, the Virtual Nodes
system does not implement a single policy to handle nested invocations, but provides sophisticated support
for them that allows handling nested invocations in a flexible and entity-specific manner. Virtual Nodes is the
only system that comes with this flexibility regarding nested invocations.
Another unique property of the Virtual Nodes system is that each replica group is self-managing. In consequence, the Virtual Nodes system does not require a central replica manager. Using the Dj suite (cf. Chapter 5), deterministic application behaviour can be enforced for any application run in a Virtual Nodes environment (cf. Chapter 6). Again, this is a unique feature of this thesis compared to all related work.

3.4.3 Implementations
In this section, we summarise properties of fault-tolerant invocation-oriented systems found in literature. We
structure the summary into several categories for each of which we present a table that lists the systems
and their most characteristic properties. For an individual discussion of the systems, we refer to our accompanying technical report [144]. Custom systems (cf. Table 3.6) realise fault tolerance in a system built from
scratch. A special category of custom systems are frameworks (cf. Table 3.7). Comparable to the Virtual Nodes
framework, they do not realise fault tolerance immediately, but rather define a frame for the implementation
of fault-tolerant systems.
Approaches that are built on other systems may either have the fault tolerance integrated into the middleware system (cf. Table 3.8), reside below the middleware layer (cf. Table 3.9), or above the middleware
layer (cf. Table 3.10). The latter category is normally not transparent to developers. In contrast, the other categories depend on the middleware implementation and the underlying layers such as the operating system.
Many of these systems are based on CORBA.
For CORBA-based systems, Maffeis and Schmidt suggest to use a Virtually Synchronous ORB instead of a
socket-based one [327]. They point out that different kinds of fault tolerance mechanism such as transaction
processing, message queues, and replicated objects can be built on such an ORB easily.
Table 3.11 lists systems that realise aspects of fault tolerance for web services. We do not list systems for
Byzantine fault tolerance (e.g. [348, 391]), because they are outside the scope of this thesis. Moser et al.
present general ideas for a dependable web service infrastructure [359]. They see a mismatch in the standards provided for web services and the means required for dependability. In particular, they miss message
persistence and recovery from faults. They propose reliable messaging, replication, checkpointing and recovery, as well as message logging and replay as basic techniques. In addition, they stress the importance
of strategies for non-determinism and side-effects as well as the requirement for transaction support and
security mechanisms. Finally, they identify a number of entities that require individual treatment to achieve
overall dependability. In web-based systems these are the Web server, the servlets and the servlet container,
the application server, the transaction coordinator, and the database server (cf. Section 3.5).
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system

orientation

Multi-coloured
actions [461]
Chelliah and
Ahamad [104]
Xu et al. [436]

nested invocations/
state transfer

data-centric

not known/not required

data-centric

not known/not required

data centric

not known/not required

FT RPC [530] (rpc)

active replication

yes/no

Circus [113] (rpc)

transactions

yes/
yes, snapshots [112]

AAS [117] (rpc)

active, passive

not known/if required

Delta-4 [417]
(rpc)

active,
semi-active [42],
passive [474]

yes/yes, snapshots

Globe [478] (rmi)

implementationspecific

yes/yes

Arjuna [396]
(rmi)

active, passive,
coordinatorcohort [309]

yes/yes, object store

ISIS system
[67, 72] (rmi)

coordinator-cohort
(transactions)

yes/yes, snapshots

FRIENDS [167]
(rmi)

primary-backup,
active

no/not known

other aspects
reliability only
reliability only;
requires support from operating system
reliability only
no recovery; contact at least one replica
multiple programming languages;
configuration of replication degree;
configuration of replica location
relies on redundant hardware,
moveable vs. non-moveable services
open communication; may support
Byzantine failures; requires special
hardware; configurable reconfiguration
tailored for web-based applications
[245, 277]
concurrency control [397]; consistency
relies on naming service and client
participation [310, 308]; replication not
transparent to programmers [161]
automatic enhancement of applications;
special programming language; assumes
fixed replica group; supports recovery;
fault-tolerant group communication [71]
meta-object approach; replication strategy
decided at run-time; requires kernel level
support; custom programming language

Table 3.6: Custom invocation-oriented, fault-tolerant middleware systems

3.4.4 Summary
From literature as discussed in this section, we learn that many systems that apply operation-driven replication protocols make use of group communication frameworks with total order multicast. Indeed, all other
approaches are limited in one way or the other: For instance, they may require the client to contribute to
message ordering or replica consistency (e.g. [368]). Others only support a certain kind of application characteristics [169] or do not give any guarantees about replica consistency [312].
Furthermore, it is striking that only few systems consider nested invocations despite the inherent complexity they introduce (cf. Section 3.2.3). In contrast to related work, the Virtual Nodes system comprehends
nested invocations as a critical issues and provides dedicated support for them.
Guerraoui et al. stress that the granularity of the group communication system should match the granularity
of the replicated entity [220]. They also propose that the client shall experience replication transparency and
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system/type

primary goal

Fraga et al. [120]/
integrated: CORBA

transparent and configurable
replication strategies
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other aspects

DeDiSys [388]/integrated:
CORBA [65, 66],
.NET [389], J2EE [388]

reusable replication protocols,
support for network partitions

data-centric with three dimensions of
consistency; nested invocations not transparent;
fixed set of core nodes; weakened consistency
during network partitioning

Subcontract [225]/integrated:
Spring distributed system

flexible integration of
communication patterns

interception mechanism below client stub

Beedubail and Pooch [50]/
custom

support for object-replication

CORE [91]/custom

separation of replication
and appication logic

RS2.7 [154]/custom

adaptible replication protocols

PRS [254]/
service: Prospero [379]

flexible and extendible
replication protocols

not transparent; implementation wrapped
by custom, replication-aware shield;
self-management of the object;
single-threaded execution
functionality wrapped by access objects;
concurrency control and consistency manager
focus replica life-cycle management and replica
synchronisation; only write and read operations;
separation of functional and scheduling aspects
group information accurate amongst replicas,
non-consistent for references to object group

Table 3.7: Approaches to fault tolerance frameworks

that the system abstracts from the concrete replication algorithm. Furthermore, the replication logic shall
reside outside the replica implementation and control the ingoing and outgoing messages. The Virtual Nodes
framework respects all these advises. In addition, Guerraoui et al. estimate the overhead of a replicated
invocation using three replicas with ten times the invocation time for non-replicated objects. They identify
the overhead as a consequence of invocation transparency, argument transparency, as well as behaviour and
language transparency. Due to the great flexibility of our framework the notion of a non-replicated invocation
is not clearly defined. We do, however, present a thorough evaluation of our system in Section 4.8.
Guerraoui et al. further present guidelines to increase the performance of a replicated system: They suggest to always use the weakest communication possible. Hence, an invocation that can tolerate unicast or
unreliable multicast shall apply it. Further, they advise to use known argument types in order to keep message
size low. Finally, the communication infrastructure should be linked with the process that sends messages
in order to minimise additional interprocess communication. Again, the Virtual Nodes framework respects
these guidelines as far as they concern the architecture of the system. In addition, the modularity and flexibility of the Virtual Nodes framework allows that deployers of the framework can realise the guidelines in a
flexible way that suits the needs of the replicated service.
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nested invocations/

system

basis and feature

Electra [325]

CORBA:
active replication

yes/
yes, implementation

Orbix+Isis
[298]

CORBA:
active replication,
coordinator-cohort

not known/not known

FTflex
[424, 425]

CORBA:
active replication

yes/yes,
implementation,
parallel [272]

Killijian et al.
[282]

CORBA: active and
passive replication

not known/
yes, source code and
run-time analysis

Jgroup [355]
Filterfresh [40]
Cazzola et al.
[99]
Manta RMI
[324]
Wolf [522]
replicAda
[126]
GARF [192]

Java RMI:
multicast support
Java RMI:
cold passive replication
Java RMI:
multicast support
Java RMI:
active replication [323]
Ada 95:
active replication
passive replication
Ada 95:
active replication
passive replication
Smalltalk:
active replication

state transfer

other aspects
not interoperable; uses object groups [325];
fault-tolerant name server [326]; support for
multiple group communication systems
support for read-only methods and
asynchronous methods; replication
protocol implementation-dependent
not interoperable; support for read-only
methods and deterministic scheduling
[426, 146, 145]; state transfer not
multi-threading aware
run-time meta-object protocols tailored to
fault-tolerance; meta-level controls
creation, invocation & deletion of objects

no/no

support for network partitions; replicated
registry; no consistency guarantees

no/no

dependable registry

no/no

no client-side transparency

no/yes, enforced
Java serialisation

sequential execution of requests; fully
decentralised group communication [385]

not known/yes

requires annotations in definitions considers non-deterministic implementations

yes/yes

support for network partitions;
independent from group communication
system; configuration language

not known/not known

Table 3.8: Approaches to fault tolerance integrated in the middleware

3.5 Fault Tolerance in Software Containers
File systems, databases, and invocation-oriented systems share the common criterion that the replicated
entities are passive. That is, all activity is triggered from outside the replicated entity by pushing data to that
entity. In this section, we broaden the scope and consider fault-tolerant active entities. This kind of systems
includes fault-tolerant Java Virtual Machines, operating systems, as well as virtual machines and hypervisors.
A particular feature of active entities is that they have a dedicated start event and then may continue operating
widely independently.
We also consider application servers here. While these follow an approach that is conceptually similar to
broker-based middleware, they apply the inversion-of-control principle [338] what makes them active entities.
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nested invocations/

system

basis/layer

orientation

Eternal
[373]

CORBA/
supervisor

operationdriven

yes/yes,
implementation [372]

MEAD [368]

CORBA/
supervisor

active
replication

not known/not known

AQuA [430]

CORBA/
supervisor

operationdriven
[431, 432]

yes/
yes, implementation

Aroma
[366]

Java RMI/
supervisor

active
replication

not known/
not known

state transfer

other aspects
support for network partitions [370];
support for Byzantine failures [369];
support for multi-threading [371]
Midas extension applies source code
analysis to handle non-determinism
[466, 467]; client ensures consistency
Proteus replication manager [438]
selects replication strategy, failure
model, and replica location;
configuration can change at runtime;
allows new replication protocols
requires deterministic objects

Table 3.9: Approaches to fault tolerance on layers below middleware

system
FTS [183]
IRL [336]
Aquarius [107]
HIDRA [189]

orientation
data-driven,
multi-consistency
data-driven
data-driven
data-driven,
coordinator-cohort

nested invocations/
state transfer

not known/yes
not known/yes
not known/not known
yes, no cycles [361]/
yes, snapshots

DOORS [376]

passive,
semi-passive

not known/yes,
implementation
or kernel level

Felber [169]

active replication

not known/yes

Polze and
Richling [412]

active replication

not known/not known

OGS [171]

active and passive
replication [170]

not known/
yes, implementation

NGS [357]

active replication

not known/not known

Selvakumar
et al. [454]

FT-CORBA

not known/not known

other aspects
outer and inner replica layer;
automatic creation and deletion of replicas
stateless middle-tier proxy [38]
middle-tier proxy

strongly consistent replicated middle-tier
proxies; semantics repository for information
about conflicting operations
real-time–aware:
real-time vs. non–real-time data-domain
specification of replication style in IDL:
→ hard-wired in object implementation;
binding not transparent, invocation is
objects may belong to multiple replica groups;
group partitioning supported, merging is not
real-time system:
synchronous, redundant networks

Table 3.10: Approaches to fault tolerance on service layer—all systems are based on CORBA
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approach

other aspects

Ye [531]

active replication with
total order multicast
active replication with timestamps

replica-side proxy; intransparent to clients;
multi-threading support [533]
rollback mechanism

Liang et al. [303]

passive replication

WSDL extensions and custom SOAP engine;
closed user group

Dustdar and
Juszcyk [159]

passive replication:
support for network partitions
(eventual consistency)

ad-hoc networks; stateful services require special
super-class; cross-tier consitency not guaranteed

FTWeb [445]

replication with FT-CORBA

Salatge and
Fabre [443]

active and passive replication,
client-side message ordering

actively, replicated middle-tier proxy;
replicas implemented as CORBA objects;
intransparent to clients
requires coordination amongst service providers
based on information from client

internal mechanisms (cf. Section
3.1.3) with transaction support
replication of invocations
coordinator-cohort

replicated invocations possible;
no support for consistency
QoS-aware; considers only stateless services
client-side proxy; transactions

Ye and Shen [532]

FACTS [312]
Zheng and Lyu [542]
WS-Replication [442]

Table 3.11: Approaches to fault tolerance for web services

system
Napper et al.
[365, 363]
Friedman and
Kama [184]

approach
active replication of JVM
semi-active replication of JVM

Metajava [285]

abstraction for cluster of JVMs

dJVM [544]

single-system image for
cluster of JVMs

Terracotta [256]

Java-based virtualisation layer by
bytecode transformation

other aspects
focus on determinism for
scheduling and native methods
deterministic scheduling;
no support for native methods
support for multiple consistency models;
based on meta-objects
homeless replicated objects with
leader-less replication [122]
not transparent to deployer;
no support for system-level resources;
coordinator-machine as single point of failure

Table 3.12: Approaches to fault-tolerant Java Virtual Machines

Similar to operating systems, application containers manage the life-cycle of their applications and provide
a run-time environment. We were not able to identify classification criteria for active entities that are beyond
the ones we have already defined throughout this chapter.
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approach

other aspects

active, passive,
semi-active replication
self-checking,
active replication

processes started on multiple nodes; determinism
mandatory; hand-crafted fault-tolerant system services

Babaoglu [35]

primary-backup

NT-SwiFT [248]

passive replication

Déplanche et al. [134]

semi-active replication

Auragon [76, 77]

semi-active replication

NetWare [328]

semi-active replication

tolerates loss of kernel state; deterministic scheduling
applications need to trigger checkpoints;
transparent replication of file access
targets process replication
synchronous network; multi-CPU systems;
automatisms only for user processes;
dependent on hardware architecture
all input and output delegated to follower machine;
cooperative multi-threading; special programming model

Kittur et al. [284]

fault-tolerant storage

Alfonso et al. [6]

use of fault-tolerance
strategies on thread-level

Seljuk-Amoeba [82]
Mars [289]

synchronous network; time division multiplexing

not transparent to clients
internal and external mechanisms;
AOP to inject fault-tolerance strategies for threads;
requires knowledge of application semantics

Table 3.13: Approaches to fault tolerance in operating systems

Overview
Several systems enable clustering for Java applications. They vary with respect to where in the software stack
the clustering logic is located. Approaches can be located on top of the JVM and apply bytecode transformation (e.g. [96, 409]). Other authors extend the JVM for cluster support (e.g. [543, 28]) or run the JVM on top of
a cluster-aware system such as a DSM (e.g. [534, 322]). In the latter case, Java semantics cannot be exploited
for clustering decisions.
The DSM-based systems automatically inherit the fault tolerance properties of the DSM (cf. Section 3.3.1).
Regarding the cluster-enabled Java run-time systems, only a few of them consider fault tolerance or replication. Other systems replicate the Java Virtual Machine to achieve fault tolerance for Java applications [365,
363, 184]. Table 3.12 lists approaches to achieve a fault-tolerant Java runtime either in a cluster environment
or via JVM replication.
Due to the requirement that infrastructure services must not fail in an operating system, distributed operating systems have to make preparations to handle failures of nodes. Table 3.13 lists a selection of mechanisms
that achieve fault tolerance in operating systems and do not use invocation-oriented techniques.
Table 3.14 lists approaches that achieve fault tolerance using virtualisation with either hypervisors or supervisors. Again, we only focus on systems that target reliability and availability. Virtual machine replication
has also been applied for intrusion detection (e.g. [157]) or to achieve resilience against intrusion (e.g. [427]).
The most common field of use for application servers is the provisioning of a run-time environment for
web-based enterprise applications. Many of the application servers are Java-based and implement (parts
of) the Java Enterprise Edition (JEE) [106]. Component frameworks are similar, yet not that focused on webbased applications. Table 3.15 lists systems that bring reliability and availability to application servers and
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system

approach

other aspects

Bressoud and
Schneider [86]

hypervisor with
leader-follower replication
supervisor with
leader-follower replication
hypervisor with
leader-follower in lock-step

hypervisor only active on non-deterministic operations;
support for interrupts

Bressoud [85]
Scales et al. [446]

Remus [119]

hypervisor with
primary-backup replication

Becker [49]

supervisor-level

use of logical time; support for interrupts
supports uniprocessors only;
instant logging and deterministic replay [378]
builds on migration support for hypervisor [343];
continous checkpointing of primary replica;
multi-threading capable
allows diverging state; architecture only

Table 3.14: Approaches to fault tolerance for hypervisors and virtual machines

system/platform

approach

other aspects

Torrao et al. [498]/
OSGi service

active replication, eager and
lazy passive replication

Maragkos [333]/
Virtual OSGi service [393]

coordinator managing
service state

distribution support via R-OSGi [429];
state transfer in service logic
replication and migration support;
declaration of state changes;
service implementation via transactions

Matos and Sousa [341]/
Virtual OSGi service

persistence of service state

reliability only

Coral [7, 8] and
Koch et al. [287] / TCP

active replication of
communication

transparent failover of TCP connections

Tomcat 1 /
Java Servlets [356] and
JavaServer Pages [132]

persistence of session data

cluster groups based on IP multicast;
persistence via shared file system,
shared database, or data replication;
full or partial replication

JBoss Application Server
[476] / J2EE
Osrael et al. [388] / J2EE

replication of HTTP sessions,
session beans, and entity beans
DeDiSys approach

not transparent to programmer
use of interception mechanism

Table 3.15: Approaches to fault tolerance in application servers and component frameworks

component frameworks. An exhaustive discussion is subject to our technical report [144].
In large-scale environments, it is often the case that application servers only constitute one of multiple tiers.
In that case, it may be required to synchronise state across multiple tiers including one or more databases. For
that reason, it is beneficial to have a fault-tolerant, cross-tier transaction mechanism as well. Architectures
that take multi-tier issues into account are summarised in Table 3.16. In contrast to invocation-oriented systems, these approaches provide support for asymmetric tiers. In the following, we give a problem statement
and present a summary of the asymmetric, multi-tier RAFT systems found in literature.
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system/platform

approach

other aspects

Felber and Narasimhan [172] /
CORBA

passive replication,
transactions

Zhao et al. [540] / CORBA

replication of
transactional objects

Marangozova and
Hagimont [334] / CORBA

wrapping of components

roll-back pending transactions;
requires testable transactions
deterministic and multi-threaded transaction
processing; replicated in- and outbound
gateways; no database replication
wrapper encapsules application logic;
wrapper contains consistence protocol;
no automatism

Frølund and Guerraoui
[185, 186, 187]/
custom: E-transactions

stateless application server
backed by a single or multiple databases

relies on testable transactions;
E-transaction executed exactly-once

ADAPT [45]/
JBoss Application Server

replication tool-kit [36]

only database as third layer

Wu and Kemme [525] / ADAPT

primary-backup replication

Wu and Kemme [276, 524] /
ADAPT

replication of
client transactions

Pérez-Sorrosal et al. [406] /
ADAPT

replication

Zuo et al. [547] /
Once ASa : J2EE

passive replication of
application servers and
transaction managers

single-threaded client and server;
smart stub at client
multi-request transactions;
multi-transaction requests
not fully transparent to the client
database replica per application-server replica;
also realised with snapshot isolation [405]
single-threaded application servers

a http://www.once.com.cn/OncePortal/portal

Table 3.16: Multi-tier–capable approaches to fault tolerance in application servers and component frameworks

Asymmetric Multi-tier Approaches
A multi-tier system has to satisfy contradictory demands. In classical web-based, three-tier architectures,
the client tier is rather focused on progress and expects at least a notification on failures. On the other hand,
the data-tier focuses on safety and data-integrity [172]. This may lead to blocking transactions which in turn
may cause the client tier to fail without any error message [540]. A replicated, fault-tolerant database in
conjunction with a replicated application server [283] or replicated transaction processing [398] can solve
the dilemma. For an implementation of both systems, it may be helpful that commit protocols and Virtual
Synchrony share a common consensus problem [222].
Kemme et al. classify set-ups for fault-tolerant three-tier architectures [276]. The authors distinguish three
system configurations in two models. In all cases they only consider primary-backup replication, and for all
of them they suggest to add failure handling code into the database driver of the database (cf. Section 3.3.4).
The tightly coupled model uses a single replication protocol for the second and third tier. The model can be
used with two approaches. In vertical replication each application server replica has its own local database,
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probably co-located on the same physical node. The replication logic in the application server is responsible
for ensuring that each database contains the same data. In horizontal replication the primary application
server instance is connected to all database copies independently. In case of failure, another application
server has to take over the connections and has to consolidate the database state.
In the loosely coupled approach two replication algorithms work independently for replicating database
tier and application server tier. Kemme et al. discuss possibilities to plug both replication protocols together
and conclude that problems arise in the case of simultaneous failure of both primaries.
Discussion
We have investigated how fault tolerance mechanisms can be introduced into container-based systems. We
have considered Java Virtual Machines, distributed operating systems, hypervisors and virtual machines
as well as supervisors. Further, we have presented fault-tolerant component frameworks and application
servers. Summarising, it is surprising that most systems do not pay attention to state transfer; at least it is
barely mentioned in literature. Furthermore, only few systems state the system and failure model they are
prepared for. Finally, the main strategy to replication is to apply primary-backup.
From that, we conclude, that most systems require that failed replicas do recover. From the hypervisorbased replication, we can tell that replicating network traffic also deals with repeated invocations. We discuss
this issue with respect to Virtual Nodes in Section 7.1. From the evaluation of application servers and their
interaction with the data tier, we learn that it is very demanding to achieve both consistency of data and
responsiveness for users. While the Virtual Nodes replication framework mainly addresses operation-driven
replication and hence targets the application server tier, its native support for nested invocations allows an
sophisticated and flexible integration of data tiers. Also, the Virtual Nodes system is well suited for replicating
transaction managers and may be used to reduce the risk of blocking. Again, such a broad applicability cannot
be found in related work and is a unique feature of our system.

3.6 Fault Tolerance in Distributed Environments
Besides object-oriented middleware and distributed operating systems, the grid and cloud computing
paradigms have been emerging over the last decade. Systems implementing these paradigms can reach
a size of 105 nodes or even larger [121]. Hence, the inclusion of fault tolerance mechanisms is a must. In the
following two sections we investigate the technologies used.

3.6.1 Grid Systems
Foster et al. define the Grid to solve the Grid problem—flexible, secure, coordinated resource sharing among
dynamic collections of individuals, institutions, and resources [180]. Grid computing focuses on large-scale,
distributed and parallel computing. Hence, a grid infrastructure is also seen as a cluster of computing clusters [78]. Due to the perception of the grid as a virtual computer [215] the workflow and life-cycle of a gridenabled application is comparable to traditional single-site applications. It follows rather a start-run-stop
behaviour with interactions from only a single user than a service-oriented interaction pattern with many
users. The hardware architecture of grid systems is extremely heterogeneous. It may consist of supercomputers, workstations, desktop PCs, and even mobile devices. In addition, the grid consists of multiple users
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that are organised in Virtual Organisations [180]. Users have to reserve grid resources prior to running their
applications on the grid. The scheduling service is the mediator between the user and the grid resources. It
executes the grid applications on the reserved resources within the reserved time-slots.
Failures in a grid environment may either occur in the grid infrastructure or within a grid application. Due
to the distributed character of the grid it is prone to the same failures as any distributed system. That is, machines may crash, the network may partition, and the storage may fail; in particular, a distributed application
may suffer from partial failures. The high dynamic of the grid, its heterogeneity, and its size make it prone
to failures [346]. Furthermore, hardware failures sum up to 34% of all failures in grid environments. More
than two-thirds of the users have problems diagnosing the source of a failure and almost half of them have
difficulties implementing the failure recovery mechanisms [346].
Fault Tolerance in Grid Systems
Dabrowski surveys reliability efforts in grid computing systems taking into account different aspects of the
entire system [121]. He identifies resources, infrastructure, connection, and applications as goals of reliability
efforts. In contrast to our discussion in this chapter, the paper focuses on grid-specific issues and lacks
abstraction and rigidity with respect to a classification. Yet, it shows that grid reliability is a vital field of
research. Also, the few standards on grid systems consider reliability and availability.
The Open Grid Services Architecture points out the need for availability and advises a transparent access
to a wider resource pool that can be used as a building block for reliable execution environments [181]. In
particular, it underlines disaster recovery and fault management as essential features, yet, without specifying
particular mechanisms. The architecture is based on the Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI) [504]. OGSI
defines grid services, web services that provide a set of interfaces and conform to behavioural conventions
with respect to client interaction. None of them includes fault tolerance, though.
The Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA) provides an interface for the development of grid-enabled
applications [207]. The standard points out the need for persistent storage of data, for Grid RPC, and for
asynchronous invocations. The implementation of checkpoint and recovery mechanisms is optional. The API
specifies logical files that encapsulate a group of replicated files. SAGA also includes the Grid RPC specification [455] which, however, does not support replication or other forms of fault tolerance.
Table 3.17 presents an overview of the approaches to fault tolerance in grid systems found in literature. Apparently, all kinds of mechanisms we specified in Section 3.1.3 have been implemented in some system. Yet,
a more detailed analysis yields that the set of mechanisms implemented per grid system is very limited [144].
From the fact that all fault tolerance mechanisms have been implemented in some grid system, we conclude
that all of them are required in some way. Furthermore, the fact that users have problems diagnosing faults,
makes a transparent approach to fault tolerance desirable. The Virtual Nodes system provides a framework
for many replication protocols. In conjunction with the Dj suite it enables a transparent integration of fault
tolerance in arbitrary Java applications. With its focus on hardware failures, Virtual Nodes may help to handle
more than one third of all grid failures automatically.

3.6.2 Cloud Systems
Cloud computing is an emerging trend in computer science, IT architecture, and systems design; it is particularly successful in commercial IT usage scenarios. There is no common definition of cloud computing and the
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mechanism

references

checkpoint and
restart

[78, 311, 263, 191]

repeated execution
parallel invocation

[251, 208, 27, 25, 394, 240, 507]
[499, 527, 501, 500]
of processes [251, 240, 539]
of services [462, 166]
of invocations [455, 456, 487]
of files [156, 249]
[13]
[380]
[288]

replication

others

other aspects
either distributed, fault-tolerant file system [347, 249]
or dedicated, distributed checkpointing servers [78];
small chance that client state gets invalidated;
applied from within or outside a grid application
often part of a workflow engine

specific for infrastructure services
framework for application development
transmission failures

Table 3.17: Overview on approaches to fault tolerance in grid systems

cloud, yet some efforts have been made towards a classification. In the following, we use the definition from
Vaquero et al. [509]. The authors identify three participation roles involved in a cloud context. The Service
Provider (SP) makes services accessible to a Service User (SU). Often, this happens via web-based techniques.
The SP rents the infrastructure from an Infrastructure Provider (IP).
Overview
In general, three different kinds of cloud systems are recognised depending on what the IP offers to the SP.
In Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) the IP provides computing resources, in particular computing power and
storage to its customers. Examples include Amazon EC21 and Eucalyptus2 . Platform-as-a-service (PaaS) provides the SP with a run-time environment and a programming API for either custom or off-the-shelf programming languages. This is for example the case with Google App Engine3 , Apache Hadoop4 , Amazon Elastic
Beanstalk5 , Mule iON6 , vmforce7 , and Cloud Foundry 8 . Finally, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) allows a user to
access and buy web-based services on demand. In this model, the IP and SP are identical.
In all three levels of cloud systems virtualisation plays an important role. For IaaS, the hardware is virtualised by virtual machines. On PaaS-level, the run-time environment is virtualised either based on the programming paradigm, the programming language, or by using application servers that are tailored towards
the cloud environment. In SaaS, the application architecture and its location are virtualised.

1 http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
2 http://www.eucalyptus.com/
3 http://code.google.com/appengine/
4 http://hadoop.apache.org/
5 http://aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/
6 http://muleion.com/
7 http://www.vmforce.com/
8 http://www.cloudfoundry.com/
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Google and Google AppEngine
Datastore service
Bigtable distributed
storage [102]
Google file system [199]
Chubby locking service [94]
Map Reduce computation
framework [127]

synchronised data with eventual consistency or master-slave
replication; backed by Bigtable
master-worker approach: master replicates data over workers;
cluster management restarts failed masters;
backed by Google file system and Chubby
master-worker approach:
back-up nodes for fault-tolerance and read-access
active replication among nodes;
service available as long as at least a majority of nodes available
master-worker approach: master restarts computations of
failed workers; failure of master is not tolerated

Hadoop
distributed file system
HBase datastore
Zookeeper locking service
Map-reduce framework

master-worker approach: fault-tolerance for name node
via checkpoints or backup node
replication of data chunks between computation clusters;
backed by HDFS
active replication of fixed replica group
master-worker approach:
re-execution of failed worker processes

Amazon Web Services

S3, storage service
Elastic block storage
Relational database service
DynamoDB, NoSQL DB
Dynamo [128], key-value store

monitoring of deployed machines, reconfiguration of nodes
in case of failures and overload; elastic IP addresses
eager data replication
eager data replication
stand-by replica
eager replication
flexible configuration of durability, reliability, and consistency

Eucalyptus
vmforce

fail over to hot spare device in case of errors
automatic re-start of failed virtual machines

EC2, IaaS

Table 3.18: Overview on approaches to fault tolerance in cloud systems

Fault Tolerance in Cloud Systems
Table 3.18 lists approaches to fault tolerance in several cloud environments. For each system, we distinguish
mechanisms on infrastructure level such as the file system whose fault tolerance automatically backs the
application logic. In addition, we identify tool-kits that an application programmer may use in order to implement its own fault tolerance systems. The analysis shows that similar to grid systems, cloud systems do not
introduce any new mechanisms for fault tolerance, but make use of the basic mechanisms we presented in
Section 3.1.3. In contrast to grid systems, cloud systems apply the mechanisms in a controlled, homogeneous
environment.
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3.6.3 Summary
In this section, we have sketched approaches for fault tolerance in large-scale environments. We have seen
that even in large-scale set-ups for which eventual consistency of data [512] and message passing are propagated [242], critical system services exist that require strict consistency.
From the evaluation, we conclude that replication is the means of choice in most cases that require strict
consistency and that this mechanism is often hand-crafted for each critical application. While such a customised version allows applying service-specific optimisations, it also requires additional architectural and
implementation efforts. The Virtual Nodes replication framework in conjunction with the Dj suite enables
the replication of replication-unaware applications. Furthermore, the open architecture of the Virtual Nodes
system allows adding hand-crafted optimisations later-on when required.
An important building block of both grid and cloud systems is the messaging infrastructure. For grid environments the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [360] has established as a de-facto standard. Yet, it does not
contain any fault tolerance mechanisms. For large-scale system architectures, asynchronous message passing via message queues is being used as a fundamental design paradigm. Bernstein et al. show that in message passing systems messages may be lost unless transactions are used to access the message queues [61].
Replication, availability, and fault tolerance have also been investigated in other areas than the ones discussed so far. These include stream-oriented systems [250, 458, 89, 90], in-memory storage [214, 488], or
content distribution [410, 465, 464]. For further discussion of message passing software and other systems
with respect to fault tolerance, we refer to [144].

3.7 Determinism
Deterministic behaviour of software is crucial when operation-driven replication is applied for fault tolerance
reasons. It is further beneficial in the fields of debugging and testing [54]. In the following, we first discuss
aspects of determinism and give a taxonomy for the topic summarising related work from multiple research
domains. Afterwards, we list the approaches found in related work. A more sorrow discussion of that work
can be found elsewhere [144]. Individual algorithms to achieve determinism that are relevant for this thesis
are discussed where appropriate, in particular in Chapter 6 and Chapter 8.

3.7.1 Aspects of Determinism
Roughly speaking, a process is deterministic when the same input leads to the same internal state transfers and hence the same output [448]. Narasimhan et al. point out that determinism for real-time systems
includes absolute timing as well [368]. In the following, we do not consider real-time systems.
Apparently, determinism is only relevant when an application is executed in multiple instances either parallel or sequentially. A system that targets ensuring determinism for a certain application has to provide the
same input data to every instance of that application. Further, it has to ensure that the input is processed in
a way that results in equivalent state at each instance. This leaves us with the requirement to define equivalence of state and also to make assumptions about operations and processing. Systems that consider all
aspects of non-determinism and how to handle them, are referred to as pervasively deterministic [33].
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Operations The operations in the instruction set an application uses may have either deterministic or nondeterministic semantics. A system where all non-deterministic operations are identified is called piecewise
deterministic, as the intervals between these operations have deterministic behaviour [163]. Handling all
non-deterministic operations ensures control-flow determinism [85].

Processing The existence of multiple threads that access shared state, may result in internal nondeterminism [55] when no guarantees are given by the scheduler. This is due to the fact that random sequences of read and write operations to the shared state are generated. A system provides deterministic parallelism for applications when multiple threads exists, but the communication between them is restricted [439]: There is either no communication, e.g. no shared state, or a deterministic communication. For
systems that allow deterministic communication, we call the thread scheduler that guarantees deterministic thread access to memory deterministic scheduler. In accordance with literature, we distinguish between
weak and strong determinism [383]. A system is strongly deterministic when threads always interleave deterministically. It is weakly deterministic when the guarantees only hold for correctly synchronised applications.
Correctly synchronised applications are also called safe applications [184].

Input and output Interaction with the outside world may result in external non-determinism [55]. Besides
providing the same input to all instances of the system (what dimension), deterministic systems also have to
consider timing non-determinism [85] (when dimension [55]).
The output of an operation is idempotent, if the effect of that operation does not depend on the number of
times the operation was executed [365]. Moreover, an operation is testable if the environment can be checked
for whether the operation has been executed [365].

State The state of an application may be either volatile or stable [365]. While the latter survives crashes
the sooner does not. State intervals are sequences of executions started by non-deterministic events such
as client requests or interrupts. Yet, the concept of state intervals as presented in literature [365] is only
applicable to single-threaded execution.

3.7.2 Categories of Determinism and Non-determinism
All practical use cases for deterministic systems involve multiple instances of the same process. Yet, in contrast to replication, those instances do not have to run in parallel, but can be executed successively. The
goal of a deterministic system is to ensure that each instance of these processes behaves identical, hence
deterministically. Figure 3.11 presents important classification criteria that we discuss in the following.

Execution The most rigid approach to handle non-determinism and to achieve determinism is to exclude all
kind of non-determinism either by design or by correcting measures. Depending on how the determinism is
achieved, it is either absolute or relative. In the first case, the result of a sequence of operations is always
predictable. In the second case, this is only true for the second and succeeding runs, as they imitate the
outcome of the first run.
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deterministic
system

execution

absolute
relative

visibility of
non-det.

visible
invisible

state
values

threading

malignant
benign

purely non-det.
superficially non-det.
contamined non-det.
purely det.
parallelism
multithreaded
singlescheduling
threaded

self-inflicted
external

single-core
multi-core
enforced det.
naturally det.

communication
based
fully
deterministic

Figure 3.11: Classification criteria for deterministic systems

Record-and-replay Record-and-replay is a particularly popular approach to realise relative determinism.
Record-and-replay systems store events during the initial run. In succeeding runs, events and their results
are fed back to the instance to reproduce the programme state. Record-and-replay systems can be further
sub-divided into rollback-recovery and log-based protocols [163]. The first category takes snapshots prior or
after a non-deterministic operation takes place. A log-based approach, in turn, logs the non-deterministic
operation together with a determinant. The determinant contains all information necessary to replay the operation.
In record-and-replay systems, a state interval is recoverable if it is possible to replay the state up to that
interval [163]. It is stable if the determinant to the starting event is stored persistently [163]. An orthogonal
classification strategy for record-and-replay systems is whether the replay happens on-line or off-line. In the
first case, two or more instances of the same process run in parallel. In the latter case, at-most one instance
is alive at a time.

Input and output Most deterministic systems avoid that non-deterministic input reaches the application.
Others allow such input and exploit visible non-determinism [188] to identify non-deterministic operations.
When the output of two instances differs, one can conclude that a non-deterministic operation has occurred.
Non-determinism that leaks outside an application is referred to as malignant. It is benign otherwise [535].
A special kind of malignant non-determinism is self-inflicted non-determinism [535]. In that case, nondeterminism is inherent to the protocol an application applies for communicating with the outside world.
Values that originate from non-deterministic input are purely non-deterministic [466]. Those values
that result from processing purely non-deterministic values are contaminated non-deterministic. Nondeterministic values that do not contribute to the actual state of the application are considered superficially
non-deterministic. All other values are purely deterministic.
Pool et al. present an execution guideline depending on the output and input requirements of an operation in replicated systems [413]. In case the operation neither requires input nor generates output, it can be
executed locally. For systems that only generate output, the output is determined by the first instance. The
same holds for operations that only require input. In case input is required and output generated, Pool et al.
propose to return extrapolated output.
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Equivalence of state In a strict definition the states of two applications are equivalent, when their bit-wise
representation is identical. A weaker and more commonly used correctness criterion requires the same representation in a common intermediate representation such as the programming language. In both cases,
a deterministic sequence of read and write operations to the memory is a valid correctness criterion (value
determinism [20]). Other approaches advise an even weaker correctness criterion and ensure output determinism [20]. Output determinism guarantees that the output seen by an external entity is deterministic so
that for instance a client does not experience inconsistencies when interacting with different instances.
Threading Most determinism frameworks only support single-threaded systems. Single-threaded systems
only have to deal with input and output. When multiple threads are to be supported, thread access to shared
memory has to be deterministic as well. Approaches that realise the deterministic scheduling of multiple
threads are distinguished as follows. Those, that achieve determinism by the nature of their model, are
called naturally deterministic [33]. Here, non-determinism cannot occur. Other approaches require to recognise sources of non-determinism and then avoid them. Systems that do not require communication between
multiple instances are fully deterministic systems [135].
Fully deterministic systems often apply a round-based approach. Here, a thread is allowed to work for a
certain time in isolation. At the end of that time, it synchronises with other threads and resolves conflicts.
The algorithms mostly differ by their definition of a round. Communication-based deterministic algorithms
often work like record-and-replay systems that consider memory access as non-deterministic events [163].
Both types of algorithms are sensible to parallelism and may or may not support multicore processors and
multi-processor hardware.
Scheduling algorithms in replication frameworks may be further classified according to whether they support nested invocations and callbacks respectively [145]. Other authors discuss the stability of a scheduling
infrastructure [118]. A system is stable if it generates the same schedule for similar inputs.

3.7.3 Categorisation of Deterministic Systems
Determinism of applications can be realised on multiple levels in the hardware/software stack that are identical to the layers of fault tolerance mechanisms (cf. Section 3.1.2, Figure 3.2). Besides adding determinism to
hardware or software, the hardware may support software when executing deterministic applications. Systems are bounded, when determinism with respect to multiple runs requires identical hardware [246]. We
use the layer of a system for a first classification.
Table 3.19 presents approaches that realise determinism with the help of dedicated hardware. Obviously,
those approaches are not portable between systems and do not run on off-the-shelf hardware. Table 3.20
shows systems that either implement an own operating system or modify existing operating systems such
that applications run deterministically. Again, such an approach is fragile, as it either depends on an operating system that is not spread far or on modifications to the kernel of a common operating system that might
not be portable from one kernel version to the next.
Table 3.21 lists approaches that operate on either hypervisor or supervisor level. While the portability
of hypervisors depends on the underlying hardware, supervisors are restricted by the API of the underlying
operating system. Table 3.22 shows efforts to determinism on a runtime level, in particular, for Java-based
systems. While those systems are less dependent on the operating system or hardware, they still require to
modify each version of the runtime system, e.g. the Java Virtual Machine, individually.
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system

approach
coupled hardware in
lock-step processing
shared memory between
CPU and first level cache
deterministic scheduling
hardware/software-based

Tandem [210]
Calvin [246]
DMP [135]
RCDC [136]
DeLorean [354]

logs sequence of
commit operations

Prabhu and Olukotun
[418]

speculative execution
of threads

other aspects

bounded; operates round-based;
interrupts are held back to the end of a round
round-based
software-triggered; strong determinism
long atomic blocks without isolation;
suited for memory models weaker than
sequential consistency

Table 3.19: Hardware-based approaches to determinism

system

approach

Determinator [33]
dOS [55]

Replicant [413]
Lee et al. [302]

pervasive;
round-based scheduling
pervasive;
configurable shim-layer
controls input and output
pervasive;
harness layer controls
input and output
multi-processor
record-and-replay

other aspects
only race-free synchronisation
extension to Linux kernel
extension to Linux kernel; replicas may diverge;
replication support with relaxed determinism;
lock-stepping within critical sections
extension to Linux kernel;
targets online replay

Table 3.20: Operating system-based approaches to determinism

In Table 3.23, we list approaches to determinism that rely on specific programming languages, compilers,
or similar tools. The use of special programming languages limits the applicability for legacy applications.
Modified compilers, in turn, require the use of a non-standard tool for an essential step in the build chain.
Using additional tools, however, does not have such limitations, as they only extend the existing build chain
of an application.
Multiple authors have presented deterministic scheduling strategies for replicated, invocation-oriented
systems. In other work, we discuss the evolution and performance of these algorithms [145, 426]. In earlier
work, we also presented a framework [146, 145] that adds support for condition variables to several of the
algorithms summarised in Table 3.24.
Finally, it is possible to integrate the mechanisms for handling non-determinism directly into the application. Table 3.25 lists approaches found in literature. As before, a more profound discussion of the systems
listed in the various tables is subject of a technical report [144].
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system
Slye and Elnozahy
[468]
Bressoud and
Schneider [86]
Scales et al.
[446, 378]
Remus [119]
Dunlap et al. [158]
Becker [49]
TFT [85]
Zagorodnov and
Marzullo [535]
Kendo [383, 384]
dThreads [313]

approach

other aspects

round-based scheduling

restricted to interrupts; limited to unicore
processors; preemption via instruction counter

online log-based
record-and-replay
online log-based
record-and-replay
rollback-recovery
record-and-replay
for scheduling
online, rollback-recovery
with output determinism
pervasive;
online log-based
record-and-replay
intercepting stream-based
interaction
round-based scheduling
round-based scheduling

assumes identical hardware on all machines
suited for uniprocessors;
consistency of network packages not considered
support for multi-processors
multiprocessor-capable; strong determinism;
no timing determinism for asynchronous events
state consolidation when output
determinism is violated
code injection for handling asynchronous events;
virtual process environment
allows installing parsers and re-writers in a message
stream to replace non-deterministic data
assumes failure-free operation
assumes failure-free operation

Table 3.21: Hypervisor- and intercepting supervisor based approaches to determinism

system

approach

other aspects

DejaVu [110]

log-based record-replay

ORDER [529]

off-line record-replay

Java-specific; unicore processors
Java-specific; off-line optimisation of data;
adds additional thread synchronisation;

Friedman and
Kama [184]

round-based scheduling

Java-specific, limited to uniprocessors

Napper et al. [365]

Java-specific; deterministic,
round-based scheduler;
rollback-recovery

weak determinism for multi-processors;
side-effect handlers per method

Thomson and
Abadi [496]
Vandiver et al. [508]

log-based database replication
round-based database replication

intermediate layer cannot fail

Table 3.22: Integrating supervisor-based approaches to determinism
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system

approach

other aspects

Deterministic Parallel
Java [75]

introduce concurrency
into application

special programming language constructs

MIDAS [466, 467]

client-side compensation
of non-determinism

ADETS [146]

deterministic scheduling

CoreDet [53]

deterministic scheduling

Jade [434] and
PPL 1 [469]
POSH [314] and
IPOT [513]
SingleTrack [439] and
Burnim and Sen [93]
LEAP [247]
JaRec [197]
BugNet [374]
Schuppan et al. [452]
Lönnberg et al. [315]

annotation-based
speculative execution

uses code analyses;
tailored for replication systems;
supports nested invocations
source code rewriting of Java applications
round-based;
support for thread creation and synchronisation
requires definition of which state
is accessed by what thread
rollback in case sequential
specification is violated

check determinism of
thread communication

either at run-time or compile-time

record-and-replay

Java byte-code rewriting;
limited support for system classes

Table 3.23: Approaches to determinism based on programming language and tools

system

approach

other aspects

Narashinam et al. [371]
Zhao et al. [541] and
Jiménez-Peris et al. [265]
Reiser et al. [426] and
Basile et al. [46]

fully deterministic scheduling

single logical thread; nested invocation support

fully deterministic scheduling

single active thread

fully deterministic scheduling

weak determinism for multiple active threads

Basile et al. [48]
Ye and Shen [533]
Wolf [523]

deterministic scheduling with
log-based record-and-replay
disjunct, non-conflicting
thread groups
online, log-based
record-and-replay

weak determinism for multiple active threads
integrated in web service framework thread
per method; manual implementation of threads
extension to Ada configuration language;
requires modification of run-time system

Table 3.24: Approaches to determinism for replication frameworks
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system
Circus [113]
Taiani et al. [485]
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approach

other aspects

up-to equivalence
using colloators
meta-objects for
deterministic scheduling

colloators check and modify request and response
messages; replication-aware concurrency mechanism
distinction between deterministic and
non-deterministic threads
snapshot after each request;
Paxos algorithm for each snapshot

Zhang et al. [538]

rollback-recovery

ODR [20]

record-and-reply with
output determinism

Table 3.25: Application-based approaches to determinism

3.7.4 Summary
In this section, we have discussed aspects of determinism. We presented an overview on mechanisms from
literature that deal with possible kinds of non-determinism and enforce deterministic execution of applications. This overview shows that determinism is a requirement not only in replicated systems, but also in
debugging and testing of applications. We are the first to present a common classification of the approaches
from different application domains.
We have seen that deterministic scheduling is crucial for a deterministic multi-threaded application. Its
purpose is to ensure consistent modifications of application state by defining which thread handles which
input data and when. It further defines an order on the access to shared state for the threads running in a
system. For handling non-deterministic operations different from memory access, two approaches exist. The
first one logs the parameters and re-executes the operation. The second approach takes snapshots of the
application state after the execution and injects the snapshot.
Determinism is a requirement of many replication protocols. For that reason, the deterministic scheduling
infrastructure is a central component of the Virtual Nodes framework. In addition, the Dj suite (Chapter 5) is
a generic tool to render existing Java applications deterministic. In contrast to all related work, the Dj suite
is independent from hardware, operating system, and Java Virtual Machine implementation. Running it only
requires a standard JVM. In consequence, Dj is the only approach to deterministic Java that is fully portable.

3.8 Conclusions
This chapter was concerned with mechanisms for fault tolerance, reliability, and availability in distributed
systems. First, we defined properties of a RAFT system by identifying the design space of RAFT applications.
Then, we discussed and classified replication protocols and state transfer. In the succeeding sections, we
analysed work found in literature. We investigated fault tolerance in data-centric and invocation-oriented
systems. In addition, we evaluated frameworks that actively execute software such as operating systems,
application containers, and hypervisors. Afterwards, we analysed strategies for fault tolerance in large-scale
grid and cloud environments, before we finally discussed determinism. We are the first to thoroughly establish a large number of classification criteria of RAFT systems and further to classify a wide range of systems
from multiple application domains.
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The background knowledge derived from the basic definitions and considerations in Chapter 2 as well as
the discussion of fault tolerance, availability, and determinism in this chapter allows us to clarify the goals
of this thesis as well as the methodology used and to discuss our contributions. Section 3.8.1 presents the
system model for the remainder of this thesis and further establishes requirements that serve as a guideline
for the architecture and software of the components introduced in this thesis. Section 3.8.2 summarises the
contributions of this thesis compared to related work.

3.8.1 Definitions and Requirements
The work presented in this document consists of two larger blocks. The first one is our Virtual Nodes replication framework. The second one is concerned with our Deterministic Java (Dj) suite. In this section, we first
present a system model for the remainder of this thesis. Then, we derive design goals and requirements for
both the Virtual Nodes framework and the Dj suite from the system model and from what we have learned
from related work. For both Virtual Nodes framework and Dj suite we refer to the self-containedness of a
system.
Definition 3.1 (Self-containedness of a system). A system is self-contained, iff it does not depend on any data
that can be accessed or modified by entities outside of that system.
In consequence, a self-contained system does not write data to a shared file system or use other mechanisms that make internal data externally available. In particular, it is desirable that the system state of the
self-contained system cannot be accessed from outside the system, e.g. by shared memory. Finally, a selfcontained system cannot trigger operations at services external to that system without further ado: selfcontainedness requires that interactions with external entities be treated special.
System Model
Even though the system we present in this thesis is aimed at a wide range of applications, we cannot provide
support for all possible scenarios. Therefore, we make assumptions about the system environment and the
services it provides to our system.
As a general use case, we assume a large-scale computing infrastructure such as found in data centres,
grid, and cloud environments. We do assume off-the-shelf computer hardware without any particular core
components such as centralised servers. Nodes and the hardware they run on can fail at any time, as can
network components. That is, we do not exclude network partitions. Nevertheless, we assume a network
infrastructure as it can be found in modern data-centres. Hence, we consider the likelihood of network partitions where more than one node gets separated from a group of nodes as relatively small and do not focus
on that particular event. While this environment makes it reasonable to assume a partially synchronous network, we still target to develop algorithms using the failure detector abstraction so that we do not have to
care about network synchrony.
Users can deploy distributed applications on the distributed computing infrastructure using mechanisms
from the infrastructure. We assume that a mechanism exists that determines which parts of a distributed application require replicated execution and defines the replication properties for those parts. Such properties
include the replication factor, the replication strategy, and may include the replica location. The mechanisms
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may range from a system administrator that selects all properties manually to a distributed resource management system that automatically decides on all properties. We think that these are reasonable assumptions,
as all those issues are orthogonal to the goals we target in this thesis. In particular, automating the management of a distributed application will not invalidate the information presented in this thesis. In order to
support such an automation, the Virtual Nodes system provides hooks external system components can use
in order to start, stop, and configure replicas and replica groups.
In general, we do not restrict the interaction patterns of replicated entities with other entities in the deployed application and outside of it. In particular, the set of interacting entities is not known in advance and
not bounded in size. Furthermore, we allow that external entities leave the system disgracefully.
Replication Framework
A huge part of the replication systems presented in related work deals with the replication of remote method
invocations. In Chapter 4, we consider the design of a component-based framework that is independent from
concrete replication protocols and supports the replication of replication-unaware server entities on top of an
invocation-oriented middleware. It is further independent from a concrete middleware system. In Chapter 7,
we discuss support for client-unaware replication and support for stand-alone applications.
In the client-server scenario, a communication sequence always starts with a request sent by the client and
ends with a reply that is sent by the replica group. We make only few assumptions regarding the communication links between clients and replicas: The link may lose, corrupt, and duplicate messages. However, it
cannot create messages out of thin air. The software module that enables the communication between client
and replica entities provides a communication channel over a link.
Requirement 3.1. The implementation of the channel and the implementation of the replication framework
have to ensure a sane communication and consistent replica states possibly dealing with shortcomings of the
underlying link.
The system does not impose any restrictions on the clients. Neither do all clients have be known in advance,
nor do they have to leave the system gracefully. While our server implementation will support the Java programming language, we do not impose any particular programming language on client-side.
With respect to replication, we require that the software framework has to take care of a consistent state
among the currently active replicas. Furthermore, abandoning dependencies to components outside the
replicated systems reduces the risk of introducing single points of failures.
Requirement 3.2. An instance of the software framework shall not depend on any external application in order
to ensure its correct functionality and administration. That is, it has to be self-contained.
In order to keep fault tolerance guarantees throughout the life-time of a replicated application, failed replicas
have to be replaced. Hence, state transfer plays an important role. Furthermore, we have to consider changing
replica locations. This is a consequence of the fact that replicas are started by an external entity and the
system model does not give us any control of where they will be started.
Requirement 3.3. It has to be possible to initialise the framework on previously unknown locations. In addition, there has to be a mechanism for clients and replicas that allows them to keep track of replicas.
Requirement 3.4. The framework has to provide some sort of state transfer that allows new replicas to answer
client requests in a way that is consistent with older replicas.
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The basic desire to support a broad range of applications and even legacy applications leads to the following
considerations. Many applications that are based on request-response interaction realise their interaction via
some sort of middleware infrastructure. Middleware systems such as Java RMI barely impose any limitations
on the code a remote object is allowed to execute.
Requirement 3.5. The framework has to realise its functionality in a way that does not affect the middleware
support expected by client and server implementation. In particular, it is beneficial if the framework is able to
transparently hook into the middleware infrastructure of existing middleware systems.
Requirement 3.6. The semantics of a replicated application shall not be unnecessarily limited. In particular,
the framework shall not impose any changes to the programming paradigm used by the programmer. That
includes the support of legacy applications.
A consequence of the support for different middleware systems is that the invocation properties of each supported middleware system have to be mapped to the replication framework. In particular, these are synchronous and asynchronous method invocation on client-side as well as on server-side; support for one-way
methods and multiple invocation semantics such as at-least-once semantics.
Requirement 3.7. The framework shall be able to map invocation properties of different middleware systems.
This has to hold even in the presence of unreliable channels.
A primary goal of the Virtual Nodes system is to support arbitrary server-side applications. This includes
applications that make use of other remote services and hence trigger remote invocations.
Requirement 3.8. The framework shall support nested invocations; ideally in a transparent way.
The fact that replication introduces run-time overhead compared to a stand-alone execution of the same service, has an impact on response time, throughput, and overall system performance. All of these influence
the user experience in a negative way. Performance, however, is the key element to user experience and
practicability of our approach.
Requirement 3.9. The framework has to consider performance as a key requirement.
The performance of replicated applications is very sensitive to the replication protocol applied. Not all replication protocols fit the needs of all applications. Furthermore, the suitability of a protocol may be dependent
not only on the application characteristics, but also on external properties such as the current load on network or system. Further, other properties of the system such as the communication protocol may be required
to be exchangeable.
Requirement 3.10. The framework has to be highly configurable. In particular, neither replication protocols
nor network protocols nor interaction patterns shall be fixed.
In such a context, the need for replacing individual modules may arise for instance from performance issues,
security issues, or similar. Hence, extendibility of the system is advised. In addition, the exchange of parts
of the framework shall not have any impact on the other parts of the system.
Requirement 3.11. The framework shall be extendible such that users can add their own implementation of
a particular functionality. This requires that the system be modularised and interfaces between modules be
defined.
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Determinism
We introduce the Dj suite in order to handle non-determinism. The goal of the suite is to provide a mechanism that can enforce determinism for arbitrary Java applications and hence, enables the replication of any
application. Yet, as we have seen in related work, determinism is useful in other application domains as well.
Requirement 3.12. Beside being suited for replication, the Dj suite shall be applicable to other application
domains that demand deterministic execution such as testing and debugging. This requires the separation
of the recognition of non-determinisms and the mechanism that handles them from the policy that actually
realises determinism.
Our approach is inspired by Deterministic Process Groups (DPG) [55]. In DPG all interaction with the external
world has to pass through a use-case specific shin layer that decides when events reach the application. The
introduction of a shin layer offers genericity, but introduces a dependency from the operating system.
Due to the fact that we want the mechanism to determinism to run seamlessly with our replication framework, it has to respect the constraints imposed by the system model. In particular, we cannot make any strong
assumption about the nodes, their hardware, the operating system installed, or the Java Virtual Machine implementation used. Yet, it is a valid assumption that the deployment mechanism has picked a host that is
capable to execute Java applications.
Requirement 3.13. The determinism mechanism has to operate on Java level so that it can be executed by any
JVM. Moreover, it shall be applied in a way that is transparent for application developers.
Our approach is different from any related work. We think that it is also more appropriate for Java applications, as only parts of a JVM may be of interest for determinism. For instance, in the Virtual Nodes replication
framework, it is not important that the replication logic or garbage collector behave deterministically. The
only concern is the application state and logic.
We define a patching process for existing Java applications that operates purely on Java level and rules out
non-determinism by replacing it. In contrast to LEAP [247], we do not perform any in-depth code analysis, but
operate on syntactic level. In return, we can deal with non-determinism in the system libraries, which is a
unique feature of the Dj suite in comparison with all related work that operates on top of the JVM. We discuss
the patching process and the general architecture of the Dj suite in Chapter 5.
In Chapter 6, we evaluate how the Virtual Nodes framework and Dj can be linked. Due to the fact that
replication-aware deterministic schedulers mostly support weak determinism, we require that applications
be safe with respect to synchronisation. This includes that the application is free of deadlocks and livelocks.

3.8.2 Contributions of this Thesis
From the discussions in this chapter, we derive the insight that replication is the only way to achieve availability and reliability. Other approaches lack the availability property. Replication always requires that replicas
be monitored so that failures can be recognised. Operation-driven replication allows keeping the programming model of popular programming languages and is further capable of dealing with legacy applications.
When operation-driven replication is used, determinism of applications is a critical issue and has to be realised by the application logic run in a replica.
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While individual support for these requirements is not new, their seamless, yet decoupled integration in
one middleware-independent framework is a unique achievement of this thesis. It results in a set of contributions on system level. In addition to the system-level contributions, we provide several contributions on
an algorithmic level that deals with the implementation of individual features.
System Level
An approach that deals with transparent replication of applications and services has to operate on two levels.
It has to provide support for multiple replication protocols on the one hand. On the other hand, the evaluation
of related work has shown that many replication protocols require deterministic applications [54]. Yet, barely
any application is deterministic. This is in particular true for applications that make use of multiple threads.
We are the first to present an approach to replication that is comprehensible in multiple ways. The approach covers all aspects of replication including the replication protocol and determinism. It comprises all
types of Java applications ranging from stand-alone to distributed applications. Furthermore, it is capable of
dealing with legacy applications, but also allows a replication-aware implementation of applications. With
respect to distributed applications our work is also comprehensive towards the middleware system the client
application and the replicated entity use. In consequence, not only server implementations can be developed
replication-unaware, but also client applications. We present an integration of two converse middleware layers into the replication framework to show the middleware-unawareness of the replication logic.
Following the UNIX principle that one tool shall be used for one task, we establish a modular architecture
for our system. The part that deals with replication is strictly separated from the part that is concerned with
determinism. We connect both parts via a system registry. In consequence, the determinism mechanism
is not only suited for the use within our replication framework, but may also serve as a building block for
other scenarios that require deterministic Java applications. It is the first piece of work that realises such a
high degree of freedom for deterministic Java application. The loose coupling with the replication framework
ensures that only replication protocols that require determinism experience the overhead.
The Virtual Nodes system is designed to support operation-driven replication protocols. Nevertheless, we
present a prototype implementation of a replication protocol that shows that Virtual Nodes can also support
data-driven replication protocols to a certain extend. Furthermore, the modularisation applied on software
layer allows high flexibility and openness of the entire system. Adding new replication protocols is easily
possible, just as adding support for new middleware layers, and new policies to achieve determinism.
Algorithmic Level
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to discuss state transfer in multi-threaded, replicated applications and to present an algorithm for it. Also, we are the first to discuss state transfer in a modular system.
Furthermore, we are the first to provide a determinism mechanism that is independent from system hardware, operating system, and the implementation of the Java Virtual Machine. It is even independent from the
Java runtime system.
Also, we give an algorithmic discussion of deterministic scheduling algorithms for invocation-oriented systems, and present a new algorithm that comprises the fully deterministic scheduling algorithms of Reiser’s
ADETS library [425]. So far, no other author has presented similar unification efforts. Finally, we are the first
to extend these algorithms such that they are fully compatible to the Java memory model and Java threading.

Chapter 4
The Virtual Nodes Framework
In this chapter, we present the Virtual Nodes replication framework. The purpose of Virtual Nodes is to help
programmers to replicate distributed services and objects for fault tolerance reasons. Its main target is to
minimise the implementation effort by (i) maximising the re-usability of existing replication-unaware code
and (ii) making replication issues transparent to the service developer. In this chapter, we discuss the Virtual
Nodes framework with respect to invocation-oriented systems; other scenarios are subject to Chapter 7.
Invocation-oriented systems often follow a client-server paradigm. For ensuring fault tolerance in such a
system, it shall be easy for the service deployers to enrich an existing middleware-based service with replication capabilities. Furthermore, it is desirable that client parts of the system do not require any modifications
at all and can act replication-unaware. The realisation of these properties in the Virtual Nodes system are a
consequence of the system design (cf. Section 4.1) and the system architecture (cf. Section 4.2). Design and
architecture allow that a client uses an arbitrary middleware system to access the replicated service. Virtual
Nodes is the only system that achieves this degree of decoupling for invocation-oriented systems. Similarly,
the replication-unawareness of the service implementation is only reached by software containers, which
provide a limited programming model. Virtual Nodes in turn, does not restrict the programming model at all.
In addition to its independence from middleware systems, Virtual Nodes is also independent from a particular replication protocol and applies a service-internal administration mechanism (Section 4.3) that makes
it needless to use an external replica management service. In consequence, deployed Virtual Nodes services
can act completely self-contained. The additional degrees of freedom compared to related work, require a
careful design of all server-side modules of the Virtual Nodes system. In particular, the membership management (cf. Section 4.4) and the support for nested invocations (cf. Section 4.5) may not make any assumption
on the concrete replication protocol and the middleware system used.
For proving that the design goals of the framework with respect to openness, flexibility, and extendibility
have been reached, we present a prototype implementation of two replication protocols (cf. Section 4.6) and
of two middleware systems (cf.Section 4.7) followed by an evaluation (cf. Section 4.8). Section 4.9 discusses
the properties of the Virtual Nodes framework with respect to the CAP theorem and further gives an outlook
on future work, before we conclude the chapter with stressing our contributions in Section 4.10.

4.1 System Design
In this section, we discuss the overall system design based on Wiesman et al.’s replication model [519] from
Section 3.1.4 and the requirements of Section 3.8.1. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic overview of the message
flow in an invocation-oriented client-server system with replication. The client-side application sends a re-
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Figure 4.1: Abstract message flow in a replicated invocation-oriented system
quest to a replication protocol. From there, the request reaches the service implementations. In this abstract
scheme, it is the replication protocol that creates a reply to the client. Obviously, the replication protocol
as shown in the figure is only a logical module, as it does not reside on any physical node. In the following
sub-sections we develop a high-level system design from the abstract message flow presented here.

4.1.1 Basic Design Decisions
Due to the invocation-oriented character of the system, messages have to be passed between the client and
the replicas. Further, due to the middleware-based approach the framework takes, we can assume that the
client application is bound to a smart stub. The smart stub is basically responsible for marshalling the parameters, creating the request, and sending it to the replication protocol. No matter which concrete replication
strategy is applied, at least one replica has to execute a request. Before that can happen, the data sent
with the request has to be unmarshalled and the correct chunk of code of the service implementation has
to be invoked. This is realised by a skeleton-like instance at replica-side that is collocated with the service
implementation. We refer to this entity as (request) dispatcher. After processing a request, the server-side
generates a reply message that is sent to the client. In order to achieve replication-unawareness of the client
application, the replication system has to ensure that only one reply reaches the client application.
Software Modules
The fact that the system shall be extendible and independent from any particular middleware system (Requirement 3.5 and Requirement 3.11) makes it appealing to separate middleware logic from replication logic
at both client- and replica-side. This allows maximum code reuse of replication functionality [147]. Furthermore, it enables applications to use the replication logic even if they do not use any middleware system.
Requirement 4.1. Replication and middleware logic shall be separated from each other and not depend on
each other. Moreover, the replication layer shall be usable without a middleware layer.
Taking this requirement into account, the message flow from Figure 4.1 can be mapped to the static system
architecture shown in Figure 4.2. The vertical division distinguishes two parties, the server and the client.
The horizontal division separates middleware features of the middleware layer from the replication logic of
the replication layer. Middleware (cf. Section 4.7) features include interface description, marshalling, and
application binding. The replication layer is concerned with the management of membership, communication,
consistency, etc. The separation between both layers is available on both server-side and client-side.
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Figure 4.2: Overall structure of the Virtual Nodes infrastructure

The figure also sketches the dependencies between the modules. The client application depends on the
middleware layer at client-side, because the middleware layer defines how to bind to the service and how
to invoke methods. At server-side, the middleware layer defines how a service implementation is invoked
so that the service implementation depends on the server-side middleware layer. The middleware layer at
client-side depends on the client-side replication layer for being able to invoke methods via the replication
framework. Furthermore, client-side parts depend on their respective counterparts at server-side and viceversa. This enables individual communication protocols between client and server on a per-layer basis. Finally, the server-side replication layer depends on the server-side middleware layer so that invocations can
be passed from one layer to the other. Due to the fact that Requirement 4.1 demands that the replication layer
is decoupled from the middleware layer, we have to pay specific attention to the transfer of a message from
replication layer to middleware layer.
Communication Capabilities
Most replication protocols require communication between replicas. Yet, the requirements towards interreplica communication differ from one replication protocol to the other. For that reason, we introduce a group
communication system (GCS) as a basic building block concerned with communication between replicas.
Regarding interaction between client and replicas, Requirement 3.2 forbids that an external service be
used. Thus, the client has to contact at least one replica directly in order to bring a request into the system.
At the same time, the framework shall provide a frame for the implementation of multiple replication protocols. In FT-CORBA [216] the client stub needs to take into account which replication strategy is used by the
replicated object. Hence, adding a new replication protocol with new properties entails that all clients have
to be updated as well. Thus, for the Virtual Nodes framework it is beneficial to design the system in a way
that lets the client interact with the replicas in a strategy-unaware manner.
Requirement 4.2. The client-side logic shall not depend on the replication strategy used in the system. The
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Figure 4.3: Schematic overview of a replicated method invocation

client may contact an arbitrary replica in order to add its request into the system. The client is free to submit
the same request multiple times to different replicas.
When observing the way of a single request through the modules at replica-side, we refer to the replica that
received a request as the contact replica of that request. Allowing the same request to be added multiple times
in the system bears the risk that this request is executed multiple times. Our system model further allows
that the channel duplicates requests. Duplicated messages lead to the same problems as with invocation
semantics and repeated invocations that we discussed in Section 2.3.3 and Section 3.2.3 respectively.
In addition, Requirement 3.8 demands support for nested invocations. Nested invocations create an invocation chain that may turn back to one of the entities already involved in an invocation chain. Circular
nested invocations may lead to blocking, unless all requests of the same chain are identified and handled
accordingly [425].
Requirement 4.3. Requests have to be uniquely identifiable so that replicas can sort out duplicates of a single
request, if necessary. Similarly, invocations belonging to the same invocation chain have to be identifiable.
Conclusion
Taking all the considerations into account, the abstract overview from Figure 4.1 changes to the schematic
interaction presented in Figure 4.3. A request passes from the client application to the middleware layer at
client-side and from there to the client-side replication logic. Here, a replica is selected and a channel to
it opened. At replica-side, the request is received and processed according to the replication strategy. The
replication protocol may make use of the GCS to coordinate with other replicas. Eventually, the request is
processed at one or multiple replicas. Again, the GCS can be used to reach agreement between replicas on
the outcome of a request. Each replica that processes a request generates a reply. The replication protocol
then has to ensure that the replies that reach the client are in accordance with the outcome of the agreement
phase. Finally, the client-side replication layer selects a single reply and hands it to the client-side middleware
layer which returns it to the client application.

4.1.2 Design Patterns
The architecture and implementation of the Virtual Nodes framework is built around several structural patterns and design patterns [190]. Throughout this thesis we use the following terms to refer to reoccurring
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patterns used in the Virtual Nodes design and implementation.
Callback A callback is an entity that allows multiple software modules of a system to communicate implementation unaware. Callbacks are in particular used in asynchronous and event driven systems. Module A
invokes an asynchronous method at module B and passes a callback handler together with that invocation.
Once B has processed the invocation, it invokes the callback to notice A about that event.
Observer An observer is an entity at which listeners can register handlers for events. When an event occurs,
the observer notifies the listeners that have registered for this event by calling their handlers. With respect
to callbacks, the entity triggering the callback may be considered an observer.
Factory A factory is an entity that is capable of creating objects that have a common abstract type. The logic
to decide which concrete type is to be created is encapsulated within the factory object.
Handler A handler is a generalised version of a callback. In particular, a handler that is used in asynchronous invocations is a callback.
Registry Throughout this chapter, we use the term registry to either denote an observer or a factory that
allows the registration of handlers. The latter is similar to the generic factory approach advised and realised
by the CORBA standard [216].

4.1.3 Errors
We identify several types of errors that may occur while processing a request, but also while the replication
protocol performs maintenance tasks. The following paragraphs classify these error types as well as conditions under which they occur and define the way the Virtual Nodes framework handles them.
Internal errors Errors that affect the replication protocol are called internal errors. They may occur without
the presence of a client request. Hence, they cannot be propagated to the client-side. Instead, the interreplica protocol has to deal with them. An example are failing unicast messages due to node failures.
External errors Errors that solely affect the client application and the service implementation are called external errors. They are invisible to the replication logic, as they occur in the programme logic of the replicated
application or service. Hence, the replication logic considers requests that generate such errors as successful invocations. Yet, the middleware layer has to recognise the errors and provide means to inform the client
application about them.
Invocation errors Errors that either occur in or need to be propagated to the replication layer of the clientside, are called invocation errors. We distinguish between transient (invocation) errors and persistent (invocation) errors. The sooner may be overcome by simply selecting another replica while the latter cannot. For
instance, a broken channel between the client and the contact replica is a transient error as long as the client
has not contacted all known replicas. If no replicas are left, the error is persistent, instead.
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System errors Errors that are caused by programming errors in the replication layer or middleware layer and
propagate to the client or endanger system integrity are called system errors. While system errors are always
persistent, they differ from persistent invocation errors by the fact that they shall not occur. In consequence,
the integrity of the state of the replication framework may be destroyed after a system error has occurred.

4.1.4 Management and Administration
We respond to the requirement for a self-contained replica (Requirement 3.2) by introducing an administration
entity inside each instance of the Virtual Nodes framework (Section 4.3.2). That is, at each host the replication
framework contains an implicit replicated object that steers the behaviour of either a single replica or the
entire replica group. The client application uses the regular stub to invoke the administration object.
Requirement 4.4. The system needs to be able to distinguish between invocations to the administration object
and the replicated service. Further, it has to be possible to start a new replica in a self-contained way.

4.1.5 Invocation Cache
In order to allow the recognition of duplicate invocations (Requirement 4.3), we install an invocation cache
at server-side. For each invocation to be executed on a replica, the object adapter (cf. Section 4.7.1) checks
whether the unique identifier of that request is already contained in the invocation cache. If it is not there, the
object adapter adds the request identifier to the invocation cache and proceeds with executing the invocation.
After the execution, the reply is stored there as well. If the reply is contained in the invocation cache at
checking, the request is not executed, but the stored reply is returned to the client.
A client may have sent the same request to multiple replicas so that a thread may find its request identifier
already added to the cache, yet without an according reply. In that case, the thread will block at the cache
until the already running request has finished processing and a reply is available. Afterwards, it will continue
as if the reply had already been in the cache.
Due to memory limitations, it is necessary to remove entries that are not required any more. A request can
be removed safely, when the client ensures that it will not re-send the request again. For that reason, each
stub buffers the identifiers of successful requests and sends them with the successive request. Adding this
request to the cache, removes the entries that correspond to the old identifiers. For also supporting clients
that leave the system disgracefully, we additionally apply a time-triggered clean-up mechanism.
Some applications may not require the invocation cache. In order to avoid that such applications suffer
from the overhead introduced by using the invocation cache (Requirement 3.9), we enable that using the
cache can be switched off. This configuration happens on a per-stub basis. In addition, we do not use the
cache for all read-only invocations. A consequence of the invocation cache is that all replicas have to agree
on its content. For that reason, the cache has to be treated as application state when state transfer comes
into play (cf. Section 4.4). For similar reasons, the time-triggered clean-up mechanism requires coordination
amongst replicas. The trigger is located in the administration module (Section 4.3.2). It invokes a method at
the replication protocol (cf. Section 4.6) that treats the invocations of that method just like a client request,
so that the clean-up request has a consistent impact on the invocation caches on all replicas. The invocation
cache is embedded in the object adapter module that we discuss in Section 4.7.1.
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4.1.6 Summary
In this section, we have presented a coarse overview on the design and the structure of the Virtual Nodes
replication framework. We have discussed basic design decisions concerning system layers and communication that led to the definition of further requirements. We also introduced important patterns used in the
Virtual Nodes design and explained how the system deals with different types of errors. We sketched how to
realise the management and administration of a Virtual Nodes system and how to tackle invocation semantics
with an invocation cache associated with each replica.
The outcome of this section is a clear terminology of the layers in the Virtual Nodes system and a definition of interaction patterns between client and replica group. In the succeeding section, we precise the
communication and present a detailed system architecture for the client- and server-side of a Virtual Nodes
instance.

4.2 System Architecture
This section discusses the architecture of the Virtual Nodes framework. The entire framework is built up from
software modules. In the system, any kind of communication between clients and replicas is realised via
communication modules. In the following, we first present the communication infrastructure that links clients
and replicas (cf. Section 4.2.1). Afterwards, we discuss the modules present on client side (cf. Section 4.2.2)
and server side (cf. Section 4.2.3). The server-side implementation makes use of third-party modules whose
integration into the server-side architecture is subject to Section 4.2.4.

4.2.1 Communication Infrastructure
The openness of the Virtual Nodes framework (Requirement 3.10) also holds for the communication modules
that realise client-replica and inter-replica communication. The framework is built around the design goal
that all software modules except communication modules are indifferent to how communication happens.
In return, the communication modules guarantee a number of properties other modules can build on. The
properties are defined by several abstractions.

Communication addresses Any server-side instance of Virtual Nodes has two kinds of communication addresses. An external communication address is used to communicate with a client and the internal communication address for inter-replica communication. Comparable to CORBA [216] a single replica may be reachable
for clients via multiple external addresses. The set of all external addresses of a single replica is called replica
reference (RR). The set of all replica references of a replica group is referred to as replica group reference (RGR).
The system implementation assumes that all addresses contained in an RGR are distinct so that no two replicas can have the same external communication address. In contrast to external addresses, each replica has
a single internal communication address that identifies the replica in the replica group.
Each contact address of a replica is provided by an instance of a corresponding communication module.
Each communication module that exports an address to other parts of the system has to have a communication endpoint that is reachable by that address.
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request
message identifier
parameters
RGR version
method identifier
chain identifier
old messages
at-most-once

response
string
sequence<octet>
long
sequence<octet>
sequence<octet>
sequence<string>
bool

message identifier
reply
status
RGR

string
sequence<sequence<octet>>
bool
View

Table 4.1: Message formats for client-replica interaction

Channels The framework assumes that all client-replica interaction is initialised by a client. The fact that
no replica will ever initially contact a client allows clients with private IP addresses or protected by a firewall.
Furthermore, such a design avoids the need to coordinate replicas when trying to contact a client. A client
invokes an operation at the replica group by sending it to one or multiple replicas.
The transport of requests and replies happens via channels. A channel is defined by a local endpoint of the
client and an endpoint of a replica. In consequence, a client can send a message to different replicas only via
different channels. The kind of channel a client has to use to contact a replica is defined by the external contact
address of the replica. A channel is opened when a client connects to an external communication endpoint
of a replica. The connection can happen either when needed or proactively. The replica group sends a reply
using the very same channel. Hence, unless replicas can share open channels with each other only the contact
replica can send a reply. Obviously, using unshared channels, no reply will be received, if the channel has
been closed before a reply was available. For that reason, we allow a client to send the same request to the
replica group via a new channel at any time. We discuss shared channels in Section 7.1.
In order to ease reasoning about channel state, we require that at most one request be on a channel at any
time. That is, an open channel can be used for a request, if no request has ever been sent on that channel
or the reply to the previous request has already been received. We allow that both client and replica close a
channel at any time without notice.

Replica tracking The client is only capable of contacting replicas when it is aware of the replica addresses.
For that reason, each client has a version of the RGR available. Yet, the replica group is not static, because
replicas can fail and be re-started at another location. In consequence, a client needs to update its RGR to
avoid that its local contact addresses get outdated. For being able to compare different RGRs of the same
replica group, the RGR has a version number that is increased each time the replica group changes.
A client sends the version of its current RGR with each request. When the contact replica notices that
the client’s version is outdated, it adds the most up-to-date version to the reply. Thus, the client can keep
track of all active replicas provided that the request frequency is higher than the frequency of all replicas
failing. For cases where the request frequency is lower, the administration and management modules provide
means for nop requests (cf. Section 4.3.2). At replica-side, the management of RGR versions is realised by the
membership module (cf. Section 4.4).
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Message format In order to keep the system open for non-Java clients, we define the message format for
client-replica communication in CORBA IDL. Table 4.1 presents the content of request and response message,
the only messages exchanged via external endpoints. The request contains a message identifier that identifies the request logically. When the client sends the same request via another channel, it uses the same
identifier. A response message carries the same identifier as the request it is assigned to. The request further contains the version of the client’s current RGR. The response only includes an RGR, if a new version is
available. The chain identifier in the request serves the purpose of identifying nested invocation chains. It
stays unchanged for all invocations in one chain and allows that recursive invocations are recognised.
The at-most-once flag in the request indicates whether server-side response caching shall be used. The
method identifier and the method parameters in the request message are specific to the middleware layer
used and targeted towards the middleware layer of the replica-side (cf. Section 4.7). Analogously, the response carries one or multiple replies and a status flag that indicates how to interpret the reply. It may either
contain data for the middleware layer or an error code to be handled by the communication layer. We allow
that a response message contains the replies from multiple replicas. If this is the case, the client-side replica
layer picks one of them that is handed to the client-side middleware layer.

Implementation
The implementation of Virtual Nodes uses a CommunicationEndpoint interface to represent any kind of communication endpoint. The fact that information about endpoints is transferred over wire requires a mechanism to initialise objects of that type. In Virtual Nodes each module that implements a communication system
defines a unique string-based key and provides a factory entity. The factory may be registered at a registry
under that key. Each serialised version of CommunicationEndpoint starts with the key. The receiver uses
the key to query the registry for a factory. Afterwards, the factory is used to deserialise the endpoint object.
In order to allow a client to act unaware of the communication systems used by the replicas, the serialised
form of CommunicationEndpoint also contains a factory identifier that allows the instantiation of a factory
entity. We chose the factory identifier to be identical to the Java class name, as it is unique and allows an
easy implementation for Java clients. In consequence, factory classes require a public, non-args constructor.

4.2.2 Client-side Architecture
In Section 4.1, we have seen that the client-side of a Virtual Nodes system is realised by a stub that consists
of a middleware and a replication layer. Each stub is responsible for exactly one replica group, but there may
be multiple stubs for the same replica group on one node. Figure 4.4 presents the software modules that
assemble the client-side part of the system. The base module provides functionality to send messages to
the replica group. It maintains the latest known version of the RGR and manages the communication modules. The admin module (cf. Section 4.3.2) appears as a middleware layer to the base module. Still, for the
middleware layer it is part of the replication layer.
The middleware module, discussed in Section 4.7, is the implementation of the middleware layer. It provides an interface to the client and is mainly concerned with parameter marshalling. Apart from that, the
middleware module has the task to initialise the replication layer. This is due to the fact that the client application is unaware of the replication layer and will only create the stub.
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Figure 4.4: Request flow at client-side
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Figure 4.5: Activity at client-side

Activity flow After the client application has triggered a request, the middleware layer marshals the parameters of the request and hands them over to the base module. Figure 4.5 sketches the steps executed in the
base module when invoking a remote method. For sending the request to the replica group, the base module
selects a replica r from the RGR and one of the external endpoints ree of that replica. Then, the communication module opens a channel to ree , sends the request message, and waits for a response message. Once the
response is available, the base module evaluates the message for a new RGR.
If the response message contains a correct reply, its content is passed to the middleware modules. If the
reply contains an error, it depends on whether the error is transient or persistent. If it is a transient error,
the request is sent to another replica. When no replicas are left, this is a persistent error. In that case, the
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middleware module is notified that the invocation ended with an error. When the communication module
times out waiting for a reply this is handled like a transient error.

Message identifiers In Section 4.1, we claimed that message identifiers have to be unique in order for the
invocation cache to work correctly (Requirement 4.3). In practise, it is sufficient that no two requests in the
system do have the same identifier. In our implementation, we build the message identifier from the IP address of the client machine, a random number generated at stub initialisation, and a stub-local counter that
is increased for each request.

Invocation execution We allow the client application to install two handlers at the stub. One that selects
ree and one that selects the reply to return to the middleware module. The latter is required in case the
response message contains multiple replies. The Virtual Nodes system uses default handlers in case the
client application does not install any custom handler.

Implementation
ClientBase is the central class of the base module implementation. Its interface consists of a single method:
Future invoke(MethodId, byte[]). MethodId is an abstract base class the middleware layer uses to identify the methods at server-side. The byte[] argument contains the marshalled parameters of the middleware
layer. invoke operates asynchronously and returns a Future object. This allows that middleware layers provide a synchronous and an asynchronous interface to client applications (Requirement 3.7).
The communication module at client-side is realised in sub-classes of the Communicator type. A
Communicator can be either synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous Communicators block after sending until a reply is received or a time-out has been reached. Asynchronous Communicators inform the base
module using a callback. The base module ensures that a synchronous Communicator still allows asynchronous behaviour of the replication layer.

4.2.3 Server-side Architecture
The server-side part of a Virtual Nodes instance is mainly concerned with executing client requests and performing system management tasks. The kind of replication protocol heavily influences the way how client
requests are executed. Which replication protocol is actually applied in the system is defined in the system
configuration. In contrast to communication modules and replication protocols, the Virtual Nodes framework
only supports a single, general implementation of the management and administration functionality. This
design requires that neither the management nor the administration modules make any assumptions on the
replication protocol, its behaviour, and its implementation. This strong decoupling of management and replication functionality allows the framework to act independent from the replication protocol implementation.
The decoupling distinguishes this work from related work and its achievement is a major contribution of
this thesis. Figure 4.6 shows the server-side software modules available in a Virtual Nodes instance. In
the following paragraphs we briefly present these modules and their interdependencies. Further, we define
constraints that we impose on the individual modules.
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Figure 4.6: Information flow at server-side

Request Processing
All client requests are received by an external communication module (ECM). Each ECM has assigned an external communication endpoint and contributes to the replica representation of that particular replica. Different
replicas may use different types of ECMs. All ECMs feed their requests in a single income queue from which the
client thread reads. If the request concerns an administration method, it is passed on to the administration
module (cf. Section 4.3.2). Regular client requests are handed over to the replication protocol module (cf. Section 4.6). The implementation of Virtual Nodes guarantees that at most one request is processed by the client
thread at a time.
The implementation of the replication protocol processes the request and eventually executes it on at least
one replica. In the replication layer, the execution involves the invocation cache, the thread scheduler module,
and the object adapter. The scheduler module (cf. Section 4.2.4) controls concurrency of threads and ensures
deterministic scheduling, if required. The object adapter (cf. Section 4.7.1) invokes the invocation cache and
provides access to the dispatcher module in the middleware layer.
The replication protocol has access to a method repository located in the middleware layer. Such method
information may help to optimise replication protocols. Using it, the replication protocol can for instance
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identify read-only methods. We store the repository in the middleware layer to keep the replication layer
unaware of how the middleware layer represents methods. Due to the fact that a replication protocol may
treat read-only methods significantly different from other operations, it is important that all replicas have a
consistent view on the set of read-only methods. This demand implies that the method repository has to be
included in state transfer. The concrete realisation of the repository is specific to the implementation of the
middleware layer (e.g. Section 4.7.3).
The middleware layer builds a reply from the result of an invocation and returns the reply to the replication
protocol which can now take care of replica consistency. There are no guarantees enforced by the framework,
so that the implementation of a replication protocol has to realise required guarantees on its own. Yet, the
framework demands from the replication protocol that at least one reply reaches the contact replica managing
the channel to the client. The contact replica then builds the response message from all received replies and
sends it to the client.
The nested invocation module encapsulates functionality that is required to deal with nested invocations
and that is independent from both replication protocol and middleware layer (cf. Section 4.5). In particular,
it establishes a protocol that defines how replication protocol and middleware layer have to interact in order
to realise generic nested invocation support.
Management
Apart from those involved in requests processing, there are a number of modules that either provide infrastructure services or execute management tasks. The group communication system (GCS) (cf. Section 4.2.4)
is vital to the entire Virtual Nodes infrastructure. It interconnects replicas and functions as a consistency
backbone. Analogous to the client thread, the group thread reads from the GCS. Basically, each software
module can use the GCS and define its own message format. Nevertheless, a message delivered by the GCS
first passes through the membership module (cf. Section 4.4) before it is dispatched to its receiver module.
This is the case, because the membership module may have to block messages in order to perform state
transfer. Messages that cannot be delivered to a receiving module are dropped. For serialising both framework and application state, the membership module interacts with the serialisation module of the framework. In addition, the middleware layer may provide a middleware- and application-specific serialisation
handler (cf. Section 4.7.1). Furthermore, it may also register a middleware adapter (cf. Section 4.7.2) in order
to handle changes of the replica group as required by the middleware system.
The configuration module (cf. Section 4.3.1) ensures that the configuration of all replicas is consistent. On
the one hand, it enforces that critical configuration properties are identical such as the replication protocol. On the other hand, it allows replica-specific configuration properties that may be used, for instance, to
configure the network interface and the port an external communication module shall use.
Implementation Aspects
The fact that any module in the replica layer can use the GCS and define own message formats requires a
generic approach to handle messages. Therefore, we introduce a registry where each module that receives
messages from the GCS has to register a handler under a deterministic and unique integer key. Further, we
require that each message sent by a module m starts with four bytes representing m’s key. It is the group
thread that queries the registry and dispatches the message to its destination module. Hence, only one
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message is processed at a time and the implementation of the message handler must not block.

4.2.4 External Components
In the implementation of the Virtual Nodes framework we make use of third party software where appropriate. In particular, we have refrained from implementing a group communication system and deterministic
scheduling algorithms. The reason behind this decision is that there exist multiple implementations for both
modules that all provide different properties (cf. Section 2.5.3, Section 3.7). Algorithms that perform well
in one set-up may be less suited in another. Our goal is to support a broad range of schedulers and group
communication systems so that a user can chose by configuration the one that is appropriate for the targeted use-case. For other modules in the framework build on the functionality of both scheduler and group
communication, we define constraints that have to be satisfied by systems that are used with Virtual Nodes.
For the integration of both entities we use a façade pattern [190] where a Virtual Nodes-specific software
module wraps the entire external module. The façade implementation maps the interaction patterns of the
framework to the behaviour of the external module.
Group Communication System
The group communication system is the backbone for inter-replica communication. In addition, it is the central entity that decides about group membership. A fundamental demand of the Virtual Nodes system towards
a group communication system is that it appears passive from the outside. That is, new messages are always
pulled by the group thread. If the GCS internally uses a reactor pattern, the façade code needs to map the reactions to the passive behaviour. Furthermore, we assume that a GCS comes with some notion of groups; and
we require that it be clearly defined which replicas will receive a message when a broadcast is issued by any
of the software modules in a Virtual Nodes instance. Moreover, it is necessary that only members of the current group send messages. If the GCS supports open groups, the façade code needs to suppress messages
from external nodes. Finally, we require that for each received message, the sender can be identified.
The implementation of the membership management module (cf. Section 4.4) requires that the GCS support Virtual Synchrony [70]. We demand that unicast messages, broadcast messages, and view change messages are delivered by the GCS. Furthermore, it is a requirement that view change messages are passed at the
correct position in the message stream. Having view change messages in the message stream while Virtual
Synchrony holds allows determining easily which messages a replica has received.
The way how hosts can become members of the group communication system is GCS-dependent and not
enforced by the Virtual Nodes framework. The configuration facilities provide a generic approach that covers
many existing GCS implementations (cf. Section 4.3.2).
Deterministic Scheduling Library
A deterministic scheduler ensures that the concurrent processing of requests does not endanger the determinism of the execution. The support for deterministic scheduling in the Virtual Nodes framework is built
around the ADETS library [425]. Using this library gives us the ability to support all four scheduling algorithms ADETS implements. Yet, the façade implemented in the framework does not depend on ADETS so that
it is possible to introduce other algorithms as well. For instance, the Virtual Nodes system also realises a
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scheduler that does not behave deterministically. A deployer may select such an algorithm when the replication protocol is not prone to non-deterministic thread interleaving.
The scheduler façade of the Virtual Nodes framework offers two scheduler interfaces to the remaining modules of the framework. The controller part is responsible for starting and stopping the scheduler implementation and is used for adding new requests. The actor part is concerned with executing operations that require
scheduler intervention. The façade also plays an essential role in state transfer (cf. Section 4.6.1).
Implementation Request processing is triggered by the replication protocol when it passes a Runnable object r to the scheduler module. It is subject to the scheduling algorithm when r is executed. In order to allow
an easy access to the scheduler instance from within an application, we use a thread-local singleton. r has
to set the thread-local singleton object, as its first operation. An implementation of the replication protocol
has to ensure that this requirement is met, for instance by constructing r in an appropriate way.
For applications and replication protocols that do not make use of a deterministic scheduler, the Virtual
Nodes framework comes with a minimal scheduler implementation.

4.2.5 Summary
In this section, we have introduced the software modules that build up a Virtual Nodes instance as well as the
interdependencies between the modules. We distinguish between communication modules that realise the
client-replica and replica-replica interaction, client modules that reside on the client-side of the system, and
server modules on the server-side.
The server-side makes use of third-party software that we connect to the Virtual Nodes modules using
façade modules. This allows other modules to interact with, for instance, the scheduling module in an
implementation-unaware manner. Indeed, the façade-based approach is not only used for external modules,
but also for most Virtual Nodes modules. All modules that are subject to configuration, use a façade entity
with the same interface as the module. The façade shields implementation details of the module and forces
that other modules are implemented only based on the interface.
While modularity of software, separation of concerns, and information hiding are generally advised in software engineering, such properties are seldom found in fault tolerance frameworks. Hence, we consider the
modularity of our system architecture as a fundamental contribution of this thesis. We are not aware of any
operation-driven fault-tolerant system that provides the same degree of configurability and flexibility.
The design and the architecture of the Virtual Nodes framework answers the requirements established in
Section 3.8.1 and Section 4.1. The open format of messages exchanged by clients and replicas allows adding
client and also replica implementations in a programming language different from Java.
The client entities track the location of the replicas so that the client-side system becomes self-contained:
The fact that tracking is integrated in the regular invocation pattern neglects the need for third-party services.
The administration module makes the server-side self-contained, as all configurations and modifications to
the replica group are handled by the group itself. Abstracting from the actual communication protocol allows
that multiple transport protocols are supported by the communication modules. Furthermore, the system
is designed in a way that allows clients to contact only a single, yet arbitrary replica. This feature avoids
that the client-side implementation has to be aware of the replication protocol used by the replica group. In
addition, it allows that the client uses an outdated view on the replica group as long as the view contains
one valid replica. As we shall see in Section 4.6 this pattern does not restrict the implementation of standard
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replication protocols. Moreover, the modular structure of the Virtual Nodes framework is reasonably flexible
to introduce different client-replica interaction patterns if required.
The flexible configuration in conjunction with multi-threaded execution pose additional challenges to the
state transfer mechanism of a replication framework. We are the first to even consider these issues and
present an approach to deal with them in Section 4.4, Section 4.6, and Section 4.7.

4.3 Service Administration
From what has been discussed in Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, we can tell that there are two parts of the system
involved in administrating a Virtual Nodes instance: the configuration module and the module implementing
the administration object. In this section, we discuss both parts individually.

4.3.1 System Configuration and Assembly
The design of the Virtual Nodes framework is dedicated to the openness and extendibility of the system (Requirement 3.10). Yet, the fact that a system is open does not automatically mean that it is easy to exploit the
openness. Being able to configure a system helps to take advantage of the openness. We refer to the power
of a configuration mechanism as the configurability of a system. In the following, we first investigate different levels of configurability, before we consider the configuration and the bootstrapping of Virtual Nodes
instances as well as configuration aspects of the middleware layer.
Configurability
We distinguish three levels of configurability and further the power of the available configuration options.
Compile-time configurability A system is compile-time configurable, if it allows to achieve a different configuration by changing small portions of the source code. Assume two classes B and C that extend the same base
type A. Changing all code lines where C objects are created such that they instantiate B objects instead, is
compile-time configuration. This is different to arbitrary code modifications due to the fact that the remaining
code never makes use of type C or B, but always of type A.
Start-time configurability A system is start-time configurable, if it reads its configuration from an external
source at programme start and performs its initialisation according to that configuration. In the above example, the configuration first defines that all objects of type A are instances of C. By changing the configuration,
after a re-start instances of B may be used without having to change the programme code.
Run-time configurability A system is run-time configurable if it is possible to change the current configuration at run-time. In the example, it is possible to define that from a particular point in time whenever an
object of type A shall be instantiated an object of B is created instead of C. This may include that all currently
existing objects of C are transformed to object type B. Transformation is for instance required when new types
are introduced for error correction. Run-time configuration may also be referred to as re-configuration.
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Configuration options Besides the question of when the configuration takes place, also the question of
which configuration options are available needs to be answered. We distinguish systems with restricted and
open configurability. In the restricted type only a fixed number of configuration options are possible. In the
example, the programme will only recognise B and C as valid options, but not accept class D, even if it is also
a sub-type of A. On the up-side, open configurable systems do not have this limitation. On the down-side,
they require a mechanism to dynamically load programme code, because the default implementation of a
programme cannot come with all possible implementations of A. In Java, code loading is available out of the
box and also exploited by component frameworks such as OSGi [494]. Similar mechanisms are also possible
for systems that build on the POSIX interface [269]. Obviously, open configurability is only useful in start-time
and run-time configurable systems.
The Virtual Nodes framework realises open, start-time configurability. This requires a mechanism for loading software and a notion of a configuration. For loading and instantiating modules the Virtual Nodes framework makes use of Java’s class loading and reflection mechanism. In the following, we present details of
the Virtual Nodes configuration mechanism. The realisation of run-time configurability for Virtual Nodes instances is subject of future work (cf. Section 4.9.5).

Configuring Virtual Nodes
The configuration of a replicated system differs from the configuration of stand-alone applications, as some
configuration parameters have to be identical for all replicas. For instance, all replicas have to use compatible implementations of replication algorithms. Yet, replicas may also require divergent configurations for
some modules. For instance, the network ports used by the external communication modules may differ from
replica to replica. Therefore, we establish volatile and persistent configuration parameters. The Virtual Nodes
implementation ensures that all replicas use the same values for persistent configuration parameters. These
are determined by the first replica and then transferred to new replicas during their initialisation.

Implementation The Virtual Nodes framework supports multiple levels of configuration. These range from
default values, through node-wide and user-specific values, up to JVM-specific values. All of these levels
provide volatile values in the sense that they may differ from host to host. During the start-up phase, the first
replica scans the configuration levels and copies persistent options to the persistent configuration. It is the
responsibility of the developer of a software module to determine whether a configuration option requires
persistence.

Starting Virtual Nodes
During bootstrapping, the builder module reads the configuration of the Virtual Nodes instance and determines the properties of the essential system modules such as the replication protocol. We refer to these
modules as the root modules of a Virtual Nodes system. For each module, the builder identifies a factory
class from the configuration, loads the factory, and instantiates it. A factory can load further sub-modules, if
required. Modules can define properties they require from and provide to other modules. The configuration
engine resolves these dependencies. Yet, it does not support cyclic dependencies.
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public interface ServerAdmin {
Configuration getPersistentConfiguration();
void shutdownReplica(ReplicaId);
void shutdownService();
void ping();
}

at server-side

public interface ClientAdmin {
ReplicaId startNewReplica(MiddlewareAdapter);
void shutdownReplica(ReplicaId);
void shutdownService();
void ping();
void setLocalProperty(String, String);
}

at client-side

Figure 4.7: Java interfaces for service administration
Implementation Bootstrapping is started via an instance of the SystemConfigurator class contained in the
configuration module. The configurator API does not possess any dependencies to other modules or impose
the usage of any Virtual Nodes system module. It is even possible to use it to build up a completely different
system than Virtual Nodes. The structure of the system is then introduced by the builder module.
Configuring the Middleware Layer
The middleware layer that is used by a Virtual Nodes instance can be considered as configurable in the sense
that it is not predefined by the infrastructure. Yet, it is not part of the configuration of a Virtual Nodes runtime. This is due to the fact that the middleware layer always has to be available before the Virtual Nodes
infrastructure can be entirely loaded. On client-side, it is the task of the middleware layer of the smart stub
to initialise the replication layer. Similarly, the client-side middleware is responsible for bringing up new
replicas (cf. Section 4.3.2, Section 4.4).
Implementation at Client-side
In a Virtual Nodes system, only the server side makes use of configurable modules. For the client side, the
administrator methods provide a limited configuration capability (cf. Section 4.3.2).
Nevertheless, the client accesses data types that are also available on server-side. While the format of
these classes and the data types they contain are defined using CORBA IDL, it is convenient to let Java clients
use the same code base as the server implementation. This code base consists of core classes of the framework such as CommunicationEndpoint or MessageId and constitutes the core module of the framework.

4.3.2 Administrator Methods
The configuration mechanism allows assembling a Virtual Nodes instance at start-up time. Afterwards, the
configuration is static in the sense that the module composition cannot be changed any more. Administrator
methods enable a limited influence on the run-time system behaviour. The remote invocation functionality
implemented by the communication infrastructure gives us a handy mechanism to access the administration
interface. In particular, that mechanism abstracts from the location of the replicas. Moreover, having an
administration interface at the client-side can also be exploited for configuring the client stub.
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Figure 4.8: Interactions for starting a new replica

At server-side (cf. Figure 4.7), the Virtual Nodes system provides administration methods to shut-down either a specific replica or the entire service. Apart from that, the server interface offers an empty ping method
clients can use to retrieve RGR updates. Finally, a replica can be queried for the current persistent configuration. Starting replicas use this method during bootstrapping to configure their module set-up. This step cannot be included in the state transfer, as the state transfer is dependent on the system configuration (cf. Section 4.4). For instance, it makes use of the group communication module.
At client-side (cf. Figure 4.7), the administration interface reflects the server-side function of the shutdown
methods and the ping method. Further, it allows setting local properties that the stub evaluates for its internal configuration. Finally, the client provides a method that starts a new replica in the same virtual machine
as the stub.
The interaction between client and server replica during the start-up of a new replica is sketched in Figure 4.8. When a middleware layer shall be used, the trigger for creating a new replica has to be sent from
the middleware layer at client-side. Then, the admin module at the client invokes the base layer to retrieve
the configuration. The admin module uses the return value of that invocation to bootstrap a new replica. The
replica object shall only be accessed via the replication layer. For that reason, we do not return the object
reference to the middleware layer, but only an identifier that can also be used to shut-down the replica.
Implementation
It is the two interface types ClientAdmin and ServerAdmin shown in Figure 4.7 that define the administrator
methods. The current prototype only supports the administration methods described here. Yet, it can be
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imagined to add methods for other purposes such as security, reconfiguration, etc.
At server-side, the administration layer appears to the rest of the system as an entity that comes with its
own replication strategy. When a request for an administration method is received at a replica, it does not
pass through the standard replication protocol. Instead, it is handed over to the administration module. Here,
the request is evaluated and different invocation protocols are applied depending on the method to be called.
The shut-down methods are processed asynchronously. The client thread in the replication layer spreads a
shut-down message via the group communication system and returns to the client. The group thread receives
the messages and processes the methods afterwards. The other administration methods are executed only
at the contact replica. All administrator methods at server-side are executed by the client thread, so they
must not block or throw any exception.
On the client-side the administrator methods are implemented in the admin module. From the perspective
of the middleware layer, they are an additional feature of the replication layer. The middleware layer does
not have to make the administration interface available to the client applications. When it does, it is not
required that the middleware layer uses the very same interface as long as it transforms the parameters from
one interface to the other.

4.3.3 Summary
In this section, we considered the administration of a service replicated with the Virtual Nodes system. On
the one hand, administration comprises the configuration of a Virtual Nodes system with respect to the composition of software modules. On the other hand, service administration also has influence on the run-time
behaviour of the system. We defined three types of configurable systems and stated that a Virtual Nodes
system is open start-time configurable. Administration methods allow the manipulation of the replica group
at run-time.
The administration methods discussed here are the key feature to support self-contained replica groups.
The administrator interfaces provide the required mechanisms to start new replicas and shut-down existing
instances. In order to guarantee a consistent configuration of all replicas, we introduced a persistent configuration that is passed from replica to replica during the start-up procedure. Only the very first replica of
a replica group reads configuration data from a configuration file. We have not found this or a similar feature in any related work; hence, all related work has to rely on external mechanisms to achieve a consistent
configuration.

4.4 Membership and State Transfer
There are multiple reasons why server-side membership management is required in a system such as Virtual
Nodes. First, the clients require a recent RGR so that they are able to contact one of the replicas. Due to the
system design, the client is not actively informed about changes in the replica group, but has to poll for them.
The replica group is the only source the client can get membership updates from. Membership management
ensures comparability of the views numbers issued by different replicas. Second, when all replicas agree
on an order of the members of the replica group, expensive leader election algorithms [318] can be avoided
during normal operation. Membership management ensures that the ordering is identical among all replicas.
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Third, new replicas require a recent version of the application state so that they can serve client requests. The
membership module coordinates the process of new replicas joining the group.
In this section, we mainly discuss how new nodes can join a replica group. We present the problem statement in Section 4.4.1. Section 4.4.2 introduces the terminology that we use for the discussion of the membership module and the join protocol which jointly implement the state transfer. Afterwards, we present the
infrastructure of the membership module in Section 4.4.3. Section 4.4.4 discusses a join protocol for the
Virtual Nodes framework that allows new nodes to join the replica group. We conclude this section by showing how the combination of infrastructure and join protocol solves the problem of replica ordering and RGR
updates.

4.4.1 Problem Statement
In a replicated system that allows the instantiation of new replicas at arbitrary points in time and at arbitrary
nodes, a new replica still has to be able to serve client requests in line with all other replicas. That is, for a
client it shall be impossible to find out whether the replica was part of the replica group before or has only
joined recently. A replica can only behave in that manner when it has a system state that is equivalent to the
state of other replicas.
The act of copying the system state from an existing replica to a new replica is called state transfer and
comprises the serialisation of the system state of the existing replica and the deserialisation as well as the
instantiation of the system state at the new replica in a consistent way. Here, it is important to note that the
system state is more than the in-memory representation of the replica state. Instead, files and messages on
the wire have to be considered as well as requests that are currently being processed by the system. With
respect to messages, two constraints have to hold. On the one hand, the new replica has to receive all messages that are not represented in the state it obtains by state transfer. On the other hand, it has to be capable
of identifying messages that are already part of the system state. It has to drop such messages to avoid state
corruption. Finally, when request processing is in progress, also the state of the threads processing them
has to be taken into account. This affects the implementation of the replication protocol that we discuss in
Section 4.6. In the following sections, we present a generic approach to state transfer, and refer to all actions
that are involved in coordinating the execution of requests and state transfer as the join protocol of the Virtual
Nodes system.
The RGR is used by the client part of the Virtual Nodes framework to connect to the replicas. In consequence,
it is beneficial if the RGR only contains the RR of replicas that are capable of serving requests. As clients may
interact with multiple replicas, the RGRs issued by different replicas have to be comparable with each other.
In Section 4.2.1, we added version numbers to the RGR structure in order to make RGRs comparable. Yet, this
only works when all replicas generate the same version numbers for the same replica groups. Furthermore,
having all replicas use the same ordering of RRs in the RGR allows an easy, deterministic selection of a single
replica from the replica group. In Section 4.4.4, we define a join protocol that ensures both properties on
issued RGRs and thus, greatly simplifies the implementation of other modules of the framework.

4.4.2 Terminology
Obviously, the system state that needs to be transferred during state transfer includes the state of the replicated service. Yet, this is not sufficient, as the overall behaviour of the system also depends on the modules of
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the replication framework. In the new replica, amongst others the invocation cache has to have the same entries, the scheduling infrastructure requires the same set of pending requests, and the membership module
has to know all other replicas
Definition 4.1 (State). The (system) state that needs to be transferred between replicas consists of the state
of the replicated application (application state) and the state of all modules of the replication framework
(framework state).
For a new replica to be able to communicate with the other replicas, it has to connect to the group communication system. It obtains the necessary credentials during replica start-up (cf. Section 4.3.2). There are
group communication systems such as jGroups1 that allow implementing a customised state transfer on top
of the joining protocol of the communication system. The Virtual Nodes join mechanisms does not make use
of such functionality due to two reasons. First, we do not want to restrict the set of communication systems
that can be used with the Virtual Nodes framework. Second, an integrated join protocol may disable that
messages are sent while joining is in progress. Yet, as we shall see, some modules may require additional
communication before they can serialise their state. In consequence, we need to separate joining the group
communication system from receiving valid state. When this separation is used, a node that has joined the
group communication system is able to receive all group messages. Yet, due to the fact that state transfer
has not yet taken place, the new replica is not able to answer client requests.
Obviously, there are two kinds of replicas.
Definition 4.2 (Bare Replica). A bare replica is able to receive messages from the group communication system. Yet, it is not capable of processing client requests. The set of bare replicas is denoted by Ω.
Definition 4.3 (Full Replica). A full replica is a replica that is capable of receiving messages via the group
communication system and answering client requests. The set of full replicas is denoted by Φ.
A full replica only loses its current status when it leaves the group communication system. This is the case,
when it crashes, is shut-down by the user, or the group communication system excludes it from the group
due to network failures. While the replication framework is not functional in the first two cases, the excluded
replica is still working and able to serve client-requests in the latter case. Thus, the membership management
has to detect such a situation and deal with it, for instance by shutting down the replica. We discuss this issue
together with network partitions in Section 4.9.2.
From the distinction of bare and full replicas, we conclude, that membership management has to happen
on two levels: on group communication layer and on an higher level.
Definition 4.4 (Low-Level Membership Manager). The low-level membership manager (LLMM) reflects the
composition of the group used by the group communication system. It shows which hosts are currently able
to receive messages via the GCS.
Definition 4.5 (High-Level Membership Manager). The high-level membership manager (HLMM) is responsible for managing the sets of bare and full replicas and for managing the transition of replicas from one group
to another.
On LLMM-level the group composition changes with each node that joins or leaves the group communication
system. Yet, the LLMM does not distinguish full from bare replicas. This distinction has to happen in the
1 http://www.jgroups.org/
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HLMM and is for instance required when deciding on the composition of the RGR. Changes to the state of
the HLMM happen at two events: A replica that leaves the group communication system or is excluded from
the group cannot coordinate with other replicas any more. Hence, its RR shall be removed from the RGR. The
exclusion event is first processed by the LLMM which passes it to the HLMM. Contrarily, a replica that has
received a state and is capable of serving client requests, has to be added to Φ and the RGR by the HLMM.
Definition 4.6 (View). A view vimm is version i of the composition of the current group of a membership manager mm. The view of LLMM comprises Ω, the view of HLMM is Φ. In the following, we omit the notation of
the membership manager when it is obvious or unimportant. The views of a single membership manager are
totally ordered with respect to their version. That is, view vi+1 is the view that succeeds view vi ; v0 is the
initial view.
Consider two consecutive views vi and vi+1 . Nodes that are part of vi , but not of vi+1 are defined to have
been removed from the view or to have left the system. Nodes that are part of vi+1 , but not of vi have joined
the system or were added to the system. Due to the Virtual Synchrony property Virtual Nodes demands from
the group communication system, we can assign each group message m to a particular view v(m) = vi . This
means that all members of vi have received the message. Further, Virtual Synchrony ensures that messages
cannot cross view boundaries. In particular, it ensures that a message sent by node n that was member of vi ,
but is not member of vj , j > i will either be delivered before vj is installed or never at all.
Definition 4.7 (Join Protocol). A join protocol transfers a bare replica into a full replica. The protocol may
involve coordination between an arbitrary number of bare or full replicas. It terminates when the new replica
has either left the group communication system or has received and installed a system state and is contained
in the view viHLM M of all replicas.
As parts of the join protocol resemble a client-server protocol, we occasionally refer to the joining replica as
the client and the state providing replicas as providers or servers of the join protocol.
Definition 4.8 (Candidate Replica). A bare replica becomes a candidate replica when the join protocol starts.
In the following, we denote the set of candidate replicas by Θ.
Obviously, Ω ∩ Θ := ∅ always holds. Furthermore, the implementation of the join protocol influences the size
of Ω. When the join protocol starts right after a node has joined the group communication system Ω = ∅ is
always true.
Definition 4.9 (Local Replica Age). The local age of the replicas as seen by replica s is defined as follows. All
full replicas are older than candidate replicas which are older than bare replicas: ∀p ∈ Φs ∧ t ∈ Θs ∧ o ∈ Ωs :
t < p < o. Within the respective groups a replica ni is older than a replica nj , ni > nj , if ni was member of
the group before nj .
An implementation that suffices local replica age requires a total order on the updates of Φs , Ωs , and Θs .
Such an implementation can be easily realised when updates in HLMM happen only sequentially. Obviously,
generating the same sequential update sequence on all replicas is sufficient to achieve a global replica age,
i.e. Φs = Φr , Θs = Φr , and Ωs = Ωr for all replicas r and s. In the following, we omit the subscripts when
we refer to the global replica age. The investigation of necessary requirements for a global replica age, is left
as future work. The global is-older relation defines a total order on all replicas so that no two nodes have the
same age. We refer to the oldest replica as the current leader of the system and denote all other full replicas
as followers.
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4.4.3 Infrastructure of the Membership Component
The considerations of Section 4.4.2 have impact on the design of the Virtual Nodes infrastructure. In particular, they impose limitations on the propagation of view changes and the realisation of state serialisation.
In the following, we discuss these limitations and derive a system infrastructure that respects them. The
infrastructure defines the frame for the join protocol we present in Section 4.4.4.
Propagation of view changes The view changes in the LLMM are specific to the group communication systems used. Hence, the LLMM has to be co-located with the group communication module. It propagates
changes in the group composition via view change messages. The message with the new view vi must be enqueued in the outgoing queue of the group communication system such that v(mp ) = vi−1 and v(ms ) = vi ;
with mp and ms being the messages preceding and succeeding the view change message. The group thread
reads the message and passes it to the membership module where the HLMM is located. Obviously, only
the information about nodes that have left the LLMM view are relevant for the HLMM view. Adding nodes to
HLMM only happens via the join protocol.
View registry In order to allow other modules in the system to access the state of the replica group, we
introduce a view observer where any module can register a listener that is invoked whenever the HLMM creates
a new view. When the listener is called, the observer passes the new view to the listener. The ordering of the
members of the new view respects the is-older relation. The implementation guarantees that no new group
messages are received while the listeners are notified. Furthermore, it ensures that all listeners have been
notified about a change before the next update is announced. We give no guarantees on the invocation order
for listeners. In consequence, modules using listeners should be careful when exchanging group information
with other modules that also use listeners.
State transfer registry The Virtual Nodes framework is built in a modular way. Each software module can
have its own threads that perform internal state modifications. Hence, a module may only be ready for state
serialisation when its threads are in a particular state. This may not be the case, when serialisation is requested. Even worse, two independent modules may never be ready at the same time, so that no replica-wide
serialisation point exists. For that reason, we have to allow each module to steer the serialisation of its local
state independent from other modules. Each module that contributes to the framework state registers a callback handler at the state transfer registry (STR) and the STR interacts with the handler whenever serialisation
and deserialisation of state is required. In order to allow a replica-wide mapping of handlers, module state,
and the respective module, each handler has a unique identifier.
State serialisation At the start of the join protocol for a particular client replica, the membership module
creates a state transfer context. Then, it invokes all callbacks registered at the STR passing the context as a parameter. The Virtual Nodes framework guarantees that the call is executed by the group thread and hence no
new messages arrive through the group communication system. It is not required that the callback performs
the serialisation right away. The only requirement is that the invocation of the callback returns immediately.
Once a module has its state ready, it calls the state transfer context. When the context has received the state
of all modules, it invokes the instance of the join protocol. Figure 4.9 sketches the procedure.
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Figure 4.9: Interaction of the join protocol with two callback handlers

It is the replication protocol in coordination with the deterministic scheduler that determine the time when
the application state is ready for serialisation (cf. Section 4.6). This is a consequence of the fact that the replication protocol controls which requests are added to the scheduler and the scheduler controls the currently
running threads. It is the object adapter and the middleware layer that actually perform the serialisation once
this has become possible (cf. Section 4.7). This separation of concerns is due to the fact that the replication
layer has no immediate access to the replicated service.

State deserialisation The process of state deserialisation is symmetric to serialisation. Each system module
deserialises its chunk of the system state using the callbacks at the STR. This is possible, because the same
callbacks are installed on all replicas due to the persistent system configuration (cf. Section 4.3.1).
While executing the join protocol, the client receives a set of messages through the group communication
system. A part of these messages is unrelated to the join protocol and affects the state of one or more system modules or of the replicated service. At the time the joining replica receives a message m, there is no
information available on whether the state it will receive contains the effect of m or not. As state chunks
are serialised independently, some messages may only be reflected in some chunks and not in others. In
consequence, the client has to buffer all messages until it has received its state. Only afterwards, the client
replica is capable of filtering the buffered messages and of applying the missing messages to the modules
that require them.
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State identification During serialisation all handlers operate concurrently. Thus, there is only a single deterministic point in time that is valid for all of them; the moment when the callback is invoked by the group
thread. Hence, the request to start a join protocol has to happen via a message mD received through the
group communication system.
In consequence, a module’s state has to be mappable to a message received via the group communication
system. In particular, it may never happen that the state of a module changes due to an event that was not
mediately or immediately caused by the reception of a group communication message. This is a strong, but
obvious restriction. Components that change state due to external events behave non-deterministically. They
either corrupt the consistency of replica state or they do not play a role with respect to replica-consistency.
In the first case they are forbidden anyway. In the latter case, they are not required to participate in state
transfer.
State properties Assuming a total order group communication between replicas, we define properties on a
transferred state that ease the implementation of a join protocol. A client can drop all messages that were
received prior to mD , if the state it receives reflects all messages that arrived prior to mD and the state of
a module changes monotonically. In a monotonically changing system, it is not allowed that for a sequence
of group messages mi−1 , mi , mi+1 a module state reflects mi−1 and mi+1 , before it reflects mi . Moreover,
the modules have to be sufficiently self-contained. If the state of a module depends on the interaction with
another module, their serialisation has to happen at the same logical point in time.

4.4.4 A Join Protocol for Virtual Nodes
In the following, we present a join protocol based on the definitions, considerations, and constraints of the
previous sections. We first evaluate the remaining design space for such a protocol and then develop the
protocol used in the Virtual Nodes framework. We start with a simple protocol that does not take failures of
full replicas into account and assumes that only one replica joins at a time. Afterwards, we elaborate a more
sophisticated protocol that supports node failures and another one that allows multiple new replicas to join
concurrently. Finally, we present a synthesised version of the protocol that can handle all issues. The latter
version serves as a base for the implementation (cf. Section 4.4.5).
Design Space and Design Decisions
Part of the join protocol is the execution of a state transfer which may include the transfer of a large amount of
data over the network from at least one full replica to a candidate replica. In consequence, a state transfer protocol shall avoid duplicate transmission of the state where possible. Similar, the use of total order broadcast
messages has to be avoided where possible, as such messages are expensive compared to unicast messages.
Finally, we assume FIFO-ordering for unicast and multicast messages sent through the Virtual Nodes group
communication system. Yet, we do not assume any particular interleaving of multicast and unicast messages.
While it is possible to start the join protocol automatically, when a new node joins the group communication system, we decide to not do so. Instead, a new node starts a new instance of the join protocol by sending
a GET message as a total order broadcast. This decouples the join protocol from view change messages. Furthermore, it becomes possible to install non-replica nodes in the group communication system, for instance
for logging the group communication. In addition, support for other advanced features such as security can
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be added to the GET message. Finally, the introduction of the GET message allows the client to fully initialise
its Virtual Nodes instance before it starts the state transfer.
When a full replica receives the GET message of a client node c ∈ Ω, it removes c from Ω and adds it to Θ.
Doing so, c becomes the youngest node in Θ ∪ Φ. When this process happens within the group thread, all full
replicas add c at the last position of Θ. At the same time, the full replica can deterministically trigger state
serialisation via the state transfer registry. As GET is a totally ordered message, all nodes receive the same
sequence of GET messages. Thus, the order within Θ is consistent for all full replicas.
■
Similar to the GET message, we require c to send a GOT message once it has received the state. When the
other full replicas receive the message, they remove c from Θ and add it to Φ. c does not install the new state
and apply pending messages before it has received its own GOT message. In consequence, it keeps buffering
group messages until that point in time. Using GOT messages has several advantages. First of all, it provides
a globally valid ordering on Φ. Second, c is fully initialised when it receives its own message. Finally, the GOT
message can be used to inform the other full replicas on the RR of c.
In case there are multiple state-providing replicas, c’s GOT message may arrive at replica ri before ri has
finished its preparation of the state for c, because another replica rj has already sent the state. In that case,
both ri and rj have to add c to Φ with the reception of GOT. This is due to the fact, that the reception of a
message is a logically deterministic event which is not true for the point in time when the state becomes
ready for serialisation. The reception of a GOT message allows ri to skip the serialisation process. Yet, ri
cannot ignore the serialisation request, because ri has to behave exactly like rj for consistency reasons.
With the notion of GET and GOT messages, we can define the content of a state more precisely.
Requirement 4.5 (Actualtiy). The state, a client c receives, has to reflect at least all messages that were delivered to other replicas by the group communication prior to c’s GET message.
A Simple Join Protocol
The simple protocol can deal with at most one bare replica (Definition 4.2) at a time and cannot handle the
failure of full replicas (Definition 4.3). The interaction between joining and serving replica is sketched in
Figure 4.10. Each full replica r sends a SET message to the joining replica c, once the state is available. The
only exception to that rule is when r has already received a GOT message. In that case the state is simply
dropped.
SET is sent as a unicast message and may contain either the state or a reference to the state. The protocol
does not imply any particular approach. However, as all replicas send the message, it is beneficial to transmit
a reference only. Such a reference may be an internet address and a port where the sending replica accepts
a TCP connection. As the protocol is indifferent to how the state is actually transferred, we consider it an implementation detail of the join protocol implementation (cf. Section 4.4.5). When the entire state is included
in the SET message or the total number of network messages is crucial, a modification is possible.
Modification 1 (Single SET Message). Only the oldest replica sends the SET message.
The modification reduces the number of messages sent by n − 1 in every case. However, it may increase the
time c has to wait, as possibly the oldest replica is slower than others.
Even though we have only considered the joining of a single replica, it is obvious that this procedure works
also, if replicas join sequentially. That is, for two joining replicas c1 and c2 , c2 only becomes candidate replica
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Figure 4.10: Interaction in the simple join protocol

after c1 has already become full replica. In particular, c2 ∈ Θ → c1 ∈ Φ and c1 ∈ Θ → c2 ∈
/ Θ ∧ c2 ∈
/ Φ
always holds.
■
Support for Node Failures
In this paragraph we keep the requirement that only one replica joins at a specific time. Yet, we take node
failures into account. No matter in which phase of the protocol, the failure of the client c eventually generates
a new view messages from the group communication system. Full replicas remove c from Θ or Φ when they
receive such a message. Even though no state will have to be sent in such cases, a serving replica cannot abort
the preparations for serialisation, as its progress may be completely different from the progress other replicas
have made. Comparable to the early reception of GOT messages, only the actual serialisation operation can
be skipped.
Let p := |Φ|. With respect to server failures, we have to distinguish two situations, p = 1 and p > 1. In the
first case, the failure of the leader has the effect that no state-providing replica is available any more. Then,
the joining replica can only quit waiting for a state. In case of p > 1 no additional measures have to be taken,
as all full replicas send the SET message. Hence, c will receive a state unless all full replicas fail.
When p > 1 and Modification 1 shall be used, we have to distinguish two further cases. Let o the full replica
that was leader when the GET message arrived. Obviously, the failure of a follower does not require any action
to be taken, as o will still send the state once it is available and no other node will consider itself as the leader.
The failure of o, however, requires action from other replicas. Let n the oldest but second replica and mv the
view change message that excludes o from the replica group. Due to its age n becomes leader after the failure
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of o. By the time n notices o’s failure (the arrival of mv ) the overall system may be in multiple different states.
If c’s GOT message has arrived at n before mv , c is already a full replica and no further action is required.
Two further cases have to be distinguished, if no GOT message has been received. In case the state for c at
n has not yet been prepared at the time n receives mv , any action can be delayed until the state is ready. If
the state is ready by the time mv is delivered, action has to be taken immediately. A possible action for n is
to send a SET message. Yet, c might already have received a state from o, so we violate the requirement to
avoid duplicate state transfers.
Modification 2 (Minimial number of SET messages). All full replicas r store the leader o for an incoming GET
message from c. In addition, they locally buffer the state serialised for c. If a full replica n ̸= o finds itself
leader, it sends a SET* unicast message to c. The message contains no state. Instead, it informs c of the
current leader. In case c has not yet received the state it sends a unicast GET message to which n replies with
a SET message. Other parts of the protocol remain unchanged.
While this modification still requires only one SET message in failure-free operation, it may cause an overhead in the worst case. If o fails before having sent the state and all other full replicas fail in the order of
their age, n − 1 SET* and just as many unicast GET messages are sent in addition to a single SET message.
Assuming that SET* and GET messages are equal in size s, and SET in addition contains the payload, p the
break even point for N full replicas is N ∗ (s + p) = 2 ∗ (N − 1)s + (s + p) ⇔ p = s in the worst case. That is, if
the payload of a SET message is greater than the size of a SET* message, using Modification 2 minimises the
overall amount of data sent. Hence, the modification is most suited in situations where no out-of-band mechanism is available for state transfer. On the downside, it suffers a higher delay in case of failures compared
to the original version.
Parallel Joining of Replicas
In this paragraph, we investigate how the algorithm of our join protocol is affected when multiple clients
concurrently join a replica group. All following considerations are based on the failure-aware algorithm with
and without Modification 2. For all cases we consider, let initially Φ0 = {s0 , . . . , sm }, p0 = |Φ0 | > 0 and
Θ = ∅; further, let C = {c0 , . . . , cn } the set of clients that join in parallel.
Serving perspective We claim that there is always a unique, deterministic order of messages that change
the state of HLMM for all serving replicas r ∈ Φ0 . GETi starts the join protocol for client ci and GOTi terminates
it. Both messages are sent as total ordered messages and can be assigned to ci . If clients do not fail, all full
replicas r ∈ Φ0 modify their local Φ and Θ in a deterministic manner. If a client fails, view change messages
enqueue deterministically in the sequence of GET and GOT messages. For that reason, the state providers
si can clean-up their local versions of Θ and Φ. Furthermore, members of Φ0 can also tolerate the failure of
other members of Φ0 . Clients can also handle such failures, if less than p0 members of Φ0 fail. Thus, the
algorithm is correct for the members of Φ0 and less than p0 failures.
■
Client perspective Now, we consider the impact of multiple, concurrently joining replicas under the assumption that at most p0 − 1 members of Φ0 fail. Let C = {c0 , c1 }. Then, without loss of generality, we can further
assume that p0 = 1 and that GET0 has been delivered before GET1 and thus, c0 > c1 . This may imply that
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c1 has not received GET0 and hence is unaware of the fact that c0 is not a full replica. Nevertheless, state
serialisation at s0 was triggered twice, once for every client.
Following the actuality requirement (Requirement 4.5), the state serialised for c0 has to be older than or as
old as the one for c1 . Hence, the state for c0 might be less recent than the one c1 receives. Nevertheless, c1
can become full replica before c0 , as the group communication system does not provide any guarantees on
point-to-point messages sent to different hosts and clients send their GOT messages independently.
The fact that state serialisation for c0 at the server replicas may be in progress while c1 issues its GET
message, allows potential inconsistencies that need to be handled by the join protocol. In particular, it is the
state serialisation of the membership module that may cause problems and requires an agreement of client
and server about when the serialisation of that module takes place with respect to SET and GET messages.
Case 1 (Duplicated GET message). According to our assumption, c0 has received GET1 . Additionally, the state
it has received from the replica group may already contain c1 as a member of Θ. In that case, during deserialisation, the callback handler of the membership module has to check for each such message if it is already
contained in the state chunk. Checking can only be omitted if the callback of the membership module guarantees that the state chunk sent to client c does not reflect any message delivered after GETc . In that case,
the handler at the client-side has to apply all membership-related messages after state transfer.
Case 2 (Omitted GET message). Without loss of generality, we can assume that c1 has not received GET0 , so
that for c1 holds: c0 ∈
/ Θ. In consequence, GOT0 will cause an error at message replay, as c0 cannot be moved
from Θ to Φ. There are again two approaches to handle that issue. First, the callback of the membership
module may guarantee that it includes information about all join requests pending at the time a GET message
is received. Second, serialisation of the membership module may be delayed until GOT0 has been received.
Apparently, serialising the state of the membership module at the arrival of a GET message provides a
solution to both issues at the price of having to replay all membership-related operations. We refer to that
approach as eager serialisation. Similarly, delaying SETi until the assigned candidate replica is the oldest
member of Θ and including the latest membership state in the state solves both issues. We denote this approach as delayed response. The down-side of this approach is that joining of multiple nodes takes longer.
Nevertheless, both delayed response and eager serialisation lead to a functioning join sequence for two joining clients when less than p0 members of Φ0 fail.
■
Multiple clients So far, we have discussed scenarios where two clients join a replica group. We argue that
the presented approach can also be applied to an arbitrary number of clients, because for a client ci only its
relation to other clients cj and ck are important. The relative situation between cj and ck is of no importance
for ci . Further, the ordering of GETi and GETj has no impact on the ordering of GETi and GETk . The same is true
for the respective GOT messages. In consequence, each pair of joining replicas can be considered individually.
This is exactly the behaviour of the protocol we presented, so that no modifications are necessary.
■
The only property whose validity remains to be proven is monotonous state change of the membership
module (cf. Section 4.4.3). When eager serialisation is used, the membership module on client-side replays all
membership messages it has received between its GET and GOT message. When delayed response is chosen,
only membership messages that were delivered after the last view change of the HLMM have to replayed. In
both scenarios, there is a unique ordering on the set of messages that require a replay so that monotonous
state changes are guaranteed.
■
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More than p0 failures When we drop the assumption that less than p0 members of Φ0 fail during the join
protocol, we lose the confidence that the join protocol will terminate with a successfully transmitted state in
any case. When all members of Φ0 fail before a single SET message was sent, no state providers are left and
none of the clients will receive a state. If they fail after at least one member of C has received a state, the
system can continue running. Such a scenario leaves us with two challenges. In the first place, we have to
ensure that members of C are capable of providing a correct state on their own. Second, client replicas shall
shut-down when no state providers are left instead of blocking forever.
A client replica can safely shut-down, when it is the only node in the view of LLMM. In that case, it is sure
that it will not receive a state any more. When the LLMM of client c manages more than one member, c can
shut-down when it is sure that none of the other replicas can provide a state. For determining such a case, a
client divides v LLM M into three pairwise disjoint subsets. ω contains the nodes that have joined the group
or sent their GET message after GETc has been delivered. Those nodes cannot obtain a more current state
than c due to the actuality requirement (Requirement 4.5). A member that can provide a state to them, can
also provide a state to c. θ contains all nodes whose GET messages c received before GETc . Those nodes
can obtain an older state than c and thus function as a state provider to c. Finally, ϕ contains the nodes
whose GOT message c has received. It further contains all nodes that were part of v LLM M before c and are
not contained in θ. These nodes are either older than c or have not sent their GET message. If they are older,
they will eventually either crash or send SET to c, optionally preceded by GOT. Otherwise, they will eventually
send GET and be moved to ω or θ unless they crash. Nodes that fail are eventually removed from v LLM M and
accordingly removed from ϕ, θ, and ω respectively. From this discussion, we conclude that a client replica
can safely terminate the join protocol, when its local θ ∪ ϕ = ∅ and the join protocol satisfies the following
FIFO requirement.
■
Requirement 4.6 (FIFO). In cases a state provider can send the same state to multiple nodes, it sends the state
in the order of the GET messages.
It is worth noting that some interaction patterns lead to lacking state providers when delayed response is
used, but allow seamlessly continuing the operations for eager serialisation. Hence, the latter strategy is
preferable.
All discussions so far are valid no matter if Modification 2 is used or not. This is due to the fact that none of
the operations we presented has influence on the ordering of Θ and Ω on the provider-side. Contrarily, state
reconstruction that takes places at the receiver-side is dependent on the use of Modification 2.
Reconstructing state It follows from the design of the protocol that a client node c ∈ C that has received its
own GOTc message is able to reconstruct the state of any member s ∈ Φ0 no matter if s ∈ v(GOT) or not. In
order to construct that state, it may happen that a set R of membership messages have to be replayed after
state transfer. The affected messages are either view change message from the group communication system
or GETd messages and GOTd messages from other joining nodes d ∈ C. In order to guarantee consistency
between replicas, replayed GETd messages have to trigger state serialisation also at joining replicas.
Yet, it is not always required to actually perform the serialisation. In case R contains GOTd or a view change
message that excludes d from the view, the state is of no further use. Similarly, a client d may have sent GETd
before c and hence have received its state before c. In consequence, c never has to send a state to d.
In case Modification 2 is not used, c can skip sending its state to nodes d whose GETd was delivered before
GETc . In case it is applied, c has to ignore those replicas when it becomes new leader.
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Modification 3 (Exploit implicit knowledge). When sending SET* messages, a full replica c has to skip replicas
whose GET message is older than GETc .
Skipping replicas appears as if the actuality requirement is violated (Requirement 4.5). Yet, in that case, c
makes use of the implicit knowledge that those replicas do already have a state.
Discussion
We have developed a distributed algorithm that implements state transfer in the face of node failures and
concurrent activities on the participating nodes. It is solely based on the assumption that a group communication system with total order multicast and Virtual Synchrony is available. We presented variations of the
algorithm that allow trading the amount of data sent with the delay. Figure 4.11 presents the final join protocol in pseudo code not showing Modification 1–Modification 3. Due to its openness, the algorithm allows
the integration of algorithms that distribute state in parallel (e.g. [272]).
For our discussion, we assumed that a joining node requires the entire application state. When replicas
may be restarted at a previous location, the amount of data transferred by the join protocol may be reduced,
if parts of the state are stored in the location. Such parts may either be files that are part of the application
state or a snapshot of the state. In such a scenario, a joining node does not require the full state, but only
the difference between the snapshot and the current state. Our join algorithm may be extended to support
an initialisation from a snapshot as follows: Each software module defines its own notion of state and state
difference and adds information about the current state in the GET message. When the serialisation callback
handler is called, the information about existing state is passed as parameter and later, only the difference
between the current and the old state is transmitted.
Implementations of virtual machines use an approach with partial state update in order to transfer state
from one node to another without having to stop the entire system (e.g. [378]). Instead, they transfer a snapshot of the current state right away. After transfer, they check whether the state has changed during the
transfer. If so, the difference is transferred. This process of checking up-to-dateness and transferring the
difference continues until the client has the most up-to-date state. While the concept of partial state transfer
is not directly supported by our algorithm, it can be easily mapped to the algorithm when an appropriate
out-of-band mechanism is available. The serialisation callback handlers immediately signal to the serialisation registry that their state is available for transfer. Instead of passing the actual state, they pass a handle
to the out-of-band mechanism. The callbacks notify the mechanism from time-to-time about state updates.
The transfer is considered done when all callbacks have reached a deterministic point. Such an approach
requires special care when parallel joins happen, such that older clients receive state chunks before younger
ones. We consider the implementation and evaluation of that approach within Virtual Nodes as future work.

4.4.5 Implementation
Obviously, the membership module determines the operational status of all other modules of a Virtual Nodes
system. For instance, when the state transfer protocol is active, the client needs to buffer all messages that
arrive through the group communication system. Furthermore, external messages may only be processed
once the state transfer has terminated. This is the reason why all incoming messages have to pass through
the membership module (cf. Section 4.2, Figure 4.6).
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init:
Φ := ∅
Θ := ∅
Ω := ∅

deliver_other(from, m):
if progress = COLLECTING
queue := [queue, (from, m)]
fi

deliver_new_view(members):
Ω := Ω ∪ members.added
Φ := Φ \ members.removed
Θ := Θ \ members.removed
Ω := Ω \ members.removed

deliver_new_view(members):
∀s ∈ {ϕ, θ, ω} : s := s \ members.removed
if progress = COLLECTING
ω := ω ∪ members.added
queue := [queue, members]
else
ϕ := ϕ ∪ members.added
fi
if θ = ∅ AND ϕ = ∅
exit
fi

deliver_GET(from, m):
Ω := Ω \ { from }
Θ := Θ ∪ { from }
serialisation_registry.trigger(from)
deliver_SET(from, m):
error: message type not supported
deliver_GOT(from, m):
Θ := Θ \ { from }
Φ := Φ ∪ { from }
state_available(from, state):
if from ∈ Θ
group_communication.unicast(from, state)
fi
deliver_other(from, m):
system.dispatch(from, m)

serving replica
init:
progress := IDLE
ϕ := group_communication.members()
θ := ω := ∅
queue := []
start_join:
group_communication.multicast(GET)

deliver_GET(from, m):
if progress = IDLE
if from = SELF
progress = COLLECTING
else
θ := θ ∪ { from }
fi
else
θ := θ \ { from }
ω := ω ∪ { from }
fi
deliver_SET(from, m):
serialisation_registry.install(m)
group_communication.multicast(GOT)
deliver_GOT(from, m):
if from = SELF
switch_to_serving_mode(queue)
else
θ := θ \ { from }
ϕ := ϕ ∪ { from }
fi

joining replica

Figure 4.11: The algorithm of the join protocol without modifications
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The membership module needs to be able to operate in two different modes, client mode and provider
mode. At the start-up of any client replica, the client implementation of the membership module is used.
When the join protocol has finished, the client implementation creates the provider implementation and initialises its state. It is handy that initialisation and thus switching is caused by a GOT message that is executed
by the group thread. This avoids the concurrent delivery of group messages and defines a unique, deterministic switching point. All replicas start in client mode, except the first one, that is state provider from the very
beginning. Once a client has become server, it will never be client again.
The implementation of the membership module and the join protocol in the Virtual Nodes framework mainly
sticks to the infrastructure presented in Section 4.4.3 and the join algorithm discussed in Section 4.4.4. The
LLMM identifies nodes using their internal communication address. The implementation of the view registry
and the HLMM use a per-replica identifier that is independent from communication addresses. This allows
other modules to remain unaware of communication endpoints. Finally, there is a client view entity that manages the external contact addresses seen by users of the service. The conversation between the respective
representations is the task of the HLMM. For that purpose, the HLMM stores a 3-tuple of RR, internal communication endpoint, and replica identifier per replica. The replica identifier is chosen by the joining replica and
propagated via the first GET message. The RR is only spread via the GOT message.

4.4.6 Summary
State transfer is a fundamental requirement in replicated systems that do not guarantee that failed replicas
recover (cf. Section 3.1.4). In this section, we have presented the design and implementation of the Virtual
Nodes membership module. We have shown the fundamental problems that arise when state transfer shall
be realised in a system assembled from an unknown set of modules that all act concurrent to and independent
from each other. From this discussion we derived the insight that a system such as Virtual Nodes requires to
run an own join protocol to add new members to the replica group. We introduced two membership managers
that maintain a list of known replicas. The low-level membership manager LLMM is linked to the group communication system and manages all replicas that may send or receive messages using the GCS. The high-level
membership manager HLMM divides the list of replicas known to the LLMM into three disjunct sets, replicas
that can serve client requests, replicas currently running the join protocol, and replicas that have not yet
executed any state-related action.
In order to support the unknown set of modules available in a Virtual Nodes instance, we add a state transfer registry to the system. Each module that contributes to the replica state installs a handler at the registry
and is informed when the state has to be serialised. Accordingly, the handlers also play a role at state deserialisation. Finally, we evaluated events that may happen in a multi-joiner, multi-server scenario and derived a
distributed join protocol that ensures a consistent, concurrent state transfer. In addition, the join protocol ensures that the HLMM of all replicas have the same view on the ordering of the replica group. The deterministic
ordering allows that decisions that rely on the members of the replica group can be taken deterministically
without having to run a leader election protocol.
Due to the fact that the Virtual Nodes system is the first piece of work that deals with building a middlewareand replication-protocol–independent framework for operation-driven replication, we are of course the first
to consider state transfer for such a system. Yet, we are also the first to investigate state transfer in multithreaded replicated applications. None of the work that has presented deterministic multi-threading for replication includes a solution to state transfer (cf. Section 3.7).
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With our protocol, we target support for arbitrary configurations of Virtual Nodes. In consequence, the
protocol has to be prepared to handle situations where state cannot be immediately serialised. This is mainly
an effect of the multi-module, multi-threading approach Virtual Nodes uses. If there is only a single thread,
state serialisation is not an issue, because it can happen right away. Also, when multiple threads are used,
but are known to terminate and to not use any blocking operations, achieving a consistent serialised state
is relatively easy. Most invocation-oriented systems have those properties, so that they can use a simplified
version of our algorithm where all modules use eager serialisation.
When presenting the ADETS library [424], Reiser mentions the problem of state transfer in environments
where the readiness for state transfer may depend on a future event and eager serialisation cannot be used
for all modules. However, Reiser does not propose any solution to the problem that is finally solved by the join
algorithm we introduced in this section. In difference to all related work, it allows the use of conditional waiting of threads and is therefore suited for deterministic scheduling algorithms that support Java-like condition
variables as provided by ADETS.

4.5 Nested Invocations
In replicated invocation-oriented systems special care has to be taken for nested invocations. In a multi-tier
architecture, a nested invocation is an invocation from a service A to another service B that is issued from
A while it is processing a request. Harmless in case of non-replicated services, nested invocations become a
serious consistency threat when the invoking service is replicated, because replication may cause repeated
invocations (cf. Section 3.2.3).
As we have discussed throughout Chapter 3, only few replicated systems support for nested invocations.
Yet, a system lacking nested invocation functionality requires additional manual implementation efforts for
accessing entities residing on another tier. This includes access to databases, but also master-master coordination in clustered and hierarchical master-worker systems (e.g. [199, 102]). Moreover, with the rise of
service-oriented architectures as well as REST, loosely coupled and frequently interacting distributed services
have become wide spread.
In this section, we present the design and implementation of the nested invocation module in the Virtual Nodes replication framework. We first state requirements and restrictions of such a nested invocation
module. Afterwards, we consider the deterministic creation of message identifiers. Then, we discuss the
realisation of a basic architecture for the nested invocation module, but also advanced support for nested
invocations. Finally, we investigate how to exploit the nested invocation mechanism for invoking replicationunaware entities.
In the remainder of this section, we refer to the request in whose context a nested invocation is issued as
the enclosing context of the nested invocation. Each nested invocation has a single enclosing context, but a
request may be the enclosing context for multiple nested invocations.

4.5.1 Requirements and Restrictions
The way how nested invocations have to be handled in a system such as Virtual Nodes is mainly a consequence
of the features of two other modules, namely the replication protocol (cf. Section 4.6) and the middleware
layer (cf. Section 4.7). The replication protocol determines how many replicas actually execute a request and
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hence trigger a nested invocation. Further, the replication protocol specifies how the response to a nested
invocation has to be processed and whether any additional steps have to be executed prior to sending a
nested request. The middleware layer determines the invocation semantics, and also whether replies exist.
For instance, in event-driven systems replies may have to be executed as new requests.
From these considerations, we conclude that the most important requirement for a mechanism to handle
nested invocations is that it does not restrict the power of replication protocols and middleware layers implemented in the Virtual Nodes framework. Especially, it shall not impose any particular behaviour on the replication protocol. With respect to the middleware layer, we distinguish three coverage models. MW-coverage-I
demands that a Virtual Nodes system with middleware layer M is able to interact with any other Virtual Nodes
system that also uses M . MW-coverage-II is an extension to MW-coverage-I that requires that any two Virtual Nodes systems with middleware layers M1 , M2 shall be able to communicate. Finally, MW-coverage-III
realises nested invocations also if the callee is not a Virtual Nodes system.
In Section 3.2.3, we discussed that nested invocations bear the risk of invoking the callee multiple times.
We showed that for arbitrary requests this can only be avoided when either receiver-side mechanisms are
applied or requests and responses are exchanged via a consensus protocol between the caller group and the
callee group. The fact that a Virtual Nodes instance receives new requests via a unicast interface only leaves
server-side filtering as a feasible approach. The invocation cache already implements this feature provided
that the requests from calling replicas use the same message identifier. The creation of appropriate message
identifiers for nested invocations is subject to Section 4.5.2.
When the same request is executed by several replicas (e.g. in active replication), the enclosing context
for this request is available on each of these replicas. In that situation, the reply to a nested invocation may
be available on replica r before r has even issued the request, because another replica s may already have
executed the invocation. Hence, the nested invocation module has to be capable of buffering early replies.
Finally, in asynchronous middleware layers the system may deliver a reply after the thread assigned to the
enclosing context has already terminated. In these cases, the message shall neither lead to a system error
nor be dropped.
Sending a nested request always happens from within an enclosing context. In order to ensure a happensbefore relationship between nested requests, we require that only a single, distinguished thread processes
an enclosing context at a time. This may be realised either by coordinating access to the enclosing context in
a deterministic manner or by using thread-private enclosing contexts.

4.5.2 Message Identifiers
A general requirement for the use of the invocation cache as receiver-side mechanisms for handling duplicate
requests is that all duplicates of a request use the same message identifier idm and that all other requests use
a different message identifier. The client-side implementation of Virtual Nodes as presented in Section 4.2.2
guarantees the uniqueness of message identifiers for each request. Yet, for nested invocations the requirements differ. In order to enable server-side filtering all replicas need to create an identical message identifier
for the logically same nested invocations. Still, this identifier has to be unique with respect to logically different requests.
Under the assumption that the message identifier of the enclosing context is unique, we can realise deterministic message identifiers as follows: We introduce a unique identifier for the replica group and exploit
the happens-before relation between two nested invocations issued from the same enclosing request. Then,
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the message identifier of a nested invocation is computed as a structure containing the message identifier of
the enclosing request, the replica group identifier, and an integer number. The number is generated from an
enclosing context-specific counter that is increased for each nested invocation. This way of constructing new
message identifiers is possible, as each invocation chain is eventually started by a client request and thus,
the message identifier of the enclosing context is unique.

4.5.3 Basic Approach
In the following, we establish a basic architecture for a nested invocation module that is capable of handling
nested invocations independently from the replication protocol by ensuring MW-coverage-I. We define the
interactions of the nested invocation module with the replication protocol and the middleware layer. The architecture founds on the request context (RC) data structure that represents the enclosing context of a nested
invocation. The RC is assigned to a single thread RC.t at a time and contains all data RC.t requires for executing nested invocations. In addition, RC functions as a buffer for early responses.
In the following discussion, we assume that a replica group A invokes another replica group B via a Virtual
Nodes stub s with middleware layer mw. Furthermore, we refer to the service replicated by A as a and the
replication protocol applied for A as r.
Request context and call identifier In contrast to invocations from regular clients, nested invocations cannot be directly executed by the client-side replication layer of the caller. Instead, when A invokes B, r has
to control when and if the invocation is actually issued. Nevertheless, all nested invocations pass through
s which is part of a. In consequence, the information about a nested invocation has to be passed from the
replication layer of s to r. Additionally, r is the only entity in the system that controls which requests are
currently executed. In particular, it is the only entity that can introduce a relationship between threads executing requests and enclosing contexts. For that reason, we require that any replication protocol assign an
RC to each thread executing a request.
We say the thread RC.t in A triggers the execution of a nested invocation, when it performs an operation o
that causes the invocation of s by a thread ts . In invocation-oriented systems, o is the invocation of s so that
RC.t = ts . In stage-based systems such as DIXI (cf. Section 4.7.4), o is sending a request message to another
stage g. Then, ts is a thread in g. In consequence, we have to take scenarios into account where RC.t ̸= ts .
Hence, we require a mechanism that enables ts to resolve the RC of RC.t. From the requirements (cf. Section 4.5.1), it follows that in such a scenario, mw has to ensure an ordering of nested invocations that is
deterministic across replicas and further, still only one thread accesses the RC.
We satisfy the requirement for a thread-unaware resolution of the RC by introducing a middleware-specific
call identifier (CI). Via the CI, mw influences how the replication layer of s resolves the RC from ts . If no
RC is available, the base module performs a regular invocation (cf. Section 4.2). Otherwise, the replication
layer of the stub checks if the reply to the nested invocation is already present in the RC. Unless this is the
case, it passes the request to the replication protocol referenced in the RC. The replication protocol steers the
execution of the nested invocation. Once a reply is available, it is added to the RC and the RC delivers it to the
client-side replication layer. In order to avoid a propagation of early replies, the RC only propagates replies
once the nested invocation has been triggered at that replica. The RC is only removed from the system, when
a reply for all nested invocations is available and the thread processing the enclosing context has terminated.
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Figure 4.12: Replica-local interactions for processing nested invocations

Message-based systems In message-based, asynchronous middleware systems a nested invocation nAB
from A to B may not have a return value, but cause another request nBA that is semantically linked to nAB .
In that case, the new request has to be blocked at a replica r until r has triggered nAB . Blocking can only
happen in the middleware layer of the server-side, because no other entity in the system can decide on the
semantic linkage between two requests. As we currently assume a homogeneous environment with only
one middleware layer, both client-layer and replication-layer use the same CI. Hence, the RC invokes the CI
whenever a nested invocation is triggered so that the CI can unblock possibly blocked invocations.

Interactions Figure 4.12 illustrates the three control flows within a single replica for handling nested invocations. The a-flow makes the replication protocol execute the nested invocation. RC.t triggers the invocation of a nested invocation that eventually reaches the stub (step a1). Then, ts resolves the RC using the
CI (steps a2 and a3). Finally, ts uses the RC to unblock pending requests (steps a4 and a5) and to execute the
nested invocation in coordination with the replication protocol (step a6). The b-flow is triggered by the replication protocol when a reply for the nested invocation is available. Then, the replication protocol resolves
the RC for the reply (step b1) and buffers the reply there, if necessary. The c-flow is either the continuation of
the a- or the b-flow whichever occurs last. It passes the reply of the invocation to the stub and from there to
the service implementation (steps c1 and c2).

Implementation
The implementation of the sketched architecture is straight-forward with respect to RC and CI. In addition,
we use a singleton [190] registry per replica. The replication protocols use the registry to install RC objects.
Furthermore, the registry spans a namespace for each middleware system where the middleware system can
install information for the CI.
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4.5.4 Advanced Considerations
A fundamental limitation of the basic architecture is lacking support for cross middleware usage. The cause
of that limitation is that the architecture assumes that client-side and server-side both use the same CI. When
MW-coverage-II shall be realised, the flexibility of various CIs has to be abandoned and instead a single way
to access the RC has to be used. Basically, any approach can be used. An approach that favours systems
where the thread that executes the enclosing request also triggers the nested invocation (RC.t = ts ) may
require that any thread executing a nested invocation be tagged with the respective RC; an approach similar
to Taiani et al. [485]. On the one hand, such a strategy reduces the programming efforts for middleware
layers, as they do not have to realise their own CI. On the other hand, the thread-local information has to be
passed from one thread to another whenever information is exchanged between two threads that may lead to
a nested invocation. Passing the information between threads is cumbersome and error prone. In particular,
it may require modifications to the service implementation and hence, may undermine the transparency. This
approach is not fully implemented in the current prototype.
In Section 6.2, we discuss how the Virtual Nodes framework can support that threads create other threads.
A new thread is not restricted in any way so that it may also trigger nested invocations. For that purpose, the
new thread requires a message identifier and an RC. Most parts of the RC can be copied from the RC of the
parent thread, as it does not contain any critical values except the message identifier. In order to keep the
message identifier unique for the nested thread, we enrich the message identifier with a thread identifier that
is empty for threads that execute a client request. For any other thread the thread identifier is a concatenation
of the thread identifier of its parent thread, a separator, and an integer i. The value of i denotes the number
of threads the parent thread has created by that point of time.

4.5.5 Invoking Singleton Entities
So far, we have assumed that the entity invoked in a nested invocation is Virtual Nodes-aware. In consequence, it can deal with the communication infrastructure imposed by the framework and exploit its facilities
such as the unique message identifier. Yet, there are cases where replication- and Virtual Nodes-unaware
singleton entities may have to be called and MW-coverage-III is required. Such invocations always bear the
risk of producing non-deterministic results due to repeated invocations (cf. Section 3.2.3). In this section, we
investigate the capabilities provided by the nested invocation system to achieve MW-coverage-III.
A singleton entity is either a local service or a remote service or some hybrid form. In the following discussion, we assume that all called services are re-active as defined in Section 3.1.3.
Local services A local service l is an entity that is available in the same address space as the Virtual Nodes
instance such as an operating system service. In consequence, each replica ri of the service group has its
own instance li of the local service. In particular, a service is not local once not every replica has its own
service instance. An advantage of local services compared to other kinds of singleton entities is that they are
always available and do not fail independent from the Virtual Nodes instance. On the downside, the fact that
ri invokes li may modify the internal state of li which may affect the behaviour of further invocations of li .
Hence, in contrast to remote services, it does not suffice to replicate the return value of an invocation to a local
service. Similarly, determinism is not ensured when all replicas invoke their local copy l independently. Thus,
when a replicated service invokes a local service as a nested invocation the return value as well as the state
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changes have to be propagated to other replicas and reproduced there. Alternatively, local services can be
modified such that they are guaranteed to act deterministically. We will discuss an approach to deterministic
Java applications in Chapter 5.

Remote services Invoking remote services that are not Virtual Nodes-aware always bears the risk of duplicate invocations. This is the case when a replica crashes after it has sent a request, but not yet received and
propagated a reply. Then, another replica has to repeat the invocation. Following our discussion from Section 3.2.3, a system that reliably supports such a scenario may exploit semantic knowledge about the remote
service and the invoked operation. If the operation is read-only or idempotent, it can be repeated without
risk. Similarly, if the operation is testable, its success can be tested and the re-execution be based on the
result of that test. Otherwise, it is possible to exploit semantic knowledge of the middleware system used
by the remote service. For instance, invocations to CORBA systems may be reproduced by sending an identical message. Invocations to Web servers may be reproduced by using the same URL and the same cookies.
Nevertheless, all approaches are very specific to the invoked service and require an own mechanism.

Semi-local services Semi-local services are similar to local services in the sense that they are available on all
nodes. They differ from local services, because they rely on third party entities. For instance, the file system
is a semi-local service, as it may depend on the hard disk and the available free disk space. Napper et al. have
extensively studied how to deal with semi-local services in a replicated environment [365, 363]. Furthermore,
the problem resembles dealing with non-deterministic operations in rollback-recovery systems [163]. We refer
to these sources for an in-detail discussion of concepts to tackle the problem.

Implementation Issues
When the nested invocation mechanism shall realise MW-coverage-III, it is required that it covers local services, remote services, and semi-local services. As we have seen, all approaches to deal with these kinds of
services are sensitive to the service semantics. For that reason, a system such as Virtual Nodes cannot provide
an implementation for all possibilities. Instead, our framework has to focus on flexibility and extendibility.
We propose a mechanism that requires that a programmer execute invocations to a singleton entity through
a dedicated class. A similar approach is used in the Java runtime in another domain: Security-related
actions in Java have to be executed by sub-types of PrivilegedAction and are started by the system’s
AccessController. Mapping such an execution mechanism to the nested invocation module allows the
programmer to add supplementary actions such as tests for previous invocations. To the replication layer,
the execution mechanism simply appears as another middleware layer with its own CI, so that the state can
be consolidated once a reply is available.
The approach as it is proposed, is invasive and thus, does not achieve full transparency. Yet, it is easy to
imagine that in further versions the mechanism is realised outside the application. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6,
we present an approach that handles non-determinism mainly automatically and that is sufficiently flexible
to cover requirements of MW-coverage-III. Also, other ways to introduce awareness for singleton entities such
as aspect-oriented programming can be imagined. Nevertheless, the discussion shows that the capabilities
of the Virtual Nodes system are sufficiently powerful to support MW-coverage-III in a flexible way.
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4.5.6 Summary
In this section, we have investigated the handling of nested invocations in replicated systems. We discussed
the effect replication protocol and middleware layer have on how nested invocation support can be implemented. From the discussion, we conclude that nested invocations can be realised independently from the
replication protocol. Yet, there are dependencies towards the middleware layer. This is due to the fact that
the middleware layer defines the semantics of the calling and the called entity.
We introduced three levels of middleware coverage a replicated system can achieve with respect to nested
invocations. In MW-coverage-I an arbitrary number of middleware layers is supported, but a single invocation
chain can only use one of them and all replicas participating in a single chain have to support the same
middleware layer. MW-coverage-II allows that multiple middleware systems are used in one invocation chain,
but still requires that each invoked entity be Virtual Nodes-aware. MW-coverage-III demands that invocations
to arbitrary services are supported. For each coverage-level we discussed challenges and presented concepts
for an implementation. Support for MW-coverage-I has been implemented in the Virtual Nodes prototype.
MW-coverage-II cannot be implemented in a generic manner, but has to be realised in the respective middleware layers. Support for MW-coverage-III requires semantic knowledge about the invoked entity so that
it cannot be introduced to the replication framework or the middleware layer. Instead, is has to be added to
the implementation of the replicated service. In consequence, supporting that coverage-level cannot happen
transparently without using advanced techniques. Still, our discussion of all three coverage levels shows that
the Virtual Nodes framework is powerful enough to support all of them.
Most of the related work (cf. Section 3.4) does not consider nested invocations at all. The work that does
consider them, treats them within one middleware system such as CORBA which leads to MW-coverage-I. We
are not aware of any work that targets full MW-coverage-II or MW-coverage-III. Yet, some CORBA-based systems support non-replicated database systems by installing replicated proxy services that wrap invocations
to the database by exploiting semantic knowledge (cf. Section 3.4).

4.6 Replication Protocol
The replication protocol module is the central element in the Virtual Nodes architecture. It ensures reliability and consistency of the replicas and glues together most other modules by defining their interaction. The
design and the implementation of Virtual Nodes impose few restrictions on the implementation of a replication protocol. Design-wise, the only requirement is that a deterministic scheduler be installed in the system.
Implementation-wise, it is required that the messages used by the replication protocol adhere to a pre-defined
message frame that does by no means restrict the allowed message content.
The replication module is the only entity that has access to the object adapter and hence to the replicated
service and its state. In consequence, it is the only entity in the replication layer that is able to trigger serialisation and deserialisation of the application state. The point in time when serialisation can take place is
dependent on the scheduler, because the scheduler controls the threads executing client requests. In consequence, the replication protocol needs to interact with the scheduler for serialising the application state.
In the remainder of this section, we first discuss the impact of the scheduler on the serialisation of application state and define the interaction between the scheduling framework and the replication protocol. Afterwards, we present the implementation of an active and a passive replication protocol for the Virtual Nodes
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framework. We analyse the realisation of both protocols with respect to failure-free operation, operations
during failures, and nested invocations.

4.6.1 Serialisation of Application State
It is only safe to serialise the state of the replicated service when that state is not being modified at the same
time. A modification is always caused by a thread. From the Virtual Nodes design follows that all threads are
controlled by the scheduling module (cf. Section 4.2.4). In consequence, serialising the application state has
to be coordinated with the scheduling module. Moreover, a new replica also requires a state for the scheduler.
In particular, transferred scheduler state and application state have to be mutually consistent. Due to that
reason, it is sufficient to register a single callback handler at the state seralisation registry of the membership
module (cf. Section 4.4) for both entities. In order to keep the external scheduling module Virtual Nodesunaware, it is the replica module that provides the handler. When invoked, the handler coordinates with the
scheduler module to prepare serialisation. Once all prerequisites for state transfer are fulfilled, the callback
serialises the scheduler state and triggers the object adapter to serialise application state (cf. Section 4.7.1).
This strategy ensures a consistent serialisation of scheduler state and application state.
In the following, we first discuss prerequisites for a safe serialisation of the application state. We define
several serialisation classes of scheduler state that satisfy the requirement of no ongoing modifications. Afterwards, we present how Virtual Nodes realises the interaction between replication protocol and scheduler
module such that the most generic serialisation class is supported. The discussions are based on the assumption that the entire serialisation shall happen in one pass, as this is the model given by the state serialisation
registry. More advanced multi-pass serialisation strategies remain a topic for further work.
Scheduler Serialisation Classes
In a general case, the requirement for no ongoing modifications is satisfied when no thread will perform a
write operation while serialisation is in progress. Furthermore, it is necessary that after deserialisation no
write operation is executed twice or left out. These preconditions are satisfied by the following serialisation
classes. We start with the most strict precondition and move to the less rigid ones.
No threads When no threads are running, the application will not be modified and state serialisation is safe.
A Virtual Nodes instance is in that state either when it has not processed any client requests yet or when it has
already processed all available requests and new ones have not been delivered. We call a system state with
no running threads an empty scheduler, because the scheduler has no threads to manage. In such a scenario
only the application state needs to be serialised. The scheduler contains no relevant data so that a new replica
can start with a new scheduler instance. On the down-side, an approach to serialisation that purely relies on
the no threads property to hold has to wait until all currently active requests have been processed and all
threads have terminated.
If the application makes use of condition variables, waiting for all threads to terminate bears the risk of
starvation. Waiting until all threads have terminated does not work for instance, when the code executed by
one thread invokes wait() on a condition variable while the request whose thread would invoke the corresponding notify() is not being processed. Thus, it may be required to add new threads to the system until
finally all threads have terminated. Yet, starvation is still possible. When threads execute code that performs
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a notify() operation (waking up a waiting thread), followed by a wait() (blocking itself) the system will
never make progress with respect to state serialisation, because an empty scheduler will never be reached.
Even though such a scenario is very unlikely to occur in practise and even more unlikely to cause everlasting blocking, relying on no threads has the drawback that the time required for state transfer may become
long. The delay weakens both fault tolerance and availability. The set of replicas stays limited for a certain
period in which additional replicas may fail. Furthermore, no threads denies the use of deterministic threads
whose execution never terminates such as daemon threads. In passive replication where a snapshot may
have to be taken after each request, no threads enforces single-threaded execution and thus, forbids the use
of condition variables. On the up-side, no threads is the only serialisation class that does not depend on the
implementation of the scheduler module, but can be enforced from outside.
Blocked threads When all executing threads are either blocked in a wait() or trying to obtain a lock on a
mutex, it is guaranteed that no modifications to application state will happen. However, in such a case, it
is required that the state of all blocked threads be re-established at the new replica. In consequence, not
only application state needs to be serialised, but also the state of the threads and the state of the scheduler
module. Such an approach is beyond the capabilities of the scheduling algorithms presented in literature and
used in the Virtual Nodes framework (cf. Section 4.2.4). We discuss strong thread migration in Section 7.2.
An alternative to letting all threads run until they block is to force their blocking via advanced system mechanisms.
No critical section The most relaxed precondition allows running threads to continue execution during state
transfer as long as they do not modify the application state. Safe programmes will not alter the application
unless threads reside within a critical section. The scheduler controls the state of threads with respect to
critical sections and can also block threads trying to enter a critical section. Again, an alternative to waiting
until no critical section holds is to forcibly block those threads that are inside a critical section.
Similar to blocked threads, no critical section also requires that thread state be transferred to the deserialising entity. In contrast to blocked threads scenarios, no critical section allows serialising a thread state at
arbitrary positions between critical sections provided that the thread state is consistent. There are no significant differences between blocked threads and no critical section with respect to deserialisation of state. In
the remainder of this thesis we consider blocked threads as a special case of no critical section so that the
discussion in Section 7.2 holds for no critical section as well.
Controlling the Scheduler Module
The Virtual Nodes framework does not impose a specific deterministic scheduling algorithm. Therefore, the
framework has to be able to deal with scheduler implementations that do not support advanced serialisation
classes. The no threads serialisation class can be used with any scheduler implementation, because it does
not rely on scheduler-specific properties. Furthermore, no threads can be enforced from outside the scheduler. The only requirement is that the implementation of the replicated application uses suited sequences
of condition variables and does not use non-terminating threads. The recognition of blocking sequences of
condition variables and the handling of non-terminating threads with no threads are beyond the scope of this
thesis and subject to ongoing work.
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For implementing support for no threads state serialisation, we do not have to modify existing scheduling
algorithms. Instead, the Virtual Nodes framework exploits the scheduler unawareness of the serialisation
class and adds the serialisation mechanism as a general feature in the façade encapsulating the scheduler
implementation. Our approach consists of two consecutive phases triggered by serialisation requests from
the membership module. In the first phase, the façade entity blocks new requests that shall be added to the
scheduler. The second phase starts once all threads in the scheduler either have terminated or are blocked.
If the scheduler is empty by the start of the second phase, the phase terminates and the state is serialised.
Otherwise, there remain blocked threads. At least one of the blocked threads is blocked in a wait() operation
or participating in a circular nested invocation. We call those threads critical threads. Other threads may
be halted, because they are waiting for a mutex. Yet, they are not critical threads, because in a correct,
i.e. deadlock-free, Java application the programme structure always enforces that mutexes are locked and
unlocked block-wise. Hence, every mutex is eventually unlocked. Thus, if a thread is blocked acquiring a
mutex, it can only be due to a mutex locked by a blocked critical thread.
Ignoring nested invocations for the moment, a critical thread is always blocked in a wait() operation on
a condition variable. In consequence, we require another thread that invokes the corresponding notify()
operation. Such a thread can only be found in the list of pending requests held back in the façade entity. We
avoid dead-locking by putting the façade in single-step mode.
Single-step mode In the following, we sketch the single-step algorithm used in the façade object. Figure 4.13 shows a pseudo-code representation of the algorithm that assumes that all methods are invoked
mutually exclusive.
Each serialisation request generates a state identifier the replication protocol can use to identify which
serialisation requests are fulfilled. The façade entity manages a queue of events. An event is a request event
or a block event. A block event contains the state identifier while a request event contains the request data.
As long as the façade is in standard mode, it immediately delegates all requests to the scheduler implementation. In single-step mode, new requests are first enqueued in the event list. For each serialisation request,
we append a new block event to the event list. If the façade is in standard mode by that time, it switches to
single-step mode. Otherwise, no further action is executed. If the scheduler is already empty and no other
events are available when the serialisation is requested, the façade immediately triggers the serialisation at
the replication protocol. Otherwise, the façade waits for the scheduler to stop which either means that it is
empty or that blocked threads remain with at least one critical thread.
When the façade is in single-step mode and the scheduler is empty, there has to be at least one block event
at the beginning of the event queue. The façade picks all leading block events from the queue and invokes
the replication protocol passing the information contained in the blocks. After the replication protocol has
notified that state serialisation has terminated, the façade tries to drain the event queue by passing all leading
request events to the scheduler. If the queue is empty afterwards, the façade switches to standard mode.
Otherwise, the next element in the queue is a block event and the façade stays in single-step mode.
When the scheduler is blocked, the façade waits until there is a at least one request event in the queue.
Then, it removes the first request element from the event queue and passes it to the scheduler.
Nested invocations In general, threads that started a nested invocation do not have to be treated any different from other threads. In particular, they have to be considered as running as long as they are waiting
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init:
scheduler := init_scheduler()
queue := []
mode := STANDARD
add_new_request(request):
if mode = STANDARD
scheduler.new_request(request)
else
queue := [queue, (REQUEST, request)]
fi
prepare_serialisation:
id := generate_id()
mode := SINGLE
if scheduler.isEmpty() AND queue = []
replication_protocol.serialise([(BLOCK, id)])
else
queue := [queue, (BLOCK, id)]
fi
serialisation_done:
while queue = [(REQUEST, ?), tail(queue)] do
(?, request) := head(queue)
queue := tail(queue)
scheduler.new_request(request)
done
if queue = []
mode := STANDARD
fi

scheduler_stopped:
if mode = SINGLE
if scheduler.isEmpty()
blocks := getLeadingBlocks
replication_protocol.serialise(blocks)
else
while NOT
queue = [(REQUEST, ?), tail(queue)]
wait_for(NOT queue = [])
blocks := (blocks, getLeadingBlocks)
done
(?, request) := head(queue)
queue := [blocks, tail(queue)]
scheduler.new_request(request)
fi
fi
getLeadingBlocks:
blocks := []
while queue = [(BLOCK, ?), tail(queue)] do
(?, id) := head(queue)
blocks := [blocks, (BLOCK, id)]
done
getLeadingBlocks := blocks

Figure 4.13: Single-step algorithm in the scheduler façade

for a result. Yet, it may occur that a nested invocation turns into a circular nested invocation. In that case
the circular request has to bypass the event queue in order not to block the requests that belong to the same
invocation chain. This particular feature is not shown in Figure 4.13, even though it is implemented in the
Virtual Nodes prototype.
Discussion of Single-stepping
When the scheduler is involved in state serialisation, the serialisation can only be requested from the façade
synchronously to adding new requests. That means, it has to be possible to queue the serialisation request
unambiguously between two client requests. For the serialisation request for state transfer is issued from the
group thread, only replication protocols that pass client requests to the scheduler via the group thread can
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make use of the presented mechanism for state transfer. Other protocols are free to use the mechanism for
other purposes as long as serialisation requests are sent synchronous to client requests. For instance, the
passive replication protocol uses it for snapshoting the application state. At state transfer, it solely copies
the snapshot to the joining replicas. The synchrony requirement has not manifested as a limiting factor for
any replication protocol we implemented (cf. Section 4.6.2, Section 4.6.3, and Section 7.3).
When single-stepping is used for state transfer, the serialised application state has to contain the results
of all requests added to the scheduler prior to the serialisation request (Requirement 4.5). In consequence,
the scheduler must not contain any pending requests when the state is serialised. That is, a scheduler is not
empty, if it contains no threads, but unprocessed requests. We think this is a reasonable limitation, because a
scheduler that is able to perform serialisation with pending requests, has to implement a mechanism similar
to single-stepping. Moreover, the set of pending requests is not deterministic across replicas, as it depends
on the execution speed on the replica. Hence, replicas may generate logically equivalent, but physically
different serialised versions of the state. In that case, parallel state transfer (cf. Section 4.4) cannot be used.

4.6.2 Active Replication
In our implementation of an active replication protocol, we follow the algorithms proposed in literature (cf. Section 3.2). The main characteristic of active replication is that all replicas are equal. Once the
system is initialised and has received a state, the behaviour of the replication protocol does not change any
more. In particular, the replication protocol does distinguish between different operation modes. All replicas
behave symmetrically. In consequence, the implementation also does not have to perform additional steps
when a replica has failed.

Local Operation
The active replication module creates a receiver thread for each request received by the client thread. The
receiver thread inspects the characteristics of the method with the help of the method repository in the middleware layer. If the method is read-only, it is executed right away and the result is sent to the client. For
update requests, the strategy is as follows. First, we use the invocation cache to evaluate whether the request is already known to the system. In that case, the current client request is a repeated request and the
receiver thread blocks until a reply is available. That reply is then sent back to the client.
In all other cases, the request is wrapped in a replication protocol message and sent as a broadcast using
the group communication system. Afterwards, the receiver thread blocks waiting for at least one reply to
arrive. Available replies are packed into a single message and sent back to the client. Due to the fact that
the thread waits in the contact replica, it is ensured that one of the following two events eventually happens.
Either, the replica crashes and the client notices about the crash or at least the reply from the contact replica
is returned to the client.
When the group thread reads a group message that can be identified as a broadcast request, the replication
module initialises the request context (RC) that may be used for nested invocation handling (cf. Section 4.5).
Then, the request is passed to the scheduling module where it is eventually executed. The return value is sent
back to the contact replica via unicast. When the group thread reads a messages that is a reply, it identifies
the blocked receiver thread and passes the reply there.
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Nested Invocations
In active replication, each replica triggers nested invocations. The invocation cache on the callee constitutes
a receiver-side mechanism (cf. Section 3.2.3) so that consistency is ensured. Yet, in order to reduce the total
number of messages sent during nested invocations, we also apply a sender-side mechanism:
In failure-free operation, only a single replica executes the nested invocation and broadcasts the reply to the
other replicas. We refer to this replica as the primary replica of that nested invocation. In the default case, the
contact replica of the enclosing request functions as primary replica. In case the primary replica fails before
the execution or while the other replicas are waiting for a result, these will be notified about the failure by the
membership module. Then, the currently oldest replica becomes new primary replica. We chose to hard-wire
this strategy for the following reasons. It avoids the execution of an expensive election algorithm to determine
a primary replica. Selecting the contact replica as default primary realises load balancing; selecting the oldest
replica as backup is a strategy to reduce follow-up switches of the primary, as nodes that have been on-line
for a long time will remain on-line with high probability [482].
Even when the invocation cache is not used at receiver-side, the Virtual Nodes system ensures that only
one reply is spread amongst the replicas using the group communication system. In consequence, all replicas
will use this reply and hence be in consistent state.

4.6.3 Passive Replication
Passive replication is an asymmetric protocol in the sense that replicas behave differently depending on
whether they are in leader or in follower mode. In Section 3.2.3, we learned that various strategies for parsimonious processing exist. The Virtual Nodes framework implements a passive replication module that subsumes many of the protocols presented in literature. The fact that the Virtual Nodes framework allows clients
to contact any node requires that the contact replica forwards requests to the primary replica. This feature
makes our implementation non-optimal with respect to response time [92]. Yet, we favour the protocolunawareness of the client over time-optimal response time. In the following paragraphs, we first give an
overview on the configuration options of the Virtual Nodes passive replication module, before we describe its
operation in failure-free and crashing environments.
Configuration Options
A basic characteristic of a passive replication scheme is a mediate or immediate transfer of application state
between the leader replica and the follower replicas. The Virtual Nodes framework realises the transfer via
a persistence module that is loaded during the initialisation process of the passive replication module. We
provide two different implementations for the persistence module. The first one stores serialised state on disk
and requires that all replicas have access to shared storage. The second approach uses the backup replicas
as persistent store. Similar approaches that store the state for instance in a database are supported by the
system design, but not implemented in the current prototype. For any implementation of the persistence
module, it is important that a write operation only returns when the data is durably and consistently saved.
In the basic version of our passive replication protocol the leader replica serialises the application state
after it has processed a request. The serialised application state is then passed to the persistence module.
We also support updating backup replicas via replay information by logging requests prior to their execution.
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For systems that apply a hybrid approach to state updates, the protocol implementation offers the creation
of snapshots based on time intervals or on the number of processed client requests.
A configurable update module allows defining when backup replicas shall install state updates. The default
update module offers the following configuration options. In eager mode, state is installed and requests are
replayed as soon as they are available. In on_demand mode, the respective action is only executed when the
replica becomes the primary replica. Otherwise, the installation is in trigger mode. Here, installing the state
happens either based on time or on the number of update messages.

Local Operation
For each request received by the client thread the passive replication module of the contact replica checks
whether it is the current leader replica. If this is not the case, it wraps the client request in a replica-replica
message and sends it to the leader replica as a unicast. Then, the contact replica waits for a reply. Meanwhile,
it monitors the replica group. In case the current leader fails before a reply has been received, the contact
replica sends the request to the new leader.
When the leader replica receives a request, be it via the client thread or the group thread, it adds it to an
income queue, together with a callback object. The executor thread of the replication protocol removes requests from the queue and executes them sequentially one after the other. The replication protocol triggers
the serialisation of the request message before and the serialisation of the application state after the execution of the request respectively. When processing has finished, the executor thread invokes the callback
assigned to the current request. During its invocation, the callback takes care of sending the reply back to
the issuer of the request.
The group communication system does not provide any guarantees about the ordering of unicast and
broadcast messages. For that reason, it may happen that the group change message overtakes the reply
sent by the previous leader. In that case, the contact replica uses the delayed reply and sends it to the client.
However, triggered by the view change message, the contact replica has already relayed the request to the
new leader. Also in this scenario, the request will only be executed once, because of the invocation cache:
Either the new leader replica has installed a snapshot that contains the reply in the cache or it has re-executed
the request from the logs. In both cases, the request has been added to the invocation cache of the leader
before the relayed request is considered for execution.

Nested Invocations
The execution of nested invocations is straightforward for passive replication. There is only one replica that
executes the enclosing request. In consequence, this replica has to perform the nested invocation. Yet, the
fact that requests may be replayed after a failure complicates the issue. In passive replication, the time between the first execution of a nested invocation and a repeated execution during replay may be longer than
the life-span of an entry in the invocation cache of the callee. Hence, the filtering effect cannot be ensured
under all circumstances. For that reason, the primary stores the result of a nested invocation via the persistence module. In consequence, a replica has to check prior to each invocation whether the reply is already
available there. If so, it uses the data from the persistence module. Otherwise, it executes the call by itself.

4.7 Middleware Layer

entity
framework
active replication protocol
passive replication protocol
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lines of code

% of total size

> 49, 000
3, 200
3, 400

100.0
6.5
6.9

Table 4.2: Comparison of code size of replication protocols and the entire framework

Discussion
The current implementation of the passive replication protocol uses a single thread to process invocations.
This is due to the fact that the possible serialisation of the application state after each request forbids multithreading. In consequence, condition variables are not allowed when a passive replication scheme is used.
When request logging is used, the requests that do not cause state serialisation can run in parallel. Then,
the execution has to be deterministic and none of the threads must be blocked when state serialisation starts.
In consequence, the use of a deterministic scheduler is mandatory. Nevertheless, condition variables are still
not allowed. The introduction of more sophisticated serialisation mechanism that supports the migration of
threads introduces additional freedom (cf. Section 7.2).

4.6.4 Summary
In this section, we considered the replication protocol module of the Virtual Nodes framework. We showed
that it plays an essential role in serialising application state, because it controls access to the deterministic
scheduler as well as the middleware layer. We identified preconditions for the scheduler that allow a safe
serialisation of application state. Additionally, we presented how to enforce the most generic of these preconditions in a scheduler-unaware way. Finally, we sketched the concrete implementations of an active and
a configurable passive replication protocol for the Virtual Nodes framework.
Both implementations are lightweight and use the abstractions and infrastructure provided by other modules of the system. In particular, the different variants of the passive replication protocol extensively benefit
from the existing infrastructure. A line-based comparison of the code size of the Virtual Nodes framework
and the individual replication protocols is presented in Table 4.2. It shows that the implementation of each
protocol does not require more than 7% of the overall code size. This indicates that the initial design goals
to simplify the implementation of replication protocols and to achieve a synthesis of functionality has been
achieved. A further proof for the generality and flexibility of our framework is the data-oriented replication
protocol TROM and its integration in the Virtual Nodes framework that we present in Section 7.3.

4.7 Middleware Layer
The core functionality of the middleware layer in the Virtual Nodes framework differs from client-side to serverside. On the client-side, it has to realise binding and remote access to the service, both in a replicationunaware manner. On the server-side, it has to translate incoming requests to calls to the service instance.
Client- and server-side have to agree on a consistent marshalling of request parameters and response val-
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ues. Furthermore, the Virtual Nodes framework requires each middleware layer to define its own method
identifiers.
In an extended scenario, the middleware layer has to offer the same context to the service and client implementation as the original middleware would. While it is basically possible to re-implement a middleware
layer from scratch that is API-compatible to an existing middleware system, it is more efficient to integrate
support for Virtual Nodes in an existing middleware system and to tweak the affected parts of the system.
A middleware system is Virtual Nodes-enabled, if it can be used with fragmented object platforms (cf. Section 2.5.3) such as the CORBA-compatible Aspectix [229]. In a nutshell, this requires the possibility to inject
code in the client-side stub so that Virtual Nodes takes over all communication issues.
In the Virtual Nodes design it is the object adapter that accesses the middleware layer on server-side via
well defined interfaces. We present the object adapter in Section 4.7.1. This design reflects the intention that
the replication layer shall be independent from any middleware details and vice-versa. Yet, in some cases, it
is necessary to feed back information from the replication layer to the middleware layer. The Virtual Nodes
system introduces middleware adapters for that purpose. We discuss them in Section 4.7.2.
Starting from the experience of integrating early versions of Virtual Nodes in a CORBA environment [424,
147], we successfully implement a middleware layer for Java RMI [255] and the Distributed XtreemOS Interface (DIXI) [29]. We briefly sketch these two middleware layers in Section 4.7.3 and Section 4.7.4. A more
thorough discussion of both systems, including an overview of the original system is subject to an accompanying technical report [143].

4.7.1 The Object Adapter
The object adapter module is a thin layer of abstraction that isolates the replication protocol module from
the middleware layer. This allows modifying the interaction of the replication layer with the middleware layer
without having to update all available implementations of replication protocols and vice-versa. A thread that
shall invoke the replicated service first passes through the object adapter, from there to the middleware
dispatcher, and only afterwards to the service. The object adapter supports fully asynchronous invocation
processing. In consequence, a thread that invokes the middleware layer does not necessarily have to produce
a reply. Instead, the reply may be triggered by any other thread. This functionality is for instance used in the
DIXI middleware layer (cf. Section 4.7.4). The object adapter module controls access to the invocation cache
and steers the serialisation of the application state. Yet, it does not perform the actual serialisation.
The replication layer of the Virtual Nodes framework has no direct access to the service implementation. In
consequence, state serialisation of the service implementation can only happen mediately via the dispatcher
in the middleware layer. The same is true for deserialisation. Yet, at deserialisation the replication layer
cannot deserialise the dispatcher, because the replication layer is unaware of the concrete middleware implementation it shall be linked to. For that reason, the object adapter stores a middleware-specific serialisation handler. During state serialisation, the object adapter first serialises its own data such as the invocation
cache and then delegates the serialisation of the dispatcher module and the service implementation to the serialisation handler. Similarly, during initialisation after state transfer, the object adapter first re-establishes
its own state and then uses the handler to create the dispatcher module and service implementation.
The serialisation handler is middleware-specific. Thus, it is the middleware layer that decides on the prerequisites the service implementation has to fulfil with respect to state transfer. Options include using getter
and setter methods as required by the CORBA standard, to use Java serialisation for the service implementa-
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tion, or to allow the definition of application-specific serialisation handlers.

4.7.2 The Middleware Adapter
In many object-oriented middleware systems object references to remote objects may be passed from one
node to another. Knowing the middleware system being used, a node that receives such a reference is able
to interact with the remote object referenced by the remote reference. Basically, there exist two ways how
a middleware layer may serialise its object references. The serialisation approach, e.g. used by Java RMI,
serialises the stub object at sender-side. At receiver-side, the stub is re-created by deserialisation. All information that was contained in the stub object at the sender, is also contained at the receiver. The mapping
approach, applied by systems such as CORBA and ICE1 , uses an external object representation; IOR in the
case of CORBA. Whenever a stub object is to be serialised, the middleware runtime maps it to an object reference. At the receiver, the middleware runtime interprets the information contained in the reference and
creates a stub object from it. Both approaches work fine when the object reference is static and does not
change.
In the replicated scenario the replica group changes over time due to replica failures and restarts. Jointly
with the replica group, the object reference has to change. In the serialisation approach the object reference
changes automatically when the state of the stub object changes. Hence, the object reference is always upto-date as long as it is contained in the stub object. In the mapping approach, the middleware runtime may
have to change the mapping of a stub object to the object reference according to the composition of the replica
group. In turn, this is only possible, if the middleware runtime notices changes of the replica group.
In the Virtual Nodes framework, only the replication layer is responsible for managing the reference to the
replica group. In order to support middleware systems that follow a mapping approach, the replication layer
requires a mechanism to inform the middleware system that its internal state shall be updated. Clearly, the
implementation of such a mechanism cannot be generic for all middleware systems, but is dependent on how
the middleware stores its mappings and assembles its object references. For that reason, we introduce an
adapter entity, that is capable of transforming group changes to updates in the middleware runtime. The
adapter is middleware-specific and installed at the initialisation of the replication layer. It keeps object references up-to-date and at the same time replication and middleware layer well separated.
Even though our argumentation so far focusses on the client-side, the adapter is required on the serverside as well, because the server may have to pass an object reference to the client. This is, for instance, the
case when a method invocation to the service object returns this. Instead of marshalling the service object,
the middleware layer has to return an object reference. At server-side, the middleware adapter is managed
by the membership module. An extensive discussion of the adapter is subject to earlier work [147].

4.7.3 Java RMI Layer
Java RMI is the remote method invocation mechanism provided by the Java specification. Thus, it is the first
choice for distributed Java programmes. An RMI object becomes remotely accessible after it has been exported by the Java RMI exporter. Basically, any Java object can be exported, provided that it implements a
special interface. Java RMI exploits the standard Java proxying mechanism to create stubs on the fly. The implementation of the Virtual Nodes RMI layer mimics the export procedure of Java RMI as well as its approach
1 http://zeroc.com/
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to stub creation. Yet, we do not require that a specific interface be implemented. This allows that existing applications that make use of Java RMI objects can be run with the Java RMI Layer in the Virtual Nodes framework
without any modifications.
In contrast to all known related work, our Virtual Nodes RMI implementation considers state transfer and
uses a flexible approach to achieve it. When deploying a replicated service, the user can install an applicationspecific serialisation handler. In consequence, knowledge of application semantics can be exploited. If no
such handler is provided, standard Java serialisation will be used.
The implementations of the dispatcher module at server-side and the middleware module at client-side are
straight forward. Parameters are marshalled using Java serialisation while taking special care of objects that
are stubs. A developer may mark read-only methods with annotations. All interaction with the RMI middleware layer happens synchronously. That is, a client application blocks for the invocation either to return or
to throw an exception. Moreover, the middleware dispatcher blocks until the return value of the invocation
is available. In case the method throws an exception, the exception is treated as the reply and sent to the
client where it is re-thrown. Further details on the RMI layer including serialisation support, exporting, and
marshalling are subject to the technical report [143].

4.7.4 DIXI Layer
A central design element of the XtreemOS grid operating system [114] are the so-called core nodes. One
of the basic tasks of a core node is to manage the central infrastructure of the grid including the execution
and monitoring of jobs and the reservation of resources. In XtreemOS, all those tasks are executed by the
Application Execution Management (AEM) daemon. Due to their central role in the system, the services that
run on core nodes must not fail. Thus, the use of replication is beneficial for them. In particular this is true
for the Job Manager and the Reservation Manager.
The implementation of AEM is based on the DIXI library [29] that follows the SEDA design pattern [516]. A
SEDA system consists of a set of software modules called stages. Stages are self-contained and are wired by
their ingoing and outgoing message queues. Threads of one stage never execute code from another stage.
Similar, state is not shared between stages. In DIXI, all stages are attached to a message bus stage that
realises the routing of messages. Furthermore, the message bus stage has access to a communication stage
used to address stages on remote hosts. The AEM, in turn, is a fixed configuration of DIXI in which each
XtreemOS core service is realised as an own stage connected to the message bus.
From a Virtual Nodes perspective, DIXI defines the communication system as well as the middleware layer.
Hence, the Virtual Nodes replication layer has to be injected in-between the communication stage and the
service stages. We implement this requirement by providing an extended message stage that is introduced
into the system by exploiting DIXI’s start-time configuration feature.
DIXI does not support classical method invocations. Instead, it uses a message-passing approach with
request-response interaction. Response messages are fed back to the service as requests. The only exception to that rule are invocations issued from pure client machines. For them, DIXI applies fully synchronous
invocation semantics. Due to its open and asynchronous design, the Virtual Nodes framework supports both
invocation mechanisms used by DIXI and allows a seamless mapping from DIXI to Virtual Nodes patterns
and vice-versa. Again, further details on the DIXI integration of Virtual Nodes are subject to the technical
report [143]. In addition, Giralt discusses the integration from the DIXI and AEM perspective [202].
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4.7.5 Summary
In this section, we have presented the middleware layer of the Virtual Nodes framework. We have discussed
how it is tied to the replication layer via the object adapter module and the way the middleware layer can
influence state transfer. We further presented middleware adapters as an approach for the middleware layer
to retrieve information about group changes. For some middleware systems, this is an essential feature to
keep object references up-to-date.
Afterwards, we have sketched the implementation of two different middleware layers. One to wrap the
synchronous, RMI-based Java remote method invocation infrastructure. The other one to provide replication
for the core services running on an XtreemOS core node. The DIXI middleware and communication framework
is stage-based and widely asynchronous.
Realising replication for two such different middleware systems with the same replication logic is beyond
everything found in related work. The fact that it has been possible to seamlessly integrate replication support into both systems shows that the initial design goals of the Virtual Nodes replication framework have
been satisfied. Furthermore, it is a strong indication that operation-driven replication in invocation-oriented
systems is orthogonal to middleware concerns and client applications.

4.8 Evaluation
In this section, we present an evaluation of the Virtual Nodes system. In Section 4.8.1, we investigate the
run time costs introduced by the layered architecture of the Virtual Nodes framework. Section 4.8.2 and
Section 4.8.3 recapitulate the results of an evaluation done by Pfeil [408]. He executed an extensive evaluation of the Virtual Nodes framework and measured the impact of replication protocol and replication degree
on execution time (cf. Section 4.8.2) and availability (cf. Section 4.8.3). Pfeil’s work aims at modelling the
Virtual Nodes system using hierarchical Markovian chains. In consequence, his results mainly describe the
behaviour of the system. Sections 4.8.2 and 4.8.3 go beyond a mere description and explain the reasons of
the experienced behaviour. We conclude this section with a final discussion of the results in Section 4.8.4.

4.8.1 Architectural Overhead
In the following, we present an evaluation of the overhead introduced by the layered architecture of the Virtual Nodes framework. We compare the time required to invoke a non-replicated, remote service via remote
method invocation using four different configurations. The impact of different replica sets and the replication
protocol on performance and availability is subject to Section 4.8.2 and Section 4.8.3. In the following, we
introduce the hardware set-up and the evaluation methodology before we present and discuss the results.
Hardware Set-up and Evaluation Methodology
In order to minimise the impact of networking, both client and server run within the same Java Virtual Machine, and exchange messages via shared state. Except messages, client and server entity do not share or
exchange any further data. In all scenarios, the service implementation expects an int parameter to the
method invocation and returns the incremented value.
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system configuration
CPU
HDD
kernel

Core2Duo E8400 CPU@3.00 GHz
320 GB SATA
Linux 3.0.0-16 SMP x86_64

RAM
OS
Java

4 GB
Ubuntu Server 11.10
Open JDK 1.6.0_20

Table 4.3: Set-up of environments for Djrt evaluation

We compare the invocation time of four different configurations. For each configuration, the client issues
105 invocations to the service after a warm-up phase of 2,000 invocations. We repeat this procedure 300 times
per configuration and present the average time and standard deviation per 105 invocations. All invocations
happen sequentially and we use a single client so that no concurrency occurs. The evaluation is executed on
a single machine with the configuration shown in Table 4.3. The evaluation targets at figuring out the pure
overhead introduced per software layer of the Virtual Nodes system. In consequence, concurrent activity
cannot help here. The configurations are as follows.
In the full configuration, both client and server use the entire Virtual Nodes stack to perform remote method
invocations. Due to the fact that our set-up applies a non-replicated service instance, we use the simplest
possible implementation of a replication protocol. The replication layer receives requests from the communication layer and immediately hands them up to the middleware layer. That is, the replication protocol neither
executes coordination nor agreement. Yet, to the other Virtual Nodes modules, it appears as a regular implementation of a replication protocol. As middleware layer we use the Java RMI layer shipped with the Virtual
Nodes system (cf. Section 4.7.3).
In the direct configuration neither client nor server apply any Virtual Nodes-specific mechanisms. The client
serialises a method identifier and the parameter into a sequences of bytes. The service deserialises both
values and dispatches to the requested method using the method identifier. In contrast to the Virtual NodesRMI system, the dispatching uses a switch-case–construct instead of reflection. This mechanism tends to
be faster than reflection and is, for instance, used in CORBA and also in Java RMI prior to Java 1.4. In contrast to
reflection-based approaches, they require the generation of client-side stub and server-side skeleton classes.
The generated code then becomes part of the code base and has to be compiled and deployed with the service
implementation.
The two other configurations noMw and noRep basically use a Virtual Nodes-based set-up, but either abandon the middleware layer or the replication layer on both client- and server-side. In the noRep configuration,
the middleware layer sends the message directly to the server-side middleware layer avoiding the overhead
of the replica tracking mechanism. In the noMw configuration the client serialises the method parameter as
in the direct approach. Yet, instead of sending it directly to the service, the client hands it to the replication
layer that takes care of sending it. In consequence, both full and noMw can be used for set-ups with multiple
replicas out of the box while this is not possible for direct and noRep.
Evaluation Results
Table 4.4 summarises the outcome of the evaluation. It shows the execution time measured in realtime and
the CPU time. We determine the overhead for the full approach at around 35 times the invocation time of
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realtime
full
nomw
norep
direct

18, 638 ± 602
10, 122 ± 367
6, 596 ± 226
515.4 ± 45.1

CPU time
16, 102 ± 188
8, 650 ± 135
5, 821 ± 140
440.7 ± 48.6

overhead to direct

gain to full

(real/cpu)

(real/cpu)

3, 516%/3, 554%
1, 864%/1, 863%
1, 180%/1, 221%
–/–

–/–
84%/86%
183%/177%
3, 516%/3, 554%

Table 4.4: Relative overhead of different client and server configurations (time in milliseconds)

message size [Byte]
(request/response/total)

full
nomw
norep
direct

350/200/550
200/150/350
150/100/250
10/10/20

overhead
to direct
2, 650%
1, 650%
1, 150%
–

gain to full
–
57%
120%
2, 650%

revised
overhead
950%
200%
30%
–

revised
gain
–
18%
60%
950%

Table 4.5: Overhead induced through message size of different client and server configurations

direct. For noMw and noRep the execution time is around 19 times and 12 times higher respectively. We also
state that the gain of omitting the middleware layer is lower than omitting the replica layer. The overhead of
full compared to noMw is only around 85%. It is 180% for noRep.
The overhead of full, noRep, and noMw is not only a consequence of additional computation time, but
also caused by an increased message size. In the evaluation, all data exchanged between client and service
is serialised at one side and deserialised on the other side. In consequence, sending twice as much data
requires twice the time for serialisation and deserialisation. Table 4.5 breaks down the overhead caused by
an increased message size and revises the values from Table 4.4 so that the computational overhead outside
serialisation remains. Even though the outcome of these mathematics is only an estimation, we can state
that the computational overhead is significantly lower than the overhead caused by the message sizes.
Discussion
The evaluation shows that the main overhead for a message invocation is introduced by the replication layer.
This is the case even though the outcome of the evaluation may be considered a lower bound for method
invocations in the Virtual Nodes framework due to the following reasons. First, the replication protocol used
at server-side does not use any replication logic. That is, it does not execute any kind of coordination or
agreement phase. Furthermore, the message size for replies is as small as possible. In distributed, failureprone settings, new group views are transferred to the client which further increases the size of the response
message after the failure or join of a replica.
On the other hand, the evaluation also constitutes an upper bound with respect to several aspects. First of
all, neither the noRep nor the direct configuration apply any kind of failure handling which would be required
in a non-academic setting. Moreover, the evaluation simulates a data transmission that basically does not
take any time at all. In real world scenarios, the network transmission introduces an offset to the measured
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times. In theory this offset is dependent on the message size. Yet, in practise, optimisations in the kernel of
the operating system or the networking infrastructure may have negative impact on the transmission time of
small messages so that the differences in message size are less dominating when networking is used. Finally,
the service in our evaluation does not execute any demanding computation. Again, a longer execution time
results in an offset for all configurations so that the relative overhead of the full configuration decreases. In
contrast to the message transmission time, the execution overhead does not depend on the message size,
so that it is equal for all four configurations.
Concluding, we state that a significant part of the overhead introduced by the Virtual Nodes system is
caused by the replication layer. Hence, the client-side management of the replica group has a negative impact
on performance. For that reason, an approach to client-replica interaction that requires less computational
efforts on client-side seems desirable. Section 7.1 considers this issue.

4.8.2 Performance of Replication Protocols
In his work, Pfeil defines a multi-staged Markovian model of the Virtual Nodes framework [408]. Such a model
may serve as a basis for automatic re-configuration decisions. His work contains an evaluation of the performance and the availability of the replication protocols in the Virtual Nodes framework in order to verify his
model. In this section as well as in Section 4.8.3, we present an enriched summary of his evaluation results. In
the following, we first introduce the evaluation set-up and the methodology. Then, we show the performance
of both active and passive replication in failure-free environments and discuss the results. Section 4.8.3 is
concerned with the availability of the framework.

Hardware Set-up and Evaluation Methodology
In his evaluation, Pfeil uses a single, yet concurrently operating client, and up to four replicas. The client
schedules possibly concurrent requests based on an event schedule. Each request has assigned an execution
time. The service implementation in the Virtual Nodes instance simulates processing the request by simply
executing an empty for loop for the assigned time span. The service implementation further has a field of
type byte[] and configurable size that represents the application state.
According to Pfeil, the Virtual Nodes framework is characterised by several stochastic processes. During
normal operation only the arrival time and the processing time is of importance. The event schedule used
for the evaluation is created by a stochastic process that simulates the environment properties. In particular,
messages are not send with a unified interval, but may appear cumulative in one time interval and sparse in
another. The schedule is stored in a configuration file so that individual runs can be repeated.
We install a handler in the stub that influences the strategy how the client selects the contact
replica (cf. Section 4.2.2). In case of active replication, the contact replica is selected in a round-robin way. In
passive replication, always the first replica is selected by the client. For all evaluations with active replication,
a deterministic scheduler is used that processes requests sequentially. This allows a direct comparison of
the active and the passive replication protocol implemented in the Virtual Nodes framework. Furthermore, it
gives a lower bound on the performance of the active replication protocol. When using the active replication
protocol, the client is configured to wait for replies from all correctly working replicas. In consequence, the
performance numbers for active replication are also an upper bound for the round-trip time.
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node

configuration

responsibility

Betty

AMD Athlon 64 3800+
2 GB RAM , 250 GB HDD
Ubuntu 8.04
Sun Java SE 1.6.0_16
AMD Athlon 64 3200+
1 GB RAM, 160 GB HDD
Ubuntu 8.04
Sun Java SE 1.6.0_16
Intel Core 2 Duo 3 GHz
4 GB RAM, 320 GB HDD
Ubuntu 8.04
Sun Java SE 1.6.0_16

replica

Emma
Zenzi

Hykrion
Hynreck

group
1
2
3
4
5

Emma: client
Zenzi: replica

Hykrion
Zenzi
Hykrion, Zenzi
Hykrion, Hynreck, Zenzi
Hykrion, Hynreck,
Zenzi, Betty

replica

Table 4.7: Replica groups used in the
evaluation [408]

Table 4.6: Hardware set-up and machine roles for evaluation
theoretical
mean
standard deviation

nodes

10

25

9.58
10.2

25.25
26.3

service time
50
75
49.26
49.2

74.81
73.3

90

inter-arrival time
100

92.03
92.9

102.1
106

Table 4.8: Mean and standard deviation of the service and inter-arrival times in milliseconds

Table 4.6 lists the configuration and responsibilities of the five hosts involved in the evaluation. The network wiring between the machines is as follows: Hykrion and Hynreck are directly connected by a switched
1 Gbit Ethernet. The switch is linked to another 100 Mbit switch that also connects the remaining machines.
Pfeil clusters the replicas into several groups that are referred to via their group number [408] (cf. Table 4.7).
The evaluation uses multiple configurations of the system that influences the service time per request.
Nevertheless, for all configurations we follow the same basic methodology: In each configuration the actual
measurement is preceded by a warm-up phase of 1,000 invocations to the replicated service. Pfeil runs each
configuration three times with an identical event schedule. In each run the client issues 2,500 requests. For
each configuration, we give the mean and the standard deviation computed over all 7,500 requests.
The evaluation further uses the notion of (service) utilisation characterised by the utilisation factor
ρExecution . A utilisation factor ρExecution = ρ0 means that using an inter-arrival time Ta , the average service
time per request is Ta ∗ ρ0 milliseconds. In the following, we use utilisation interchangeable with average
service time per request.
Event Schedule and Configuration
The experiments focus on the collection of data in order to compare both replication protocols in fault-free
operation. Pfeil executes the experiments with an inter-arrival time Ta = 100 milliseconds and for state sizes
of 0 MB and 0.25 MB respectively [408]. Furthermore, for each state size, Pfeil varies the utilisation using
utilisation factors ρExecution ∈ {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9} so that the average service time per request is 10,
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group
1
2
3
4
5

0.1

0.25

utilisation
0.5

0.75

0.9

14.50 ± 11.5
24.29 ± 37.1
29.69 ± 23.9
30.19 ± 22.5
31.04 ± 22.6

38.77 ± 36.4
50.44 ± 49.3
56.55 ± 45.0
54.69 ± 42.9
55.12 ± 42.7

104.5 ± 102
110.9 ± 102
114.1 ± 102
115.1 ± 103
114.2 ± 102

274.0 ± 251
280.0 ± 254
285.4 ± 254
284.7 ± 253
286.9 ± 255

1, 091 ± 1, 093
1, 096 ± 1, 083
1, 107 ± 1, 094
1, 103 ± 1, 086
1, 108 ± 1, 085

Table 4.9: Mean and standard deviation of the round-trip delay times for active replication in milliseconds

25, 50, 75, and 90 milliseconds respectively. Due to the fact that the interaction with the replica group and
the processing time per request are based on the outcome of a random experiment, the actually used values
do not match the ideal values, but slightly differ as shown in Table 4.8. All values have a very high standard
deviation which basically denotes the existence of message bursts.
In active replication, the replicas only exchange state information at state transfer. That means, in fault-free
operation with a fixed replica group, state size has no influence on performance. This is not the case for passive replication for which we evaluate the system behaviour for a small and a large application state (0 MB and
0.25 MB). In the evaluation of the passive replication protocol, Hykrion is the primary replica in Group 1, 3, 4,
and 5. Pfeil uses the snapshot-only configuration for his evaluation, so that the primary updates the backups
with a new state after each request. Unless mentioned, backup replicas receive state updates via broadcast
messages and not via the file system. As group communication system, we use the jGroups communication
suite for which the Virtual Nodes framework provides a façade implementation (cf. Section 4.2.4).
Active replication
In the following, we show the results of Pfeil’s evaluation regarding the round-trip delay time, the service execution time, as well as the time required to execute the coordination phase for the active replication protocol.
Round-trip delay time Table 4.9 lists the mean and standard deviation of the measured round-trip delay
times. The standard deviations are high in all cases. This is not surprising, because the events in the schedule already have a very high deviation. The results show that the round-trip delay time increases with the
utilisation. This is due to the sequential scheduling which requires that a new request be queued, if another
request is currently in service. When requests arrive in bursts and are being processed with almost the same
1
1
rate (e.g. 90ms
) at which they arrive on average ( 100ms
) queuing becomes more likely. In consequence, the
time a request spends in the queue increases with the number of queued requests and also with the service
time. The results also state that the round-trip delay time tends to increase with the number of replicas. An
anomaly exists for Group 3, which consists of Hykrion and Zenzi. Adding further machines to the group
slightly increases the round-trip delay times in two cases; in the other cases, the round-trip delay time even
decreases. There are two explanations for that behaviour: load balancing and the point of consensus. By
choosing the contact replica in a round-robin fashion the load of arriving requests is balanced among the
group members. In turn, the overall utilisation of a node decreases, because it has to handle less connections. The point of consensus is related to the configuration of the group communication and discussed
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group
1
2
3
4
5

0.1

0.25

utilisation
0.5

0.75

0.9

10.73 ± 11.1
10.71 ± 11.2
10.72 ± 11.1
10.66 ± 11.1
10.77 ± 11.2

34.29 ± 35.7
37.72 ± 38.9
36.21 ± 38.1
34.95 ± 36.6
34.79 ± 36.7

98.98 ± 99.7
98.47 ± 98.5
98.05 ± 99.4
97.94 ± 98.6
97.47 ± 97.9

267.2 ± 249
269.0 ± 252
267.7 ± 251
266.1 ± 249
266.5 ± 249

1, 083 ± 1, 092
1, 083 ± 1, 082
1, 077 ± 1, 081
1, 069 ± 1, 073
1, 069 ± 1, 070

Table 4.10: Mean and standard deviation of the execution times for active replication in milliseconds

group
1
2
3
4
5

0.1

0.25

utilisation
0.5

0.75

0.9

3.53 ± 2.68
3.32 ± 3.66
7.24 ± 10.9
7.25 ± 8.92
7.34 ± 10.6

3.61 ± 3.57
4.82 ± 6.95
7.77 ± 11.3
7.31 ± 10.1
7.79 ± 10.6

4.18 ± 4.92
5.38 ± 10.3
8.03 ± 11.1
7.46 ± 10.4
8.29 ± 12.7

4.56 ± 6.37
5.93 ± 9.58
8.35 ± 11.6
8.07 ± 11.2
8.47 ± 11.8

5.01 ± 6.86
6.44 ± 11.2
9.44 ± 14.8
8.78 ± 13.5
9.19 ± 13.9

Table 4.11: Mean and standard deviation of the coordination times for active replication in milliseconds

below.
Execution time The execution time denotes the time span from adding a request to the scheduler until the
assigned reply leaves the middleware layer. From comparing the execution times shown in Table 4.10 to the
round-trip delay times, we conclude that the execution time constitutes a significant portion of the round-trip
delay time. For utilisation 0.25 it adds more than 60% to the round-trip time for all groups. For utilisation 0.9,
the execution time contributes not less than 96% to the round-trip time.
Coordination time In an active replication protocol, the coordination time denotes the time required for a
total order multicast algorithm to spread the request among all replicas. From the values in Table 4.11 we
conclude that the length of the coordination phase only slightly depends on the utilisation factor. There is a
small increase of about two milliseconds for each group when comparing the utilisations of 0.1 and 0.9. This is
a mediate consequence of the higher load on the nodes so that the group thread obtains fewer computing cycles. The table further shows that the coordination time depends on the power of the participating machines.
Both Group 1 and Group 2 have a single replica, but with exception of utilisation 0.1, Group 2 is around 1
millisecond slower than Group 1. Furthermore, it is striking that that the coordination time for Group 3 with
its two replicas is almost always larger than that of Group 4 with three replicas. Again, this behaviour is a
consequence of the point of consensus which is a consequence of the group communication system.
Impact of the jGroups configuration The total order multicast protocol that ships with jGroups delivers a
message as soon as a majority of nodes has reached an agreement on the ordering. That is, in replica groups
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3

group
4

5

Hykrion
Hynreck
Zenzi
Betty

6.26 ± 9.03
–
10.43 ± 13.4
–

6.11 ± 8.61
8.72 ± 11.4
9.39 ± 12.8
–

6.34 ± 9.35
8.49 ± 11.7
9.13 ± 12.5
9.44 ± 13.0

average

8.35 ± 11.6

8.07 ± 11.2

8.47 ± 11.8

replica

Table 4.12: Mean and standard deviation of the coordination times for passive replication and utilisation 0.75
in milliseconds

group
1
2
3
4
5

0.1

0.25

18.84 ± 15.4
44.57 ± 41.1
26.28 ± 22.6
26.86 ± 22.8
38.55 ± 25.9

43.26 ± 38.3
78.48 ± 69.5
54.21 ± 45.6
52.65 ± 45.0
67.60 ± 47.3

utilisation
0.5
112.8 ± 107
197.8 ± 185
125.2 ± 111
127.2 ± 113
133.0 ± 113

0.75

0.9

316.1 ± 292
1, 417 ± 1, 794
333.9 ± 299
337.4 ± 298
346.3 ± 299

1, 302 ± 1, 138
9, 378 ± 8, 335
1, 338 ± 1, 151
1, 400 ± 1, 169
1, 393 ± 1, 157

Table 4.13: Mean and standard deviation of the round-trip delay time for passive replication and state size
0 MB in milliseconds

with two nodes, such as Group 3, both nodes have to agree. In scenarios with three replicas, only two of them
have to agree. In Group 4 Hynreck and Hykrion are much more powerful than Zenzi. Furthermore, they
are connected with each other via a 1 Gbit network link so that communication between them is faster than
communication with other nodes. In consequence, the decision happens faster than when only Hykrion and
Zenzi have to agree. Table 4.12 shows the composition of the overall mean and standard deviation from the
values of the hosts for an utilisation of 0.75. The very fast coordination times for Hykrion are a consequence
of the fact that it is the sequencer in the protocol and responsible for ordering the messages. Hence, it is the
first replica to be aware of the agreement and can immediately deliver the message locally.
Passive Replication with State Size 0 MB
In the following, we discuss the results of Pfeil’s evaluation of the passive replication protocol shipping with
the Virtual Nodes framework. The evaluation investigates the round-trip delay time and the agreement time
for stateless replicas. From round-trip delay time and agreement time, we derive the service execution time.
Round-trip delay time: Table 4.13 shows that similar to active replication, the standard deviation of the
round-trip delay times is high, mainly due to the same causes. Also for passive replication, the round-trip
time increases with the utilisation factor and the number of replicas. The difference between Group 1 and
Group 2 is more dominant than in active replication. This is caused by a higher computational demand that
is a consequence of the state serialisation the replication protocol executes after each request.
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0.1

0.25

utilisation
0.5

0.75

0.9

4.30 ± 10.4
19.29 ± 27.4
9.36 ± 17.4
10.28 ± 17.8
14.17 ± 14.6

3.81 ± 9.10
19.91 ± 28.3
10.81 ± 21.4
11.21 ± 21.6
15.02 ± 18.4

3.97 ± 8.45
20.23 ± 28.5
11.79 ± 21.1
12.73 ± 23.1
17.42 ± 23.1

3.95 ± 7.29
20.30 ± 28.8
14.13 ± 25.3
13.27 ± 21.4
17.56 ± 22.8

4.42 ± 8.57
21.48 ± 30.4
13.89 ± 23.6
14.32 ± 24.5
17.46 ± 21.7

group
1
2
3
4
5

Table 4.14: Mean and standard deviation of the agreement times for passive replication and state size of 0 MB
in milliseconds

group
1
2
3
4
5

0.1

0.25

23.98 ± 24.5
85.03 ± 61.9
33.21 ± 25.0
38.19 ± 22.2
54.73 ± 30.0

49.42 ± 43.4
147.1 ± 118
62.54 ± 47.3
63.16 ± 46.5
77.11 ± 46.1

utilisation
0.5
122.3 ± 113
616.4 ± 512
134.5 ± 115
141.2 ± 117
171.8 ± 121

0.75

0.9

350.1 ± 317
14, 351 ± 11, 342
378.2 ± 331
376.4 ± 332
397.9 ± 340

1, 651 ± 1, 335
40, 115 ± 26, 094
1, 775 ± 1, 371
1, 876 ± 1, 407
1, 912 ± 1, 394

Table 4.15: Mean and standard deviation of the round-trip delay times for passive replication and a state size
of 0.25 MB in milliseconds

Agreement time: Table 4.14 lists the mean and standard deviation of the measured agreement times. Just
as in the coordination phase of active replication, there is a striking difference between Group 1 and Group 2
which is, again, caused by the composition of the replica groups. The agreement times are slightly larger
than the coordination times for active replication. This is an effect of the fact that request messages used in
active replication are smaller than the serialised state used in passive replication. The only exceptions to that
rule are the utilisations 0.75 and 0.9 of Group 1. In those cases, the thread-per-request model applied in the
active replication protocol causes more load on the node than the single thread used in passive replication.
The additional load is is high enough to delay the group communication thread. For Group 3–Group 5 the
overhead for passive replication compared to active replication is in the range of 30% to 110%.

Execution time: From round-trip and agreement time we derive the execution time for passive replication.
Basically, it exhibits the same properties as for active replication. Again, the execution time makes a major
contribution to the round-trip delay time. For a utilisation of 0.25, the proportion is already above 50%. It
increases to more than 90% for an utilisation of 0.9. Compared to active replication all values are higher
in passive replication. This additional offset is due to an implementation issue that allows a higher degree
of parallelism for active replication. While in active replication only the request execution is performed sequentially, passive replication delays other threads until the snapshot of the state has been taken. That is,
agreement happens single-threaded. In contrast, the total order multicast in active replication may be performed concurrently for multiple requests. In consequence, passive replication suffers from longer queueing.
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group
1
2
3
4
5

0.1

0.25

utilisation
0.5

0.75

0.9

8.98 ± 22.0
38.86 ± 34.1
12.53 ± 18.3
12.43 ± 12.5
17.67 ± 14.4

8.61 ± 20.9
40.07 ± 33.8
13.86 ± 21.2
13.44 ± 18.0
17.99 ± 16.6

7.74 ± 16.6
41.45 ± 34.0
14.70 ± 21.2
15.22 ± 21.0
19.89 ± 20.3

7.27 ± 13.8
42.84 ± 36.3
15.40 ± 21.8
15.67 ± 21.4
20.88 ± 21.4

7.72 ± 14.6
46.04 ± 39.2
15.86 ± 21.1
15.84 ± 20.0
20.88 ± 22.0

Table 4.16: Mean and standard deviation of the agreement times for passive replication and a state size of
0.25 MB in milliseconds

0.1

0.25

utilisation
0.5

0.75

0.9

17.74 ± 12.6
10.41 ± 10.7

41.91 ± 37.1
34.52 ± 23.0

111.0 ± 105
55.81 ± 36.0

307.6 ± 283
–

1293 ± 1157
–

storage
HDD
NFS

[ms]
[s]

Table 4.17: Round-trip delay times in milliseconds and seconds for passive replication with disk-based update
distribution and state size 0.25 MB

Passive Replication with State size 0.25 MB
For a state size of 0.25 MB, Pfeil states an increase of both the round-trip time (cf. Table 4.15) and the agreement time (cf. Table 4.16) compared to passive replication with a state size of 0 MB. This effect is caused by
the larger application state that requires more serialisation time and also more transmission time. As before,
the round-trip time increases with the utilisation and with the number of replicas. The additional load caused
by the larger state size has a dramatic impact on the performance of Group 2. We further have to state that
the execution time has a higher portion of the round-trip time per request compared to a state size of 0 M B.
Disk-based State Persistence
Pfeil has also evaluated the performance of passive replication, when the serialised state is stored on persistent storage and not sent to the other replicas via network. The performance in such a set-up is independent
from the number of replicas, so that Pfeil only uses Group 1 for the evaluation. Storing the results on an
NFS-based storage yields round-trip delay times in the order of seconds (cf. Table 4.17) which is orders of
magnitudes higher than in the network-based approach. Storing the data on a local hard-disk is 500–820
times faster, but does not allow sharing the data between replicas. These numbers validate an earlier evaluation by Herchel [232].
With disk-based persistence, the agreement time (cf. Table 4.18) reflects the time required for writing data
to disk. The results show that the times are relatively constant for both HDD and NFS. In addition, they are
rather low for NFS compared to the round-trip time. In particular, NFS agreement is only around 35 times
slower than HDD agreement and only 10 times slower than network-based agreement. The fact that a 35 times
slower agreement causes an 500–820 times higher round-trip time shows the huge impact of the sequential
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storage
HDD
NFS

0.1

0.25

3.09 ± 3.11
107.0 ± 53.1

2.85 ± 2.18
109.2 ± 35.2

utilisation
0.5
2.87 ± 1.62
106.2 ± 29.0

0.75

0.9

3.11 ± 1.62
–

2.97 ± 2.08
–

Table 4.18: Agreement times in milliseconds for passive replication with disk-based update distribution and
state size 0.25 MB

execution on the overall system performance. For the NFS set-up, the agreement times are above the interarrival time of the requests. At utilisation 0.75 and 0.9, the queue length increases to an extent where the
replica cannot accept any new connections from the client due to too many pending requests.
Comparison
In the following, we give a concluding comparison of the performance of the active and the passive replication
protocol implemented in the Virtual Nodes framework. The evaluation tells that in almost all cases, the active
replication protocol performs better than the passive replication protocol. In almost all cases the performance
with active replication is at least 7% higher than with passive replication with a state size of 0 MB. In all cases,
active replication is at least 10% faster than passive replication with a state size of 0.25 MB. In particular at
high load, the overhead of state serialisation becomes significant and active replication performs more than
25% better than passive replication.
There are only four configurations where passive replication performs better than active replication. All of
them operate at a low utilisation factor (0.1 or 0.25) and concern Group 3 and 4. For these configurations,
the load balancing applied for active replication turns out negative, because Zenzi, the slowest machine,
receives the half and one third of all client requests respectively. In passive replication, Hynreck as the
primary replica receives and processes all requests. However, at a higher utilisation, the load balancing of
active replication becomes a source of performance gain, as each replica has to handle only a fraction of all
client connections.

4.8.3 Availability of Replication Protocols
In the following, we discuss the results of Pfeil’s evaluation for scenarios with replica failures. Instead of
performance, now the focus is on the availability of the active and the passive replication protocol. We first
present changes in the evaluation set-up compared to Section 4.8.2. Then, we show the results of the evaluation for both replication protocols and conclude with a comparison.
Set-up and Evaluation Methodology
For evaluating the impact of failures, the evaluation schedule contains not only request events, but also failure
and recover events. A failure event decides when a replica fails; when such an event is triggered, the client
issues a shut-down request to the administration interface of the Virtual Nodes system (cf. Section 4.3.2). For
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group
1
2
3
4
5

utilisation for 0 MB
0.25
0.75
84.5% (11.0/11.0)
84.5% (11.0/11.0)
97.7% (10.5/9.50)
98.0% (9.00/8.00)
99.0% (9.75/8.75)

83.5% (11.0/11.0)
83.5% (11.0/11.0)
97.2% (10.5/9.50)
96.5% (8.95/8.00)
95.1% (9.75/8.75)

utilisation for 0.25 MB
0.25
0.75
84.5% (11.0/11.0)
84.6% (11.0/11.0)
96.2% (10.0/9.83)
96.6% (8.43/8.23)
–

82.3% (11.0/10.7)
79.9% (11.0/11.0)
87.7% (10.2/9.33)
89.3% (8.67/8.00)
–

Table 4.19: Availability for active replication including average shut-downs and re-starts per replica

the evaluation, Pfeil has changed the implementation of the shut-down method at replica-side so that the
shut-down happens abruptly instead of gracefully.
For his evaluation, Pfeil chose an average inter-failure time τF = 50 seconds. That is, on average a replica
fails every 500 requests. Consequently, in settings with more replicas, more failures occur. During each
experiment, the client executes 5,000 requests so that each replica is supposed to crash 10 times on average.
A recovery event triggers the start of a new replica in order to replace failed instances. The failure detector in
jGroups is set to detect a failed replica after 6,000 milliseconds.
Pfeil measures availability as the fraction of successfully answered requests. His evaluation covers the
utilisation factors ρExecution ∈ {0.25, 0.75} and both state sizes. In difference to failure-free operation, the
state size of the replicated service plays a role for active replication and passive replication, because the
state size has an impact on the length of the state transfer. After a re-start, a new replica receives the entire
state via the join protocol. The join protocol is configured to use Modification 1–Modification 3. That is, all
state information is sent via the SET messages by a single replica. When all replicas fail at the same time,
new replicas are started with the initial state so that the experiments only reflect the pure availability of the
system, not its consistency. Client requests issued while all replicas are down count as failed requests.
For all measurements, we state a standard deviation for the availability that is below 1%, so that we omit
it in the results. We extend Pfeil’s results by evaluating the actual number of shut-down and restart events
that have actually been executed for a specific configuration. We list the average number of shut-downs and
re-starts per replica. In cases where the number of recoveries is below the number of shut-downs, the system
was not able to re-establish all replicas until the end of the test run.
Active replication
Table 4.19 summarises the availability of all five replica groups dependent on state size and utilisation factor.
We state that the availability drops when utilisation increases. This is a consequence of queuing. The request
for state transfer (GET message) is queued at the end of the request queue. The queue is longer at a higher
utilisation, so that state transfer takes longer in that case. Longer execution time for state transfer makes the
system vulnerable to the simultaneous failure of all replicas which decreases availability.
For configurations with no replication (Group 1 and Group 2), more than 15% of all requests result in a failed
request. At low utilisation, there is no difference between both state sizes and groups. At high utilisation,
the availability drops by around 1% compared to low utilisation for the small state size. For the large state,
it drops by 2.3% for Group 1 and by 4.7% for Group 2. The difference is caused by the distinct computation
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power of the nodes.
In general, it is expected that availability increases when more replicas are used. The results show that
this always true when going from one replica to two replicas (Group 3). In this case, the availability reaches
89.7%–95.3% which is 7.8%–13.7% higher than in the non-replicated case. Adding a third replica (Group 4)
further increases availability in all but one configuration. Yet, the difference is only marginal and ranges
between 0.3% and 1.6%. For the small state size and high utilisation, the availability decreases by 0.7%.
This counter-intuitive behaviour is a consequence of several factors. First, due to the fact that replicas fail
independently, more replicas means more replica failures and in consequence, more state transfer. While
this is also the case for all other configurations, the high load causes a queuing of requests as well as GET
messages. In consequence, the state transfer is delayed what increases the probability that all replicas fail
at the same time. Going from Group 4 to Group 5 confirms this observation. Adding a slow replica decreases
availability by 1.4%, or causes another 70 unsuccessful requests for small state and high utilisation.
In contrast, we notice an increase in availability for high load and the large state for Group 4. This is due
to the fact that the bottleneck for the large state size is not request queuing, but state serialisation. Going
from Group 3 to Group 4 adds a fast replica and hence increases the average speed for state serialisation.
In Group 3, availability is endangered, when Zenzi is the serving replica. Then, the chances are high that
both replicas fail the more time Zenzi requires to serialise and send the state. In Group 4 this is not the case
any more. Here, the third replica functions as a back-up. Hence, Zenzi only is a blocker when the two other
replicas have already failed.
Group 5 adds another slow replica compared to Group 4. With a state size of 0.25 MB the increase in state
transfer delays the round-trip time for the client to an extent that does not allow to obtain meaningful numbers
any more. For low utilisation and the small state, availability reaches up to 99% for the stateless service. That
is, there is no valid reply for 50 out of the 5,000 requests. This value also constitutes the maximum value
measured for both active and passive replication.
Regarding the number of shut-downs and restarts, we cannot state any dependency on state size and utilisation. The maximum difference per group is 0.53 shut-downs and 0.33 restarts per replica. The independence from state size and utilisation is due to the fact that shut-down messages are processed truly concurrently to client requests and state serialisation.
Concluding, the availability of a system with active replication decreases for a larger state size. This is
due to the fact that state transfer takes longer which makes the system more vulnerable to further failures.
For a relative evaluation of the effect of state size and the effect of the utilisation on the availability of a
configuration we refer to Pfeil’s work [408].
Passive replication
Table 4.20 lists the results for the availability evaluation for passive replication. For all configurations we state
an increase of 4.7%–13.3% in availability when two replicas are used instead of one. The increase is higher
for low utilisation. Availability increases by further 1.7%–3.6% when going from Group 3 to Group 4. As for
active replication, the increase is higher for the low load independent from the state size, simply because a
less loaded system can react faster to GET messages.
For the single-replica set-ups, availability is barely dependent on state size or utilisation. Only for Group 2
there is a drop in availability at high utilisation with large application state. This is due to the fact that Zenzi
needs longer to initialise the system after a failure. Moreover, for Group 3 and Group 4, the absolute avail-
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group
1
2
3
4
5

utilisation for 0 MB
0.25
0.75
84.7% (11.0/11.0)
84.6% (11.0/11.0)
95.3% (10.7/9.50)
98.5% (9.00/8.00)
97.8% (8.89/8.75)

84.6% (11.0/10.0)
82.8% (11.0/11.0)
90.0% (10.0/9.00)
91.7% (8.33/7.44)
96.2% (7.33/6.90)

utilisation for .25 MB
0.25
0.75
84.6% (11.0/11.0)
84.8% (11.0/11.0)
91.3% (9.50/9.00)
95.0% (8.11/7.89)
94.6% (7.75/7.25)

85.0% (11.0/10.0)
76.4% (11.0/10.0)
89.7% (9.14/8.14)
91.8% (6.22/5.43)
97.2% (3.25/3.00)

Table 4.20: Availability for passive replication including average shut-downs and re-starts per replica

ability for low load is higher than for high load. With the small state size, the difference is 5.3% for Group 3
and 6.8% for Group 4. For the large state size, the difference is 1.4% and 3.2% respectively.
From Table 4.20, we tell that executed shut-down and recovery events are affected by the load on the replicas. The numbers decrease when the number of replicas, the utilisation, or the state size increase. The
maximum decrease occurs for Group 4 and Group 5 with a large state and high utilisation. The low shut-down
and restart numbers in these cases make the availability results incomparable to the other configurations.
We consider them only as best case results. The drop in shut-downs and restarts is a consequence of both
the protocol implementation and the evaluation methodology.
When using the join protocol with Modification 1–Modification 3 and passive replication, it is always the
primary replica that provides the state. Furthermore, the implementation for passive replication used in the
Virtual Nodes framework serves the state right away. That is, while the state is serialised and sent, the shutdown messages are not processed. In consequence, the shut-down rate drops when the load caused by
serialisation increases. Due to its implementation, the passive replication protocol is capable of serving client
requests concurrently to performing state transfer. Again, it is the primary replica that serves client requests
which requires processing power and further delays state transfer. A lower shut-down frequency increases the
availability of the system, because more client requests can be served by an unchanged system configuration.
Comparison
Comparing the availability results for active and passive replication, the numbers tell the following results.
In the single replica case, both protocols yield similar results for low utilisation. For high utilisation, passive
replication provides higher availability for Group 1 while active replication performs better for Group 2. This
is a consequence of the poor computing power of Zenzi that has already been apparent in Section 4.8.2.
For Group 3, active replication reveals 2.4%–7.2% better results except when load and utilisation are high.
Here, passive replication is 2% ahead; yet with more than one shut-down and restart less per replica than
in active replication. For Group 4, passive replication provides 0.5% more availability than active replication
when load is low and the state size is small. When either state size or load is increased, active replication
yields better availability even though shut-downs and re-starts per replica are about 0.6 higher for the high
load and about 0.3 higher for the large state.
For Group 4, passive replication is 2.5% more available at high load and using the large state size than
active replication; yet with 2.45 fewer shut-downs and 2.67 fewer restarts per replica.
For Group 5 with the small state size, we state that active replication is better for low utilisation and passive
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replication for high utilisation. In the latter case, however, the availability differs by only 1.1% while the
system with active replication executes 2.42 more shut-downs and 1.75 more restarts per replica.
Concluding, the results show that active replication performs slightly better in most cases. Yet, the difference between both replication protocols is only marginal compared to the differences between non-replicated
and replicated set-ups. Indeed, replication increases the availability of a service significantly. In particular,
adding the first replica increases availability by up to 16%. Adding a third replica leads to an increase of at
most 3%. The evaluation also shows that reaching availability beyond 98% is hard; at least with the high
failure rates used in our scenario. Yielding high availability requires a fine-tuned configuration of the system
which in turn requires the knowledge of minutiae of system parameters including the implementation of the
framework and the replication protocol.

4.8.4 Summary
In this section, we have presented an evaluation of the Virtual Nodes framework that covers the overhead of
the layered architecture, the performance of the implementation of active and passive replication protocols,
as well as the availability of a replicated service under several configurations and load patterns.
The evaluation of the layering used in the Virtual Nodes framework shows that the replication layer requires more than 50% of the execution time of a remote method invocation. Having applied a minimalistic
implementation at replica-side, we conclude that it is the client-side replication layer that causes that much
overhead. Section 7.1 discusses how to get rid of the client-side replication layer.
In order to evaluate the performance and availability characteristics of the Virtual Nodes framework, we
have summarised and extended the results of Pfeil’s evaluation of the Virtual Nodes framework [408]. He
performed the evaluation in order to validate a model of Virtual Nodes based on Markovian chains. For that
reason, he focused on the description of the values and how they fit to his model. We investigated the reason
for the behaviour from an architectural and implementation point of view.
Beside the replication protocol, the evaluation varies the service load, the number of replicas, and the
application’s state size. The results show that active replication provides better performance than passive
replication. On the one hand, this is caused by the configuration of the passive replication protocol that
creates a snapshot of the application state after each request. On the other hand, we have not used multithreaded request execution for active replication. Regarding availability, the results are less clear. While the
numbers are better for active replication than for passive replication, passive replication is more robust when
the system is highly loaded and many replica failures occur.
The evaluation clearly presented that the behaviour of a complex system such as Virtual Nodes is sensitive
to many input parameters including service time, inter-arrival time, and request queueing. Queueing occurs
when more requests arrive than can be processed. It is particularly relevant for systems with sequential
execution of requests. In passive replication queuing becomes crucial for high to very high load. In active
replication, queuing is critical when state transfer has to occur with high frequency. The impact of sequential
scheduling of requests gives a strong motivation for further research efforts regarding deterministic multithreading algorithms for both replication classes (cf. Section 7.4, Chapter 8).
The performance of the active replication protocol is even dependent on the algorithm the group communication system implements. Seeing this, it is crucial to performance that the Virtual Nodes system does not
impose a single group communication system, but can handle multiple of them.
With respect to the design of the replication framework, we consider our approach as successful. We were
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able to provide a working version that is very robust and capable of running even under high to very high
load. We have to state that most problematic issues that occurred during the evaluation were caused by the
individual replication protocols. This shows that implementation of the replication protocols can be clearly
improved. Yet, the implementation of replication protocols is not in the main focus of this thesis.
The evaluation has also shown that the implementation and the performance of state transfer and state
serialisation has a crucial impact on the liveliness of a replicated system. In particular, in active replication, state serialisation and single stepping can constitute an important source of queueing that may even
decrease availability when more replicas are added. On the level of group communication and networking
systems, it is well-known that queuing may have a severe impact on the overall system performance and
availability. Therefore, some Byzantine fault-tolerant group communication systems force nodes that lack
behind to re-initialise their state by a state transfer [98]. To the best of our knowledge, the impact of queuing
has been barely considered for replication frameworks and on application level (cf. Chapter 3). Integrating
a mechanisms that can deal with queuing in the Virtual Nodes system requires further investigations and is
subject to future work.

4.9 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the consequences of the design of the Virtual Nodes framework. In particular,
we address issues that are centred around the CAP theorem and that have not been presented so far or that
affect multiple of the modules in the system. The CAP theorem [87, 201] states that in asynchronous networks only two of the three properties availability, strong consistency, and tolerance for network partitions
can be achieved at a time. In the following, we first discuss the Virtual Nodes framework with respect to consistency (cf. Section 4.9.1), the toleration of network partitions (cf. Section 4.9.2), and availability (cf. Section 4.9.3). We find out that it provides strong data-centric consistency, availability, and support for network
partitions. Yet, the latter two capabilities are not maintained under all circumstances. In Section 4.9.4, we
discuss the applicability of our framework and compare it to related work. We conclude this section by presenting topics for future work in Section 4.9.5.

4.9.1 Consistency
When replication is used, it is important to investigate the given consistency guarantees. This allows reasoning about replica state and also about the consistency experienced by client applications. In the following, we discuss client- and data-centric consistency guarantees of the Virtual Nodes system. With respect
to data-centric consistency, we consider possible state divergence between multiple replicas of the same
replica group. For making statements about the client-centric consistency we consider the relation between
client-side data and the replica state. Here, we have to distinguish two different scenarios. In the first one
the client contacts a single replica group and no nested invocations are executed. In the second case, multiple replicated services are involved. Besides the client executing requests at the services, the services also
interact with each other using nested invocations. When discussing client-centric consistency, all our considerations hold for a single stub object accessed by a single thread. When a client application uses multiple
stubs to the same replica group, or multiple threads that access a single stub, stubs and threads are considered as two independent clients with no cross-dependencies. We end this section by discussing sources of
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part of state

module

consistency

foundation

framework state

membership

strict

administrator
scheduler

eventual
strict

total order multicast for
view change messages;
group thread; Virtual Synchrony
reliable multicast
total order on requests

active replication

strict

passive replication

strict

schedulder

strict

application state

total order multicast;
group thread
FIFO-ordered, reliable multicast;
Virtual Synchrony
safe application

Table 4.21: Data-centric consistency guarantees of software modules

non-determinism in the system.

Replica Consistency
For making claims about replica consistency in a Virtual Nodes system, we investigate two different parts of
the system, the framework state and the application state. The framework state is widely determined by the
membership module (cf. Section 4.4), the administrator methods (cf. Section 4.3.2), and the deterministic
scheduler (cf. Section 4.2.4). The application state is mainly influenced by the replication protocol (cf. Section 4.6), the deterministic scheduler, and the properties of the middleware layer (cf. Section 4.7).
All consistency guarantees rest on the persistent configuration capability of the Virtual Nodes framework. It
ensures that all replicas are configured equally and use the same software modules. Starting from this property, we discuss the consistency of individual software modules. Table 4.21 summarises our results. Almost
all software modules aim at enforcing strict consistency across replicas. Only the administrator module uses
eventual consistency. The modules base their consistency guarantees on different system properties. Both
the active replication protocol and the membership module rely on a total order multicast for their respective messages and on the fact that only a single group thread exists. The membership module additionally
relies on the Virtual Synchrony property for initialising other system modules and the application state. In
contrast, the consistency of the passive replication protocol requires a FIFO-ordered, reliable multicast and
Virtual Synchrony. The scheduler module is the only module that influences framework and application state.
It relies on a total order of requests and on safe applications. If, for instance, the application is not correctly
synchronised, the scheduler cannot provide any guarantees at all.
None of the Virtual Nodes modules gives real-time consistency guarantees like they are achieved in lockstep approaches. There, two machines coordinate the starting point of each individual operation. Instead,
the Virtual Nodes systems provides logical properties by building up the same invocation sequence for two
machines. From a state machine approach perspective, the modules guarantee that they will pass through the
same sequence of states. This differs from eventual consistency that allows divergent intermediate states.
The question to what extent diverging progress is visible to other parties in the system, in particular clients,
is covered by the aspect of client-centric consistency that we discuss in the next two sections.
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middleware

replication protocol

invocation semantics

consistency

asynchronous

active and passive

any/any

no consistency guarantees

synchronous

active and passive

modifying/modifying

synchronous

active and passive

read-only/modifying

monotonic writes, unless
non-transient errors occur
write follows read

synchronous
synchronous

active
passive

read-only/read-only
read-only/read-only

no ordering guarantees
monotonic reads

synchronous
synchronous

active
passive

modifying/read-only
modifying/read-only

no ordering guarantees
read-your-writes

Table 4.22: Client-centric consistency with one client and one replica group involved

Client-centric Consistency With One Replica Group
Even when a single client and a single replica group are involved, the client-centric consistency provided by
a Virtual Nodes instance depends on multiple factors. The first one is the implementation of the replication
protocol, the second is the implementation of the middleware layer, and the third one is the invocation semantics used; i.e. whether a request results in a query or an update operation. Table 4.22 summarises the
guarantees. Both replication protocols discussed in Section 4.6 ensure that update operations are executed
in the same order they are enqueued in the process queue. In case of active replication, the queue is an implicit consequence of the message ordering. In passive replication, it is the order in which messages arrive at
the primary replica which is a local property. Furthermore, both protocols implement forward error recovery
and thus ensure that responses sent to the client never have to be revoked.
When the middleware layer supports asynchronous invocations, no consistency guarantees can be given by
the framework. This is due to the fact that requests may overtake each other when sent to different replicas.
For the Virtual Nodes framework supports unique message identifiers, but no notion of message order for
client messages, the requests may reach the in-queue in any order. In synchronous middleware systems a
client can only send a second request when the reply of the first one is available. Thus, update requests (and
assigned responses) are FIFO-ordered with respect to the client issuing them. It is only under error conditions
that this is not true. Assume a client sends a request to an arbitrary replica. While the client is waiting for
a reply the channel breaks due to a network failure. Hence, the client tries re-sending the same request to
another replica. In case none of them is available, the client call returns an error even though the execution
of the request may be in progress or the request may be on the way to the queue. While on the way, a further
request sent by the same client may overtake the first one.
We state that in failure-free, synchronous operation mode, for external clients there is no observable difference between a Virtual Nodes system and a system running in lock-step mode.
Taking read-only operations into account, we have to state a strong dependency on the replication protocol. Both of the replication protocols presented in this chapter allow read-only requests to bypass update
requests. The active replication protocol cannot provide any guarantees for callers, neither read-your-writes
nor monotonic reads. This is due to the fact that a subsequent read operation may reach a replica that has not
yet performed previous updates and thus has not reached the expected system state. For passive replication
monotonic reads and read-your-writes guarantees can be given for synchronous middleware systems. The
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middleware (A/B)
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replication
protocol for B

invocation semantics

consistency

asynchronous/any

any

any/any

no consistency guarantees

synchronous/
synchronous
synchronous/
synchronous

any

modifying/modifying

any

read-only/modifying

monotonic writes and read-your-writes
unless reqn produces an error
write follows read

synchronous/
synchronous
synchronous/
synchronous

active

any/read-only

no consistency guarantees

passive

any/read-only

monotonic reads,
read-your-writes

synchronous/
asynchronous

any

any/any

either like synchronous/synchronous
or like asynchronous/any

(reqn /reqb )

Table 4.23: Client-centric consistency guarantees for a client and two replica groups A and B involved

Virtual Nodes frameworks allows configuring stubs such that the response message to a request contains a
reply from each replica that executed the request and did not crash before sending the reply to the contact
replica. Used with active replication, this configuration forces the contact replica to wait for replies from all
alive replicas. Its application enables read-your-writes guarantees for read-only operations at the price of latency. The option further allows adapting the invocation semantics from the client so that clients that require
stronger semantics can get it without affecting clients that can sustain the weaker guarantees.
Client-centric Consistency With Multiple Replica Groups
Obviously, statements about consistency guarantees with respect to multiple replica groups are useful only
when a semantic connection between two replica groups exists. In the following, we discuss client-centric
consistency for a client c and two replica groups A and B. Without loss of generality we assume that c sends
request reqa to A and then request reqb to B. Further, A sends a nested invocation reqn to B when processing reqa . Again the guarantees given by Virtual Nodes depend on the replication protocol, the middleware
semantics, and the invocation semantics. For the following discussion, we assume that c and A use the
same middleware layer to invoke operations at B. Table 4.23 summarises the results of our discussion. We
do not consider reqa being a read-only invocation, as those invocations are not allowed to execute nested
invocations.
Apparently, no guarantees can be given when the middleware layer of A is asynchronous. In that case c
can send the request to B right after the request to A. If both middleware layers are synchronous and all
invocations have modifying semantics, then reqb will see the modifications of reqn unless reqa or reqn return
an error. If reqn has read-only semantics instead, write-follows-read holds for any replication protocol. If reqb
is read-only, then no guarantees are possible in active replication. Yet, passive replication allows monotonic
reads and read-your-writes.
If the middleware layer of A is synchronous, but the one of B is asynchronous, the guarantees are dependent on the implementation of A. If A waits for each nested invocation to produce a return value, then the
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system behaviour is like in the synchronous/synchronous case. Otherwise, the guarantees are like in the
asynchronous/asynchronous case.

Determinism
Reasoning about consistency and correctness of replication protocols is only possible when the executed
code is deterministic. In particular, active and passive replication protocols require a deterministic sequence
of state updates. In the general case, these can only occur when the executed code behaves deterministically
and the input data has the same order for all replicas. While the replication protocol will ensure the right
ordering of the input, in practise barely any application fulfils the requirement of deterministic code.
In a Java environment non-determinism can be introduced by two sources, thread interaction and native
methods. All other instructions of the JVM byte code have deterministic semantics. The Virtual Nodes system
provides a deterministic scheduler to realise deterministic thread interaction. As we have seen throughout
this chapter, the existence of a deterministic scheduler cannot be simply ignored by the system design. Yet,
applications running in a Virtual Nodes environment have to make use of the deterministic scheduler. Chapter 5 presents the Dj suite as an approach to remove non-deterministic code and non-deterministic thread
interactions from applications in a generic way via code re-writing. The integration of the Virtual Nodes
framework with the Dj suite, in particular the integration of threads, deterministic scheduling, and access
to external resources is subject to Chapter 6.

4.9.2 Network Partitions
According to our definition from Section 2.3.4, a network partition exists, when failures in the communication
infrastructure disallow that all members of a group can communicate with each other. In the Virtual Nodes
system such a situation will eventually lead to view change messages that exclude nodes from a particular
view. Yet, in contrast to node failures where only one view exists, a network partition may result in multiple,
parallel views. Unless special measures are taken, each node in a view will assume that its current view is the
only valid one and continue operating. This behaviour may lead to diverging and hence inconsistent replica
state when clients interact with two partitions of a replica group.
Once the reason for the network partition vanishes, the partitions re-join. The problem of diverging states
can be tackled either by merging or by overriding. When both partitions merge their state, the execution history of both partitions remains valid. Yet, it may be impossible to perform merging, as both partitions may
have executed incompatible and conflicting updates. In that case, the only solution is that one partition overrides the state of the other partition. While this approach is always possible, it renders the execution history
of one partition invalid and hence corrupts the state of clients that interacted with the overruled partition.
An alternative that avoids a concurrent modification of different partitions is the selection of a single, primary partition. Only replicas in the primary partition are allowed to perform update operations, while the
replicas in all other partitions either only serve queries or do not perform any operations at all. The challenge is to identify a primary partition. A common approach is to require that a majority of nodes or a quorum
of nodes be available in a primary partition. Such a solution fails, if the group partitions in a way that no
such quorum is available in any partition. In that case, no partition is operable and the system halts. On the
up-side, inconsistent replica and client state cannot occur.
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Realising a primary partition approach for Virtual Nodes is challenging due to the fact that partition-tolerant
algorithms often rely on a known set of group members or a fixed group size. Neither of both is available in the
Virtual Nodes system. For that reason, we propose an approach which allows a replica r to execute operations,
if the following two primary conditions hold. (i) r was in the primary partition prior to the last view change
and (ii) the current view is a quorum of the previous view. Otherwise, a replica blocks all operations. When
partitions are merged, the replicas in the non-primary partitions copy the state from replicas in the primary
partition and continue operating afterwards. Enforcing the primary conditions introduces further challenges
for groups with a size of two replicas. In that case, the failure of one replica will result in a permanent blocking
of the entire system. In particular, no new replicas can be added to the single remaining replica which is a
serious threat to fault tolerance and availability. Due to that reason, the current prototype only comes with
a rudimentary implementation of the primary condition approach. An extended version and evaluation is
subject to ongoing work.
Implementation The current implementation only considers network partitions where only a single node
gets separated from the replica group. The separated node reacts with suicide if its group size drops from
i > 2 to 1. In case, the group size was i = 2, a node assumes that the other replica has failed and continues
regular execution. This functionality is implemented in the membership module.

4.9.3 Availability
The CAP theorem defines an interdependency of consistency, availability, and the capability to tolerate network partitions. Hence, the availability characteristics of the Virtual Nodes framework are a direct consequence of its support for consistency and network partitions.
From a global point of view, an instance of the Virtual Nodes framework is available as long as at least one
of its replicas is up and running. The instance is available for a client application as long as the stub is aware
of a RGR that contains at least one of the running replicas in a primary partition. In order to keep the RGR
of a client up-to-date, the admin module at client-side pings the replica every view seconds so that we can
assume continuous availability of the replica group unless network partitions occur.
We analyse availability under network partitions using the proposed approach to network partitions (cf. Section 4.9.2): In case, the client is connected to the primary partition, availability is not affected. If the client, is
connected to a non-primary partition, the invocation blocks and returns a new RGR once the partitions have
merged. The client will experience a rather long execution time, an issue that is well covered by the assumption of asynchronous networks. Nevertheless, in multi-tier set-ups this may lead to time-outs in lower tiers.
Finally, clients experience an unavailable service, if they get partitioned from all replicas at the same time.

4.9.4 Conclusions
Throughout Section 4.9.1–Section 4.9.3 we have discussed the behaviour of the Virtual Nodes system with
respect to the CAP properties, consistency, availability, and tolerance of network partitions.
Consistency We have identified that most modules of the framework provide strict data-centric consistency.
Also, the guaranteed client-centric consistency is relatively strict with synchronous middleware systems and
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failure-free environments. Yet, when these prerequisites are not given, the client-centric consistency can vary.
While a programmer of an asynchronous system probably expects that two consecutive invocations of an
asynchronous API do not provide any ordering guarantees, it is different for synchronous systems. Here, the
Virtual Nodes framework lacks strict consistency guarantees in case of failures or when read-only operations
are being used intermixed with modifying operations. This fact may yield behaviour that is not expected in
non-distributed environments so that it may corrupt distribution-unaware client applications.
In particular, client applications that expect exactly-once semantics are not fully supported. Nevertheless,
we claim that a Virtual Nodes system does not produce an outcome that is beyond the behaviour sustained by
invocation-oriented systems that expect at-most-once semantics. In consequence, clients of replicated services can be replication-unaware. They, however, cannot remain distribution-unaware. That is, the client has
to be aware of the fact that an invocation addresses a remote entity. If client implementations with stricter
invocation semantics shall be supported, the client-replica interaction has to be modified. Clients have to
invoke all instead of a single replica so that a client does not have to re-issue the same request a second
time. If cross-replica client-centric consistency shall be increased, further mechanisms have to be established. Reiser [425] presents an extensive discussion of how to increase the client-centric consistency in his
FTflex system. As FTflex is very similar to Virtual Nodes in the way it invokes remote methods, all of Reiser’s
approaches are applicable to Virtual Nodes as well.
Availability and partition tolerance Due to the fact that the protocols implemented in the Virtual Nodes
framework offer strict consistency of replica state, the framework has to lower its sight with respect to availability and tolerance for network partitions in order to be compliant to the CAP theorem [87, 201]. However,
the Virtual Nodes system neither sacrifices availability nor partition tolerance entirely. The Virtual Nodes
system tolerates network partitions where a majority of the previous members remain in a partition. In this
case, new replicas can be added so that the risk of further failing replicas decreases. Clients connected to
any of the replicas from the primary group neither experience inconsistencies nor unavailability. Clients that
are exclusively connected to replicas in a non-primary partition experience a temporal unavailability of the
service in the form of very slow service provisioning. Furthermore, clients may experience unavailability, if
they are partitioned from all replicas at the same time or all replicas have failed. Concluding, we state that
the trade-off the Virtual Nodes system chooses is well suited for set-ups where clients do not get separated
from all replicas at the very same time and replicas do not partition in several non-primary partition simultaneously. The cloud and grid environments we target are likely to fulfil these prerequisites. Nevertheless, it
might be desirable to have a more flexible approach to handle the CAP properties. This is in particular true
with respect to data-oriented replication. We are considering this issue in ongoing work.
Other types of replication The Virtual Nodes system is designed to efficiently support operation-oriented
replication protocols. Yet, conceptionally, the design does not fundamentally hinder the implementation of
data-centric replication protocols. Protocols that do not require total order multicast for all of their messages
may either bring up their own group communication with weaker guarantees or rely on the unicast mechanism
of the Virtual Nodes group communication system. In both scenarios, the scalability of the entire system is
limited by the membership mechanism on the level of the group communication system. While it will not scale
to large or Web-scale applications, we claim that a Virtual Nodes instance based on jGroups can well serve as
a backbone for small to mid-sized data-oriented systems performing partial data replication. We think this
issue is worth further investigation in future work.
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We have designed a system, that also allows using replication for performance to a certain extent. Readonly methods in combination with active replication can help to increase the performance of single invocations and thus increase the throughput of the overall system. However, using read-only operations only scales
with the number of replicas, when the percentage of invocations that target read-only methods is significant.
Otherwise, the throughput for read-only methods will increase with more replicas, yet the performance of all
other methods will decrease due to increased group communication costs. Alternatively, all operations can
be marked as read-only, and the developer has to realise consistency demands by hand. This is similar to
FT-CORBA that allows a developer to implement weak consistency semantics, but does not offer any support.
The flexible support for multiple types of replication and replication protocols is a unique and very powerful
feature of the Virtual Nodes system in comparison with related work. To the best of our knowledge there is no
similar system that allows the implementation of data-centric replication protocols while providing sophisticated support for invocation-driven protocols. Beside a more flexible support of the CAP properties, optional
support for less strict membership management may further increase the flexibility and applicability of the
framework.

4.9.5 Future Work
The Virtual Nodes system has been designed to provide flexible and middleware-independent replication
support for fail-stop and fail-recovery scenarios with strict consistency requirements. In the following, we
discuss questions and extensions that have not yet been considered throughout his chapter. We further
glance at possible optimisations that are beyond the scope of this thesis. For extensions that have undergone
a more detailed discussion, we refer to Chapter 7.
Configuration So far, the Virtual Nodes framework supports start-time configurability while ensuring an
equal configuration of all replicas. In addition, it allows a re-configuration with respect to group size and
replica location by adding new replicas and removing existing replicas. As we have shown in the evaluation (cf. Section 4.8), the performance of a Virtual Nodes instance is sensitive to multiple parameters. While
the application characteristics are widely static, the overall load, the load profile, and the size of the system
state are very dynamic and may change through the lifetime of a Virtual Nodes instance. For being able to
ensure a constant quality of service for a Virtual Nodes instance, it is necessary to support run-time configurability for the Virtual Nodes framework.
The re-configuration may happen manually or automatically [408]. In both cases, however, the framework
has to be extended with probes that measure various system parameters at run time. Using these probes,
a human operator or system logic decides on the best configuration. Besides adding the probes, each configurable system module has to be able to change its current configuration. Also, the switching has to be
orchestrated by the framework to ensure that all replicas switch at the same logical point in time. In order
to ensure a predictable system behaviour, the consistency guarantees of all replication protocols have to be
consolidated and harmonised.
Message ordering The fact that all system modules rely on different group communication guarantees,
raises the question whether group communication protocols that support multiple invocation semantics may
improve performance while keeping the system consistent. For instance, Pedone presents a group commu-
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nication system that offers mixed semantics [401]. Similarly, it is interesting to investigate the weakest message ordering required for deterministic schedulers. In particular, there seems be a trade-off between the
ordering effort and the communication effort required by a scheduling algorithm.

Byzantine fault tolerance The Virtual Nodes infrastructure has been designed with crash-stop and crashrecovery failures in mind. The flexibility and openness of the system suggest that the general support for
Byzantine fault tolerance is possible. Nevertheless, a final clarification of the suitability for Byzantine fault
tolerance has to remain future work. Such a task has to identify differences in the requirements of Byzantine
fault tolerance and crash-stop fault tolerance. Based on these considerations, a verification of all essential
system modules with respect to the increased demands has to take place.

4.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the design and implementation of Virtual Nodes, a Java-based yet programming language-independent replication framework for arbitrary invocation-based applications and services.
We have defined requirements for such a system and have come up with an architecture that satisfies all of
them. Table 4.24 presents a summary of the requirements and the approach Virtual Nodes chooses to fulfil
them. In the following, we first summarise the features presented in the previous sections. Then, we discuss
the benefits Virtual Nodes has compared to related work. Finally, we target unmentioned aspects of future
work.

4.10.1 Summary
The Virtual Nodes framework shields the application logic from the replication logic by offering a middlewarelayer. The system does not impose any particular middleware implementation, but is open for being integrated into any invocation-oriented middleware. Therefore, the system supports synchronous as well as
asynchronous method invocations. The replication logic acts middleware-unaware, so that the Virtual Nodes
replication functionality can also be integrated into existing middleware systems. Similarly, the implementation of the replication logic is configurable and extendible for custom protocols. No part of the framework
makes any assumptions on replica location or the size of the replica group. Together with the solid and selfcontained join protocol and the extendible serialisation mechanism for the application state, we obtain an
extremely flexible, generic, and open replication framework. Support for multi-tier architectures is realised
via a transparent and middleware-independent mechanism to deal with nested invocations. The client-side of
the system does not require any information about the replication protocol used by the replica group. Support
for read-only methods allows that the overhead of replication is omitted when the application semantics does
not require it. The replication protocols implemented in the current prototype use a communication mechanism that allows a client to access multiple replicas concurrently. However, the Virtual Nodes framework
does not disallows the configuration of the communication module and hence, is not bound to any particular
interaction pattern.
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description

approach

reliable communication
over unreliable links
self-containedness
of framework

Requirement 4.3

identification of requests
for receiver-side filtering

Requirement 4.4

distinction between replicated
service and administration of
replica group

open communication infrastructure for
adaptable communication protocols
administration functionality and logic
co-located with replicated entity
generic join protocol;
open serialisation mechanism
open group membership; flexible state transfer;
changing replica locations
middleware-independent replication layer
and middleware adapter for callbacks
invocation cache for duplicate filtering
asynchronous framework core
and synchronous wrappers
middleware-independent mechanism;
receiver-side filtering of requests;
unique message identifiers
support for read-only methods; configurability:
flexible and open architecture
open, compile-time configurability;
IDL-based definition of message formats
middleware independent from modules of the
replication layer; middleware adapter
client can pick any contact replica;
transparent forwarding of messages
unique message identifiers in stubs;
deterministic message identifiers in
nested invocations
administration module functions as an own
middleware at client-side; administration object
functions as an own replicated service at server side

Requirements 4.5
and 4.6

solid, self-contained join protocol

semi-formally proven join protocol

Requirement 3.1
Requirement 3.2
Requirement 3.3

location-unawareness of replicas

Requirement 3.4

ability to replace failed replicas

Requirement 3.5
Requirement 3.6
Requirement 3.7
Requirement 3.8
Requirement 3.9
Requirements 3.10
and 3.11
Requirement 4.1
Requirement 4.2

transparent integration into
middleware systems
common invocation semantics
support for synchronous and
asynchronous systems
(transparent) support for
nested invocations
performance as
a key requirement
flexibility by configurability
and extendibility
separation of replication
and middleware logic
generic replication layer
on client-side

Table 4.24: Requirements and the Virtual Nodes approach to satisfy them

4.10.2 Benefits
The fact that a Virtual Nodes instance is self-contained enables an easy deployment without any supplementary services, so that the system is enabled for use in a grid or cloud computing environment. The main contribution of the Virtual Nodes system is the provisioning of an open framework architecture with an extensive
decoupling of various system modules. Almost any part of the framework can be configured and tailored towards the targeted use-case. The fact that accompanying work [477] has successfully used the Virtual Nodes
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framework for replicating the name node of the Hadoop Distributed FileSystem (HDFS)1 gives us confidence
that our initial design goals of usability and general applicability have been reached.
Even though the Virtual Nodes system was actually designed for supporting invocation-oriented replication
protocols, it has become apparent that it also supports data-oriented protocols out of the box. Performance
and usability are tackled by support for read-only operations and for flexible invocation semantics. The evaluation of the system shows that it is robust and can also support high utilisation. Compared to related work,
Virtual Nodes is one of only few systems that has undergone a serious evaluation. Furthermore, it is one of
the very few systems in distributed systems research for which an evaluation in erroneous situations is provided. This fact gives the Virtual Nodes system credibility and makes it superior to system designs that have
only been discussed but not evaluated.
Concluding, our replication framework allows implementing the three approaches of replication discussed
by Gray [210], checkpointing, lockstep, and client-side enforced persistence. Checkpointing and lockstep are
realised in the replication layer with active and passive replication respectively. The discussion in Section 4.6
and the evaluation in Sections 4.8.2 and 4.8.3 reveal the flexibility of our framework. The client-side enforced
persistence as proposed by Gray [210] can be implemented in the middleware layer. We have not found such
a flexible and extendible system in our discussion of related work (cf. Chapter 3).
Cristian demands that each fault-tolerant system shall answer three basic questions that concern the
replication protocol used, the group communication used, and the realisation of automated group availability [116]. A system replicated with the Virtual Nodes framework may answer all questions very flexible. The
decision about the replication protocol and the group communication only have to be taken at deployment
time. Furthermore, due to the great flexibility and extendibility, custom replication protocols can easily be
integrated in a Virtual Nodes infrastructure.
The Virtual Nodes infrastructure has no built-in mechanism that supports automatic group availability in a
generic way. Yet, the fact that a Virtual Nodes instance is entirely self-contained, allows an easy deployment
of new replicas. When automation is an issue, the Virtual Nodes architecture provides the middleware adapter
abstraction that informs external entities about changes in the replica group and may also be linked with a
deployment system.

4.10.3 Future Work
In Section 4.9.5, we have discussed desirable extensions to the Virtual Nodes framework including run-time
configurability, weak message ordering, and support for Byzantine fault tolerance. Now, we target its usability: The evaluation from Section 4.8 shows that high load on a replica group can lead to a denial-of-service
which is contrary to availability. Tolerance for overload requires a scalable system infrastructure whose realisation is often contradictory to the strict consistency demands of Virtual Nodes. Support for on-demand
scalability is the primary goal of future work and a necessity for applying the Virtual Nodes framework in
real-world settings.
Other topics for future work are the realisation of a scalable in-memory storage system based on the Virtual
Nodes framework, the integration of the Virtual Nodes framework into an existing cloud environment such as
Cloud Foundry2 or COSCA [268], and the integration into the Spring framework3 .
1 http://hadoop.apache.org/hdfs/
2 http://cloudfoundry.org/
3 http://www.springsource.org/

Chapter 5
Deterministic Java Applications
From the discussion in Section 3.2, we can tell that many replication protocols assume a deterministic execution of application code. The active and the passive replication protocol implemented in the Virtual Nodes
framework (cf. Section 4.6) are no exception to that rule. Semi-active and semi-passive replication protocols
circumvent the problem of determinism, but still require that non-deterministic operations be recognised and
treated special. The same is true for snapshot- and replay-based systems that target fault tolerance.
Bergan et al. point out that besides its use in replication protocols, determinism is a crucial or desirable
requirement also for testing frameworks and debuggers [54]. The approaches taken in all of these domains in
order to achieve determinism are similar. Many of the solutions found in related work use a common mechanism such as code analysis, code rewriting, and adding a virtualisation layer (cf. Section 3.7) before they
introduce their particular strategy. Hence, we conclude that in all areas that require deterministic applications, the mechanism to detect and intercept non-determinism shall be independent from the actual policy
that realises determinism.
The Virtual Nodes framework focuses on services implemented in the Java programming language so that
we strive for determinism for Java applications. In this chapter, we introduce the Deterministic Java (Dj) suite
that targets the provisioning of a deterministic environment for any Java application. It applies software rewriting to achieve this goal. In Section 5.1, we present an overview of the approach taken by the Dj suite.
It follows a supervisor-like approach known from literature (e.g. [247, 55, 33, 85]). In contrast to supervisorbased related work, Dj is independent from hardware support, operating system, and the Java Virtual Machine
implementation, because it uses rewriting of application code and hence operates on programming language
and binary level. In contrast to other language-based approaches (e.g. [75]) our approach does not limit the
programming model and can also be applied to legacy applications without any restrictions.
A special feature of the Dj suite is its software architecture that allows third party applications to modify
determinism policies unaware from code rewriting and internals of the standard libraries. That is, the suite
is not bound to a specific use-case. A particular use-case of the Dj suite is to enforce deterministic execution
of Java applications in a Virtual Nodes environment. We discuss the synthesis of both systems in Chapter 6.
Apart from using it with the Virtual Nodes framework, the Dj suite may also well serve as a basic building
block for research in other domains.
In Section 5.2, we discuss rewriting rules that change Java applications such that they run deterministically.
Yet, not only applications, but also the Java standard libraries contain non-deterministic code. In Section 5.3,
we present an approach to obtain a deterministic version of the runtime libraries from an off-the-shelf, open
source implementation, and discuss the coverage of classes achieved by Dj. While the focus of Dj is the
automatic transformation of any application to deterministic code, this approach does not work for some
of the classes of the standard libraries. Section 5.4 and Section 5.5 consider cases where classes of the
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standard libraries require manual intervention to obtain deterministic run-time behaviour. Our evaluations
demonstrate that it is feasible to apply the Dj approach even to large Java applications. The micro- and macrobenchmarks presented in Section 5.6 show that our unoptimised deterministic environment causes a run-time
overhead of about 80%–100%. We conclude this chapter with a summary in Section 5.7.

5.1 The Dj Approach
The Dj suite has two basic goals. First, it aims at rendering (legacy) Java applications deterministic independent from hardware, operating system, and implementation of the Java Virtual Machine. Second, it targets
openness that allows the configuration of different policies for dealing with occurrences of non-determinism.
These goals require the recognition of potentially non-deterministic actions as a basic step. For that reason,
we discuss sources of non-determinism in Java programmes in Section 5.1.1. In Section 5.1.2, we define a set
of mechanisms that can be used to render non-deterministic operations deterministic. These mechanisms
serve as a powerful terminology for the discussions in the remainder of this chapter. Then, Section 5.1.3
presents the set of tools forming the Dj suite. There, we also give an overview on the patching process and
explain how the run-time model changes from standard Java applications to deterministic applications. Section 5.1.4 compares the Dj approach to related work, before Section 5.1.5 concludes this section.

5.1.1 Non-determinism in Java Environments
All operations defined by the Java instruction set have deterministic semantics [209]. In consequence, operations performed by a single thread yield deterministic results, unless the thread (i) executes operations that
are not part of the Java instruction set or (ii) interferes with other threads when accessing shared memory.
Operations outside the Java instruction set can only be performed by native methods. Those methods execute operations defined in shared libraries linked to the Java Virtual Machine via operating system mechanisms. Native code has access to operating system and hardware. In consequence, the operations it performs
and the effect it has on the application state bear the risk of non-determinism. This is in particular true for access to the file system, the network, and the system time. In Java, native methods are defined via the native
modifier. In consequence, they can be easily recognised by source code analysis.
When two threads access the same memory locations without coordination, then, the order of access is defined by a thread scheduler. In the case of Java, the scheduler may either be realised in the operating system
or in the Java Virtual Machine. Normally, schedulers do not guarantee any form of determinism so that an untreated interleaving of threads likely yields non-deterministic outcome. Further, the Java Memory Model [209]
does not require visibility of operations on global state, unless special operations are used. In all other cases,
a thread may use a local cache. All of the operations that require global visibility are concerned with coordination of threads such as starting a new thread, waiting for the termination of another thread, mutual exclusion
using the synchronized keyword, and operations on fields marked with the volatile keyword.
When a thread enters a synchronized block or method, a corresponding mutex object gets locked. The
thread unlocks the mutex, when it leaves the block. At entering and leaving, the thread’s cache is synchronised with the global memory shared by all threads of a JVM. Only one thread at a time may enter
synchronized blocks that correspond to the same mutex. A field in Java that has been marked with the
volatile keyword will never be cached in a thread’s local cache, but is always stored in or read from global
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memory. Apart from synchronized and volatile, Java provides classes that achieve thread safe data modification via compare-and-swap operations [233]. As we discuss later on, all of them are implemented using
native methods (cf. Section 5.4.7).
The danger of non-deterministic thread interleaving is also valid for Java applications that only use a single
application-level thread. This is due to the fact that the Java Virtual Machine may run additional threads, for
instance for the Java garbage collector. During garbage collection, the garbage collector removes all objects
from memory that cannot be reached from any application thread. Yet, before the object is entirely purged
from memory, it is finalised. During finalisation, the garbage collector calls the object’s finalize() method,
if available. This method is free to execute arbitrary code. So, if the garbage collector runs in an own thread,
finalisation is performed asynchronously to the programme execution. Asynchronous events always endanger determinism, so that also finalisation has to be handled by the Dj suite.
Concluding, Java code may behave non-deterministically, when it either uses multiple threads or native
methods. Native methods endanger determinism, because they have direct access to operating system and
hardware. This includes access to the system time which, in Java, is also used for random number generation. Multiple threads very likely produce non-deterministic results when they access shared memory. The
Java specification demands that Java applications that access shared memory coordinate access via special
operations and language constructs such as synchronized blocks and volatile fields. Furthermore, the
Java specification allows asynchronous garbage collection, so that the finalisation of objects may yield a
non-deterministic execution. It is important to note that all these considerations not only hold for Java applications, but also for the Java runtime libraries. These libraries are the foundation of any Java application. In
consequence, a deterministic Java application can only be realised with deterministic runtime libraries.

5.1.2 Classifications of Patching Mechanisms
In order to render a Java application deterministic, code sequences in the application that exhibit nondeterministic behaviour have to be dealt with in a way that removes the risk of non-determinism. There exist
two basic approaches to handle non-deterministic code sequences; first, replace the code sequence by deterministic code; second, alter the code so that the critical sequence is executed, but the non-determinism
does not take affect. In the following, we define six mechanisms Mechanism M.1–Mechanism M.6 to handle non-determinism. For all of them it is necessary that after applying the mechanism the patched code
behaves identical and has semantically identical side-effects as before. The mechanisms presented are not
orthogonal to each other, but can be combined to achieve the desired effect.
As we have seen in Section 5.1.1, non-determinism can either be the consequence of a feature integrated
in the language or of an expression in Java code. In both cases determinism can be enforced by replacing the
affected code.
Mechanism M.1 (Keyword Replacement). Keyword Replacement re-writes code containing keywords with nondeterministic semantics such that the keyword does not appear any more.
Mechanism M.2 (Expression Replacement). In Expression Replacement an expression with non-deterministic
semantics is replaced with a type-compatible deterministic expression with identical semantics.
A special form of Expression Replacement is Method Replacement. Here, a method invocation to a nondeterministic method is replaced with an expression that has deterministic semantics. Yet, at patching time,
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it is in general not known which method implementation will be invoked at run-time. This is a consequence
of the late binding applied by Java. In consequence, Method Replacement is only reasonable in cases where
the target method can be identified doubtlessly. This requirement is satisfied when the method is private.
Then, it can never be overridden so that no late binding is used. It is also satisfied for constructors, static
methods and non-static final methods. In the latter case, the method has to be declared final in the
compile-time type the calling code uses.
When Method Replacement cannot be used, but a method that may be called contains non-deterministic
content, the non-determinism can be removed by changing the content of the called method.
Mechanism M.3 (Method Patching). In Method Patching, the implementation of the non-deterministic method
is changed to an equivalent deterministic version.
In addition to realising Method Patching by Expression Replacement and Keyword Replacement, the method
can be re-implemented with deterministic characteristics from scratch. Furthermore, adding a deterministic
method to a sub-class is an option.
Mechanism M.4 (Method Overriding). In Method Overriding, a non-deterministic method is overridden in a
sub-class in a deterministic manner.
The prerequisite for Method Overriding is that there is a sub-class available where the deterministic code
can be placed. Obviously, its implementation cannot be automatised. Furthermore, it is necessary that no
object instance of the superclass with the non-deterministic method is ever created in the system. This may
be ensured by applying Expression Replacement (Mechanism M.2) to constructor calls.
For Mechanism M.2–Mechanism M.4, it may be necessary to eventually execute the original expression.
This is, for instance, the case, when the semantics or the side effects can only be realised by the Java Virtual Machine and require the invocation of specific methods. Then, it has to be ensured that the method
invocations are sane and the non-determinism is not visible to the patched application.
Mechanism M.5 (Delegation). In Delegation the non-deterministic code is wrapped by substitution code that
avoids that the non-determinism has any visible effect. Delegation is unavoidable if JVM functionality is to be
executed.
In some cases, non-determinism occurs as a consequence of data-races. While applications exist that can
tolerate the races, determinism requirements cannot. Making such an application deterministic includes
enforcing a stricter synchronisation:
Mechanism M.6 (Extended Synchronisation). In Extended Synchronisation, additional synchronisation expressions are introduced in the system. The deterministic synchronisation may be realised with existing mutexes, new mutexes, or other deterministic mechanisms.
If Delegation has impact on the JVM-internal state, it has to be supported with Extended Synchronisation in
order to ensure that the internal state is not modified concurrently and thus yields deterministic results.

5.1.3 The Dj Suite
The Dj approach targets to establish a mechanism that makes applications deterministic in a Java-only way.
The approach realised by the Dj suite is independent from hardware, operating system, and implementation
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of the Java Virtual Machine. Instead, it only relies on Java language features, a property that makes it portable
across all platforms that can run a Java Virtual Machine. We conclude from Section 5.1.1 that two fundamental
properties have to be ensured for Java applications that have undergone an automatic patching process and
that are to be made deterministic using Java language features. First, after applying the modifications, the
application must not make use of non-deterministic synchronisation and coordination mechanisms. Second,
it cannot not make use of native code any more and has to have resigned from using of the standard libraries.
Our approach enforces these properties using a set of three tools that form the Dj suite. One of them is
applied at compile-time while the others operate at run-time. We describe them in the following paragraphs.
Patcher The patching tool Djp operates at compile-time. It is run once per application and handles all potentially non-deterministic code sequences using one or multiple of the patching mechanisms presented in
Section 5.1.2. Djp is implemented as a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE1 and can be seamlessly integrated in the
build process of a software project.
Deterministic runtime Djrt is an API-compatible deterministic version of the Java runtime. Deterministic
Java applications use this library to avoid all non-determinism that is contained in the Java standard libraries.
The Djrt runtime resides in the djrt namespace and contains a deterministic version of many classes of the
standard libraries. We refer to Djrt also as shadow version of the standard library. Keeping the classes of Djrt
in an own namespace is necessary, because the original standard library has to be available at run-time as
well, for instance for supporting Djrt. The names of shadow versions of classes from java.lang are further
prefixed with Djrt in order to avoid name clashes. For instance, System becomes DjrtSystem.
Registry In order to allow the installation of different policies to the same deterministic application, we introduce the DjReg component to the run-time set-up. DjReg is a registry-like entity that contains handlers for
various events such as thread creation, thread coordination, and access to the file system. The handlers actually used by DjReg are a consequence of the system configuration. Throughout this chapter, we assume that a
controller component is concerned with setting-up DjReg. We think, this is a valid assumption, because in all
application domains where determinism plays a role, some sort of controller entity exists that steers the behaviour of the deterministic application. The controller may be a debugger application, a testing framework,
or replication logic. In Chapter 6, we discuss the configuration of DjReg for the Virtual Nodes framework. The
code created by Djp and the implementation of Djrt dispatch to DjReg whenever handling non-determinism
allows policy-specific strategies.
Run-time set-up Figure 5.1(b) presents the run-time set-up of a patched application. Compared to the setup of an unpatched application, as shown in Figure 5.1(a), DjReg and Djrt have been added. As depicted by
the figure, the application and all the libraries it uses are patched. In consequence, they use Djrt instead
of the standard libraries. The native code is not available any more. Instead, there is a component that
functions as a deterministic replacement of the native methods. The replacement code has to be implemented
by the deployer of a deterministic application, as Djp cannot automatically create replacement code for native
methods. Due to the fact that the replacement has been implemented determinism-aware, it may access both
Djrt and the Java libraries. However, it must only use these parts of them that do not endanger determinism.
1 http://www.eclipse.org/
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native libraries

operating system

Java application
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Java libraries

(a) common Java applications
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operating system
patched application
and libraries

DjReg
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(b) after patching an application with Djp

Figure 5.1: Run-time dependencies

The controller component configures DjReg and may also interact with the runtime libraries. The Java libraries
may interact with the operating system for instance for accessing the hardware. Finally, the operating system
starts the Java Virtual Machine with the controller as its main application.
Patching rules During patching, Djp applies a set of standard patching rules (SPR) to the application code.
The SPR affect how keywords are treated including synchronized, volatile, and native. Another rule
requires Djp to replace all references to classes of the standard libraries with references to Djrt. We discuss
these rules in Section 5.2. We also use the standard patching rules in order to create Djrt by applying them
to an open source Java implementation. Yet, for some classes of the standard libraries are privileged, the
standard patching rules are not sufficient to sustain the semantics of the code. For these classes we apply a
set of extended patching rules (EPR) that we discuss in Section 5.4.

5.1.4 Related Work
We have presented a detailed overview on deterministic systems in Section 3.7 (and [144]) and will only consider closely related approaches to determinism here.
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LEAP [247] is a tool for replaying multi-threaded Java programmes on multiprocessor machines. It captures
the thread access history of each shared variable, and uses a theoretical model to guarantee correctness.
LEAP uses code transformation to create a recorder and a player application. The work is based on [224],
so that it is unclear whether LEAP supports the use of volatile variables, native code, and classes from the
java.util.concurrent package. In contrast to the Dj suite, LEAP does not instrument classes from the
standard libraries. In consequence, code executed in the standard libraries does not provide any guarantees
with respect to determinism. Our work supports all synchronisation mechanisms of the JVM and applies to
all classes of the Java run-time libraries. Contrary to LEAD, we do not perform any in-depth code analyses,
but mostly operate on syntactic level.
Deterministic Process Groups (DPG) [55] allows threads and processes inside a Linux operating systems to
be declared a deterministic process group. In consequence, all interaction between these threads happens
deterministically. Non-determinism that is introduced by external issues such as network communication,
has to pass through an application-specific, configurable shin layer. The shin layer decides when such events
reach the application. While the introduction of a shin layer offers as much freedom as our DjReg, the main
implementation is based on top of Linux and thus dependent on the operating system. Even though Djrt is
based on Open JDK, it can be run on any JVM.
Determinator is an operating system that enforces determinism for parallel applications [33]. It is based
on a microkernel architecture that uses the concept of a private workspace for a process. All normally shared
state is kept in that private workspace and only reconciled at synchronisation points. In order to realise a deterministic scheduling of threads, Determinator applies only race-free synchronisation primitive such as fork
and join and emulates others on them probably with weaker guarantees. For instance, for applications that
use the pthreads library, Determinator only guarantees weak determinism. Due to the fact that Determinator
is an own operating system, the approach is hard to port to existing applications.
TFT enforces determinism in replicated applications on supervisor-level [85] by wrapping potentially nondeterministic calls to the operating system. Such calls are executed in a leader-follower manner among
replicas. In contrast to many other supervisor-based approaches TFT is able to handle asynchronous system events. While TFT yields impressive performance numbers in error-free operation, its main drawback
with respect to a Virtual Nodes/Dj system is its lack of flexibility. It applies a single, fixed replication protocol
that is strongly interwoven with the handling of non-determinism.
Deterministic Parallel Java (DPJ) [75] is an application-level approach to determinism. The DPJ programming
model assumes an entirely sequential application and requires the programmer to mark the locations in the
programme flow where parallel execution is possible. This demand constitutes a significant effort for porting
large applications to DPJ. In contrast, the syntactic approach of the Dj suite can be applied transparently and
totally application-unaware.

5.1.5 Summary
In this section, we have discussed the basics for enforcing determinism in Java-based systems in an automatised manner. Our approach re-writes application code, so that the resulting application exposes deterministic behaviour. The Dj approach is independent from the hardware, the operating system, and the implementation of the Java Virtual Machine. This is a unique feature compared to related work (cf. Section 3.7). Our
approach uses multiple steps to derive a deterministic application.
In the first step, non-determinism has to be identified. It is either a result from native methods or thread
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synchronisation and coordination. For they contain non-deterministic code as well, using the Java standard
libraries bears the risk of introducing non-deterministic actions. In consequence, deterministic applications
have to sustain from using the standard libraries. After the recognition phase, all non-determinism has to be
removed from the application. We presented six general mechanisms to achieve that. Djp is the patching tool
of the Dj suite that actually applies the modifications to the application at compile-time.
Beside Djp, there are two further components contained in the Dj suite that operate at run-time. Djrt is a
deterministic version of the Java standard libraries that is free of non-deterministic operations and shields
the patched application from the original Java libraries as well as from the operating system. Finally, DjReg
is a registry that is configured with a set of handlers. A handler realises a policy that determines how to deal
with specific non-deterministic events such as thread creation in a deterministic manner.
Using this architecture, the deterministic applications created by Djp and Djrt are not predetermined to
a single environment and use case. Instead, they can be used with many different policies aiming at both
absolute and relative deterministic systems (cf. Section 3.7.2). This openness again is a feature realised by
only few systems. To the best of our knowledge, the Dj suite is the only system that supports this feature for
Java systems and does not make any assumptions on applications, Java Virtual Machine, or other aspects of
the environment.

5.2 Application Rewriting
In this section, we present the standard patching rules (SPR). They define the transformations an application
has to undergo in order to become deterministic. As discussed in the previous section, determinism is endangered by the use of thread synchronisation, thread coordination, native code, and the system libraries. The
SPR are divided into multiple sets of rules that deal with distinct aspects of non-determinism. Section 5.2.1
discusses the basic rules that are the foundation of the SPR. Unfortunately, some types of the standard libraries have special semantics either for the Java Virtual Machine or the compiler. Their occurrences have to
be treated specially during patching. We first consider types whose occurrences are not changed when they
appear in a patched application (cf. Section 5.2.2). Then, we evaluate special types such as Object (cf. Section 5.2.3), Class (cf. Section 5.2.4), and exception types (cf. Section 5.2.5). We conclude this section with a
discussion of other types that require a special treatment (cf. Section 5.2.6). Section 5.2.7 summarises the
SPR of Section 5.2.1–Section 5.2.6.

5.2.1 Basic Rewriting Rules
The basic rewriting rules build the foundation of the Djp functionality and the SPR. They treat thread synchronisation and coordination, native methods, and access to the standard libraries when patching a Java
application.
Thread synchronisation and coordination As we have seen in a previous section, Java provides three
basic approaches to thread coordination; the use of synchronized, the use of volatile, and by using
coordination-oriented classes from the standard libraries.
Regarding synchronized, earlier work by Reiser has shown that it is sufficient to redirect beginning and
end of a synchronized block or method to a deterministic scheduler (Mechanism M.1) in order to realise
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Object o = ...

Object o = ...
Djreg.getScheduler().lock(o);
try {
// synchronized code
} finally {
Djreg.getScheduler().unlock(o);
}

synchronized(o) {
// synchronized code
}

original code

after code transformation

Figure 5.2: Transformation of synchronized blocks
class Clazz {
<field mod> <static mod>
volatile <type> field = ...
}

private <type> <static mod> field = ...
public <static mod> void setField(<type> val) {
synchronized(fieldLock){ field = val; }
}

original code
class Clazz {
private final <static mod>
Object fieldLock = new Object();

public <static mod> <type> getField() {
synchronized(fieldLock){ return field; }
}
}

after code transformation
Figure 5.3: Transformation of access to volatile fields; transformation of synchronized omitted
a deterministic execution sequence [425]. We use the same approach in the Dj system for synchronized
blocks (cf. Figure 5.2). We also apply this strategy for wait() and notify() operations on conditional variables. Following the Dj approach, the scheduler is configurable and provided by DjReg.
From the semantics of the volatile keyword follows that it can be mapped to an equivalent synchronized
block. Figure 5.3 shows the mapping used by Djp. The volatile modifier gets removed and a new synchronisation object is added. Furthermore, we add a getter and a setter method to the class containing the field.
The methods encapsulate synchronised access to the field. During patching, all read and write access to the
field is re-directed to the getter and setter respectively. Afterwards, the outcome of that mapping step is
treated like any other synchronized block. On the upside, the two-step approach enables the use of deterministic schedulers that cannot handle volatile variables. On the downside, it is necessary to introduce
an own mutex object for each volatile field what increases memory consumption. We discuss appropriate
optimisations in Section 7.5.
Finally, threads may use one of the coordination-oriented classes from the standard libraries in order to
achieve coordination and synchronisation with each other. Those may be synchronized wrappers of collection classes such as SynchronizedMap or classes found in the Java 5 package java.util.concurrent and its
sub-packages. All these classes are part of the standard libraries and hence covered by Djrt (cf. Sections 5.4
and 5.5) so that they do not require any special care during patching.
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<classmod> class Clazz {

<classmod> class Clazz {
protected void finalize() {
DjReg.addFinalisation(new Finalisation() {
void doFinalize() { Finalize(); }
});}

<method mod> void finalize() {
// finalization code
}

<method mod> void Finalize() {
// finalization code
}}

}

original code

after code transformation

Figure 5.4: Transformation of finalize() methods

Object finalisation In order to avoid non-determinism by asynchronous garbage collection, Djp has to handle finalize() methods of class types. The Java language specification does not guarantee that finalize()
methods are ever executed. For that reason, dropping all finalize() implementations is a valid approach to
yield deterministic code. Yet, it is not guaranteed that the application can handle such a behaviour. For that
reason, we delegate the decision of handling finalize() to DjReg. Figure 5.4 illustrates our approach that
uses an adapted Finalizer Guardian pattern [73]. Djp renames the method to Finalize() and creates a new
finalize() method. When the garbage collector invokes the new finaliser, a closure invoking Finalize()
is registered at DjReg. DjReg can then decide to either drop the finalisation or to execute it deterministically.
A more sorrow discussion of weak references including finalisation is subject to Section 5.5.4.

Native methods Djp handles native methods by removing the native keyword and adding a body to the
method. It also creates a dispatcher class. From within the method body, a static method on the created
class is invoked (cf. Figure 5.5). The deployer of the system has to implement the methods in the delegate
class. We chose to outsource the replacement code to a new class in order to allow an implementation that is
independent from the patching process. Furthermore, this avoids that the replacement code gets overwritten
in repeated runs of Djp. It is important to note that the delegate method has to behave deterministically
and thus, cannot contain the synchronized and volatile keywords. If coordination is required, we advise
interaction with the scheduler via DjReg instead.

Library access Non-determinism may be contained in both application code and library code. From the point
of view of Djp, libraries different from the Java standard libraries are indistinguishable from applications.
That is, the same transformations have to be performed for any third-party library. Of course, the patched
version of the application then has to be linked to the patched version of the third-party library. For classes
that are part of the Java standard libraries, things are different. The original classes are available at runtime anyway, as for instance the controller component depends on them. Thus, it is not possible to replace
them. Instead, we add Djrt to the runtime and link the patched application and patched libraries to it. As a
rule of thumb, during patching Djp changes all references to types residing in java.* and javax.* to their
respective shadow versions in djrt.java.* and djrt.javax.*.
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<classmod> class Clazz {
<method mod> native void a(int i);

<classmod> class Clazz {
<method mod> void a(int i){
ClazzNativeDispatcher.a(this, i);
}

<method mod> native static int b(Object o);

}

<method mod> static int b(Object o) {
return ClazzNativeDispatcher.b(o);
}
}

original code

after code transformation

class ClazzNativeDispatcher {
static void a(Clazz clazz, int b){
// a deterministic implementation
}
static int b(Object o) {
// a deterministic implementation
}
private ClazzNativeDispatcher() { /* no instances */ }
}

stub class for a deterministic implementation of native methods
Figure 5.5: Transformation of native methods
Discussion So far, we have stated that code rewriting has to be applied to an application and to all libraries it
makes use of. During the patching progress, Djp performs the following modifications to the code: It replaces
all synchronized blocks and all volatile fields with semantically equivalent invocations to a deterministic
scheduler. In addition, it adds a body to native methods containing code to invoke a method at a dispatcher
class that re-implements the method in a deterministic manner. Furthermore, Djp changes access to the
standard libraries into access to Djrt.
While this procedure covers large parts of Java code, it is not sufficient, because some of the types of
the standard libraries have special semantics tied to the class name. In consequence, occurrence of these
types cannot be replaced on a syntactic level without modifying the application semantics. We discuss how
to treat the usage and occurrences of those types in application code in Section 5.2.2–Section 5.2.6. Their
deterministic implementation in Djrt is then subject to Section 5.4 and Section 5.5.
Self-containedness We introduce the property of self-containedness to ease the discussions in the following
sections. The property denotes to which extent the interface and implementation of a particular type depends
on other types. We present definitions for individual types, sets of types, and methods.
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Definition 5.1 (Absolutly self-contained type). A type t is absolutely self-contained, if and only if it depends
on no other types than primitive types and java.lang.Object.
This property limits t in several ways. t has no superclass different from java.lang.Object and t cannot
extend or implement any interface types. Let B := {primitive Java types, t, java.lang.Object}, then the
types that appear in the class body of t either have to be contained in B or be array types of the elements of
B. The marker interface java.io.Serializable is an example for a self-contained type. Contrarily, enums
are never self-contained, as they implicitly depend on java.lang.Enum. Absolute self-containedness is a
strong requirement. Sometimes, it may be sufficient to consider sets of types instead.
Definition 5.2 (Self-contained sets of types). A set S of types is self-contained if and only if all types t ∈ S
depend on no other types than primitive types, java.lang.Object, and other types s ∈ S.
The limitations for self-contained sets of types are similar to absolutely self-contained types. Yet, types that
are contained in a self-contained set of types may implement or extend other types from that set and also use
the other types in their implementation. For cases where the implementation of a type is not important with
respect to self-containedness, less rigid demands may be used.
Definition 5.3 (Interface self-containedness). A type t is interface self-contained, if its visible interface does
not depend on any type different from primitive types, t, and Object. Similarly, a set S of types is interface
self-contained if the visible interface of all types t ∈ S does not depend on types different from primitive
types, java.lang.Object, and other types s ∈ S.
Interface self-containedness only considers fields and methods with a visibility different from private, i.e.
all dependencies that may be visible by other types. From interface self-containedness, we derive a selfcontained criterion for methods.
Definition 5.4 (Self-contained method signatures). Let t a type and S a set of types composed of t, the transient closure of t’s super-types, and the transient closure of all interfaces t implements. Further, m is a
method defined by t. m is self-contained in t, if all its parameters, exceptions, and the return value are contained in S; and S is self-contained.

5.2.2 Unpatched Types
The current prototype of Djp does not support annotation types and hence, does not patch their occurrences.
In contrast, it is a basic design decision of Djp to not provide a shadow class for StackTraceElement and
String. In the following we discuss the reasons for that decision and the consequences it brings.

StackTraceElement A stack trace reflects the current execution state of a thread. It is for instance used to
denote the location of an exception. In almost all cases, a stack trace is created by the Java Virtual Machine.
It is represented by an array of StackTraceElements. A StackTraceElement consists of three String variables that represent a code position. Leaving StackTraceElement without a shadow version avoids that
JVM-created data structures have to be transferred to a shadow version each time they appear.
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String a(String s, Locale l){
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String a(String s,
djrt.java.util.Locale l) {

}

String a(String s,
djrt.java.util.Locale l) {
return StringRedirector.
toUpperCase(s, l);
}

after code transformation: code
does not compile

after code transformation with
redirection

return s.toUpperCase(l);
return s.toUpperCase(l);
}

original code

Figure 5.6: Omitting String during patching causes problems that require taking additional measures
public static String toUpperCase(String value, djrt.java.util.Locale locale)
throws JdrtNullPointerException {
Locale l = transformLocale(locale);
try { return value.toUpperCase(l); }
catch(NullPointerException ex){ throw transferNPE(ex); }
}
private static DjrtNullPointerException transferNPE(NullPointerException ex){
String msg = ex.getMessage();
DjrtNullPointerException nex = new DjrtNullPointerException(msg);
copyException(ex, nex);
return nex;
}
private static void copyException(Exception from, Exception to){
if(from.getCause() != null) to.initCause(from.getCause());
to.setStackTrace(from.getStackTrace());
}

Figure 5.7: Sample method for StringRedirector

String Leaving references to String unchanged during patching eases data transfer between patched and
unpatched components of the system. Furthermore, it avoids that string literals have to be scanned during
patching and care has to be taken for the overloaded + operator. Yet, String is not absolutely self-contained
and most of its method signatures are not self-contained in String.
The minimal interface self-contained set of types starting from String consists of several marker interfaces I: java.io.Serializable, java.lang.CharSequence, java.lang.Comparable, and java.util.
Comparator. Adding I to the set of unpatched types ensures type compatibility of the resulting code. All types
in I are interfaces and have no implementing code. Also, all interfaces are either absolutely self-contained
or self-contained together with String. Hence, they do not need further treatment.
The fact that many of String’s methods are not self-contained in String requires additional measures
in order to achieve correct code. Figure 5.6 illustrates the problem that occurs when String is not patched,
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class Clazz extends DjrtObject {

private Object field = new Object();

private Object field = new DjrtObject();

void a(Object a) {
if(a == null) field = new Object();
else field = a;
}

void a(Object a){
if(a == null) field = new DjrtObject();
else field = a;
}

}

}

Figure 5.8: Patching of Object

but the other code is. Now, the patched code uses types from the shadow libraries (for instance the patched
version of Locale) whereas the methods of String require types from the original libraries. To overcome this
incompatibility, we introduce a class StringRedirector that transforms method invocations from one environment to the other. Figure 5.6 shows how the patching redirects String methods to StringRedirector.
Figure 5.7 presents the implementation of a single method in StringRedirector. In the example, the
Locale of the shadow version has to be transferred to a Locale of the original standard libraries. Afterwards, the original String method is invoked and the result is returned. During the execution of the original
operation, an exception may be thrown. The redirector class catches the exception and transforms it to its
shadow counterpart. Then, it re-throws the transformed exception.
Special care has to be taken for the method contentEquals(StringBuffer). The implementation internally uses a synchronized statement that is not replaced as String is not replaced. For that reason the
respective method in StringRedirector not only has to transform arguments and delegate calls to String,
but also has to acquire a lock prior to delegating the method (Mechanism M.6).

5.2.3 Occurrences of Object
java.lang.Object is a special type in the Java programming language, because all classes either directly or
indirectly extend Object. Some of the methods defined in Object are threats to determinism. For that reason, Object has a shadow version DjrtObject that is also a sub-class of Object. DjrtObject overrides all
non-final non-deterministic methods of Object in a deterministic manner (Mechanisms M.4). An example
of such a method is hashCode() whose deterministic implementation is presented in Section 5.4.1.
The final methods of Object cannot be overridden, so that we use Expression Replacement (Mechanism M.2) and replace invocations to these methods instead. Calls to wait() and notify() get redirected
to the scheduler handler in DjReg. The replacement of the remaining getClass() method is related to the
treatment of Class and hence discussed in Section 5.2.4.
In contrast to many other types of the standard libraries, Object does not allow that all of its occurrences
are changed to DjrtObject. Mainly this is due to types extending Object even though they are no class
types such as all kinds of arrays. A method that takes Object as a parameter may expect an array. The type
hierarchy of arrays is defined in the language specification and cannot be modified by patching. Due to that
reason we only change occurrences of Object when the run-time type of an object is affected. This is true for
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boolean isSameClass(Object o) {
Class<?> clazz = SomeClass.class;
return clazz == o.getClass();
}
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boolean isSameClass(Object o) {
DjrtClass<?> clazz =
DjrtClass.fromClass(SomeClass.class);
return clazz ==
DjrtClass.fromClass(o.getClass());
}

Figure 5.9: Patching of class literals

class hierarchies and constructor calls. Figure 5.8 illustrates these patching rules.

5.2.4 Occurrences of Class
Comparable to String, java.lang.Class plays a special role for the Java compiler and the Java runtime. For
each loaded class, the JVM creates a unique Class object. Together with String, Class is the only reference type that has special entries in the constant pool of a class file. Yet, in contrast to String, Class has
much more dependencies to other classes. In particular, many aspects of the reflection architecture and the
class loading mechanism (cf. Section 5.4.4) are tied to Class. For that reason, we decide to have Djp replace
references of type Class with references of type DjrtClass.
In contrast to Object, the creation of new objects of type Class is not an issue, because such objects cannot
be created by application code. Yet, the compiler supports the use of class literals. Here, references to Class
objects are already created at compile-time. Apart from that, Object’s final getClass() method returns
a Class object. In both cases we use Delegation (Mechanism M.5) as illustrated in Figure 5.9. DjrtClass
manages a mapping from Class objects to DjrtClass objects. Further details on the implementation of
DjrtClass are subject to Section 5.4.4.

5.2.5 Occurrences of Throwable and its Sub-types
Throwable types are Java classes that can be thrown by an application in order to denote erroneous conditions.
All such types extend the base class java.lang.Throwable either directly or indirectly. When an exception
is thrown by thread t, the run-time system ends the current operation executed by t and checks the execution
stack of t for a frame that catches the exception. If such a frame is not found, t is terminated. Otherwise, t
continues in the catching method. Java distinguishes between two kinds of throwables, those that have to
be declared and those that do not. All throwable types that sub-type Error or RuntimeException do not
have to be declared. All throwable types that sub-class either Throwble or Exception without sub-classing
Error or RuntimeException have to be declared. We refer to Throwable, Error, RuntimeException, and
Exception as throwable base types.
For Djrt, the dilemma exists that the shadow type of for instance, RuntimeException either can be a throwable type that may remain undeclared or it can be a sub-type of DjrtException. It is impossible to realise
both properties at the same time. For the sake of correct code, we decided to give up on mapping the inheritance relations to the shadow classes. Hence, throwable classes are now in the relation shown in Figure 5.10.
This mapping has some influence on the way code has to be patched.
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DjrtThrowable

Throwable

Error

DjrtError

DjrtException

Exception

OutOfMemoryError

DjrtOutOfMemoryError

DjrtRuntimeException

RuntimeException

NullPointerException

DjrtNullPointerException

Figure 5.10: Class hierarchy for Throwable types and their shadow copies

Similar to Object, none of the four throwable base types can be replaced when it appears as a parameter,
return type, in a throws statement, a catch block, or as a compile time type. This is due to the fact that
replacing for instance Exception with DjrtException disallows using DjrtRuntimeException as a parameter. As all of the throwable base types have methods that are not self-contained in the set of throwable base
types, additional measures have to be taken to avoid illegal code.
For instance, the API of printStackTrace(PrintStream) yields compilation errors, as the patched application uses the shadow versions of PrintStream whereas the unpatched compile-time types expect the
original version as parameter. Similar to String, we solve this issue with a redirector class. We use the same
approach for calls to fillInStackTrace() that is a native method defined in Throwable.
In order to ensure that no non-Djrt throwable objects exist in the system, throwable base types have to
be replaced when they occur as a superclass or in a new expression. The deterministic implementation of
throwable base types is subject to Section 5.4.2. Unfortunately, it is impossible to transform all throwable types that may occur during the execution of the system to their Djrt-counterparts. This is mainly
due to the fact that a number of Errors and RuntimeExceptions may occur at rather arbitrary points in
time. This includes, but is not limited to NullPointerExceptions and OutOfMemoryErrors. If the application is prepared for such exceptions, it contains a catch block to handle the exception. Hence, types like
NullPointerException have to be treated like throwable base types during patching. This is why Figure 5.10
contains NullPointerException and OutOfMemoryError.

5.2.6 Other Classes
Besides the more obvious dangers to patching and determinism that we discussed so far, some more subtle
pitfalls exist. We briefly present challenges regarding anonymous classes, enum types, and wrapper classes
for primitive types. For each of them we sketch a solution to achieve determinism.
Anonymous classes Anonymous classes are defined right at their constructor call. Figure 5.11 shows the
definition of a new anonymous type that implements the interface Runnable. It is not required that the extended type be an interface. However, interface types that are extended in such a way pose a problem, because they implicitly sub-type Object and inherit all of its non-determinism. In order to handle that issue, we
replace all anonymous types that are defined by interface types with a local class that extends DjrtObject.
The outcome of the transformation of the example is also shown in Figure 5.11.
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Runnable r = new Runnable() {
// implementation
};
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class Tmp extends DjrtObject
implements Runnable {
// implementation
}
Runnable r = new Tmp();

Figure 5.11: Patching an anonymous class implementing Runnable to a local class
Wrapper types Since version 5, Java supports autoboxing. Here, primitive types are automatically boxed
inside their respective wrapper class. For instance, an int type is wrapped with an Integer object. Replacing
the wrapper classes with their respective shadow versions disables the use of autoboxing. Instead, for each
expression the patching tool has to check whether the expression is in an autoboxing context. If so, it adds
transformation code.
Enums types A Java compiler transforms an enum type to a class type that extends java.lang. Enum. The
Java specification requires that the base class of an enum be Enum. Enum, in turn, does not override the
hashCode() method, so that all objects of enum types will inherit the non-determinism from Object. As a
solution, Djp performs the entire enum transformation by itself, but injects the deterministic DjrtEnum as
base class instead of Enum.

5.2.7 Summary
In this section, we presented the Dj standard patching rules (SPR). They transform a Java application to a
semantically equivalent deterministic version under the assumption that a deterministic version of the Java
standard libraries is available. All transformations we presented operate on source-code level. This leads
to the requirement that all applications and libraries have to be patched prior to running an application. An
implementation that operates on byte-code level has the advantage that code can be patched by the classloader at loading time. It is the approach chosen by AOP frameworks such as AspectJ1 or application servers
such as Glassfish2 . While dynamic patching increases the usability of the Dj approach, it is by no means more
powerful than source code re-writing used by our prototype.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to provide a comprehensive approach to Java-based determinism by taking the system libraries into account. Nevertheless, we have identified a topic for future work.
When an exception is thrown by the JVM and caught by application code, it is necessary to check whether the
cause of the exception is deterministic in nature or not. For instance, an OutOfMemoryError may be caused
by an illegal programme statement that creates an array with more than 216 − 1 entries or a lack of memory
in the JVM. Strategies to identify the nature of the cause of an exception and to handle exceptions based on
their cause clearly require further investigations.

1 http://www.eclipse.org/aspectj/
2 http://glassfish.java.net/
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Figure 5.12: Workflow for creating a deterministic runtime

5.3 A Deterministic Java Runtime
In this section, we discuss properties of Djrt, the deterministic runtime of our Dj suite. Djrt is a distinguishable
feature of our system compared to related work. In difference to all other approaches found in literature, it is
capable to shield Java applications from the non-determinisms of the standard libraries and at the same time
does not depend on any mechanisms outside the Java environment. In particular, it does not require modifications to the Java Virtual Machine and the operating system in order to achieve determinism. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the only comprehensive approach that is portable across multiple hardware systems,
multiple operating systems, and multiple Java Virtual Machines (cf. Section 3.7).
The base of Djrt is an open source implementation of the Java standard libraries. Section 5.3.1 explains
the general workflow we use to derive the deterministic version of the run-time system. Section 5.3.2–
Section 5.3.5 discuss the coverage achieved by our current prototype.

5.3.1 Workflow
We build our prototype on the standard libraries that come with version 1.6.22 of Open JDK1 . In addition to
classes in the java.* package, it contains supporting classes in javax.*, sun.*, and com.sun.*. Basically,
we apply the standard patching rules to the standard libraries just as to any other application. Yet, additional
steps are required for creating a deterministic version of the respective package trees. Figure 5.12 shows
our workflow that starts with the source code of Open JDK and results in a deterministic version of the Java
runtime.
In a first step, the JVM has to be built in order to generate all classes of the Java standard libraries. Then, we
select which classes to support in the prototype. The selection of the target set used for the current prototype
is driven by the goal to support the Virtual Nodes framework. In consequence, the target set does not have
to contain types that we do not expect on the server-side of a Virtual Nodes system. The set of types that we
exclude due to that reason contains, for instance, classes residing in java.awt.
1 http://www.openjdk.org/
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#classes

comments

(shadow/original)

java.lang

148/161

java.lang.annotation
java.lang.instrument
java.lang.management
java.lang.ref
java.lang.reflect

5/10
5/5
18/18
15/15
23/23

10 classes with native methods
3 new classes added
13 manually patched classes
—
—
—
1 class with native methods
2 classes with native methods

Table 5.1: Classes in java.lang and sub-packages

The classes and packages of Open JDK are highly interdependent [423]. The transitive closure of
java.lang.Object contains files from javax, org.w3c, and other packages. In particular, it contains types
that are not in our target set. Due to the high interdependency, selecting a certain subset of all standard
libraries requires to modify classes so that dependencies to packages and types outside the target set are
removed. Of course, we target to modify as few classes as possible. The outcome of this step is a modified,
yet non-deterministic code base.
In the next step, we identify classes whose shadow version cannot be obtained by automatic patching, but
requires a manual implementation. This is the case for types that have a special meaning to the JVM or that
have privileges. The implementation of these classes is subject to Section 5.4. We patch all other classes using Djp. The subsequent final step entails implementing previously native methods and all types that require
manual implementations. Finally, merging the automatically patched and manually patched types renders a
deterministic version of the Java run-time libraries.
The extended patching rules (EPR) define how the manual implementation of types has to happen. When
applying the EPR, it may be required to re-direct an invocation to the original class, as only the JVM can provide some particular functionality such as adding classes to the run-time system. In those cases we apply
Delegation (Mechanism M.5) enhanced by Extended Synchronisation (Mechanism M.6) when necessary.
In Section 5.3.2–Section 5.3.5, we evaluate the effort of the workflow in Figure 5.12 with respect to the
following parameters. The number of supported classes determines how many restrictions we impose on
applications that shall be used with Djrt. The number of classes that we modified in comparison to the original
version gives an estimation of the effort required to build a new version of Djrt based on a new version of
Open JDK. We further identify the number of classes that contain native methods and give the number of
classes that make use of EPR. The file count for the original version always refers to the Linux version of
Open JDK. The realisation of the EPR is subject to Section 5.4.

5.3.2 The java.lang Packages
Table 5.1 presents an overview on the classes of java.lang and its sub-packages. java.lang is the most
essential package of the entire run-time system so that Djrt reaches a very high coverage. It is only in the
main package and the annotation sub-package that 13 and five classes are missing respectively.
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class/package

#classes

comments

(shadow/original)

java.util

272/273

java.util.concurrent
java.util.concurrent.atomic
java.util.concurrent.locks
java.util.jar
java.util.logging
java.util.prefs
java.util.regex
java.util.spi
java.util.zip

130/130
18/18
23/23
17/17
29/29
39/39
93/93
4/4
27/27

2 classes with native methods
2 manually patched classes
—
1 class with native methods
—
1 class with native methods
1 class with native methods
1 class with native methods
—
—
6 classes with native methods

Table 5.2: Classes in java.util and sub-packages

Eight of the missing types are annotation types that are not supported by the Djp prototype (cf. Section 5.2).
String and five more types are not patched either (cf. Section 5.2.2). The remaining four missing types are
helper types for System and Class which are not required in Djrt, because these classes have a manual
implementation (cf. Section 5.4).
The new classes that we add are either helper classes of manually implemented classes or redirector classes. The manually implemented classes are discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.3 (System
and Runtime), Section 5.4.4 (Class and class loading), Section 5.4.6 (Thread and threading), Section 5.4.2 (throwable types), and Section 5.4.8 (interface types). The implementation of the native methods
in the ref and reflect packages are subject to Sections 5.5.4 and 5.4.4 respectively. The native methods in
java.lang are discussed where appropriate throughout Section 5.4.

5.3.3 The java.util Package
Table 5.2 summaries the support for the java.util package and its sub-packages. It is worth to note that all
classes of all sub-packages are supported. The only type missing in the main package is Comparator that is
not patched (cf. Section 5.2.2).
In comparison to other packages, the amount of classes containing native methods is low except for
java.util.zip. One of the two classes with native methods in java.util deals with the resolution of
the class loader of a resource bundle. We solve this with the manual implementation of the class loading
mechanism (cf. Section 5.4.4). The other class containing native methods is TimeZone. It queries the operating system for the configuration of the host. The deterministic implementation queries DjReg instead. The
concurrent.atomic sub-package has a single class with native methods that realises support for compareand-set operations for long. Our deterministic implementation of the Unsafe class (cf. Section 5.4.7) covers
this use case so that the class containing the method are not required any more.
The only native method in the jar sub-package provides support for reading meta data of Jar archives. This
functionality is deterministic as long as the input data is deterministic. Thus, we can map the algorithm to
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class/package

#classes

comments

(shadow/original)

java.applet
java.awt{,.*}
java.beans{,.*}
java.io

1/5
3/552
7/164
133/127

java.math
java.nio
java.nio.channels{,.*}
java.nio.charset{,.*}
java.sql
java.net
java.rmi
java.security{,.*}
java.text{,.*}

8/8
81/81
49/49
19/19
52/52
125/125
1/77
214/214
68/68

1 class modified
—
—
9 classes with native methods
14 new classes
4 manually patched classes
—
2 classes with native methods
—
—
1 class with native methods
12 classes with native methods
—
1 class with native methods
1 class with native methods

Table 5.3: Classes in other sub-packages

the original version of the method (Mechanism M.5). Ensuring deterministic file content is the task of the file
system (cf. Section 5.4.5). The native method in the logging sub-package queries the operating system to
find out whether the UID bit is set. Depending on that bit it decides whether to use the user.home property
as location for log files. Again, we redirect this invocation to DjReg. The prefs sub-package uses native
methods for storing preferences in the file system. All of them deal with synchronisation of files which can be
mapped to appropriate deterministic file system operations (cf. Section 5.4.5). All native methods in the zip
package are either related to file system operations or to checksum computation. Similar to the jar package,
we redirect computations to the original implementation. The other methods are mapped to the deterministic
file system implementation (cf. Section 5.4.5).

5.3.4 Other Packages in java
Table 5.3 presents an overview of the classes and packages within the java tree that are neither part of
java.lang nor java.util. It is noteworthy that Djrt achieves either a very high or a very low coverage of
sub-packages. This is due to our focus on server-related types required for the Virtual Nodes framework. In
particular, we provide very little support for java.awt and java.applet. In java.applet we modified the
interface of the Applet type. In consequence, code using this type will not compile any more after patching. The supported types from java.awt are AWTPermission that is required by java.security and two
more types from java.awt.font that are required by java.text. The support for the java.beans package
is limited, because its types heavily depend on types from java.awt and java.applet.
Support for java.io and java.nio is tightly integrated with the deterministic implementation of the file
system. Furthermore, some types in these packages depend on the locale configuration of the environment.
Finally, channels and selectors require support from DjReg. The discussion of I/O related types is scattered
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class/package

#classes

comments

(shadow/original)

javax.*
sun.*

745/3246
2039/4908

com.sun.*

2591/10278

org.*

274/809

—
27 classes with native methods
3 classes modified
7 added
2 classes with native methods
1 class modified
1 class with native methods

Table 5.4: Classes in other packages

over Section 5.4.5 and Section 5.5.3. A deterministic implementation of the java.net package requires support from DjReg as well, as we discuss in Section 5.5.2. java.rmi builds on java.net so that any support
for sockets enables the use of the RMI functionality. Yet, Virtual Nodes comes with its own communication
infrastructure so that we have not considered java.rmi for our prototype.
Support for all other packages and classes is straight forward and requires only little manual intervention.
The only native method for java.sql interacts with the class loader. We map this interaction to our deterministic class loader implementation (cf. Section 5.4.4). The native methods in java.text are concerned
with bidirectional text representation and are supposedly implemented in native code due to performance
reasons. They do not bear any risk of non-determinism, so that we can redirect them to their original version (Mechanism M.5). All native methods in java.security are defined in AccessController. They control
the execution of privileged code and have to be re-implemented such that to they fit in the shadow security
architecture (cf. Section 5.5.5).

5.3.5 Supporting Packages
Table 5.4 summarises the support for packages different from java. The table lists all package roots that are
part of Open JDK 1.6.22. From all of theses types, Djrt only contains the ones required by types of the java
tree either at compile-time or at run-time.
From the javax tree we mostly support types that are related to the security infrastructure and to XML
parsing. Djrt lacks support for other optional sub-packages such as javax.swing and javax.sound. Similar
holds for the sun tree. In addition to omitting types, we also modify three types from sun so that the dependencies to, for instance, the graphics API are removed. The types of sun supported in Djrt require that 27
native methods be implemented. We add seven new classes to support these implementations. For com.sun
we follow the same approach. However, in comparison to sun the number of native methods is much lower
and we only modify a single source file. One of the two classes with native methods unpacks Jar files and can
be mapped to the original implementation (Mechanism M.5). The other method provides support for JMX. JMX
is the JVM monitoring interface which is very likely to behave non-deterministically. The current prototype of
Djrt does not support it. We consider the integration of JMX as future work.
The 535 missing types in the org tree correspond to the classes implementing the CORBA support of
Open JDK. We do not support CORBA for similar reasons than java.rmi. There is exactly one class with native
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methods in the org tree, which is related to security (cf. Section 5.5.5).

5.3.6 Summary
In this section, we introduced Djrt a deterministic version of the Java libraries. We presented a five-step
workflow to derive a deterministic version of the standard libraries starting from an open source implementation. Then, we discussed the coverage of Djrt compared to the original implementation and also showed
parameters to estimate the effort of building a new version of Djrt. We modified five classes in order to get
a reduced, yet compiling code base; only one of the affected classes is actually in a java package. Around
two dozen classes require a manual implementation what we consider a reasonable number. Regarding the
Djrt prototype, the most effort was required for a deterministic implementation of the numerous native methods. However, the fact that many of them delegate to either manually implemented classes or DjReg allows
re-using their implementations in versions of Djrt based on future versions of Open JDK.
The fact that all public types of a package are part of Djrt does not necessarily mean that Djrt provides
full functionality. In some Java libraries, especially in the newer ones, a service provider approach is used.
Here, the API defines an interface or abstract class as well as a factory that allows loading implementations
of that interface. So far, we have not added the Djrt implementations of all of those interfaces, but only those
that were required for a proof-of-concept implementation and the macro benchmarks (cf. Section 5.6.3). The
integration of other service providers from the standard libraries into Djrt is future work.
Concluding, Djrt constitutes the first deterministic implementation of the Java runtime libraries. It is 100%
pure Java and thus independent from hardware, operating system, and the implementation of the Java Virtual
Machine. In consequence, it is the only fully portable deterministic runtime system. Finally, the fact that
determinism policies are not hard-coded, but realised in handlers that can be installed in DjReg makes Djrt
applicable to many use cases.

5.4 Manually Implemented Classes
Some classes in the Java standard libraries are privileged either as a consequence of distinguished compiler
support or of crucial functionality with respect to the behaviour of the application. For instance, types extending the Iterable interface can be directly used in language constructs. Sub-classes of ClassLoader
can add new classes to the run-time system. Many of these privileges cannot be handled with the standard
patching rules (cf. Section 5.2), because they require treatment that is specific to a type’s privileges.
With respect to Djrt, we have to ensure that privileges of the original classes are adequately represented in
the shadow version. This includes the creation of correct, i.e. compiling code and a semantically correct behaviour at run-time. The latter guarantees that Djrt does not violate any assumption made by the application
programmer. All occurrences of the types discussed in this section are patched according to the standard
patching rules as described in Section 5.2. Yet, their very implementation cannot be realised in that way. We
distinguish between a semi-automatic and a manual derivation of the shadow classes. In the first case, the
original type is patched by Djp and then adapted. A manual derivation is identical to a complete deterministic
re-write of the functionality.
In the following, we first investigate deterministic implementations of Object (cf. Section 5.4.1) and the
throwable base types (cf. Section 5.4.2). Then, we consider System and Runtime, two classes that provide
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a control interface to the JVM and the environment (cf. Section 5.4.3). Afterwards, we evaluate deterministic
implementations of the class loading mechanism (cf. Section 5.4.4), the file system (cf. Section 5.4.5), and
threading (cf. Section 5.4.6). sun.misc.Unsafe is the central entity to realise compare-and-swap operations
and memory-mapped buffers. Its implementation for Djrt is subject to Section 5.4.7. Finally, we discuss
other types (cf. Section 5.4.8), before we conclude this section. All approaches presented in this section are
implemented in the current Djrt prototype and subject to the evaluation of Section 5.6.

5.4.1 Object
The Object class defines eleven methods. The six final methods are already handled by Djp (cf. Section 5.2)
and hence, will never be invoked from patched code. From the remaining methods only hashCode() and
clone() bear the risk of non-determinism. In both cases we can apply Method Overriding (Mechanism M.4),
because DjrtObject is a sub-class of Object and both methods are non-final.
The Java specification requires hashCode() to return identical values for equal objects. The Open JDK
implementation achieves this by returning the object’s memory address. Obviously, memory addresses are
not deterministic so that DjrtObject requires a different implementation for hashCode(). We propose a
deterministic implementation that uses a computed identifier per object. Similar to memory addresses in
64-bit systems, we use a long type to represent the identifier whose creation is delegated to a handler in
DjReg. A possible implementation for the identifier creation is to construct it from the deterministic thread
identifier (cf. Section 5.4.6) of the creating thread and a thread-local counter that counts all objects created
by that thread. That approach respects the general contract between equals(Object) and hashCode() for
classes that do not override hashCode(). It also ensures that the return value of hashCode() is stable as
required by the specification. The deterministic version does not ensure that the result of hashCode() is
unique. This is legal, because it is not a requirement. In 64-bit systems, the memory address of an object is
narrowed down to a 32-bit number which may also result in non-unique hashes.
The default implementation of equals(Object) is already deterministic, because it compares for object
identity via the == operator. Hence, the method does not need to be overridden in DjrtObject. clone()
creates an exact copy of the actual object by copying the memory location allocated for the object. It does not
invoke any constructors. It is impossible to simulate the behaviour of clone(), so that Delegation (Mechanism M.5) has to be used. In consequence, DjrtObject overrides clone() and delegates the call to Object.
The shadow class catches exceptions that the original class throws during cloning and transforms them to
their shadow counterparts. After cloning has taken place, we invoke the handler in DjReg for that a new object
identifier is created for the cloned object.
The remaining methods of Object are uncritical to determinism. The default implementation of
toString() prints the class name and the hash code. The default implementation of finalize() is empty
and thus not crucial. Classes overriding it are handled by Djp (cf. Section 5.2).

5.4.2 Throwable Types
The deterministic version of the throwable types is dependent on the linkage between the original and the
shadow version. Figure 5.13 revisits the class hierarchy that we already discussed in Section 5.2.5. It is only
due to that inheritance structure that the shadow versions have the privilege to be used as throwable types.
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Figure 5.13: Class hierarchy for Throwable types and their shadow copies

In accordance with Section 5.2.5, we refer to throwable types of the shadow version that directly extend a
throwable type from the original version as throwable base types.
API Djp replaces invocations of printStackTrace(...) and fillInStackTrace() with invocations of a
redirector class. All other methods exclusively have String and StackTraceElement as parameters and
return value respectively. Thus, no modification to the API is required and Method Overloading (Mechanism M.4) can be used. A negative side-effect of the class hierarchy is that these methods have to be reimplemented for all throwable base types of Djrt. In addition, DjrtObject is not available in the type hierarchy so that the deterministic implementations for hashCode() and clone() have to be added to each
throwable base type (cf. Section 5.4.1) as well.
Implementation For the implementation of the throwable base classes, we use a semi-automatic approach.
Djp only processes the Throwable class; all other throwable base classes do not have an implementation.
Afterwards, we copy the patched implementation of DjrtThrowable to the other throwable base types and
adapt the inheritance hierarchy for all of them. We also perform the following modifications:
The deterministic implementation applies Extended Synchronisation (Mechanism M.6) to all methods
that operate on the cause of the exception and do not use synchronized in the original version. From
within these methods, we delegate the call to the superclass, i.e. to the original version (Mechanism M.5). Besides Delegation, we make also use of Extended Synchronisation for getStackTrace() and
setStackTrace(StackTraceElement[]). We redirect printStackTrace() to the redirector class using the
error stream of DjrtSystem as parameter. The remaining methods toString(), getLocalizedMessage(),
and getMessage() do not execute any operation that is critical with respect to determinism and hence remain
unchanged. For fillInStackTrace(), we apply Extended Synchronisation and Delegation. For all versions
of printStackTrace(...), we re-implement the functionality of Throwable using Delegation where possible and Extended Synchronisation where necessary.

5.4.3 System and Runtime
System and Runtime, both from the java.lang package are central entities during JVM execution. They
provide access to the properties of the environment in which the Java Virtual Machine is running, including
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properties of the operating system and the hardware. Obviously, these dependencies may result in nondeterministic behaviour and need to be dealt with. Our approach uses a DjReg-based representation of both
classes. Critical calls get redirected there. In the following, we first investigate affected methods of Runtime
and System ignoring methods that have been deprecated in the Java standard libraries. Finally, we focus on
the concept of shut-down hooks.
Runtime
The original implementation of Runtime is a stateless singleton. It has methods to exit and halt the virtual
machine. The difference between halt(int) and exit(int) is that halt(int) does not execute shut-down
hooks. Further, Runtime allows the retrieval of system-related parameters including the number of available
processors, the total currently available memory, the free memory, and the maximum available memory.
Runtime also has methods for loading native libraries, to trigger garbage collection, and to start the execution of pending finalisers. Moreover, its interface allows installing and removing application-level shut-down
hooks and starting new processes via several exec(...) methods. Finally, two methods allow enabling and
disabling of method and instruction tracing.
In our implementation, all methods to start a new operating system process and to stop and halt the virtual
machine have a handler in DjReg. Also, the shut-down hooks are managed by a handler in DjReg so that the
controller application can clean-up Djrt. Manually triggered garbage collection and execution of finalisers
does not have any impact beyond the regular background execution of those tasks (cf. Section 5.5.4). For that
reason, we use Delegation (Mechanism M.5) for gc() and runFinalization(). The same is true for switching
on and off tracing. Djrt does not require that native libraries be loaded, so that the implementations of the
respective methods is empty.
System
The System class is an access point for any entity with system-wide relevance. It is a class with only static
methods and no instances. It provides access to input, output, and error streams, to a security manager,
to system time, and to the system properties. Optionally, a Console, a Channel object, and environment
variables can be accessed. Finally, System functions as a front-end to the Runtime methods to trigger
garbage collection, system exit, system halt, and the loading of native libraries. Just as in the original version,
DjrtSystem delegates these methods to DjrtRuntime. We use the standard patching rules for getters and
setters of the volatile-based security manager field. arraycopy(...) copies the content of one array to
another one. Its implementation is deterministic, so that Djrt uses Delegation (Mechanism M.5).
System properties are stored in a map of type Properties that is thread safe and hence deterministic in
Djrt. Yet, the original version of System allows setting and retrieving the entire map without synchronisation. We add Extended Synchronisation for the shadow version (Mechanism M.6). The initial values of the
system properties are retrieved from a handler in DjReg. Table 5.5 shows the keys required by the system
and the default values DjrtSystem uses, in case the handler does not set them. Access to system time
and identityHashCode() is also realised using DjReg. Similar, the values of the optional system entities
Console, Channel object, and environment variables can be influenced by DjReg. The default handler returns
null for Channel and Console and returns an empty set of environment parameters.
The Java specification defines that System has three public final static fields that represent the input
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property name

default value

property name

default value

file.encoding
file.separator
path.separator
line.separator
java.io.tmpdir
java.home

UTF-8
/
:
\n
/tmp
/java

user.name
user.dir
user.language
user.country
user.timezone

⟨user.name⟩
/home + /⟨user.name⟩
en
GB
Europe/London

Table 5.5: Basic properties and their default value for the shadow libraries

stream, the output stream, and the error stream of the JVM process. At the same time, the specification requires that it be possible to change the values of these final fields. Indeed, the specification also demands
that compilers treat these stream fields as non-final static fields [209, Section 17.5.4]. For a shadow version, these requirements bring up two challenges. First, access to these fields is not synchronised so that
the visibility is not deterministic. Second, any Java compiler will treat final static fields in a class different
from System as any final field and apply optimisations not allowed for the stream fields. Hence, we either
have to refrain from using the final modifier or use final wrapper objects that protect the actual stream instance. Applying the first approach allows us to handle the streams just like incorrectly synchronised static
fields that we discuss in Section 5.5.1.
Shut-down Hooks
The Java specification requires that applications can register shut-down hooks using the Runtime class.
Shut-down hooks have to be executed whenever the Java Virtual Machine terminates except when System.
halt(int) has been called. Registered shut-down hooks are executed in arbitrary order or even concurrently
during shut-down. A thread calling halt(int) while termination is in progress overrides the execution of the
shut-down process so that the system is halted immediately and terminates in an undefined state. A thread
that calls exit(int) is blocked until the shut-down process is over. Hence, it never returns from the method
invocation. As discussed with the System class, Djrt lets DjReg manage shut-down hooks. This is because
only the controller application has control on the threads being executed and can decide when to execute the
shut-down hooks and thus ensure a deterministic shut-down process.
Besides application-level shut-down hooks, the Open JDK implementation uses system-level shut-down
hooks. System-level shut-down hooks are registered during the initialisation of System. They are managed
in the package-private class java.lang.Shutdown. The Open JDK implementation we use has three systemlevel shut-down hooks. The first one deletes files (cf. Section 5.4.5), the second one executes the user-level
shut-down hooks, and the third one rolls back the configuration of the system Console. In contrast to userlevel shut-down hooks, the JVM executes system-level hooks sequentially.
The fact that DjReg manages system components and also handles executions of halt(int) and
exit(int), makes it reasonable that DjReg also manages the equivalent to system-level shut-down hooks.
This approach allows the controller to decide on the actions that have to be executed in order to simulate a shut-down. For instance, in replicated systems the shut-down process that is the consequence of an
unsupported error condition may save the application to disk prior to shutting down the replicas.
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5.4.4 Class and Class Loading
A key feature of the Java runtime environment is the ability to load classes on demand. This is realised via
the concept of class loaders implemented in java.lang.ClassLoader. In order to allow a mapping of this
mechanism to a deterministic version we have to provide our own shadow copy of the involved classes. Beside
ClassLoader, this issue affects the class Class and all classes that deal with the reflection mechanism. We
discuss each of them with respect to determinism in the following paragraphs after presenting an overview
on the class loading mechanism.
Class Loading
In Java, executable code is organised around class files. Each class file contains a single Java type. Class
loading is the only mechanism to bring types into a Java system. Class loading can only be performed by subclasses of the abstract class java.lang.ClassLoader. Nevertheless, the sub-classes have to rely on their
base class. Only the ClassLoader implementation can actually add new classes to the class pool of the JVM,
link these classes with each other, and has access to installed classes and their properties. It realises these
actions via one of eight final methods. Most of them eventually call a native method in order to directly
interact with the JVM.
Class loaders are organised hierarchically. The implementation of ClassLoader ensures that each class
loader has a single parent class loader. Open JDK defines three class loaders that are provided by its run-time
system and reside on top of the class loader hierarchy. The bootstrap class loader is the root of the tree. It
is the only class loader whose parent is null. It is responsible for loading classes that are part of the Java
runtime libraries. Below the bootstrap class loader resides the extension class loader. It is concerned with
loading classes that are in the extension path of the JVM. By using the extension mechanism of the JVM a
system administrator is able to make code bundles available for all applications. Finally, the system class
loader is a direct child of the extension class loader. It loads classes that reside on the class path of an
application. The system class loader is the default class loader used by an application.
The Java specification allows that applications define their own application-specific class loaders. Each
of these class loaders is a sub-type of the abstract class ClassLoader. Application class loaders are not
required to follow the tree-shaped structure prescribed by the structure of the base class. For instance
OSGi [494] uses a customised graph-based structure. In the Open JDK implementation of the standard libraries, each application class loader is the child of the system class loader unless specified differently. It
is not possible to obtain a reference to the bootstrap class loader in Open JDK, as it uses null for its representation. In consequence, it is not possible to install custom class loaders that are children of the bootstrap
class loader. According to the Java API specification, the class loader of primitive types is always null.
The same class can be added to the system via multiple class loaders. In that case, the types are different,
because Java uses the class name in combination with the class loader to define the type of class. Besides
loading classes, class loaders provide several related features. In particular, they may also be used to get
the URL of or the InputStream to any other resource, e.g. files, on the class loader’s path. For instance, the
log4j 1 logging library reads its configuration files using the class loader.

1 http://logging.apache.org/log4j/
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Figure 5.14: Patched class loader hierarchy and its mapping to the original runtime

Deterministic Class Loading
Application-level class loaders are not part of Djrt, so that we apply the standard patching rules to them using
Djp (cf. Section 5.2) which renders them deterministic. The class loaders provided by the runtime libraries
have special semantics. In particular, ClassLoader requires to be handled specially. Clearly, a shadow version has to use Delegation (Mechanism M.5) to install new types in the system, because only the original
version of ClassLoader is capable of interacting with the JVM. Furthermore, we have to apply Extended Synchronisation (Mechanism M.6), for controlling which thread calls the original class at what time. Otherwise,
class loading might turn out to be non-deterministic, when two threads add the same class via the same class
loader. Then, class initialisation will depend on the thread executing it.
Figure 5.14 shows the hierarchy of the shadow class loaders and its mapping to the class loader hierarchy of
the original libraries. DjrtClassLoader does not extend ClassLoader, because the shadow version needs
to intercept calls to the final methods in order to introduce Extended Synchronisation. Instead, each shadow
class loader is backed with an original class loader which is used to actually install classes in the system. Djrt
neither defines a bootstrap nor an extension class loader nor a system class loader, but only a root class
loader. Nevertheless, comparable to Open JDK, the implementation ensures that null is returned, when
the class loader of a class in the djrt package is queried. In the following, we argue why our approach is
deterministic.
Obviously, a patched application will only interact with sub-classes of DjrtClassLoader instead of
ClassLoader, because Djp has changed the types using the standard patching rules. Such a sub-class is
either an application-level class loader or the root class loader of Djrt. Application-level class loaders have
undergone the patching process as well so that their determinism solely depends on the implementation of
their super-class. The determinism of the root class loader depends on the implementation provided by Djrt.
For obtaining a deterministic version of DjrtClassLoader, we use a semi-automatic approach. The manual modifications remove all references to the bootstrap class loader, the bootstrap class path, and to native
libraries. Obviously, these are deterministic modifications. Finally, we add calls to the backing class loader.
These are only introduced to resolve, i.e. link, an already loaded class, to find a loaded class, and to define a class. None of these operations has non-deterministic semantics provided that they are invoked in a
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deterministic order. Our implementation ensures such an order by applying Extended Synchronisation.
The Djrt root class loader appears to the patched application as both system and bootstrap class loader
depending on the context. It appears as the bootstrap class loader to all classes in a djrt package. These
classes reside on the application’s class path so that the Djrt root class loader has to delegate the loading
of these classes to the original system class loader. The same is true for other resources that reside on the
class path of the application. Yet, to them, the root class loader appears as the system class loader. In order
to avoid that anything gets loaded from the original bootstrap class loader, we change all class names that
cross the class loader domains such that no references to the original class remain.
Figure 5.14 shows that the Djrt root class loader does not directly interact with the system class loader,
but still uses a backing class loader that is a child of the original system class loader. This additional level of
indirection overcomes visibility restrictions of the ClassLoader class.
The JVM provides means to replace the system class loader by overriding the system property java.system.
class.loader. This feature is currently not supported by the Djrt prototype. The mapping of this mechanism
to our deterministic shadow library is future work.

DjrtClass
The most important issue when dealing with the shadow version of Class is to avoid that two DjrtClass
objects exists for a single Class. This is due to the fact that the Java specification guarantees that the identity
operator == may be used to compare instances of Class. Djrt keeps a list of all Class objects and their
respective shadow copies in a factory [190] which is used to obtain the wrapped DjrtClass object to a Class
object.
For the implementation, we introduce a semi-automatic two-staged approach. We apply the regular patching rules to create DjrtClass. Then, we change the class from final to abstract and with it all native
methods to abstract methods. We implement those methods in the package-private class DjrtClassImpl.
This allows an easy integration of changed Class implementations in the future. This approach is only possible, because instances of Class and DjrtClass are never created via constructor calls, but by the JVM and
the factory class respectively.

Reflection Support
Tightly coupled with Class is the aspect of reflection, because Class is the only entry point to all reflection
classes. That is, the methods, fields, constructors, and internal types of a type can be accessed via Class.
In Open JDK, all reflection types are implemented as pure Java classes that depend on classes inside a sun
package. All of these classes are Java classes as well, so that, in consequence, they are made deterministic
by Djp. However, eventually, access to a native level is required in order to execute method calls or to access
fields via reflection. This is realised via accessor classes that are privileged inside the JVM.
For Djrt we have re-implemented the accessors classes. The implementations of the shadow version do not
have the same privileges as their original counterparts, so that we have to use Delegation (Mechanism M.5).
Further, care is required for methods in Class that return arrays, because the elements in the array are not
ordered. In Djrt, we order the entries deterministically using their string-representation.
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ServiceLoader
The java.util package comes with support for a service provider mechanism implemented by Service
Loader. Classes that use this mechanism are for example Locale or Charset. The ServiceLoader searches
for implementations, called providers, of a given interface or abstract class, called service_name. It queries
the class loaders for resources with service_name. The resource is a text file containing the names of possible
implementations of the respective service.
An application that makes use of ServiceLoader can then iterate over the providers found and select
the one that fits best. Here, best may also reflect the ordering. Thus, it is important that the ordering is
deterministic. The order of the returned values is dependent on the order in which the class loaders are
queried. As this happens based on the child-parent relationship, it is deterministic. Within a single class
loader object, the order of found resources depends on the way the class path is processed and the way the
results of each class path entry are merged. The patched ServiceLoader makes use of the Djrt-API so that
the outcome is deterministic as well.

5.4.5 File System
Access from Java applications to the file system is highly non-deterministic due to multiple reasons. Firstly,
the type of file system, the free space, file names, and other file-related properties are operating system
dependent. Secondly, access to the hardware devices involves the use of native methods and is further prone
to non-deterministic device errors. Third, files may be accessed from outside the actual application violating
the requirement of self-containedness.
Which kind of non-determinism an application has to tolerate depends on its specific prerequisites. For
instance, in replicated systems the crash of a hard disk has to be treated differently than in a deterministic
debugger. For that reason, Djrt provides a frame for a virtualised file system. A deterministic system can then
add its own file system implementation via DjReg. In the following, we discuss solely the frame. Two concrete
implementation targeted towards Virtual Nodes framework are subject to Section 6.3.
Files and the File System
In the Java libraries the java.io.File class is the key element to accessing and creating files and directories. In Open JDK, File does not interact with the operating system directly, but delegates operations to
an instance of the package-private, abstract class java.io.FileSystem. Concrete sub-classes of that class
encapsulate operating-system dependent access to the file system. For instance, there is a sub-class for Windows and another one for Unix systems. The only instance of FileSystem is created during the initialisation
of File. The created FileSystem object gives the Java application access to file properties such as access
rights, modification timestamp, length, and permissions. Further, it allows creating and deleting files and
directories, listing file contents, and retrieving information about remaining disk space.
For Djrt, we apply the standard patching rules to both File and FileSystem. In addition, we introduce
DjrtFileSystem, our own implementation of FileSystem that serves as a basis for different deterministic implementations that can be registered at DjReg (cf. Section 6.3). DjrtFileSystem handles issues that
are common to all implementations. For instance, it defines separators and path separators, sets the default parent (/), and the default file system roots ([/]). Apart from that, it deals with file operations that are
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independent from the concrete implementation of the file system. These operations comprise file name normalisation, resolving child path names, and file name comparison. Finally, DjrtFileSystem initialises the
shadow file system. For instance, it copies files to the deterministic file system that are required by Djrt.
As the actual implementation of the file system is configurable via DjReg, its initialisation has to happen at
system start-up. Further files required after bootstrapping can be added through a handler in DjReg. For
instance, in a replicated system, files are part of the system state and at the start of a new replica the file
system has to be bootstrapped with the files present at other replicas.
Additionally, DjrtFileSystem applies Extended Synchronisation (Mechanism M.6) in some situations. Assume a scenario where two threads create a file unless it exists. Assume that the file does not exist first. Then,
deterministic behaviour can only be ensured if both threads synchronise when executing the checks and at
the creation. Taking this further, we conclude that determinism requires to introduce additional synchronisation for any operation that checks for existing files, creates new files, deletes files, and opens files for reading
or writing respectively. This synchronisation functionality is not visible in the original standard libraries, as it
is a task normally performed by the operating system. As far as possible we have implemented all additional
constraints already in DjrtFileSystem.
Reading and Writing
Besides native code, Java provides only a very limited number of classes to access files and directories. A file can be read by java.io.FileInputStream and written by java.io. FileOutputStream.
FileInputStream and FileOutputStream provide means to read and write stream-oriented, that is from
the beginning to the end of a file. In particular, when reading data through an input stream, there is no way of
marking and resetting the stream. Bytes may be skipped, when they are to be ignored. Writing can happen to
a new file, or the output stream can be opened in appending mode. Then, an already existing file is extended.
java.io.RandomAccessFile allows an application to read and write files respectively. In contrast to the
streams, RandomAccessFile enables reading from and writing to arbitrary positions in a file. All three classes
use native methods in order to access the file system on operating system level. They use a relatively simple
protocol to access files. First, a stream/random file is opened, then read, write, and other operations are
executed, and finally, the stream/file is closed.
Due to that simplicity, we can apply standard patching rules for all three classes and only implement the
native methods in a deterministic way. For that the native methods gain access to the file content, they have
to interact with the concrete realisation of file system. In the Dj version, the file system implementation is
provided by a handler in DjReg. In consequence, the deterministic replacement of the native methods also
has to be implemented by that handler. A deterministic handler implementation has to ensure a deterministic
interleaving of all operations. We discuss that topic together with file system implementations for the Virtual
Nodes framework in Section 6.3.
Besides FileInputStream, FileOutputStream, and RandomAccessFile, a few more classes enable file
access, e.g. FileChannel. They are contained in java.nio package that we cover in Section 5.5.3.

5.4.6 Thread and Threading
java.lang.Thread is the central class with respect to concurrency in a Java system. Except for Executors (cf.
Section 5.5.5), Thread is the only mechanism to start a new concurrent execution in Java. In the following, we
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first describe the Java threading infrastructure. Then, we sketch how Djrt realises a deterministic execution
based on DjReg. We further evaluate the constraints a thread handler in DjReg has to satisfy. A Virtual Nodesspecific implementation of such a handler is subject to Section 6.2.

Overview
Each Thread object has a name, is assigned to a thread group, and has its own stack with a certain stack size.
Optionally, it may have a target that is executed by Thread’s run() method. A Thread is further assigned a
unique identifier that does not change. In Open JDK, the Thread class is only a wrapper for the native thread
implementation within the Java Virtual Machine. For that reason, some of its private methods are exclusively
called by the JVM as a callback.
Java allows grouping Threads into ThreadGroups. A ThreadGroup eases modifications to all threads contained in the thread group. Consequently, this class has influence on concurrency and determinism as well.
Each group except the system group has a parent group.
A special feature of Thread is the handler for uncaught exceptions. When a thread t experiences an exception that is not caught from any stack frame, the UncaughtExceptionHandler object h registered with
the Thread object assigned to t is called. h may have been installed by arbitrary application code. In case h
has not been set, the thread’s ThreadGroup object functions as its default exception handler. Additionally,
a global handler can be set that is used for all threads without an own handler.

Deterministic Implementation
The deterministic scheduler registered at DjReg is the entity in our architecture that controls all activity, that
is, the execution of all threads. That is, with respect to threads, the deterministic scheduler adopts the role of
the JVM. In our implementation, the scheduler does, however, not control the creation of DjrtThread objects.
In particular, the creation of such an object does not necessarily require to start an activity. Java only assigns
activity to a Thread object once it is started by calling its start() method. In consequence, a DjrtThread
object only has to interact with the scheduler when its start() method is invoked.
In Djrt, DjrtThread is decoupled from Thread. This saves resources, as each Thread has assigned additional stack memory that is not required in the shadow version. Furthermore, we avoid additional overhead,
because objects of type Thread are also managed by the JVM-internal scheduler.
For creating the deterministic version of both Thread and ThreadGroup, we use a semi-automatic approach. In the patched version of both classes, we change the implementation of all deprecated methods
to throw an UnsupportedOperationException. Thread barely uses synchronisation for any of its fields.
So, we use Extended Synchronisation (Mechanism M.6) for all methods that access fields outside initialisation or tear down. In order to keep applications valid that depend on a particular stack trace element
at a particular index, we filter out Djrt-related stack trace elements in the stack trace-oriented methods of
DjrtThread: dumpStack(), getStackTrace(), and getAllStackTraces(). Due to their implementation
in ThreadLocal, thread local variables do not require any special means to be supported in Djrt. Interrupt
handling and starting threads is entirely moved to DjReg.
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Thread Handlers
Several methods in the Thread class directly interact with the JVM. Due to the fact that all activity in Djrt has
to be handled by the deterministic scheduler, we cannot apply Delegation (Mechanism M.5) in DjrtThread.
Instead, we add an own thread handler to DjReg that adopts the role of the JVM and interacts with the deterministic scheduler if necessary. In order to ensure a semantically correct behaviour of the DjrtThread class,
this handler has to ensure the properties presented in the following paragraphs. We discuss a concrete implementation of a thread handler in Section 6.2.
Thread start In the original version the execution of start() invokes start0(), a native method.
start0() starts a physical thread and makes it known to the JVM. While starting the thread, the JVM sets the
thread state to RUNNING and also modifies Thread-internal data structures so that for instance isAlive()
returns true. In the shadow version, start0() calls DjReg that dispatches to the handler. Then, the handler has to trigger a new activity at the scheduler and eventually invoke a callback at DjrtThread to set the
internal data structures correctly.
Object creation There are two situations when a DjrtThread may be created. Obviously, this is the case
when the patched application creates a new DjrtThread object. The second cause is less obvious. When the
controller component triggers a new activity at the scheduler, it may be necessary that this activity is mapped
to a DjrtThread object: Assume a Virtual Nodes instance that replicates a patched service. In that case, the
replication layer may trigger a new activity at the scheduler when a new request is delivered. The patched code
executed by the activity may, for instance, resolve the current thread via DjrtThread.currentThread().
Hence, a DjrtThread object has to be created for an activity that was started outside the Djrt system.
We decide to create the object only when needed. This decouples the scheduler and Djrt, because we do
not have to provide any mechanism for the scheduler to create the DjrtThread object. Furthermore, it avoids
that unnecessary DjrtThread objects are created. We apply the same approach to ThreadGroup.
Thread termination In Thread the JVM calls exit() to clean up thread-internal state and to remove the
thread object from the ThreadGroup. In Djrt, the thread handler at DjReg has to take care of that issue.
Similar to start-up, the handler has to invoke a callback to the DjrtThread object during shut-down. This
callback notifies all threads that are blocked in any of the join(...) methods. In order to ensure correct
application semantics, the callback can only be invoked after exit() has returned.
Exception handling The thread handler in DjReg also has a specific responsibility with respect to unhandled exceptions. In the original version, uncaught exceptions are caught by the JVM which then invokes the
UncaughtExceptionHandler registered at the Thread object or at the Thread class. Application semantics
require that this mechanism be also used for Djrt, if an error condition has occurred. However, the patched
version cannot apply the mechanism blindly, but has to respect determinism. Obviously, the exception handler cannot be invoked immediately, if determinism is endangered. This is, for instance, the case when the
JVM throws an OutOfMemoryError. In those cases, the controller first has to ensure determinism before
executing the handler. Section 6.1 contains a detailed discussion of when determinism is endangered.
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Other aspects The deterministic scheduler may take thread priorities into account, but does not have to.
Still this behaviour is compatible to the Java specification [209]. Furthermore, the scheduler has to find a
valid approach to handle the sleep(...) and the yield() operations. It is a valid approach to ignore both,
but probably not the best decision with respect to application behaviour.

5.4.7 Unsafe Operations
Since version 1.4 Java supports direct buffers, a memory structure that is allocated directly from the operating
system memory instead from the JVM heap space. Direct buffers allow Java methods to access data provided
by the operating system without copying. This is, for instance, important when files or sockets shall be read.
In Java, direct buffers are available through several sub-classes of java.nio.Buffer.
Since Java 5 the Java standard libraries support classes that make use of optimised reflection-based access
to fields. Besides read and write access, also compare-and-swap [233] operations are supported for mutual
exclusive write access. The compare-and-swap operations may be implemented in hardware, if the platform
supports them. Otherwise they are implemented in software.
In Open JDK both direct buffers and optimised field access are implemented in the singleton class
sun.misc.Unsafe. All methods in this class are native and require a deterministic implementation in Djrt.
In the following, we discuss the class’ methods in three blocks. First, we look at memory operations for direct
buffers. Afterwards, we discuss methods that operate on fields. Finally, we consider the remaining operations the class provides.
Memory operations The memory operations supported by Unsafe have a C-like API. First, memory needs to
be allocated as a block. Only the start address of that block is returned. The programmer can use the start
address and an offset to write/read data to/from the memory block. A memory block can be re-allocated when
more memory is required. Memory that is no longer required has to be released. For Djrt we implement this
functionality based on byte[]. Each byte[] has a unique identifier that functions as the starting address.
Due to the specification of the memory blocks overlapping of addresses are neither allowed nor possible.
Field operations The purpose of any field operation in Unsafe is to provide access to fields in classes and
objects without having to use reflection. Field-related methods such as getters and setters in Unsafe identify
the affected field via a long-based field identifier. The field identifier represents the offset of the field in an
object’s memory structure. It is computed by Unsafe based on an object of type java.lang.reflect.Field
that refers to the respective field. Hence, the Field object is only required once per field. All further operations are directly performed by the JVM. It is important though, that the operations executed via that mechanism are visible for operations that interact with the field in an ordinary or reflection-based way.
All methods in Unsafe require that the calling entity is part of the standard libraries, so that Djrt cannot use
Delegation (Mechanism M.5). Obviously, it is also impossible to re-implement the feature in the very same
way without JVM-support or native methods. In order to keep Djrt JVM-independent, we exploit the fact that
the field identifier is not required to have a physical meaning, but can be symbolic instead. The Djrt version
of Unsafe creates the field identifier from the hashCode() function of a Field object and stores the mapping
from field identifier to object. The implementations of all read and write operations retrieve the original Field
object by the identifier and invoke the operation via reflection.
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In Unsafe, read and write operations come in two flavours, a basic flavour and one with volatile semantics.
The semantics imposed by volatile is not deterministic, so that we implement the volatile methods using
synchronized semantics. For int, long, and Object fields, there is a putOrderedX method that has a
weaker semantics than volatile. In our implementation, we map those calls to the respective volatile versions
of the method. Compare-and-set operations are available for int, long, and Object fields. For fulfilling the
semantics of these methods we use locking before reading the value and do only release the lock after writing.
Concluding, the overhead imposed by the implementation of Unsafe is non-neglectable, as we show in
the evaluation (cf. Section 5.6). Due to the very limited information available within Unsafe, a more efficient
implementation has to intercept the classes using Unsafe. Section 7.5 considers that issue.

Other operations Apart from memory and field operations, Unsafe provides other unrelated methods:
monitorEnter(Object) and monitorExit(Object) are semantically identical to entering and leaving a
synchronized block. We redirect them to the deterministic scheduler (cf. Section 5.2.1). park(long,long),
unpark(Object), and tryMonitorEnter(Object) are implemented similar to the respective methods of
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer that we discuss in detail in Section 7.5.
throwException(Throwable) throws an exception that has not been verified by the class loader and thus
may be thrown even though it is undeclared. We implemented the method using an approach from literature [74]. getLoadAverage(double[],int) retrieves the load in the system. We could not identify any code
outside JMX that invokes this method. None of the invoking classes is contained in the current Djrt prototype (cf. Section 5.3.5), so it ignores this particular method.

5.4.8 Other Types
Besides by the system-centric classes discussed so far, determinism or correctness are also endangered in a
subtle way by some small classes and interfaces. In the following, we first focus on interface types that have
a special syntactic role and whose shadow versions require dedicated treatment in order to ensure correctly
compiling code. Afterwards, we consider the Math class.

Basic Interface Types
A number of interface types have a special meaning to the Java runtime or the Java compiler. The special
semantics have to be sustained by the patching process, so that the patched code can still be compiled.
java.util.Iterator and java.lang.Iterable are the foundation of the for-each loop introduced in Java 5.
For that reason, we require that the shadow version of these types extend their respective original version.
We follow the same strategy for Cloneable that denotes whether an object can be cloned using the clone()
method. Djrt uses Delegation (Mechanism M.5) to realise cloning (cf. Section 5.4.1) so that objects have
to be both Cloneable and DjrtCloneable. We apply the same approach for java.lang.Runnable and
java.io.Serializable for convenience reasons. In the case of Runnable this allows that the deterministic scheduler remains Djrt-unaware. In the case of Serializable, the handlers in DjReg can make use of
existing serialisation functionality.
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Math
java.lang.Math is a class that provides mathematical functions implemented via native methods. Due to
the fact that the Java specification allows some freedom in the implementation of the functions in favour of
performance, the outcome of Math operations is not deterministic. For that reason, we delegate all methods of
DjrtMath to the respective methods of java.lang.StrictMath. The specification of StrictMath requires
that the results of its functions be identical on bit-level on all architectures what also ensures determinism.

5.4.9 Summary
In this section, we have presented various classes whose shadow version is created manually. Manual creation becomes necessary either when classes have a special meaning to the JVM or when they provide a way
to access JVM-internals, the operating system, or hardware devices. Their deterministic re-implementation
constitutes a non-negligible effort for creating Djrt. Nevertheless, we suppose that the effort for later versions
of Open JDK is assessable. Large modifications in source code are seldom even between major releases of
Open JDK. Also, changes to the Java specification that go beyond clarifications and mere extensions have
barely happened in the past. Thus, there is a high probability that the existing implementation of Djrt can be
migrated to newer versions of Open JDK with only little changes.
The manually created, deterministic implementations of those classes make use of DjReg whenever possible which ensures a high flexibility and configurability of the resulting system. Even though the current
prototype does not support all classes of the standard libraries that require manual implementation (cf. Section 5.5), we are very confident that the mechanisms and patterns presented throughout this section are a
helpful guideline for the implementation of further classes.

5.5 Advanced Topics
From what we have presented in Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 our current prototype renders a huge part of
the Open JDK implementation deterministic. It covers more than 60% of the standard libraries. Many of the
uncovered parts are related to visual representation and not in the primary focus of this work that stresses
server-like applications. In this section, we discuss advanced topics. In particular, we consider static variables (cf. Section 5.5.1), network support (cf. Section 5.5.2), channels (cf. Section 5.5.3), and garbage collection (cf. Section 5.5.4). None of these topics is completely implemented in the current Djrt prototype. Nevertheless, we sketch approaches how to realise a deterministic implementation for each of them. We conclude
the section with a discussion of sub-components that are contained in the current Djrt prototype, but may
benefit from customised support (cf. Section 5.5.5).

5.5.1 Static Fields
Fields that have been declared static are a threat to determinism in multiple ways. Implicitly, all static
fields are part of an application’s state. static fields can be accessed from basically everywhere in the
application. This is true for fields in the application code, for those in libraries, and for those in the standard
libraries. Obviously, static fields that are non-final and non-volatile do not provide any guarantees
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public void run() {

public void run() {

String s = SomeClass.someField;
String t = Thread.
currentThread().
getName();
if(s.equals(t)) {
System.exit(1);

String s = SomeClass.someField;
String t = Thread.
currentThread().
getName();
if(s.equals(t)) {
Thread u = new Thread();
u.start();
}

}
}

}

thread t1

public class SomeClass {
public static final
String someField = Thread.
currentThread().
getName();

/* class implementation */
}

thread t2

SomeClass

Figure 5.15: Non-deterministic initialisation of a static final field
with respect to determinism, because they (i) can be read and written by any thread without any ordering and
(ii) do not provide any visibility guarantees regarding the Java Memory Model [209].
Even worse, static final fields do not provide any strict guarantees either. Admittedly, all read access to
a static final field is deterministic after it has been assigned and the initialising constructor has returned.
Also, the initialising instructions are deterministic due the patching process. Yet, this does not always result in a deterministic state, as it does not regulate which thread initialises the class and hence executes the
initialising instructions. In Java, a class is initialised after it has been loaded. It gets loaded when a thread
accesses it for the very first time. In an application with no application-level class loaders, the scenario shown
in Figure 5.15 will yield different behaviour dependent on whether t1 or t2 accesses the field first. Of course,
the same issue exists for non-final static fields. Hence, an entirely deterministic version of the Java runtime has to realise a deterministic ordering for access to non-final static fields and the initialisation of
static fields. The functionality presented here is currently not implemented in Djrt and subject to ongoing
work.
Initialisation The Java language specification defines when the initialisation of a class or interface type is
started [209, Section 12.4]. In particular, the specification defines that a class c is only initialised, when an
instance of c is created, a static field in c is accessed, or a static method is invoked. Before the initialisation
of c takes place, its base class is initialised, but not the interfaces it implements. Similarly, the initialisation
of an interface does not initialise its super-interfaces. Furthermore, initialisation is not triggered by reading a
constant field initialised to a compile time constant such as in final static int i = 42. During initialisation
of a class c, the class loading mechanism ensures that no other thread initialises the very same class using
the same class loader. If different class loaders are being used, two different types will be created and the
initialisation will be executed once per class loader.
The Java language specification [209] and the Java Virtual Machine specification [305] define the class
loader to use for loading a yet unavailable class. In a scenario where method m in class c triggers that class
d is loaded, the class loader that did load c will be queried. Hence, ensuring a deterministic order on the
initialisation requires that all classes of a deterministic application be loaded through a determinism-aware
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public static int i = initI();

private static int i = initI();
void doSth() { setInt(getInt() + 1); }

void doSth() {
public static synchronized
void setInt(int ii){ i = ii; }

i = i + 1;
}

public static synchronized
int getInt(){ return i; }

original code
static final class MyLocal extends
ThreadLocal<Integer> {
private static int i = initI();
Integer initialValue() { return i; }
}

after code transformation: approach (i)

private static MyLocal i = new MyLocal();
private static int written = i;

static final class MyLocal extends
ThreadLocal<Integer> {
private static int i = initI();
Integer initialValue() { return i; }
}
private static MyLocal i = new MyLocal();
private static MyLocal w = new MyLocal();
private static int pubVal = 0;

void doSth() { setInt(getInt() + 1); }

void doSth() { setInt(getInt() + 1); }

public static synchronized
void setInt(int ii){ written = ii; i.set(ii); }

public static void setInt(int ii)
{ i.set(ii); w.set(ii); }

public static int getInt(){ return i.get(); }

public static int getInt(){ return i.get(); }

void on_det_event() {
// thread t sets its local copy
// to the global values
i.set(written);
}

void on_det_event() {
// thread t:
// not written by t, set local copy to pubVal
// if written by t set pubVal to local copy
}

after code transformation: approach (ii)

after code transformation: approach (iii)

Figure 5.16: Approaches to patching static fields

class loader. In order to avoid circular dependencies among class loaders, this class loader has to be different
from the class loaders of Djrt (cf. Section 5.4.4). Yet, it may follow a similar implementation pattern.

Concurrent access For dealing with concurrent, non-synchronized access to static fields, some sort of
concurrency control has to be established. We come up with three approaches that can deal with that issue. (i) Djp replaces access to static fields with invocations of synchronized getter and setter methods.
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This approach introduces coordination overhead for both read and write access. (ii) We use coordination
only for write accesses. The value of field f read by thread t is as follows. Unless t has already executed a
synchronized, it reads the initialisation value. With each synchronized or similar operation, the current
value of f is copied to t’s local copy. (iii) We extend the previous approach by synchronising the write value
only at synchronized statements. This approach emulates the least guarantees allowed by the Java Memory Model while preserving determinism. Figure 5.16 sketches all three approaches ignoring other patching
rules.
Implications static fields implicitly contribute to an application’s state. This property has two consequences when Djrt is being used in more complex scenarios such as together with the Virtual Nodes framework or in an OSGi environment. static fields may turn out to be a problem as soon as multiple unrelated
applications make use of it. This is for instance the case, when multiple OSGi bundles access a Djrt bundle
independently. When using Djrt in combination with the Virtual Nodes framework, all static fields have to
be taken into account when state transfer is performed.
Discussion A search on the source code shows that there are roughly 11,000 static fields in the classes
supported by Djrt. Around 9,000 of them have a primitive type and around 6,000 of them are constants
initialised with a literal. Constants initialised with a literal do not require any patching, because the compiler
directly uses the constant values. Looking at the remaining 5,000 fields shows that many of them are used
for switching on and off functions related to debugging. Nevertheless, there are also fields that influence
determinism and programme behaviour. For instance, via the UncaughtExceptionHandler mechanism a
default handler can be installed in the system without synchronisation. Setting the default handler affects
all threads that do not have defined an own handler for uncaught exceptions. Further, socket factories and
all kinds of other singletons are realised using static variables. A particular use case for static variables
are the values of enums types, because each value may have changing state as well. Even though it lacks a
generic, automatised approach, the current prototype of Djrt handles those fields that are already subject to
manual efforts (cf. Section 5.4).

5.5.2 Networking
The main goal of networking is to support communication between processes that reside in different address
spaces and do not share memory. In Java, most of networking support resides in the java.net package. In
contrast to the POSIX interface [492] that has a unified interface to sockets, the Java standard libraries support
three different types of sockets. The connectionless UDP-based DatagramSocket is used for sending and
receiving datagrams. For connection-oriented TCP-based communication, the libraries distinguish between
ServerSockets and Socket. ServerSocket is solely used to wait for incoming connection requests. The
actual stream-based communication is realised by input and output streams of the Socket class. Socket is
also used for connecting to server sockets. Beside sockets, the networking API has built-in support for IPv4
and IPv6 addresses including access to the naming service provided by the operating system. Furthermore,
NetworkInterface provides access to all network interfaces supported by the operating system.
A deterministic version of the networking functionality has to simulate the network. We can do this using
appropriate handlers in DjReg. Depending on the determinism requirements, functions may be delegated to
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the original version (Mechanism M.5). For instance in a Virtual Nodes-based use-case with all replicas in one
sub-net, non-determinism due to DNS resolution is very unlikely.
A more demanding requirement is a deterministic integration of socket communication. While on the surface the problem appears similar to the file system, sockets are more difficult to handle. In contrast to files
that are rather static entities, sockets imply a counterpart entity that has its own behaviour. Hence, an implementation of a DjReg handler that generates data for a socket has to behave deterministically with respect
to the data content and the time the data is available. We touch that issue when discussing support for plain
sockets in the Virtual Nodes framework in Section 7.1.
The current prototype of Djrt provides a deterministic, virtual networking infrastructure that supports name
resolution and network interfaces, but does not support reading from and writing to sockets.

5.5.3 Channels and Selectors
With the definition of java.nio in Java 1.4 the concept of channels and selectors has been established in Java.
Selectors have been used on operating system-level for a long time and the Java specification is constructed
in a way that allows outsourcing much of the functionality to operating system services. Most of the classes
realising channels and selectors reside in java.nio.channels. Even though both channels and selectors
are closely related, channels do not necessarily depend on selectors.
Channels A channel is a representation for a connection to an entity such as devices, files, sockets, etc.
Channel objects are either in open or closed state; they are implicitly opened on creation. There exist several
kinds of Channel implementations that can be categorized according to the entity they address (file, socket,
pipe) and the features they support (readable, writeable, interruptible, selectable, etc.).
The general distinction between Channels and their stream-based counterparts is that a Channel implementation has less constraints with respect to how its methods behave. Furthermore, the number of available
methods is much higher. In the standard libraries many methods are implemented using native methods
that directly access available capabilities of the underlying operating system service such as the file system.
Hence, a deterministic approach to channels will be similar to the stream-based approach to files, but will
require higher implementation efforts due to the larger number of native methods.
An exception to that statement are asynchronous and selectable channels. Implementations of AsynchronousChannel provide support for asynchronous operations. The API specification further suggests to
either return a future object or to provide a handler object that is executed once the operation has been performed. In both cases, a deterministic implementation has to provide the result to a caller at a deterministic
point in time. This may be achieved via a new thread that performs the operation synchronously and invokes
the future or the handler after termination. When the implementation uses appropriate synchronisation, determinism can also be ensured.
Sub-classes of SelectableChannel can be multiplexed using a Selector.
Selectors A selector is a multiplexer on objects of type SelectableChannel. Selectors are implemented
as sub-types of the abstract Selector class. The Java approach to using selectors requires registering a
set of channels with a Selector object. Calling select() on the selector blocks until any channel has data
available. Thus, similar to asynchronous channels, an implementation has to find a deterministic point in
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time to provide data. Then, a further deterministic decision has to be made on when select() returns and
also which channels an application selects.
Conclusion From this discussion, we conclude that a deterministic implementation of both channels and
selectors is possible. For such an implementation, the approach used for the file system (cf. Section 5.4.5)
or for networking (cf. Section 5.5.2) appears to be feasible. The successful deterministic implementation of
FileChannel for the macro benchmarks (cf. Section 5.6.3) sustains this claim.
In difference to the stream-based mechanisms to access file system and sockets, channels and selectors
require a higher implementation effort due to more native methods. The high interdependency of asynchronous mechanisms and selectors requires a careful design of synchronisation and coordination for that
determinism is ensured. In addition, fine tuning of such an implementation with respect to performance is
a critical issue, because performance is the main reason for using channels and selectors at all. The implementation and evaluation of the approaches sketched here remain future work.

5.5.4 Garbage Collection and Finalisation
Garbage collection is a JVM mechanism that reclaims unused memory space from a Java application. It is nondeterministic by design. From time to time the garbage collector of a Java Virtual Machine scans the JVM’s
heap. The garbage collector releases memory occupied by objects that are no longer required. Basically, an
object is not required, when it cannot be reached by any active application-level thread. A thread is active
when it was started, but has not yet terminated. An object is reachable when it either resides on a thread’s
local stack or can be accessed following references on the stack or references from the Thread object.
Due to a deterministic programme flow, the reachability of all objects vanishes deterministically. In consequence, garbage collection does not per se endanger determinism. Yet, the Java language specification [209]
and the Java API define two mechanisms that allow a limited interaction with the garbage collector: object finialisation and the java.lang.ref package. In the Open JDK implementation both mechanisms are
coupled. In the following, we first present details on the Open JDK garbage collection mechanism and the
java.lang.ref package. Afterwards, we discuss their suitability for determinism.
Background
In Java, objects that may be reached by regular object references are declared to be strongly reachable. Those,
that are not reachable at all and thus may be garbage collected are called unreachable. java.lang.ref defines new reference classes that realise the reachability levels soft, weak, and phantom. Furthermore, the language specification defines the level finalisable. The reference types define a total ordering that is sketched
in Figure 5.17. strong is stronger than soft which is stronger than weak which is stronger than finalisable.
phantom is weaker than finalisable, but stronger than unreachable.
An object is defined to be strongly reachable, if it is reachable from an active thread by traversing only
strong references. An object is softly, weakly, or phantom reachable if no stronger reachability applies
and it can be reached from an active thread by traversing at least one SoftReference, WeakReference, or
PhantomReference respectively. The reachability of an object is finalisable, if the object is not reachable by
any stronger semantics and the garbage collector has not yet invoked the finalize() method of the object.
An object that is not reachable by any of the above semantics is unreachable.
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Java Virtual Machine
new strong reference

stronly
reachable

no strong references

softly
reachable

no soft references

weakly
reachable
no weak references

already finalised

not finalised

unreachable

no phantom references

phantom
reachable

finalised

finalisable

Figure 5.17: Object reachability levels and transitions in-between them

All references are implemented as sub-types of the Reference class. Reference has a single field
referent that represents the referenced object. The referent can be retrieved with the get() method
unless the Reference object has been cleared. During clearance, referent is set to null. When the
garbage collector detects that an object is softly or weakly reachable it may decide to clear the respective
Reference objects. The difference between both semantics is the aggressiveness of the garbage collector.
For SoftReferences the specification advises to keep them in memory as long as possible. The only requirement is that they be cleared before the JVM runs out of memory. WeakReferences in turn shall be cleared
once the object is weakly reachable. In contrast, PhantomRefereces are never cleared automatically, but
have to be cleared manually. Only after clearance the referenced object will be garbage collected.
After having cleared all References of a particular type to a particular object, the object reaches the next
lower reachability state. Between the point in time when an object reaches a certain reachability level (e.g.
soft) and the clearance of all References of that level (e.g. SoftReferences) the user of an application may
re-obtain a strong reference by calling get() on the Reference object and thus, put the object back to strong
visibility again. The same is true for finalisation. During the invocation of finalize() the method code is
free to make the object strongly reachable again. Yet, finalize() is only executed once for each object.
Retrieving the original object is not possible for PhantomReferences, because their get() method always
returns null. A transition diagram regarding the reachability levels is also presented in Figure 5.17.
Discussion
The patching process described in Section 5.2 deals with finalisation of objects using a handler registered
with DjReg. The standard libraries are patched using the same rules so that finalisation is handled in the
classes of Djrt. Table 5.6 lists the affected types. The fact that only few classes make use of finalisers and
the use of finalisers is discouraged [73] justifies our adaptation of the Finalizer Guardian pattern described in
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java.lang.ClassLoader
java.net.AbstractPlainSocketImpl
java.net.AbstractPlainDatagramSocketImpl
java.net.SocketOutputStream
java.net.SocketInputStream
java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor
java.util.concurrent.Executors
java.util.zip.Inflater
java.util.zip.ZipFile
java.util.zip.Deflater
java.util.Timer

java.io.FileOutputStream
java.io.FileInputStream
javax.crypto.ExemptionMechanism
sun.net.www.MeteredStream
sun.net.www.http.HttpClient
sun.net.www.protocol.jar.URLJarFile
sun.net.www.protocol.http.HttpURLConnection
com.sun.jndi.ldap.sasl.DefaultCallbackHandler
com.sun.jndi.ldap.LdapCtx
com.sun.jndi.ldap.LdapClient
com.sun.jndi.ldap.LdapNamingEnumeration

Table 5.6: List of all classes in Open JDK that implement finalize()

Section 5.2.1.
Applying the default patching rules to the java.lang.ref package results in a deterministic implementation. This is due to the fact that all classes in Djrt lose their special semantics so that all Reference objects
become strong references. This procedure, however, is not entirely satisfactory, because it prevents system
resources from being released and thus, may provoke that the JVM runs out of memory. In the following, we
discuss the constraints for a more sophisticated approach.
The main problem a deterministic version has to deal with is that there exists no Java-based mechanism
that allows figuring out whether an object is actually weakly or softly reachable. Instead, the application is
only notified about clearance after the Reference has been cleared and has lost the respective reachability
level. Furthermore, clearance may be arbitrarily delayed. For notification, the garbage collector adds the
cleared Reference to a ReferenceQueue.
A deterministic re-implementation of the garbage collection functionality requires that the get() of
WeakReference and SoftReference return null from a deterministic point in time on. Yet, this cannot happen as long as strong references are in the system. Furthermore, all reference types have to be added to their
assigned queue at a deterministic point in time. At the time being, it is unclear how a different deterministic
implementation of java.lang.ref may be realised. Nevertheless, multiple starting points are possible. In
a replication-based set-up, using an agreement protocol amongst replicas for each invocation to get() may
be an option. Alternatively, the JVM-TI system1 allows determining the reachability of objects. Yet, it is not
independent from the operating system and the Java Virtual Machine. We tackle this issue in future work.

5.5.5 Other Topics
Several aspects of the standard libraries not discussed so far bear the risk of introducing non-determinism.
Other sub-components of Djrt are deterministic, but may become more powerful with a different, more thorough realisation. In this section, we take up these remaining issues. In the following, we first consider the
Java security architecture [206]. Then, we discuss issues of the Java executors framework and support for
processes. Concluding, we evaluate the effect of forcibly modified final fields. None of these subjects is
1 http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/guide/jvmti/jvmti.html
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Djrt

Java standard libraries

privileged

privileged

Figure 5.18: Sketch of an integrated security architecture

currently supported by the Djrt prototype and all of them remain future work.

Security
While conceptually Djrt is entirely separated from the standard libraries at run-time, implementation-wise this
is not true. For instance, Djrt makes use of the reflection mechanisms of the original libraries to realise features related to class loading (cf. Section 5.4.4) or advanced concurrency features (cf. Section 5.4.7). Hence, if
security configuration disallows the use of reflection, Djrt will not work. On the other hand, giving the entire
application code the same privileges as Djrt may result in security threats.
The fact that the security mechanism is also subject to patching and thus, part of Djrt, may allow to steer
application access rights outside the Java security mechanisms. In particular, it creates the ability to forbid
access to system resources by classes different from those contained in Djrt and used by DjReg. Figure 5.18
sketches the run-time set-up of such a system. While the original libraries and Djrt have full access rights, the
application has no access rights from the point of view of the original security framework. It does, however,
have configurable rights with respect to Djrt. A practicable realisation has to consider the following issues.
The security rights of the original architecture still have to be configurable, because an administrator may
require advanced configuration options. Yet, Djrt always requires full access rights to the standard libraries.
Further, the security system of Djrt must become configurable by system properties and configuration files.
Following Djrt’s transparent approach, existing configuration files shall not require any changes.

The Java Executor Framework
Since version 5, Java comes with an executor framework that resides in java.util.concurrent. The executor framework provides different types of Executors as an easy-to-use interface to executing tasks. Its
implementation is purely based on existing Java classes, mainly Thread and ThreadFactory. In particular,
it does not rely on any native methods or any classes that are not supported by Djp or Djrt.
The Java specification allows each implementation of Executor to delay the execution of a task as required
by its algorithm. However, thread scheduling in Djrt is subject to a deterministic scheduler registered at
DjReg. Hence, executor framework and deterministic scheduler have a similar task. In addition, both may
restrict the possible schedule. Future work has to evaluate whether the interplay of these two entities may
result in deadlocks. Furthermore, we suspect that the executor framework may be supported more efficiently,
when it is integrated in the deterministic scheduler. A generic implementation of that feature is also subject
to further investigations.
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Processes
Java provides capabilities to start other operating system processes. The current prototype of Djrt does not
support that feature, because external processes are highly non-deterministic. A deterministic implementation of external processes may follow multiple approaches: The new process may be executed as a standard
operating system process with a deterministic, virtualised interaction to its starting process. In that case, the
new process does not have to be deterministic. If the new process is a deterministic Java process, it may be
started in the same Java Virtual Machine, with an own Djrt version. Non-deterministic Java programmes may
be patched on-the-fly. In any case, it seems reasonable to re-direct starting of processes to DjReg.
In a distributed setting with multiple replicas, an external process may be started as a nested invocation
resulting in a sort of semi-passive replication scheme [130]. In order to avoid non-determinism, all interaction between the new process and the existing replica have to take place atomically. It is not allowed that
the thread starting the process executes any other operations. Of course, this is only practicable for short
running processes. For long running processes, starting them as a replicated or checkpointed process are
valid options. The realisation of processes remains future work.
Changing final fields
Using reflection, Java applications may change the values of final and static final fields. Those write
operations just as read access to affected fields normally do not use synchronisation so that non-deterministic
results may occur. In patched applications such write operations have to pass through Djrt. With support from
the deterministic scheduler, we may delay the operation until a deterministic point has been reached. For
instance, the writing thread may be blocked until all other threads are requesting to lock a mutex. Then, the
synchronisation of the mutex does also affect the values seen by the reading process provided the write has
happened synchronized as well. This is similar to the advanced mechanisms to handling non-synchronized
access to static fields (cf. Section 5.5.1).

5.5.6 Summary
In this section, we have discussed further components of the Java standard libraries. For all of them, a larger
effort is required to make them deterministic or increase their performance. Yet, we were capable to sketch
reasonable approaches to achieve determinism for all of them. Only the realisation of a shadow version
of the java.lang.ref package that is both performant, correct, and deterministic remains unclear. Yet,
even for that package the realisation contained in Djrt will work with the large majority of applications. The
implementation and evaluation of the features touched in this section is a rich source for future work.

5.6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the impact the concepts presented throughout this chapter have on the run-time
performance of Java applications. In Section 5.6.1, we present the hardware set-up used for the evaluation
as well as the methodology. In Section 5.6.2, we investigate the overhead of individual components of Djrt.
For some cases, the execution overhead is 520 times the execution time for the unpatched version. Yet, the
results of the micro-benchmarks also identify cases that allow further optimisations of Djrt.

5.6 Evaluation
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system configuration
CPU
HDD
kernel

Core2Duo E8400 CPU@3.00 GHz
320 GB SATA
Linux 3.0.0-16 SMP x86_64

RAM
OS
Java

4 GB
Ubuntu Server 11.10
Open JDK 1.6.0_20

Table 5.7: Set-up of environments for Djrt evaluation

In order to evaluate the impact of the overhead on the average run-time of real world applications, we
present two macro benchmarks in Section 5.6.3. In the first one, we evaluate the overhead introduced by
patching the implementation of the name node of the Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS). The second
macro benchmark operates on the patched version of Derby DB. Using, the macro benchmarks, we see that
on average applications linked to Djrt experience an overhead of about 80%–100%.
We conclude this section with a discussion of the results in Section 5.6.4. A detailed discussion of optimisations is subject to Section 7.5.

5.6.1 Set-up and Methodology
All evaluations were run on a standard desktop PC with the system configuration shown in Table 5.7. We
use the following methodology to determine the results of our evaluation: Each test case consists of several
internal iterations ic that each perform the questionable operation. The result of that test case is the total
amount of time required for all ic iterations. In order to increase the reliability of the evaluation, we execute
each test case repeatedly with rc repetitions. Unless mentioned differently, rc = 300.
For all test cases, we present both average time and standard deviation over all rc runs. Where reasonable,
we also use a warm-up phase in each test run prior to executing the ic iterations. Warm-up phases are for
instance not suited for test cases where we evaluate the first invocation of a method. If it is used, the warm-up
phase is sufficiently long in order to ensure that the JIT compiler has taken impact.
The goal of our evaluation is to figure out the sheer overhead introduced by patching. For that reason,
almost none of the test cases applies deterministic handlers in DjReg. We use non-deterministic handlers
for system time and scheduling. All of them eventually delegate to the original version of the Java runtime
libraries. For each test case that involves the file system, the file system handler at DjReg maps file access to a
directory on disk (cf. Section 6.3.3). The handler for system time queries the real system time, and the scheduler uses native Java monitors to ensure concurrency control. Only in the Derby DB macro benchmark (cf. Section 5.6.3) we evaluate the patched version with a deterministic scheduler as well.

5.6.2 Micro Benchmarks
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Djrt by several micro benchmarks. For all test cases, we choose
the value for ic such that the time required for a single test case is between 100ms and 10s for both unpatched
and patched version. In cases where such a configuration is not possible, because of the high overhead in
the patched version, we choose a configuration that yields reasonably close results. A consequence of that
approach is that the execution time of different use cases is not comparable.
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unpatched
realtime

patched
realtime

# classes in
Hello World

305

666

system time
system time
buffered handler
object creation

3, 602 ± 46.4
3, 602 ± 46.4

3, 919 ± 42.4
3, 605 ± 61.9

241.4 ± 6.50

532.8 ± 15.5

Class.forName
user class
Class.forName
system class
application
class loader

1, 159 ± 24.8

reflection: get field
reflection: set field

overhead

unpatched
cpu time

patched
cpu time

—

—

9%
0%

3, 596 ± 9.81
3, 596 ± 9.81

3, 914 ± 10.1
3, 595 ± 10.6

9%
0%

121%

238.8 ± 7.06

522.7 ± 5.70

119%

17, 296 ± 204

1, 393%

1, 157 ± 15.1

17, 201 ± 132

1, 387%

874.8 ± 24.4

17, 145 ± 194

1, 860%

873.5 ± 15.4

17, 034 ± 126

1, 850%

9, 466 ± 159

27, 818 ± 362

194%

8, 869 ± 64.0

21, 234 ± 89.0

139%

587.5 ± 223
1, 743 ± 47.5

17, 080 ± 182
17, 352 ± 180

2, 807%
896%

584.5 ± 223
1, 734 ± 25.2

16, 993 ± 126
17, 267 ± 131

2, 807%
896%

118%

overhead
—

Table 5.8: Results of micro-benchmarks of basic system functionality in milliseconds

We structure the presentation of the results of our benchmarks as follows: The first part deals with basic system functionality such as class loading, object creation, and reflection. The second part investigates
synchronized blocks and volatile fields, while the third one considers the Java collections framework and
the hashCode() function. The remaining micro benchmarks target access to static fields and all kinds of
concurrency-enabled classes.
Basic Functionality
Table 5.8 summarises our evaluation of the basic functionality. It covers the number of loaded classes, access
to the system time, object creation, class loading, and reflection.
The evaluation shows that a patched Hello World! programme loads 666 classes instead of 305 classes.
This is due to the fact that many system classes are available at run-time, because they are required by the
JVM infrastructure such as the garbage collector. The Djrt version of those classes has to be loaded as well in
order to print data via the output stream. The relative overhead of 118% additionally loaded classes is rather
an upper bound, because the overhead is the lower the more application classes are loaded. This is due to
the fact that application classes do not appear in the system twice.
Retrieving the system time in a patched application first requires to get the system time handler from DjReg
and to call the handler afterwards. When always both steps are executed the overhead is about 9% compared
to an unpatched application. Nevertheless, buffering the handler object in the caller object reduces the overhead below measurability. A buffering approach may also reduce the overhead of object creation that we
estimate at around 120%. It is caused by an additional level in the object hierarchy and the creation of the
object identifier via a handler in DjReg.
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synchronized
volatile fields
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unpatched
realtime

patched
realtime

421.6 ± 10.1
188.3 ± 10.3

1, 756 ± 31.2
1, 756 ± 27.6

overhead
316%
832%

unpatched
cpu time

patched
cpu time

420.5 ± 6.80
188.0 ± 10.7

1, 752 ± 19.1
1, 754 ± 24.0

overhead
317%
833%

Table 5.9: Results of micro-benchmarks for synchronized statements and volatile fields in milliseconds

The Java runtime provides two basic approaches to class loading. The first one uses the forName(...)
methods in the Class class. The other approach installs a new class via an application-level class
loader (cf. Section 5.4.4). Using forName(...) it is possible to load both system classes and classes on
an application’s class path. For loading classes from the application level Djrt takes 14 times longer than
the original implementation. For classes in the system namespace the execution in Djrt takes 18–19% times
longer. This additional increase for system classes is caused by the fact that system classes are loaded via
the bootstrap class loader. This is not the case for system classes of the shadow version, because to the JVM,
classes in Djrt are regular application classes. When a class loader is used to install a new class in the system
via defineClass(...), the execution time is up to 2 times higher due to Delegation (Mechanism M.5) and
Extended Synchronisation (Mechanism M.6).
There are two kinds of basic operations available in the reflection mechanism of Java. The first one retrieves
an object e that represents an entity of a class, such as a method or a field. In Djrt, the operation of getting
e takes around 28 times longer than in the original version. The second kind of reflection operation is to
perform an operation on the entity represented by e. In Djrt, setting and getting the value of a field using
reflection takes about 9 times longer than in the Java standard libraries.
synchronized and volatile
Table 5.9 presents the evaluation results for patching the synchronized and the volatile keyword. We
see that the overhead for replacing synchronized with invocations to the scheduling handler is around 3.2
times the execution time of synchronized. Again, buffering the handler may further reduce the overhead.
Due to the fact that Djp maps volatile fields to synchronized statements, the runtime and cpu time of the
patched volatile is almost the same as the patched synchronized. Due to the fact that volatile is less
expensive than synchronized, the overhead for volatile is higher. Executing read and write operations
on a volatile field takes around 8.3 times longer in Djrt than in the standard libraries. It is likely that this
number further increases when congestion occurs.
Collections and hashCode()
Table 5.10 summarises our evaluation with respect to the standard collection classes and the hashCode()
method. We chose the HashMap class as a representative for all collection classes. The class implements
a map. That is, it allows storing the mapping between a key and a value object. HashMap uses the return
value of the key’s hashCode() method as main structuring element. The implementation of the class does
not make use of any sophisticated Java features, so that the patched version does not produce any significant
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unpatched
realtime

patched
realtime

HashMap: sub-class
hashCode()
HashMap:
default hashCode()

150.8 ± 6.10

153.7 ± 5.55

162.9 ± 4.97

default hashCode()
hashCode():
only first
hashCode(): but first

overhead

unpatched
cpu time

patched
cpu time

overhead

2%

145.5 ± 6.45

148.3 ± 7.12

2%

153.7 ± 6.76

−6%

159.4 ± 7.08

148.8 ± 6.74

−7%

33.55 ± 1.42
1, 096 ± 63.7

15.31 ± 0.53
151.2 ± 2.11

−54%
−86%

33.13 ± 4.72
1, 093 ± 56.3

13.83 ± 4.87
150.9 ± 4.72

−58%
−86%

33.29 ± 1.22

15.51 ± 0.99

−53%

32.80 ± 4.57

14.53 ± 4.99

−56%

Table 5.10: Results of micro-benchmarks for hashCode()-related functions in milliseconds

static fields
system streams

unpatched
realtime

patched
realtime

overhead

unpatched
cpu time

patched
cpu time

overhead

377.4 ± 37.7
0.87 ± 0.33

379.0 ± 34.9
186.0 ± 4.33

0%
21, 202%

376.3 ± 36.0
0.87 ± 2.82

378.3 ± 34.9
185.6 ± 5.95

1%
21, 315%

Table 5.11: Results of micro-benchmarks for static field access in milliseconds

overhead when the hashCode() method of the key objects is almost identical in the patched and unpatched
version (i.e., implemented in the sub-class). The small overhead of 2% is caused by the fact that the Java standard libraries do not come with debugging information, but Djrt does. Note that the overhead in the patched
version increases when the implementation of the hashCode() method makes use of synchronisation.
We claim that most classes in a Java programme will be implemented comparable to HashMap so that on
average, the overhead of Djrt will be lower than what we saw for basic functionality and synchronisation.
Using HashMap, the overhead may even turn into a slight performance gain when the classes of the key objects
do not override their hashCode() methods. In this case, the native hashCode() method of Object will be
used in the unpatched scenario. In a patched environment the Java-only hashCode() method of DjrtObject
is used. The latter case is less expensive, because no invocation to native code is required.
An evaluation of the invocation time of the default hashCode() implementations further confirms this statement. On average, the patched version is about 54% faster than the original version. This value increases to
about 86% when hashCode() is only called once per object. This is supposedly due to a lazy initialisation
in the implementation of Object. A test case that measures all, but the first invocation to hashCode() still
reports a performance gain of 53% in the patched version.
Static Fields
In Section 5.5.1, we presented three approaches to deal with unsynchronised non-final static fields. All
approaches require that access to the fields happen exclusively through getter and setter methods. Table 5.11
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concurrent atomic
concurrent lock
Conc.HashMap:
put operation
Conc.HashMap:
get operation
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unpatched
realtime

patched
realtime

21.41 ± 0.70
46.12 ± 0.38
1, 470 ± 36.5

1, 113 ± 14.1
1, 213 ± 32.2
3, 067 ± 72.4

37.65 ± 1.83

34.90 ± 1.14

overhead

unpatched
cpu time

patched
cpu time

overhead

5, 098%
2, 531%
109%

21.03 ± 3.05
45.97 ± 4.91
1, 449 ± 32.0

1, 107 ± 8.75
1, 205 ± 10.3
3, 025 ± 48.4

5, 165%
2, 522%
109%

−7%

37.73 ± 4.50

34.60 ± 4.99

−8%

Table 5.12: Results of micro-benchmarks for classes in java.util.concurrent in milliseconds

shows that the overhead of accessing fields through methods barely adds any overhead. This is a lower
bound on the overhead for handling non-final static fields, because the test case does not add any kind of
synchronisation. Additional synchronisation will introduce about the same overhead as for volatile fields.
By measuring the time to access one of the system streams, we get an upper bound on the access to static
fields. The in, out, and err fields of the System class are special, because they are declared final, but have
to remain changeable (cf. Section 5.4.3). In the evaluation of the patched system, we synchronised the access
to the stream which generates massive overhead. The synchronised patched access is more than 180 times
slower than unpatched access. We refrain from evaluating the other approaches presented for static fields
due to the following reasons. First, the other approaches require a modified scheduler which is currently not
available. Second, the approaches need to access all static variables on any synchronisation event which
does not scale due to the number of static fields in Djrt (cf. Section 5.5.1). Finally, a more generic approach
to dealing with both volatile and static fields is subject to Section 7.5.

Lock-less Synchronisation
Table 5.12 shows our evaluation of classes from the java.util.concurrent package and its sub-packages.
In a first test case, we compare the performance of the patched and the unpatched version of the classes in
the atomic sub-package. We use an AtomicInteger and increment it continuously using a compare-and-set
operation. The shadow version uses locking and reflection where the original version uses a native compareand-set operation realised via a single machine code instruction. In consequence, the patched version is more
than 51 times slower than the original version. Similar can be seen for the locks sub-package. Here, the
original version uses a native compare-and-swap operation as well, while the patched version uses locking.
In consequence, the patched version is around 25 times slower than the original version.
In contrast to atomic and locks classes, we measure an overhead of only around 100% for the put operation of ConcurrentHashMap. As with the regular HashMap, the read operation is even faster in the patched
version, if the hashCode() method of the key objects is not overridden.
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Summary
The evaluation of Djrt using micro-benchmarks clearly shows that patching does not introduce much overhead
as long as no functionality is required that makes use of JVM core features. In those cases, however, the
overhead can be as high as almost 52,000% of the original execution time. The numbers are particularly bad
for classes in the java.util.concurrent package, but high overhead also affects class loading, access to
the standard streams, and to a certain extent also synchronized statements as well as static and volatile
fields. While the overhead of class loading is also massive, it is less likely that it will have a huge impact on
the run-time performance, because in general, class loading is a rather seldom operation.
Almost all classes from the java.util.concurrent package that implement shared data structures as well
as the coordination-oriented classes from the java.util.concurrent.locks package make use of one of
the two synchroniser base classes AbstractQueuedSynchronizer and AbstractQueuedLongSynchronizer.
The functionality of both of them is comparable to the functionality of conventional mutexes. Thus, they can
be locked and released, and provide a coordination mechanism. The implementation of the synchroniser
classes is optimised for highly concurrent access and makes heavy use of the compare-and-set operations
in sun.misc.Unsafe (cf. Section 5.4.7). Thus, with Unsafe becoming deterministic, the synchronisers turn
deterministic as well. Yet, the overhead in the implementation is high and unnecessary, because a deterministic implementation does not require the optimisations for highly concurrent access. In Section 7.5, we
consider optimisations that significantly improve the performance of above constructs.

5.6.3 Macro Benchmarks
In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of the Dj approach for real-world applications. We applied
the Dj approach to the source code and all libraries of the name node implementation of the Apache Hadoop
distributed file system (HDFS)1 . In addition, we ran the TPC-C Benchmark [502] on a patched version of Apache
Derby DB2 . In the following, we present a detailed description of both evaluations and their outcome.
Name Node of the Hadoop File System
The Hadoop project aims at providing software for scalable and reliable distributed applications. HDFS is a
distributed file system that uses a master-worker approach. Conceptually, the system consists of a single
master node, called name node and a number of workers, called data nodes. The data nodes store chunks
of files while the name node manages the file system, the meta data, and the mapping of file chunks to data
nodes. The name node also manages the replication degree of data chunks and ensures their reliability and
availability. In particular, the name node re-replicates a data chunk to a new data node if the replication
degree of that data chunk drops due to failure of data nodes.
Obviously, the name node constitutes a single point of failure unless special measures are taken. HDFS
comes with rudimentary replication support for the name node that is less powerful than a replication with
the Virtual Nodes framework. Yet, the implementation of the name node is not deterministic. One approach
to enable the replicating of the name node with the Virtual Nodes framework is to apply the Dj approach to the
implementation. In this work, we evaluate only the run-time overhead introduced by a deterministic run-time.
The replication of the name node using the Virtual Nodes system is subject to accompanying work [477].
1 http://hadoop.apache.org/hdfs/
2 http://db.apache.org/derby/
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The HDFS architecture is highly distributed. All entities, that is client, data nodes, and name node are own
processes with own activity. Furthermore, all entities interact with each other via RPC. The client interacts with
the name node to retrieve the location of a data chunk. Moreover, the client interacts with the data nodes to
read and write data chunks. Finally, the data node interacts with the name node in order to notify the name
node about available disk space, stored data chunks, and similar data. This interplay hinders the evaluation
of patching overhead due to I/O. Therefore, we modified the HDFS implementation as follows: We integrated
the client with the name node so that no more socket-based interaction happens between both entities. In
addition, we disabled all clean-up and monitoring threads on both data node and name node. Finally, we
also integrated the data node with client and name node code, but left the main receiver thread of the data
node. That is, during our evaluations, there were only two active threads in one JVM. The client thread that
also accesses the name node and the receiver thread in the data node.
In the evaluations, the client first creates a set of ic = 1, 000 files and fills them with data. Afterwards, it
renames them, reads them, and deletes them. Before each bulk of operations, we execute the operation 1,000
times on a different set of files for warm-up purposes. We defined eight test cases, that are the consequence
of the three binary parameters patch status, file size, and ageing. Patch status denotes whether the run uses
patched code or not. The file size parameter denotes the size of the files created by the client. For half of the
test cases, we used files with a size of 4KB. For the other half, the file size was 8KB. The ageing parameter
determines whether each of the rc = 300 runs operates on a fresh directory structure. Alternatively, the
directory structure evolves over all runs. That is, for a fresh configuration, we formatted the file system prior
to each of the rc runs. In an evolving system, formatting was applied only before the first run.
For each test case, we present the results of two different evaluations. First, we evaluate the delay experienced by the client in milliseconds. Additionally, we present the pure execution time measured at the name
node also in milliseconds. For the client perspective, we were able to measure the time required for all 1,000
client invocations per operation type in total. For the name node perspective, however, we had to measure
the time per individual method invocation and sum them up. In consequence, the values presented for the
name node perspective have a higher blurring, as they are more prone to the resolution of the clock. In particular, the resolution of the clock for measuring CPU time is 10ms. Due to this fact, we consider small values
for the CPU time rather as indications.
Client perspective The evaluation results for the client perspective are summarised in Table 5.13. They show
a huge deviation between the measured realtime and the measured CPU time of the client thread, in particular
for read and create. This is due to the fact that the client thread has to interact with the data node logic that
runs its own thread. Hence, the difference between realtime and CPU time is mostly processing time of the
data node. There is no general rule for the overhead introduced by patching. The actual overhead measured
for a method is dependent on the ratio of expensive operations such as synchronisation or class loading and
usual operations that do not result in additional overhead. Consequently, we can tell a per-method overhead.
For rename the overhead is 45%–49% for the realtime and 42%–43% for CPU time. For create it is even
smaller; 34%–37% for the CPU time and 29%–40% for the realtime. We state that the overhead in realtime is
up to 11% smaller in the evolve configuration than in the fresh configuration. There is no such divergence for
the CPU time so that we conclude that it is the data node that causes the additional execution time, probably
due to storage allocation. The overhead for read is between 75% and 77% for realtime and between 56% and
59% for CPU time. For delete it is 112%–118% and 107%–109% for realtime and CPU time respectively. For
delete, we state the same clustering for realtime overhead between evolve and fresh configurations as for
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unpatched
realtime

patched
realtime

create
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

2, 365 ± 392
2, 465 ± 463
2, 383 ± 360
2, 451 ± 390

3, 303 ± 466
3, 168 ± 481
3, 242 ± 422
3, 171 ± 404

rename
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

163.2 ± 14.3
163.8 ± 15.3
162.1 ± 11.1
164.9 ± 16.2

read
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve
delete
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

overhead

unpatched
cpu time

patched
cpu time

overhead

40%
29%
36%
29%

687.1 ± 10.4
687.0 ± 10.7
686.0 ± 10.0
686.4 ± 10.5

933.9 ± 9.59
920.8 ± 10.8
942.7 ± 11.6
929.9 ± 10.1

36%
34%
37%
35%

236.9 ± 22.3
244.9 ± 37.6
234.6 ± 19.7
245.4 ± 30.9

45%
49%
45%
49%

155.2 ± 6.91
155.6 ± 8.01
155.8 ± 6.31
156.7 ± 6.94

219.9 ± 7.08
222.9 ± 7.36
220.8 ± 6.70
223.0 ± 8.20

42%
43%
42%
42%

344.0 ± 16.0
329.6 ± 17.1
341.9 ± 9.91
327.3 ± 12.0

601.4 ± 20.7
583.4 ± 48.5
602.8 ± 24.6
579.3 ± 17.6

75%
77%
76%
77%

199.9 ± 6.49
199.1 ± 6.48
200.2 ± 6.74
200.0 ± 6.39

317.0 ± 6.52
312.4 ± 7.52
316.4 ± 6.41
311.0 ± 7.31

59%
57%
58%
56%

131.0 ± 4.32
128.9 ± 3.55
131.2 ± 4.86
128.9 ± 3.48

285.7 ± 13.5
275.3 ± 16.7
288.2 ± 18.8
273.7 ± 11.9

118%
114%
120%
112%

129.3 ± 6.08
127.3 ± 6.66
128.8 ± 6.06
127.4 ± 6.06

268.7 ± 6.57
263.4 ± 6.83
269.8 ± 6.41
264.7 ± 6.61

108%
107%
109%
108%

Table 5.13: Results of the HDFS macro benchmark for the client perspective in milliseconds

create. Again, evolve causes less overhead.
Name node perspective The name node perspective evaluates the execution time within name node code.
That is, interactions with the data node or client-specific code do not play any role at all. Table 5.14 lists
the overhead for cpu time and realtime for the five methods of the name node interface used by the client.
Similar to the client perspective, we can tell a per-method overhead. For each method, the overhead of the
realtime is rather homogeneous for all configurations. For the realtime of getBlockLocations, rename,
blockReceived, and create, we measure a slightly smaller overhead for the evolve configuration compared
to fresh for both small and large files. This is mainly a consequence of larger log files leading to increased
I/O. Regarding complete, the overhead is lower for smaller files, while it is barely influenced by ageing. This
may well be caused by additional locking which in turn is a consequence of the use of more data blocks due
to larger files.
Regarding the CPU time, we state a higher overhead for the evolve configuration compared to the fresh
configuration for all methods except rename. For getBlockLocations, complete, and create there is an increase in the execution time when going from fresh to evolve. Thus, the additional overhead is a consequence
of additional computations in the unpatched case which leads to even more computations in the patched case
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unpatched
realtime

patched
realtime

getBlockLocations
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

35.61 ± 5.03
36.21 ± 4.04
35.32 ± 4.56
36.25 ± 4.06

134.1 ± 16.3
129.7 ± 16.4
134.2 ± 16.8
130.2 ± 16.3

complete
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

188.9 ± 8.71
184.4 ± 8.75
187.5 ± 7.82
183.0 ± 9.07

rename
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

overhead

unpatched
cpu time

patched
cpu time

overhead

277%
258%
280%
259%

8.07 ± 7.10
10.58 ± 8.34
9.03 ± 6.98
11.75 ± 8.25

23.12 ± 12.4
38.27 ± 16.1
22.68 ± 12.0
37.70 ± 14.1

187%
262%
151%
221%

275.6 ± 9.35
269.9 ± 9.33
277.6 ± 9.27
273.3 ± 26.6

46%
46%
48%
49%

34.66 ± 14.8
48.10 ± 17.4
30.86 ± 13.8
46.08 ± 17.0

44.90 ± 17.9
87.16 ± 23.2
44.73 ± 19.4
84.01 ± 25.0

30%
81%
45%
82%

55.13 ± 6.03
56.57 ± 5.34
54.72 ± 4.65
56.38 ± 5.40

130.2 ± 9.06
130.9 ± 12.8
130.3 ± 8.15
129.7 ± 7.60

136%
131%
138%
130%

74.22 ± 10.1
76.75 ± 9.98
75.73 ± 9.91
76.01 ± 10.8

142.3 ± 11.1
143.1 ± 10.6
141.8 ± 12.2
142.5 ± 12.2

92%
86%
87%
87%

blockReceived
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

72.67 ± 6.01
73.20 ± 7.75
72.29 ± 5.96
71.68 ± 7.03

132.3 ± 8.04
121.3 ± 9.25
130.8 ± 8.45
119.7 ± 8.91

82%
66%
81%
67%

36.55 ± 11.8
24.57 ± 10.7
28.58 ± 9.78
15.27 ± 8.92

111.9 ± 16.2
108.5 ± 16.2
103.9 ± 16.6
95.63 ± 16.3

206%
342%
263%
526%

create
4KB file, fresh
4KB file, evolve
8KB file, fresh
8KB file, evolve

194.1 ± 8.77
190.1 ± 9.60
191.7 ± 8.23
188.8 ± 10.7

335.1 ± 9.77
326.4 ± 16.7
334.0 ± 9.20
327.1 ± 12.8

73%
72%
74%
73%

52.10 ± 15.9
62.85 ± 18.7
51.50 ± 15.8
65.97 ± 17.1

95.50 ± 22.4
133.2 ± 27.7
98.57 ± 24.6
129.7 ± 29.1

83%
112%
91%
97%

Table 5.14: Results of the HDFS macro benchmark for the name node perspective in milliseconds

due to additional access to DjReg and synchronisation. blockReceived shows a different pattern. Here, the
computational efforts decrease when going from fresh to evolve and also when going from small to large files.
The values for realtime, however, are rather constant from what we conclude that more I/O is involved. Then,
the drop for CPU time can be explained by the use of FileChannels for file system access and buffering in
the name node implementation as well as the operating system. The CPU time for the patched case drops in a
similar way as in the unpatched case. Yet, the drop is far less significant. We assume that the patched version
benefits from some caching mechanisms, but suffers from additional computations required for the patched
version of FileChannel. In consequence, this diverging behaviour leads to the enormous overhead of 342%
and 526% respectively for the evolve configurations. This effect is even reinforced by the granularity of the
clock. Among the rc = 300 values we gained for blockReceived in the patched evolve version with large
files, 15 do list a CPU time of 0ms and hence excessively lower the average value. The measured overhead
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unpatched
execution time

scale = 1

hard-disk
ramdisk

scale = 2

hard-disk
ramdisk

patched: native scheduler
execution time

overhead

patched: mat scheduler
execution time

overhead

init
run
init
run

2.57 ± 0.07
258.5 ± 9.19
2.17 ± 0.05
209.3 ± 6.33

3.66 ± 0.47
454.5 ± 9.27
3.03 ± 0.08
414.6 ± 8.11

42%
76%
39%
98%

3.99 ± 0.45
571.8 ± 10.6
3.38 ± 0.07
543.1 ± 7.06

55%
121%
56%
160%

init
run
init
run

2.59 ± 0.06
543.9 ± 14.3
2.16 ± 0.04
342.6 ± 17.2

3.45 ± 0.08
843.0 ± 19.4
3.12 ± 0.34
641.6 ± 17.1

33%
55%
44%
87%

3.82 ± 0.06
1, 136 ± 21.8
3.41 ± 0.09
1, 072 ± 14.6

47%
109%
58%
213%

Table 5.15: Results of the Derby DB macro benchmark in seconds

of 342% and 526% constitute the largest values for all macro benchmarks. The results for the CPU time of
rename show an atypical pattern. The overhead for all configurations is similar, only for small files in combination with fresh we measure an increased overhead. The reason for this rather unexpected peak is subject
to ongoing investigations.
Concluding, it is hard to derive a general statement for the overhead caused by patching the HDFS namenode and running it linked to Djrt. We measured a minimal overhead of around 29% in several cases and an
overhead > 300% in two cases. As a rule of thumb we state that the overhead is below 100% for most set-ups.
Derby DB
In order to derive a more homogeneous statement on the average overhead, we also evaluate the performance
of a relational database via the TPC-C benchmark [502]. TPC-C is an on-line transaction processing (OLTP)
benchmark providing a complex database. During the execution of the benchmark, Derby DB uses many
features of the Java standard libraries such as multiple threads, access to the file system, synchronisation
via mutexes and lock-less synchronisation. The benchmark implementation installs its own class loader and
makes extensive use of reflection during system start-up.
For the evaluation, we use twelve test cases, that are the result of two different configurations of the TPCC benchmark [502], three different application configurations, and two different disk configurations. For all
test cases, we set rc = 20. The value of ic is set implicitly by the benchmark implementation. The TPC-C
configurations vary with respect to the database scale and as a consequence, the disk I/O and the multithreading. For scale = 1, the benchmark uses a single worker thread; for scale = 2 it uses two. In order to
evaluate the impact of deterministic multi-threading, we apply two different configurations for the patched
database implementation. In the native scheduler case, no determinism is achieved so that we measure the
sheer overhead caused by patching. In the mat scheduler case, we use the ADETS-MAT deterministic thread
scheduler [426] with Djrt extensions (cf. Section 6.2). Finally, in order to evaluate the overhead caused by
disk access we ran the evaluation with a hard-disk and a ramdisk as a file system.
Table 5.15 presents the results of our evaluation of Derby DB in seconds. The table gives the time required
for setting up the database and for actually performing the benchmark. During initialisation, only a single
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thread operates in all cases. We state that the execution time and hence, the overhead is always higher
for the MAT scheduler configuration than for the native scheduler configuration. Furthermore, test cases with
ramdisk are always faster than hard-disk based runs. Except for a single case, the overhead is the smaller the
more I/O is involved. That is, leaving all other parameters fixed, the overhead is always smaller in the harddisk configuration than in the ramdisk configuration. Additionally, in most cases the overhead decreases
when going from scale = 1 to scale = 2 in the run case.
Concluding, we state that concurrent I/O can greatly reduce the measured overhead of Djrt. This is due to
the fact that I/O is executed by the operating system and hence, is not influenced by our patching process.
Furthermore, these operations take the same time for patched as well as unpatched applications. Additionally, we state that the MAT scheduler more than doubles the execution time required for the benchmarks
in all run cases. That means, it cannot benefit from concurrency at all. This is not surprising, because the
MAT scheduler uses a single privileged thread that is allowed to perform critical operations such as locking
a mutex. Other threads may only perform critical operations once the first thread has lost its status. In the
benchmark, the only situation where this is the case, is the termination of the first thread. Consequently,
both threads execute more or less sequentially. This also explains the higher overhead compared to native
scheduler.

5.6.4 Discussion
In this section, we have evaluated the overhead that is introduced by patching. Due to micro-benchmarks
we can state that almost all mechanism we introduce for handling determinism generate overhead. The only
exception to that rule is the use of the default hashCode() method that becomes faster. We have also shown
that the flexibility we gain by adding DjReg is almost for free, when the handlers are buffered.
The overhead of the shadow version is extremely high when JVM-internal features are replaced with a lockbased functionality. In particular, features in the standard libraries that have been designed for concurrent
access suffer from the interaction with the deterministic scheduler. This is the case for classes that make use
of Unsafe such as AbstractQueuedSynchronizer. This fact demands for a more sophisticated implementation of the affected classes. We discuss this topic in more detail in Section 7.5.
The evaluation of Djrt in conjunction with real-world applications shows that the overhead is extremely
dependent on the implemented functionality. It is as low as 29% in some cases and reaches more than 500%
in another. Yet, we have to state that further optimisations are possible in order to increase the performance.
First and foremost these are the buffering of handlers and the removal of debug symbols. The macro benchmarks show as well that the overhead introduced by a deterministic scheduler may be about the same size
than all mechanism introduced by patching. This points out the need for optimised and sophisticated deterministic schedulers (cf. Section 7.4, cf. Chapter 8).
Nevertheless, the fact that we were able to apply the Dj approach to both HDFS and Derby DB shows that
it is suited for large applications. The set of Java features required by HDFS and Derby DB is sufficiently large
to give us confidence that our approach can be seamlessly applied to other applications as well.
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handler subject

handler subject

handler subject

finalisation strategy
shutdown hooks
process
halting and exiting

file system
input/output streams
random acces file
file channels

system properties
environment variables
system time and time zone
UID bit

deterministic scheduler
threads, thread groups,
thread callbacks

network sockets
network infrastructure
network channels

creation of object identifier
selectors
other channels

Table 5.16: List of handlers supported by DjReg

5.7 Conclusions
Deterministic applications are used and required in multiple application domains such a debugging, testing,
and replication for fault tolerance [54]. In this chapter, we presented the Deterministic Java (Dj) suite that may
serve as a building block for all domains that require deterministic Java applications. The Dj suite It consists
of the Djp patching tool, Djrt an API-compatible, deterministic implementation of the Java standard libraries,
and DjReg a registry for flexibility.
Djp is implemented as an Eclipse plug-in and replaces all non-determinism from an application’s source
code. Non-determinism in Java is either a consequence of multi-threading or native code which are both removed by Djp. In order to remove non-determinism in the runtime libraries, Djp also removes all references to
the Java standard libraries and adds references to Djrt instead. This strategy ensures that all non-determinism
is covered by our approach. Finally, DjReg manages a configurable set of handlers for various entities (cf. Table 5.16). A handler defines how non-determinism shall be treated for a particular entity and system event
respectively. This flexible approach allows plugging-in different policies to resolve non-deterministic situations.

5.7.1 Summary
For the realisation of Dj, we identified potential sources of non-determinism in Java code and defined a set of
mechanisms to handle them. We also showed how to obtain Djrt from the source code of the open source Java
implementation Open JDK. The current prototype of Djrt covers more than two thirds of the classes in the java
packages. Ignoring classes that generally are not expected on the server-side of a distributed application,
the coverage even increases to almost 85%. This ensures that Dj is applicable to a wide set of applications
supposed to run in a Virtual Nodes environment.
Throughout the chapter, we focussed on identifying generic problem patterns and providing solutions that
are both easy to implement from the complexity point of view and also cause only little impact on the remainder of the system. The general approach we follow allows an easy porting of the Djrt environment to newer
versions of Open JDK. For supporting more than 1,500 classes of the Java standard libraries only about a dozen
classes have to be modified and extended manually which is less than 1% of the supported classes. We can
state that the effort for the re-implementation is reasonable. This is not necessarily the case for basing Djrt
on implementations of the Java standard libraries different from Open JDK, because some classes discussed
in this chapter probably do not exist there, as they are specific to Open JDK. Yet, the topics presented here
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give an estimation of where critical issues are located and how to handle them. Furthermore, the outcome
of the patching process, namely the patched application and Djrt, is 100% pure Java. In consequence, there
is no need to base Djrt on other versions of the standard libraries. Dj-based applications are executable on
any Java 5 platform and are further independent from the operating system and the hardware which makes
the Dj suite unique compared to related work. In contrast to most related work, the Dj approach also allows
a partial patching of an application.
The use of HDFS and Derby DB in the evaluation gives us confidence that we have successfully covered a
large part of all Java libraries. From these macro benchmarks we estimate the runtime overhead of a patched
real-world application to 80%–100%. This overhead further increases when a deterministic scheduler is used.
Yet, the concrete overhead of a particular application is very sensitive to the application characteristics with
both deterministic and non-deterministic scheduling. Beside scheduler optimisations, micro-benchmarks
identify that further optimisations are desirable for concurrency-enabled classes. We discuss such optimisations in Section 7.5.
Concluding, the Dj suite constitutes a unique approach to deterministic software. Due to its Java-only way, it
is independent from hardware, operating systems as well as Java Virtual Machine implementation and thus,
fully portable across different platforms. In contrast to supervisor-based approaches, the Dj suite enables
the partial patching of applications. Further, its invasive strategy results in a comprehensive mechanism that
supports any kind of Java application unaware from the application logic and also considers the Java standard
libraries. In consequence, it is not necessary for the deployer of a deterministic application to understand the
implementation of the original application. Finally, the introduction of DjReg allows a flexible configuration
of the policies that actually realise the deterministic behaviour.

5.7.2 Future Work
Even though the Dj suite covers the demands of many Java applications, it leaves room for future work. The approach we presented provides weak determinism and hence requires a correct synchronisation of the patched
application. Yet, many applications will not provide that capability. A probable cause is the lazy initialisation
of fields. In particular, the use of the double-check idiom [447] may cause harm when used without volatile
fields. Even though it is proven to not be working [435] for most use-cases, it is widely used in older Java applications, as its usage was advised for a long time.
A further issue appears in scenarios that require code to cross the patching boundary. This is for instance
the case in invocation-oriented set-ups: When the Virtual Nodes framework is run with a patched service
implementation, but unpatched clients, a client may serialise the parameters of its method invocation using
Java serialisation. The serialised information reaches the server where it is de-serialised. The patched service
implementation may expect types from Djrt while the client did send types from the standard libraries. Then,
the types of the input and output parameters of the method are incompatible even though their implementation is semantically identical. In that case, an automatic and transparent interchange of types is required.
We present a Virtual Nodes-specific solution to that issue in Section 6.5.4, but leave a general approach as
future work.
Finally, adding more types to Djrt is desirable to cover even more applications. For instance, extending Djrt
with a deterministic implementation of networking, JMX, the security infrastructure, and garbage collection
enables replicating components in a component framework. We discus this topic in accompanying work [148].

Chapter 6
Determinism in Replicated Systems
In this chapter, we present a synthesis of the two preceding chapters. In particular, we discuss how to configure the Dj suite and to implement handlers for DjReg (cf. Chapter 5) so that patched applications running
within the Virtual Nodes framework (cf. Chapter 4) yield a deterministic behaviour. Applying handlers that
satisfy this requirement allows the replication of arbitrary applications using the Virtual Nodes framework
without having to care about application determinism. For handlers are only invoked when the application
uses non-deterministic constructs, the performance only suffers for non-deterministic operations. Handlers
and Dj suite are decoupled, so that the handler implementation can be tailored to applications and Virtual
Nodes characteristics without that the patching process or Djrt are affected.
Section 6.1 discusses the dangers of non-deterministic handlers and erroneous states of the Java Virtual Machine. We investigate deterministic thread support in Section 6.2 and show how to extend existing scheduling algorithms such that they support the threading infrastructure provided by the Dj suite.
Afterwards, we consider possible implementations for file system support (cf. Section 6.3) and system
time (cf. Section 6.4). We conclude the chapter with a discussion of remaining topics in Section 6.5 and a
summary in Section 6.6.

6.1 Aspects of Determinism
Figure 6.1 shows the run-time set-up for an application being run in the Dj suite. Even though the patched
application and Djrt only perform deterministic operations, this set-up leaves room for non-deterministic
events. In the following, we discuss non-deterministic events that may occur when a Dj application is run
in the Virtual Nodes framework. Here, multiple replicas run in parallel and all events that cause a diverging
state of replicas have to be considered non-deterministic. In the targeted set-up, non-determinism can either
be the consequence of an illegal state of the Java Virtual Machine, a non-deterministic state of the JVM, or a
non-deterministic action of a handler in DjReg. It cannot have any other source, because application-code is
deterministic due to patching and Virtual Nodes code provides its own mechanisms to deal with unexpected
situations. In particular, the Virtual Nodes framework ensures deterministic input if required by the replication protocol.
In the following, we first consider non-determinism in handler code. Then, we discuss how the Java Virtual Machine can cause non-determinism. We subsume both kinds of non-determinism as spontaneous nondeterminism. We conclude the section with a discussion of how to handle spontaneous non-determinism and
a summary.
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Java libraries

native replacement
Djrt

patched application
and libraries
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operating system

controller
scheduling handler
file system handler

Figure 6.1: Run-time dependencies in a Djrt environment

6.1.1 Non-deterministic Interactions
For handlers are a mechanism to realise determinism, they constitute a piece of code that is not patched. In
consequence, carelessly implemented handlers may actively introduce non-deterministic values into the system. Obviously, this can only happen when the handler interacts with a non-deterministic entity. All parts of
the Virtual Nodes framework ensure that the input provided to the replicated service including the handlers
is deterministic. Hence, handlers only introduce non-determinism when they by-pass the replication framework. In order to ensure a deterministic behaviour when interacting with other entities, Virtual Nodes-specific
handlers can make use of mechanisms provided by the replication framework. This significantly eases the
implementation of handler code.
When the other entity is replicated or replication-aware, the interaction can be realised as a nested invocation of the Virtual Nodes framework (cf. Section 4.5). If the entity is not replication-aware, a fault-tolerant
strategy may exploit special properties of the entity such as testability [32] and still apply the nested invocation mechanism. Yet, in Section 4.5.5, nested invocations were introduced to deal with interactions that are
likely to return non-deterministic results in a distributed environment and also in order to avoid a duplicate
execution of remote operations. However, not all non-deterministic interactions have these properties.
Assume an actively replicated system where each replica uses the local file system to store data and the
application logic ensures that the content read from and written to the file system are deterministic. Then,
the crash of a hard disk on one replica is a possible, yet unlikely event. It destroys determinism, because read
and write operations on that replica will throw exceptions and return different results than on other replicas.
Treating any operation that may cause an unlikely exception as a nested invocation is one possible approach.
Yet, from its design nested invocation support is less suited for scenarios where a majority of interactions is
supposed to yield deterministic results and only a few of them have unexpected non-deterministic outcome.
We refer to such unexpected non-deterministic outcome as spontaneous non-determinism. In case, the
non-determinism manifests by an exception, the exception is called spontaneous exception. For spontaneous
non-determinism, a different approach than the default nested invocations handling is desirable. Besides
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failures in the hardware, spontaneous exceptions may be caused by the JVM state.

6.1.2 Non-determinism Caused by the JVM
An illegal JVM state is the consequence of a corrupt environment in the operating system. A hardware failure
such as memory corruption may cause errors in the operating system that ripple to the JVM state. Obviously,
an illegal JVM state may result in non-determinism. Contrarily, unexpected JVM state is a consequence of
inadequate configuration or hardware conditions. For instance, a JVM running out of memory for a correct
application is an unexpected, yet possible event caused by a misconfiguration of the system. In replicated
set-ups, an unexpected JVM state only causes non-determinism when different memory configuration and
hardware prerequisites are available at the replicas.
Both illegal and unexpected JVM state result in an exception due to an abnormal execution condition or an
internal JVM error [209, Section 11.1]. Under the assumption that all replicas are run with the same configuration, the same class path, and the same initial state, only a limited set of abnormal execution conditions
yields non-determinism. For instance, loading, verification, and linking of class files can in general lead to
abnormal execution conditions. Yet, with an identical configuration the class path and the classes thereon
are identical so that loading errors and linking errors are deterministic. Only verification can result in an
exception, because the file content may have been corrupted due to disk errors. Hence, the only remaining
abnormal execution conditions that may cause spontaneous exceptions are internal JVM errors, verification
errors, as well as OutOfMemoryErrors.
Error conditions that lead to abnormal termination can occur at any time during the execution of a programme. If they do, a system exception is thrown by the JVM. For the following discussion, we assume that
application code does not catch such exceptions, so that the exception reaches the middleware layer of Virtual
Nodes and the middleware layer has to deal with them. If the exceptions are caught by the application code,
the patching of catch clauses (cf. Section 5.2.5) has to be extended to handle those cases. For threads that
run as background threads and have been created by another thread (cf. Section 6.2), an uncaught exception
will end up in the deterministic scheduler and has to be handled there.

6.1.3 Handling Spontaneous Non-determinism
In the following, we discuss how to handle spontaneous non-determinism that manifests in spontaneous
exceptions. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all three entities that have to deal with spontaneous
exceptions, that is handlers, middleware layer, and deterministic scheduler, make use of the same facilities to
handle them. Further, we only describe the overall approach and do not present any implementation details.
Whenever a spontaneous exception occurs, a replica has to determine whether it shall commit suicide,
execute any recovery operations, or continue normal operation. Basically, this decision is dependent on the
replication protocol used. Spontaneous exceptions are seldom, so that we target an approach that does not
generate overhead in error-free runs.
Active replication In active replication, no replica may take an isolated decision when a spontaneous exception occurs. Ignoring a spontaneous exception may have the same bad consequences as shutting down
the replica. In the first case, the state of the replicas diverges unless all replicas have experienced the same
error. In the second case, the service became unavailable, if all replicas experienced the same error.
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Our approach for active replication requires synchronisation between replicas only when things go wrong.
In case a replica experiences a spontaneous exception, it has to check with other replicas whether they have
experienced the same exception. If at least one replica has executed the code without an exception, the ones
with exceptions have to commit suicide in order to ensure consistency. Ideally, they trigger the start of a
new replica before. For coordination, the erroneous thread sends a group message to all other replicas that
contains information about the exception and where it has occurred. The where is identified by the request,
its processing thread, the stack trace of the exception, and the number of critical operations the thread has
executed at that point in time. The other replicas reply with either the same error message or with a message
that denotes that they have passed the critical operation. Threads that execute a client request can combine
sending the confirmation with the reply message. When an erroneous replica receives a single reply that
confirms that the exception has not occurred at another replica, it commits suicide. The same is true, when
it receives an exception from some replica that has occurred later.
Passive replication In passive replication, the current primary replica may continue operating when it can
ensure that backups will never generate a different visible state. This is the case, when the primary takes a
state snapshot after the spontaneous exception has occurred. Alternatively, the primary may follow a semipassive approach and enforce the consistency of the other replicas [130].

6.1.4 Summary
In this section, we have discussed the topic of non-deterministic events in a Virtual Nodes-controlled Djrt
environment. We have stated that such events occur either in handler code or inside the Java Virtual Machine.
They manifest as spontaneous, i.e. unexpected exceptions. While spontaneous exceptions may result in
diverging replica state, they not necessarily have to. For active as well as passive replication we sketched an
algorithm that allows a replica to decide on the appropriate actions after a spontaneous exception.
The implementation of the current Virtual Nodes prototype contains a mechanism that handles OutOf
MemoryErrors via coordination. It does not support internal JVM errors or verification errors. Also, none
of the handler implementations discussed in Section 6.2–Section 6.5 has implemented any mechanism to
handle spontaneous exceptions. A full-fledged, comprehensive implementation of this issue remains future
work. Yet, we have no doubt that additional exception cases can be treated identical to OutOfMemoryErrors.
A remaining issue is the recognition of error conditions that are supported by the application and the framework, and those that are outside the failure model for the current system. For instance, masking the failure
of a daemon thread is only useful, when the application semantics can handle that failure. Otherwise, it will
result in an available application with consistent replicas, but with a corrupted, erroneous application state.

6.2 Thread Support
Djrt delegates much of the functionality of the patched Thread class to the handler classes (cf. Section 5.4.6).
In this section, we focus on the implementation of a handler that realises the required functionality. Obviously, in a set-up combining the Virtual Nodes framework and the Dj suite, the deterministic scheduler of
both systems has to be identical. Furthermore, the thread handler has to interact with the deterministic
scheduler, because only the scheduler ensures a deterministic thread interleaving. Due to that, Section 6.2.1
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briefly presents background information on the scheduling algorithms from the ADETS library supported by
the Virtual Nodes framework (cf. Section 4.2.4).
All of the supported scheduler implementations intercept critical operations, operations that endanger determinism. None of them supports a synchronous creation of threads [425]. In our discussion of starting
new threads, we sketch the realisation of synchronous thread creation in the respective schedulers (cf. Section 6.2.2). The remaining parts of this section consider the termination of threads (cf. Section 6.2.3), as
well as the implementation of thread functionality such as interrupt handling (cf. Section 6.2.4), daemon
threads (cf. Section 6.2.5), and other methods (cf. Section 6.2.6). Where possible, we prefer approaches that
can be mapped to existing scheduler functionality. Design-wise, mapping functionality is preferable, because
existing scheduler implementations can be re-used. In contrast, modifications to the scheduling algorithm
require individual extensions for each implementation which is cumbersome and error prone.

6.2.1 Background
Virtual Nodes uses the four deterministic scheduling algorithms contained in the ADETS scheduler suite presented for Ftflex [425]. In the following, we sketch each algorithm without going into specific details. A detailed discussion of the algorithms and an approach to their unification is subject to Chapter 8.
Interface-wise, all algorithms support monitor-like coordination and condition-variables. All of them have
been designed to be used in replicated, invocation-oriented scenarios and map incoming requests to threads
processing them. None of the schedulers supports the creation of new threads of activity from within another
thread. Furthermore, none of them handles background activity, i.e. daemon threads. All of them assume
an income queue with client requests and process the requests in the queuing order. Requests are added to
the queue when they arrive through the network. Hence, request processing and modifications to the queue
state happen concurrently to each other. This causes that the state of the income queue state as seen by the
threads is never deterministic and can never be used to come to a deterministic decision.
LSA The LSA algorithm uses a leader-follower model to achieve determinism. A single replica functions as
leader and propagates its scheduling decisions to the follower replicas. Follower replicas that have reached
a critical operation before the leader replica has decided on that operation are blocked until the decision
is available. In contrast to all other algorithms, LSA applies its own consistency mechanism and does not
require any particular ordering of the incoming queue.
PDS The PDS algorithm uses a thread pool of n privileged threads that are allowed to execute critical operations. Further threads may exist, but cannot execute such operations. A privileged thread runs in parallel
to all other threads until it reaches a critical operation. Then, it is blocked until all n threads have reached
their critical operation. Finally, the critical operations are executed in a deterministic order. When one of
the n threads terminates, it is replaced with the first thread of the incoming queue. In order to guarantee
determinism, the queue has to have the same ordering on all replicas.
MAT and SAT The SAT algorithm uses a single, privileged thread that is allowed to execute critical operations.
When the thread has to be blocked, terminates, or executes a nested invocation, another thread is selected
as primary thread. The MAT algorithm extends the model such that more than one thread is allowed to run.
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Yet, also in MAT only the primary thread is allowed to execute critical operations. When the primary thread
gets blocked, MAT first tries to re-acquire previously blocked primaries that are not blocked any more. Only if
no such thread is available, threads from the incoming queue are used. In consequence, the incoming queue
has to have the same ordering on all replicas.

6.2.2 Starting Threads
All scheduling algorithms support starting a new thread for a new client requests. They can, however, not
deal with threads being started synchronously from running threads. A fundamental requirement for starting
threads synchronously is to order them deterministically among the existing threads. Starting synchronous
threads happens asynchronously to arriving requests. For that reason, synchronously started threads cannot simply be added to the request queue and another mechanism has to be found. We identify possible
approaches to handle the queueing issue.
The first approach introduces a new queue to the scheduling algorithm from which the scheduler picks
threads just as from the request queue. In contrast to the request queue, the state of the thread queue is
deterministic provided that starting and terminating a thread are critical operations, which need scheduling.
Other approaches queue the new thread to a deterministic structure in the scheduling algorithm. For instance,
both MAT and PDS use queues for blocked and suspended threads that are only changed while a critical
operation is executed. When treating thread creation and termination as critical operations, the state of these
queues is deterministic during thread creation and appending the new thread to one of these queues retains
the determinism. Finally, it is deterministic to add a new thread at the n-th position of the request queue. In
PDS, the new thread can also be added to the set of then n + 1 privileged threads. LSA does not require any
sophisticated approach; the algorithm ensures determinism by its very nature.
When patched application code starts a new thread it first creates a new DjrtThread object and then
invokes start() on that object which eventually results in a call to the thread handler. The thread handler
interacts with the scheduler to create a thread of activity. The thread handler then assigns the activity to the
DjrtThread object. In order to ensure correct application semantics, the handler used in DjReg has to set
the status of the created DjrtThread object to RUNNING (cf. Section 5.4.6).

6.2.3 Terminating Threads
At the termination of a thread, the scheduler has to invoke the exit() method of the DjrtThread object (cf. Section 5.4.6). In our implementation the handler intercepts the clean-up procedure run at the schedulers at each thread termination. After the clean-up has taken place, threads waiting for joining the terminated
thread (i.e. blocked in a join() method) are notified via a callback provided by Djrt. Of course, clean-up and
notification have to take place deterministically, i.e. using mutual exclusion on the thread state. The very last
action is to change the thread state to TERMINATED.
Threads may also terminate abruptly. In that case, the Java language specification [209] requires that the
uncaught exception handler either of that thread or the Thread class be invoked. For a Dj application running
in a Virtual Nodes instance, this behaviour is required for synchronously started threads. For threads processed as a consequence to a request the behaviour is determined by the middleware layer. The dispatcher
may, for instance, decide to catch the exception so that it is transferred to the client-side and re-thrown there.
When the abrupt termination is caused by a spontaneous exception, the invocation of the uncaught exception
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handler has to be deferred until the replica can be sure that the exception is deterministic (cf. Section 6.1).
Similarly, the middleware layer has to verify that the cause of an exception is deterministic before it sends it
to the client.
In the original version of Thread, the state of the Thread object is still RUNNABLE while exit() or the
exception handler are being executed. Yet, the stack trace during their execution is empty. While our implementation keeps the semantics for the thread state, it does not handle stack traces.

6.2.4 Interrupt Handling
The Thread class has three public methods that deal with interrupts. Calling interrupt() on a thread t
interrupts t. If t is blocked in a wait() operation or at an InterruptibleChannel, the interrupt has immediate effect and ends the operation. Otherwise, the thread is marked as interrupted which will have an effect
the next time it enters an interrupt-sensitive method. isInterrupted() checks whether the Thread object
has been interrupted. interrupted() checks the interrupt status of the current thread clears the interrupted
flag, if it is set.
In the original version of the Java standard libraries, all interrupt management is executed in native methods. In Djrt, all of them are redirected to a handler in DjReg. Adding an interruption flag to the scheduler is
straight forward. Yet, it is important that all interrupt-related methods use mutual exclusion so that access
to the flag happens in a deterministic way, controlled by the scheduler. Furthermore, the scheduler has to
check for the interrupt flag whenever a thread executes a wait() operation, and it has to be able to awake
waiting threads when they are interrupted. None of these features is implemented by the ADETS schedulers
so that we added them for this thesis.
Due to the enforced coordination of operations on the interrupted flag, the special role of interrupts with
respect to the Java Memory Model [209, Section 17.4.4] is automatically satisfied.

6.2.5 Daemon Threads
The Java API allows declaring threads as daemon threads provided that they have not yet been started. In
difference to non-daemon threads, daemon threads do not keep the Java Virtual Machine from shutting down.
That is, the JVM terminates when the last non-daemon thread has terminated. Daemon threads are often used
for recurring background tasks such as (distributed) garbage collection. Due to the fact that many daemon
threads never terminate, they bear the risk of starvation when used with deterministic schedulers. In MAT,
a daemon thread that has become primary will probably never lose this status and hence avoid that other
threads make any progress. Similarly, a PDS set-up where all n privileged threads are daemon threads will
never execute any other thread.
In order to avoid this behaviour, we introduce an own scheduling strategy for daemon threads. After each
critical operation of a daemon thread t, the scheduler re-enqueues t as if it was a synchronously started
thread. Using that strategy, starvation becomes less likely. For instance, a daemon-aware extension to MAT
was successfully used for the Derby DB evaluation in Section 5.6.3.
Yet, re-enqueuing daemon threads after each operation does not comprehensively solve the problem of
starvation. First, non-daemon threads can be recurring as well. For instance, Java RMI uses such a thread to
manage exported objects. Second, the strategy may result in patterns where a recurring thread is exchanged
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for another recurring thread ad infinitum. We think that there is no automatism to handle all possible patterns
in a satisfactory way. For that reason, ongoing work investigates the configurability of scheduling patterns.

6.2.6 Other Methods
The Thread class provides methods that return estimations on the number of currently running threads, their
stack traces, and similar information. Due to the fact that these methods operate on the stack of all live
threads, a deterministic implementation that also returns correct results has to find a deterministic point
in time where all threads have been stopped. It is questionable whether the overhead introduced by such
an implementation can be justified. For that reason, our implementation focuses on determinism instead of
correctness. In order to determine the return values, it evaluates the deterministic state of the scheduling
algorithm. This approach exploits the fact that all methods may also return an estimate of the set of threads
and also of their respective stack traces. Its implementation is specific to the respective scheduling algorithm.
The static method holdsLock(Object) determines whether the thread calling the method holds a lock
on the mutex of the object passed as parameter. The implementation for our ADETS-based prototype is
straight forward, because the locking status of the calling thread will not change while it is executing the
method.

6.2.7 Conclusion
In this section, we discussed the integration of the DjrtThread class of the Dj suite with the deterministic
schedulers used in the Virtual Nodes infrastructure. As a proof of concept, we implemented a fully integrated
prototype based on the MAT scheduler that was also used for the MAT-based evaluation of Derby DB in Section 5.6.3. We conclude that the Djrt approach is powerful enough to integrate all features required by the
Java specification. Nevertheless, it is worth to note that the integration requires to tailor the scheduler implementations to the Java threading model, even if our original intention was to keep both issues separated.
On the other hand, we were able to integrate several parts of the threading infrastructure in the DjReg
thread handler instead of the scheduler. This suggests that a further modularisation of the scheduling algorithms yields a true separation of concerns between the scheduling algorithm and thread handling. We
consider this issue as a rich resource of future work. In addition, the deterministic, handler-based implementation of all I/O operations in Dj enables an I/O-aware scheduling. Future work will evaluate whether
I/O-awareness may help to optimise scheduling algorithms.

6.3 File System
Djrt comes with a file system implementation that delegates all previously native methods of the
FileSystem class to a handler in DjReg (cf. Section 5.4.5). It is the actual realisation of the file system in
the handler that determines how interaction with the file content has to happen. In particular, the handler
has to realise the physical access to the content. In this section, we first discuss sources of non-determinism
and prerequisites for a deterministic file systems in a replicated environment. Then, we present three approaches to a deterministic, replication-capable, and Djrt-compatible file system with different properties
and guarantees. The first system keeps all file data in memory. The second approach maps the files to the
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file system of the host system of the replica. The third approach considers a distributed file system that can
be accessed by all replicas. We conclude the section with an evaluation and a final discussion.

6.3.1 Prerequisites for Determinism
The primary source of file system non-determinism in a replicated environment is a different physical content
stored for the same logical file in multiple locations. A deterministic implementation of a file system avoids
this non-determinism by guaranteeing that (i) the initial state of the file system is identical across replicas
and (ii) files are created, opened, and deleted in a deterministic order. A consistent state of the file system for
new replicas is achieved by integrating the file system into the application state so that it is covered by state
transfer (cf. Section 6.5). Furthermore, Djrt realises mutual exclusion of file system access from within the
same application (cf. Section 5.4.5). Hence, the existing mechanisms are sufficient to achieve a consistent
state of the file system across replicas.
Yet, a consistent state of the file system does not necessary imply a deterministic outcome, when file content is accessed or written. On the level of file content, non-determinism can occur in the following situations:
(iii) Java uses InputStream (OutputStream) objects to read (write) file content. Each of these objects can be
used by multiple concurrent threads. (iv) The bridge from Java to the file representation in the operating system, is a file descriptor. Multiple stream objects may point to the same file via the same file descriptor. Two
InputStreams that access the file through the same file descriptor mutually influence which data they read.
(v) Different file descriptors may point to the same file. In that case, it is the operating system that decides
on mutual exclusion of concurrent operations. In particular, it decides when write operations become visible
to read operations. As discussed in Section 5.4.5, Djrt deals with issues (iii) and (iv). Only issue (v) has to be
dealt with by the handler implementation.

6.3.2 Memory File System
In the memory-based file system all files and directories are stored as objects in memory. The directory
structure is directly mapped to these objects. That is, each directory object knows its children and in return
each file as well as each directory object knows its parent node. The only node without a parent is the root
node /.
Read and write operations are mapped to reading and writing bytes from a ByteBuffer object. Each file is
represented by one current buffer. Read operations always access the current buffer. The content of a current
buffer never changes so that a reading stream can always read until the end of the buffer has been reached.
Writing streams operate on future buffers. There may exist multiple future buffers to a file. A future buffer
becomes current buffer when the last stream to its file handler gets closed or a synchronisation with the file
system is demanded by an instance of FileChannel; this does not affect existing read streams.
The approach of using current buffer and future buffers clearly changes the semantics of the file system
compared to the standard POSIX behaviour [492], because it reduces the number of visible states such that file
content is always consistent. We argue that this constraint does not influence the correctness of application
code that has been implemented with looser guarantees in mind. In particular, an application that can tolerate
an arbitrary overlapping of read and write as well as multiple write operations, can also deal with consistent
file content.
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In contrast to disk-based file systems, the memory file system has only a very limited capacity. In particular,
its use requires that the Java Virtual Machine be started with additional parameters that increase the amount
of memory the Java application can use. On the up-side, the memory-based file system is fast and can ensure
determinism, because the file content cannot be accessed from outside the Java Virtual Machine.

6.3.3 Mapping File System
In the mapping file system implementation, all files within the scope of the application are mapped to a
selected space in the host file system. That is, each Djrt File maps to an original File that has a physical
representation on disk. While the mapping itself is straight forward, it has some critical implications. First of
all, the failure of the disk of a single replica may lead to inconsistent replica states. That is, whenever a write
or read operation to disk results in an error, replicas have to synchronise as discussed in Section 6.1.
Second, the operating system decides when previous write operations become visible to read operations.
In addition, the operating system buffers pre-loaded data so that the outcome of a read operation is not deterministic, when the same physical file is written in parallel. Even Extended Synchronisation (Mechanism M.6)
cannot influence this behaviour. For that reason, we follow a similar approach as for the memory file system.
For writing, an own physical file is used (future file). Only after a future file has been entirely written, it becomes the current file. Reading access always opens the latest current file and reads it to the end. Current
files are never overwritten. Instead, they are deleted when there is no reading access any more and a newer
current file exists. This approach does not have any impact on application correctness for the same reason
as for the memory file system.
Access to the physical local disk is relatively fast. In contrast to the memory-based approach, the file system basically provides unlimited storage capacity. In addition, the data is persistent across several runs so
that the amount of data that has to be copied at state transfer may be significantly reduced when replicas
are re-started on nodes that have already hosted a replica. Yet, storing files to the physical file system allows their external manipulation which destroys determinism. The current implementation of our file system
does not handle external manipulations. An approach to recognise such manipulations that is worth further
investigation, is the use of checksums for files and directories and storing the checksum in memory.

6.3.4 Accessing Shared Files
Both memory file system and mapped file system have the drawback that they may require that a large amount
of data be transferred at replica start-up. Having all replicas share a single file system removes this drawback.
When all replicas have access to the same files via a shared file system, access to the file system can be
treated similar to nested invocations for both active and passive replication protocols. The nested invocation
mechanism (cf. Section 4.5) ensures that replicas coordinate operations with each other.
As we discussed in multiple locations throughout this thesis, Virtual Nodes-unaware external services require testable operations so that they can be accessed safely by replicated services. Journalling file systems
provide testability, so that we may exploit such a mechanism for replicated access to a shared file system.
Yet, due to the fact that journalling information is in general not available for users of the file system, a Virtual
Nodes-enabled shared file system may implement its own mechanism as follows.
Journalling can be added to the system by declaring the file system handler in DjReg as an own middleware
layer to the Virtual Nodes system. Then, the Virtual Nodes infrastructure invokes the handler to execute the
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file system

pros

cons

in-memory
local disk
shared disk

very fast; deterministic
fast and persistent; large size
may be fast; no state transfer
required; may scale to very large size

limited in size; requires state transfer
not deterministic; requires state transfer
may be slow;
realibility and availability required

Table 6.1: Overview on file system capabilities
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401.6
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2.57

258.5

25 MB
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210 MB

2.83
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25 MB
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−23%

209.3

−48%

25 MB

2.16

342.6

−52%

3.66

454.5

13%

25 MB

3.45

843.0

19%

3.03

414.6

3%

25 MB

3.12

641.6

−9%

—

—

Table 6.2: Evaluation of file system performance using the Derby DB TPC-C benchmark (time in seconds)

operation while the replication system controls which replica invokes the operation. It is important that the
journal is built using a mechanism visible by all replicas. Hence, the journal may be put on a dedicated portion
of the shared file system, for instance in an own directory. In that case, it is further important that the file
system is reliable and available. In particular, data that was written to the journal has to be persistent. Hence,
distributed, fault-tolerant file systems are mostly suited for the discussed use-case (cf. Section 3.3.3). Yet,
the evaluation in Section 4.8.2 shows that access to a remote file system is orders of magnitude slower than
access to the local disk. In consequence, the general feasibility of a shared file system for Virtual Nodes
remains as a topic for future work.

6.3.5 Discussion
In this section, we have presented multiple approaches to a Virtual Nodes-aware file system implementation.
The first one keeps all data in memory. In the second approach each replica maps the file content to the local
file system. And the third approach assumes that all replicas share a common file system. None of these
approaches is ideal with respect to all desired metrics such as performance, usability, and determinism;
Table 6.1 summarises the drawbacks and assets of all three approaches. Table 6.2 presents the results of an
evaluation of the memory file system and compares it to the performance of the mapping file system that has
also been used for the Derby DB evaluation in Section 5.6.3.
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The memory-based approach is limited by the size of the available memory in the JVM, but allows a quick
access to the data. Furthermore, the approach is safe with respect to determinism, as data cannot be accessed
by external processes. The performance of the memory file system is comparable to the mapping file system
with a ramdisk. Yet, in a grid environment it is probably easier to deploy a system with a memory file system,
because in contrast to a ramdisk, it does not require root privileges for setting it up.
The hard-disk–based approach gives only weak guarantees regarding the determinism of the file content,
because files may be subject to external manipulation. Ideally, files should be stored replicated in a distributed file system in an encrypted way. This reduces the probability of external access, but introduces a
performance penalty. Both in-memory and local disk file system require that the content of all files be transferred to new replicas using the state transfer mechanism which may significantly increase the time required
for starting a new replica. For the mapping file system the amount of data to be transferred may be reduced,
when existing files are skipped at retransmission.
In contrast, a shared file system does not burden the state transfer at all. Depending on its implementation, it may be slow or fast. It will be slow, when data is stored remotely on hard disks, e.g. via NFS (cf. Section 4.8.2, [408, 232]). It will be rather fast, when a cluster of nodes stores all data in-memory [488]. Using
a distributed cloud-like storage system as shared disk allows scaling to a very large size. Similar to the local
disk-approach, a shared file system is prone to external manipulation of files. However, the risk of nondeterminism is eliminated for shared file systems, when the Virtual Nodes instance treats access to the file
system as a nested invocation. On the down-side, the reliability and availability of a Virtual Nodes instance
that accesses a shared disk will also be dependent on the reliability and availability provided by the shared
file system.

6.4 System Time
The System class provides access to the current system time via its currentTimeMillis() and nanoTime()
methods. Both methods access the system clock and thus, are likely to generate non-deterministic outcome
on different hosts. It is easy to implement a deterministic version by using a counter per thread and increment the counter for each call to a time-related method. Such an approach, however, may break application
semantics, because representation of calendar dates is also based on system time. From the calendar example, we conclude, that the semantics of time has to be preserved in a deterministic system. Obviously,
the replicas of a Virtual Nodes system need some sort of agreement about which time to use. We propose
different approaches to agreement dependent on the replication protocol.
Passive replication In systems with passive replication, the leader replica can basically use its local system
time. For a successful replay of requests during recovery, the leader has to log all timestamps it has used. In
addition, new leaders have to ensure that the timestamps do increase monotonically.
Active replication The only source of deterministic input in a Virtual Nodes set-up with active replication is
the group communication system with total message ordering. A simple handler implementation may piggybacks the sender’s system time with each group message. The receiver of the message adds it to an ordered
list of timestamps, unless it has a lower timestamp than the preceding message. Each time a thread queries
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the time, it removes the head of the timestamp queue and returns it to the application. If no timestamps are
available, the system triggers a dummy message that contains a timestamp.
This approach has several drawbacks. First, it requires that threads synchronise all access to the timestamp
queue which results in run-time overhead. Second, threads may quickly run out of valid timestamps. Third,
the delay in case of an empty timestamp queue is one round-trip-time of a total order group message. In order
to circumvent those issues, we propose a slightly modified approach.
A daemon thread in the handler in DjReg generates a sequence of local timestamps. With each group message, it sends all currently locally available timestamps. If a certain threshold value of generated timestamps
has been reached, the thread pro-actively sends a dummy message containing the timestamps. In order
to avoid thread synchronisation on the queue, each thread t is assigned an offset and an index. The index
denotes the position in the timestamp queue that will be used as t’s next timestamp base. The offset is a
small constant that differs from thread to thread and that is added to the value from the queue so that no two
threads get the same timestamp. After a thread has retrieved a timestamp, it increases index. The current
implementation for active replication uses a configurable, but fixed threshold for the local timestamps. An
implementation with an adaptable threshold is desirable, but has not been considered for this thesis.
Impact on scheduling A consistent creation of system time may enable optimisations for time-bound operations such as wait(long) at the deterministic scheduler. Currently, the deterministic schedulers map the
time bounds to the system time of the nodes they are running on. The specification of time-bound methods
does not require real-time behaviour, but allows that threads may wake up late, but also early due to spurious
wake-ups. Hence, an application has to be prepared for both cases. A mismatch between the deterministic
time seen by the application and the node’s system time used by the scheduler appears to the application
as an allowed divergence. Yet, waking up threads too often creates overhead that may be reduced when a
thread’s deterministic time is considered in time-sensitive operations. Hence, an improved strategy for timebound operations may increase application stability and system performance. We have not targeted this issue
in this thesis and leave it as a subject for future work.
Conclusion We have presented approaches to a deterministic, replica-wide generation of consistent time
sequences that can serve as a deterministic replacement for system time. The particular approach to chose
is dependent on the replication protocol. It is important to note that the time handler is not fully deterministic. That is, re-starting the same application with the same input parameters may yield different results,
because the timestamps are not pre-determined. We do not consider this as a major drawback, because full
determinism is not the primary goal of replicated systems. In particular, a fully deterministic system requires
a deterministic ordering of input. Yet, the Virtual Nodes infrastructure only realises total ordering.

6.5 Other Topics
While threads, file system access, and time are the most obvious threats to determinism, Chapter 5 has defined additional handlers for treating less striking issues. In this section, we briefly sketch possible implementations of those handlers for the Virtual Nodes framework. Unless mentioned, for this thesis, we have
implemented a proof-of-concept handler with basic functionality for each topic.
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6.5.1 Object Identifier
For the creation of the object identifier, we use the approach sketched in Section 5.4.1 using a combination
of thread identifier and thread-local counter. We rely on the fact that the scheduler implementations use a
unique thread name for all of their threads. The object identifier is assembled from the hashCode() of the
thread name in the upper four bytes and a thread-local int-based counter in the lower four bytes starting
from the smallest possible value.
The approach allows the creation of more than four billion objects per thread. For the scheduler may recycle
threads for new requests or synchronously created DjrtThreads, object identifiers may duplicate after a
while. More sophisticated implementations of the handler may use more bits for the object identifier and
less for the thread identifier. Alternatively, a different creation of thread identifiers or the creation of a new
thread identifier for overflowing counters are an option.

6.5.2 Finalisation
When invoked, the finalisation handler in DjReg (cf. Section 5.5.4) gets passed an object p as a parameter that
holds a reference to the object o to be finalised (the finalisee). Due to the fact that o is ready for finalisation,
it is guaranteed that no other object except p holds a reference to o. Again, the implementation of a handler
is dependent on the kind of replication protocol used.
Active replication Our handler for active replication stores a reference to the finalisee and sends a multicast
message to the replica group. The message contains the object identifier of the finalisee. At reception, the
message is treated like an ordinary request and gets assigned a request thread. Yet, instead of executing
a method known to the middleware layer, the finaliser is executed. If finalisation has not been requested
locally yet on a replica for the finalisee, the finalising thread is blocked until this is the case. In order to
avoid that the finaliser of a single object is executed multiple times, only the first message is executed and
succeeding messages are filtered out. Due to garbage collection reasons, each replica that has not sent the
finalisation request, has to send a confirmation about the finalisation. It is only after each alive replica has
sent a message, that all information about o can be purged from the replica state.
Our approach requires to send a multitude of messages for each finalised object. A more sophisticated
implementation may bundle the information about multiple objects in a single message.
Passive replication In passive replication pending finalisers can be executed prior to or after the processing
of a request. A good point in time is to execute them before a snapshot is taken. Doing that, the cleaned-up
state is contained in the snapshot.

6.5.3 System and Runtime
The System and Runtime classes (cf. Section 5.4.3) provide methods to exit and halt the current process as
well as to start a new process. We have refrained from implementing a handler for this functionality, because
the semantics of these operations in replicated scenarios are currently unclear. We plan to define them in
future work. Nevertheless, the administration component of the Virtual Nodes framework calls the shut-down
hooks of Djrt when the replica group is to be shut-down.
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System also delegates identityHashCode(Object) to a DjReg handler. The Java specification requires
that the values returned by that method be constant over the live-time of an object. It does not require a
unique value. The value returned by our handler implementation depends on the object type. For arrays, it
returns the array length, for String objects the ordinary hashCode(), and for objects from Djrt, the hashed
object identifier. The approach is possible, because array sizes, String hashes, and object identifiers do not
change over time.

6.5.4 Using Patched Types
A problem related to types arises for Virtual Nodes set-ups where the replicated entity uses patched types,
but the client shall not be patched. Then, the client uses types from the original standard libraries while the
replica uses Djrt types. Both are semantically equivalent, but not compatible from the Java point of view.
In the Virtual Nodes framework, it is the task of the middleware layer to shield the client implementation
from the patched types and provide a stub that uses the unpatched types. Similarly, it is the task of the
middleware layer to convert unpatched types received via client requests to patched types used by the service
implementation. Yet, as this is a feature required by many middleware layers, the Virtual Nodes environment
provides a conversation service (CS).
CS has two functions, one for de-serialisation and one for serialisation. In the first case, it takes a byte
stream that is the result of regular Java serialisation and transforms the data to objects that make use of Djrt.
The serialisation feature takes care of the opposite direction. It takes objects of patched types and generates
a byte stream whose de-serialisation with Java serialisation produces unpatched types. The CS ensures that
invocations can cross patching boundaries. Middleware layers may make use of it when needed.

6.5.5 State Transfer
Making Virtual Nodes applications Dj-capable poses new demands to the capability of state transfer. First
of all, the file system becomes part of the system state, so that it has to be transferred from one replica
to another. Second, static variables of Djrt (cf. Section 5.5.1) also contribute to the application state. We
briefly sketch how to deal with both issues, even though none of them has been implemented in the current
prototype.
Considering the file system as part of the system state increases the amount of data that has to be transferred for new replicas. In particular, it will be necessary to transfer the entire state using an out-of-band
channel that does not burden the group communication system. Strategies to stripe the state and transfer it
in parallel are widely known in literature (e.g. [272, 378]). The discussions in Section 4.4 show that the capabilities provided by the Virtual Nodes system are sufficient to realise parallel state transfer. For contributing
to the system state, the file system handler in DjReg has to be invoked from the serialisation callback of the
replication protocol. That is, the file system serialisation has to take place together with the serialisation of
the scheduler state and the application state (cf. Section 4.6).
The current prototype of the Virtual Nodes framework ignores static fields at state transfer including those
from Djrt. An approach that considers all static fields at state transfer is likely to be complex and costly. One
challenge is to figure out which of the potentially affected fields have been loaded and are being used. static
fields also play an important role, when Virtual Nodes shall support multiple replicated entities in parallel and
more than one of them use Djrt. In that case, all entities shall assume that they are the only source to access
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the static fields, because Djrt shall provide a virtualisation layer. Furthermore, a comprehensive approach
to handling static fields has to take the initialisation of final fields after state transfer into account. The
treatment of static variables (cf. Section 5.5.1) is subject to ongoing work.

6.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed approaches for handlers that enable running Dj applications in a Virtual
Nodes set-up. We have presented how to deal with spontaneous exceptions, erroneous events that may occur
at any time at run-time. Then, we considered support for threads, the file system, and system time. Finally,
we discussed remaining aspects such as object identifiers and finalisation.
We state that both Virtual Nodes and the Dj suite are reasonably flexible to allow an integration with each
other using handlers in DjReg. Concerning the outcome, it is striking that the handlers have to be tailored
towards the Virtual Nodes system. In particular, many handler implementations are even sensitive to the
replication protocol used. Also, many handler implementations we presented exploit the total order property
of the group communication system used in Virtual Nodes.
In some cases, the requirements of Djrt directly entailed modifications to Virtual Nodes components. The
most extreme case is the integration of threading support that required the enrichment of existing scheduler
implementations with functionality known from Java’s Thread class.
For all topics discussed in this chapter, except state transfer, we have implemented a proof-of concept
handler for DjReg. Further, for all of them, we have identified improvements and optimisations that have
to remain future work. Similar, we consider the realisation of an even stronger decoupling between Virtual
Nodes, Dj suite, and handler implementation as an open issue.
Concluding, the combination of the Dj suite and the Virtual Nodes framework allows an out of the box
replication of arbitrary Java applications and is a unique feature of this thesis. We are the first to present
such a flexible and generic approach that allows fault tolerance on application-level and provides determinism
independent from the replication protocol. The Midas extension [466, 467] to MEAD [368] inspects the control
flow and data flow in an application and re-writes only relevant non-determinism. Yet, the approach uses a
fixed policy that is only applicable for active replication in combination with request-response interaction.
Similarly, other approaches to determinism only consider a single aspect such as scheduling or interrupts
or only take a single replication protocol into account (cf. Section 3.7.3). In particular, none of them targets
the replication of Java applications running on off-the-shelf Java Virtual Machines and accessing the standard
libraries.

Chapter 7
Beyond Virtual Nodes and Dj Suite
In Chapter 4, we have presented the Virtual Nodes system, a flexible replication framework suited for multitier request-response interaction. In Chapter 5, we have introduced the Dj suite, a set of tools that enables
a use-case–unaware deterministic execution of arbitrary Java applications. Chapter 6 presented a configuration of the Dj run-time system that fits the requirements imposed by Virtual Nodes. Both the Virtual Nodes
system and the Dj suite constitute pieces of work that are superior to related work. Their synthesis leads to
a unique system that allows operation-driven replication of invocation-oriented Java applications out of the
box. Nevertheless, in Chapter 4–Chapter 6 several issues have been left open that hinder a wide-spread practical use of the presented concepts in real-world set-ups. In this chapter, we revisit important limitations and
constraints of the sub-systems presented so far. For each limitation, we discuss its respective impact on the
capabilities and the power of the overall system and present approaches to handle the limitation within the
existing architecture. Implementation-wise, we consider all of the topics discussed in this chapter as future
work. Yet, from a conceptual point of view, this chapter shows that the limitations of the previous chapters
are not inherent to our work, but rather a consequence of the progress we have made so far.
The Virtual Nodes framework is designed for scenarios where clients and replicas interact in a requestresponse manner and requests are independent from each other. The discussion so far has omitted two
frequent use-cases of real-world applications. First, a real-world application, may make use of sessions.
Furthermore, the Virtual Nodes framework as presented requires that the client-side acts replication-aware.
This structure disallows the use of common client implementations of widely used standardised protocols
such as HTTP [56, 177]. Section 7.1 considers integrating support for replication-unaware client applications
and sessions into the Virtual Nodes run-time system.
The integration of the Dj suite in the Virtual Nodes system allows that a replicated application uses any
operation provided by the Java programming language and the Java runtime libraries including the start of
new threads and the use of daemon threads. In contrast to threads that process requests, daemon threads
do not necessarily terminate. While the state transfer mechanism of the Virtual Nodes system is sufficiently
flexible to support daemon threads, copying of threads across Java Virtual Machines requires a serialisation of
thread state which is not supported by the Java run-time environment. Section 7.2 discusses thread migration
support for Virtual Nodes and evaluates existing work for strong thread migration in Java that also enables an
instantaneous serialisation of applications. Instant serialisation reduces the impact of request queuing that
has proven negative on the availability of the system. Support for daemon threads and replication-unaware
clients widens the applicability of the Virtual Nodes system, because it enables the replication of stand-alone
applications.
In Chapter 4, we showed that the Virtual Nodes system is capable of executing active as well as passive replication protocols. Both types of protocols do not allow a horizontal scaling of the replicated sys-
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tem (cf. Section 3.2.3). Transactions are a data-oriented approach that may enable the horizontal scalability
of a system. In Section 7.3, we discuss how to integrate a transaction-oriented replication protocol in the
Virtual Nodes system.
The Virtual Nodes framework applies a deterministic scheduler in order to support the concurrent execution of threads. Even though a deterministic, concurrent execution of threads is more powerful than their
sequential execution, deterministic scheduling of threads is a performance bottleneck. This is mainly a consequence of the fact that scheduling algorithms have to take conservative decisions due to a lack of global
knowledge. In Section 7.4, we summarise results of earlier work [149] that discusses options for increasing
the knowledge base of deterministic schedulers and hence, may raise the concurrency of a system.
The evaluations in Chapter 5 showed that the straight-forward deterministic implementation of lock-less
synchronisation mechanisms constitutes a significant performance bottleneck during execution. In Section 7.5, we present affected classes of the standard libraries and discuss modifications to their deterministic
implementation. We also show that the proposed extensions yield higher performance in standard use cases.
Section 7.6 concludes this chapter and recapitulates the impact of the presented features.

7.1 Sessions and Replication-unaware Clients
The Virtual Nodes framework as presented in Chapter 4 presumes that clients interact with the replicated
service in a request-response manner and that requests are independent from each other. A real-world application, however, may require support for sessions. In addition, the stub-based approach to the Virtual Nodes
framework requires that Virtual Nodes-specific logic be available on client-side. This architecture disallows
the use of common client implementations of standardised protocols such as HTTP [177]. The lacking support for both sessions and replication-unaware clients limits the power of the Virtual Nodes framework, as it
seriously restricts the set of applications sustained by the Virtual Nodes infrastructure.
In this section, we evaluate how both features may be supported by the Virtual Nodes infrastructure. We
identify basic requirements and configuration options that lead us to the conclusion that there is no conceptual or architectural flaw in the system design that inhibits the realisation of any of the two features. In
Section 7.1.1, we evaluate approaches to sessions found in literature and identify that three out of the four
approaches can be realised by the Virtual Nodes middleware layer. The single remaining approach requires
support for replication-unaware clients.
In Section 7.1.2, we identify address mapping and byte-stream handling as essential capabilities for supporting replication-unaware clients in the Virtual Nodes infrastructure. We further introduce transparent channels as well as fault-tolerant channels that connect such clients to a Virtual Nodes replica group. We discuss
configuration options for both address mapping and byte-stream handling in a Virtual Nodes environment in
Section 7.1.3 and Section 7.1.4 respectively. The discussion identifies three reasonable configurations that
combine both capabilities. In Section 7.1.5, we consider requirements of transparent channels and faulttolerant channels, discuss the impact of the transport protocol on their respective realisation, and sketch
their integration in the Virtual Nodes framework. Section 7.1.6 concludes with a summary and a discussion
of future work.
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approach

example

realisation in Virtual Nodes framework

dedicated stub
context object
string-based identifier

JEE [106]
SAGA [207]
HTTP cookies [44]

middleware layer
middleware layer
middleware layer

connection-based

POP3 [362], IMAP [115],
CDA [34]

adapt to Virtual Nodes and
add session to middleware layer
transparent anycast channel

Table 7.1: Types of sessions and their integration in a Virtual Nodes system

7.1.1 Sessions
In Chapter 4, we have discussed how to replicate applications that interact in a request-response manner
via remote method invocation. Yet, this interaction pattern is too simple for some standardised protocols
such as POP3 [362] and IMAP [115]. Also, replicated, proprietary services such as Google Chubby [94] and
Apache Zookeeper1 use interaction patterns that make use of a session-based request-response processing.
Sessions establish a semantic dependency between requests sent by a single client.
For realising a session, both client and server have to agree on what constitutes a session. In addition, both
sides have to maintain session-specific information that we refer to as session context. A session-enabled
system has to realise the following properties. (i) The logic on client and server has to create a session context
for requests that start a new session. (ii) For requests that are sent within a session, the assigned session
context has to be identified and linked with the request. The server further has to process the request based
on the current session state. (iii) At the end of a session, the context has to be removed from the system. For
the server, this comprises cleaning up sessions that remain after a client has left the system disgracefully.
When replication is used, clean-up has to happen in a deterministic, consistent manner; in particular, replicas
have to agree on which session contexts to clean up.
Table 7.1 presents the four approaches to sessions that we identified in literature and also lists examples.
The Java Enterprise Edition [106] provides a single stateful session bean per client, so that all remote method
invocations that reach that bean will be considered as part of a single session. The SAGA Grid API [207]
allows that context objects are passed with remote method invocations. Protocols such as the HTTP state
management extension [44] send a unique identifier with each request. While those approaches all differ in
their exact realisation and the amount of data that is stored on client- and server-side respectively, they all
consider sessions as a middleware issue. That is, the transmission of the session data is independent from
the communication channel. In consequence, all these approaches can be implemented in the middleware
layer of a Virtual Nodes system. A Virtual Nodes-specific implementation has to take into account the potentially weak client-centric consistency of the replication framework (cf. Section 4.9) and has to enforce stricter
semantics where necessary. In particular, the server-side middleware layer cannot treat any operation that
modifies the session state as a read-only operation. This also includes the start and the end of a session.
Other protocols such as POP3 [362] and IMAP [115] bind a session to an established TCP connection. In
particular, they require that the first command send over the connection be an authentication. Stream-based
communication over TCP channels is not directly supported by the Virtual Nodes system as it was presented
1 http://zookeeper.apache.org/
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in Chapter 4. Clients that implement such a protocol may be modified to support the Virtual Nodes infrastructure. This includes the provisioning of a middleware layer that implements the logic for session identifiers.
Yet, such an approach is only reasonable for protocols that are not widely spread such as the XtreemOS Credential Distribution Authority (CDA) [34]. In cases where such an adaptation is not possible, because too
many client implementations exist, the adaptation is too complex, or other reasons exist, further mechanisms are required that are based on the IP layer. In Section 7.1.2, we introduce transparent channels and
fault-tolerant channels that allow replication-unaware clients to connect to a Virtual Nodes system and help
realising connection-based sessions.

7.1.2 Replication-unaware Clients
Many of the protocols used in the Internet are so-called open protocols. In an open protocol the messages exchanged between the participants in the protocol are standardised. A striking characteristic of standardised
client-server architectures is the lose coupling between client and server. Due to the standardised message
formats and message interchange protocol, client and server application may be developed independently.
In consequence, multiple different, but interoperable implementations of client-side and server-side have to
be expected for any open protocol. The set of open protocols includes, but is not limited to popular protocols
of layer seven of the OSI/ISO model such as HTTP [56, 177], IMAP [115], and POP3 [362]. All of these protocols
are widely used and implemented in many client applications such as mail agents and web browsers, which
forbids that a fault-tolerant server implementation for such a protocol relies on a modified client application.
In consequence, the Virtual Nodes system as presented in Chapter 4 is not suited for them.
In this and the following sections, we discuss prerequisites and strategies for introducing support for open
protocols in the Virtual Nodes framework. We restrict the discussion to IP-based protocols, because the overwhelming part of today’s global network infrastructure is based on IP networks. Furthermore, we focus the
discussion on protocols with a clear separation of clients and servers; mainly because the Virtual Nodes
framework is built for client-server interaction. Even though the following discussion is driven by the desire
to offer Virtual Nodes support for popular wide-spread protocols, the results are applicable to any IP-based,
client-server protocol, e.g. the XtreemOS CDA [34]. In the following, we introduce address mapping and
byte stream interpretation, two features that we discuss thoroughly in Sections 7.1.3 and 7.1.4 and that we
consider essential for linking IP-based communication with the Virtual Nodes framework. Finally, we define
transparent and fault-tolerant channels. The realisation of both channel types on top of address mapping and
byte-stream handling is subject to Section 7.1.5.
Address mapping Typically, the client implementation of an open protocol assumes a single server instance
denoted by an IP address [18] or an identifier based on a URL [58] or a URI [57]. Often, the identifier refers
to the server via a DNS name [351, 164]. Replicating the server-part unaware from the client requires that
the address used by the client application be transparently mapped to the entire replica group. We discuss
possible approaches to address mapping in Section 7.1.3
Byte-stream handling IP-based, replication-unaware clients send IP-packages to a single server. In a replicated scenario, address mapping ensures that the IP packages logically reach the replica group. Byte-stream
handling is concerned with assembling the stream of IP packages to a Virtual Nodes message that can be
processed within the Virtual Nodes system. Approaches to byte-stream handling are subject to Section 7.1.4.
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address mapping

pros

cons

DNS-based load
balancing

transparent to client

proxying

transparent to clients;
may be transparent to replicas;
allows Virtual Nodes stubs

changes to DNS for new and failed replicas;
client and up-stream caches may outdate;
coarse grained resolution
no easy fault-tolerance of proxy

Table 7.2: Overview of address mapping mechanisms

Channel types Generally speaking, a channel allows two processes to interact with each other. A transparent channel allows that clients connect to and interact with a replicated service unaware of the replication.
This type of channel does, however, not support the failure of arbitrary replicas. Hence, the transparent channel is suited for protocols such as IMAP where the client application automatically re-establishes a connection
once the channel has broken down.
There are scenarios where the client application shall not notice the break down of a channel at all. For
instance, an implementation of the HTTP protocol will propagate the failure of a TCP connection to the user
operating the browser. We say that a channel is fault-tolerant when the failure of any replica does not break
the channel between client and the replica group.
We discuss basic requirements for realising transparent channels and fault-tolerant channels in the Virtual
Nodes system in Section 7.1.5 taking the impact of the UDP [415] and the TCP [81] transport protocol into
account.

7.1.3 Aspects of Address Mapping
Address mapping is a fundamental prerequisite for establishing an anycast mechanism for data sent by the
client. In our targeted scenario, an anycast mechanism ensures that an IP packet sent by the client reaches
at least one replica. For being able to ensure consistency, client data that has no specific identifier and that
causes a modification of application state has to reach exactly one replica so that it can be uniquely identified.
In particular, IP packages are indistinguishable in the general case.
For realising transparent and fault-tolerant channels, the address mapping mechanism has to be able to
adapt to the evolution of the replica group. In this section, we only present general approaches to address
mapping. Prerequisites required to establish transparent channels and fault-tolerant channels are subject to
Section 7.1.5.
When the URI used by the client denotes a DNS name, the client’s operating system will first resolve the
name to an IP address. Then, the routing rules at the client and intermediate routing nodes determine the
physical host that an IP datagram is routed to. We were able to identify two basic approaches to address
mapping in IP-based networks that we show in Table 7.2. Address mapping may either influence the results of
the DNS queries or the routing tables of any affected node. We refer to all mechanisms that do not exclusively
modify DNS resolution as proxying.
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DNS-based address mapping
DNS-based load balancing [88] exploits the DNS mechanism to map a server address to one of multiple IP
addresses. Mapping a DNS name to the IP addresses of the replicas of a replica group realises address mapping. On the up-side, this approach is fully transparent to client applications. On the down-side, clients as
well as intermediate DNS servers may cache the IP address for resolved names so that the client might connect to replicas that have already failed. Furthermore, the approach requires adapting the DNS entries each
time a replica fails or a replica is added to the replica group. Modifying DNS entries is seldom possible in
the peer-to-peer/grid usage scenario we target for Virtual Nodes. In addition, DNS resolution is rather coarse
grained, because it operates on server names so that services bound to the same DNS name have to have their
replicas on the same nodes. Finally, DNS-based mechanisms fail when the client uses an IP address and DNS
address resolution is not necessary. Due to all these flaws, we consider DNS-based address mapping as too
weak as a stand-alone approach for our purposes and omit it in the remaining discussion.
Proxy-based address mapping
In IP-based systems, the client interacts with a server by sending IP packages to a dedicated IP address a.
For obtaining a, the client may optionally make use of DNS name resolution. The composition of the replica
group may change over time, and these changes have to be reflected by the address mapping mechanism.
Unless some DNS-based address mapping is used as well, however, a is fixed and does not change on the
client node. In consequence, a cannot permanently point to a single replica.
A proxy is a logical entity that resides on every IP route between the client and a. In particular, we require
that all IP packages to a be routed through the proxy. It is the proxy’s task to re-distribute the data to the
replica group on a distribution level. Further, the proxy has to interact with the replica group for being able
to follow changes of the replica group. In consequence, a practical realisation of a proxy has to decide on
the distribution level, the location of the proxy, and the interaction between proxy and replica group. In the
following, we sketch the options for each dimension and then consider combinations thereof.
Distribution level Distributing client data to replicas may either happen on IP-level or on application-level
through a Virtual Nodes stub. The decision for a distribution strategy has impact on byte-stream handling
and is also subject to Section 7.1.4.
Location The proxy functionality may be located on either the client node c or on the IP route from c to
a. Residing on the client node has the advantage that the proxy does not have to be replicated, because
according to our system model, it only fails when the entire client node fails as well. On the down-side, having
the proxy on the client node requires an individual proxy for all clients and in addition demands that all clients
react to changes of the replica group individually. Depending on the technical realisation, a client-side proxy
may or may not require that the client node be aware of the proxying.
Placing the proxy on the route to a allows managing changes of the replica group for multiple clients simultaneously. Placing a proxy route-wise close to a even enables using a single proxy for all clients. Furthermore,
client nodes can remain completely unaware of the proxying. As a drawback, mid-way proxies constitute a
single point of failure unless their functionality is replicated across multiple nodes. Replicating the proxy
logic, however, may re-introduce problems the Virtual Nodes framework is trying to solve.
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discussion

(distribution-level, location,interaction-trigger)

IP-level/*/proxy-triggered
application-level/route/*
application-level/client/replica-triggered

not possible: monitoring not sufficient
not reasonable: requires replication of stub
not possible: stub mechanism is proxy-triggered

IP-level/route/replica-triggered

address mapping in combination with
load-balancing infrastructure
redirection of IP packages to replica group;
replica-triggered modification of routing tables
either via daemon or via versatile anycast
redirection of IP packages to daemon process;
daemon assembles Virtual Nodes messages

IP-level/client/replica-triggered

application-level/client/proxy-triggered

Table 7.3: Configurations of proxy-based address mapping

Interaction trigger The interaction between the proxy and the replica group may either be proxy-triggered
or replica-triggered. Proxy-triggered means that the proxy actively monitors the replica group and changes
its address mapping according to changes of the replica group. For a proxy that operates on application level
this functionality comes for free, as the logic to track replicas is contained in the Virtual Nodes stub (cf. Section 4.2). For proxies that work on IP-level, a pure monitoring of individual replicas is not sufficient, as this
does not capture new replicas on previously unknown locations. Replica-triggered interaction means that the
replicas inform all proxies about changes of the replica group. The Virtual Nodes adapters (cf. Section 4.7.2)
provide a flexible mechanism to install that functionality on the basis of a Virtual Nodes instance. On the
down-side, replica-triggered interaction only works when all proxies are known to the replica group. In consequence, it cannot scale to an arbitrary number of proxies.
Configurations The above discussion has established three dimensions with two options for designing
and configuring a proxy: level (application or IP), location (client or route), interaction trigger (proxy or
client). Not all of the eight emerging combinations that are shown in Table 7.3 yield reasonable configurations. As discussed, a proxy-based interaction trigger is not suited for a proxy operating on IP-level. Moreover, application-level proxies cannot be placed on the route without introducing replication support for Virtual Nodes stubs which simply re-creates the issue we are trying to solve. Finally, proxies that operate on
application-level have to use proxy-triggered interaction mechanisms that are built-in the Virtual Nodes stub.
This leaves us with three reasonable combinations for which we briefly sketch technical aspects whose advantages and drawbacks are listed in Table 7.4.
The (IP-level, route, replica-triggered) configuration can be well applied to a fault-tolerant load balancing
infrastructure that serves as a gateway to a data-centre or computing cluster. The fact that load balancingbased proxying requires a dedicated infrastructure makes it unsuited for peer-to-peer use cases. It is well
suited for cloud environments, though. The two other configurations operate at the client node. Both of
them require an entry in the client’s routing table that re-directs IP packages to a either to one or multiple
replicas (IP-level proxy) or to a Virtual Nodes stub (application-level proxy). The straight forward approach to
achieve that functionality makes use of a daemon process.
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approach
load balancing
infrastructure
daemon
versatile
anycast [484]

pros
transparent to clients;
configuration per replica group
transparent to replicas;
transparent to client application
transparent to clients;
no central configuration

cons
requires a dedicated infrastructure;
replicas need to interact with load balancer
modifications to client-side routing tables;
daemon implementation and set-up
requires mobile IPv6 support [266];
replicas need to interact with mobile IPv6;
delegates fault-tolerance to IP layer

Table 7.4: Approaches to proxy-based address mapping

Daemon-based proxying requires that an additional daemon process d run on the client node. When
application-level distribution is used, d processes IP packages sent to a and feeds them to a Virtual Nodes
stub. The routing of packages from the actual application to d may for instance be realised by firewall rules
at the client machine. Then, the approach is transparent to the actual application, but not to the operator of
the node, because the node requires a firewall rule for each possibly addressed replicated service.
When client-side, IP-based proxying shall be applied, the individual IP packages sent to a may be redirected
to one of the replicas using kernel-level routing mechanisms. Nevertheless, the replica group needs to be
able to remotely modify the configuration of the routing. For that reason, a daemon d is also required for that
configuration. The replicas notify d about changed group compositions, and d then adapts the local routing
rules.
Conceptually, proxying based on versatile anycast [484] is a mixture of the daemon and the load balancer
approach with the daemon and the load balancer residing in the IP infrastructure. This approach to proxying
uses a modified mobile IPv6 mechanism [266] to directly modify the routing tables of the client. Then, the
client can send IP packages directly to a dedicated replica r. The replica groups needs to agree on r, register
it with the mobile infrastructure, and re-register another replica when r fails. Even though versatile anycast
was presented for IPv6 networks, it is likely that a similar approach works for IPv4 networks, because mobility support for IPv4 is specified as well [407]. The high flexibility and specious low overhead of the approach
comes at a price. Due to its low level in the network stack, proxying based on versatile anycast is only applicable to IP-level proxying. Furthermore, it requires that both clients and replicas support the mobile extensions
to either IPv4 or IPv6. Finally, all fault-tolerant mechanisms are delegated to the IP layer and the mobile IPv6
implementation, so that it is unsure whether fault-tolerant channels can be supported.

7.1.4 Handling the Byte Stream
For communicating with the remote service, the client application issues a sequence of bytes to the replica
group. For that the Virtual Nodes framework can process the client data, the byte stream has to be broken up into chunks that can be introduced into the framework as Virtual Nodes messages. In systems with
replication-unaware clients, this function is executed by a byte stream handler. The design space for the handler is defined by its location, its strategy, and the interface of the replicated service. In the following, we
present the possible options of these properties and discuss reasonable combinations thereof. As an overall
strategy, we target to make the least possible changes to the Virtual Nodes system. In particular, we refuse
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to make modifications to the flow of Virtual Nodes messages. That is, once the byte stream is represented as
a Virtual Nodes message, it is handled according to Chapter 4.
Location The location of the byte stream handler determines where the transformation from the byte stream
into byte chunks happens. Basically, this may either happen in the client process, in any replica process, or in
an intermediate process. Transformation in the client process is the standard behaviour of the Virtual Nodes
framework (cf. Chapter 4), so we do not discuss it here. Transformation in an intermediate process yields a
Virtual Nodes message, so that it requires that the handler interacts with the replica group through a Virtual
Nodes stub. From the discussion of address mapping (cf. Section 7.1.3), we can further conclude that byte
stream handling in an intermediate process has to be executed in an application-level proxy. Hence, for fault
tolerance reasons the handler process has to reside on the client machine (cf. Table 7.3). In difference, when
transformation happens in a replica process, the proxy has to operate on IP-level.
Chunking strategy The chunking strategy of the byte stream handler decides on whether it makes use of
the semantics of the data stream. In semantic chunking, the handler transforms the byte stream to Virtual
Nodes messages such that a Virtual Nodes message reflects a single request on application level. That is, the
handler has to be protocol-aware and has to parse the byte stream. When opaque chunking is used, a Virtual
Nodes message can contain an arbitrary part of one or multiple application-level messages.
Service interface The service interface property defines what kind of data the replicated service expects and
how it interacts with the middleware layer of the Virtual Nodes system. We distinguish three particular types
of interfaces. An RMI interface is the default case and also expected by the standard implementation of Virtual
Nodes (cf. Chapter 4). A pushing byte interface expects raw bytes that are passed by method invocations.
Here, the replicated application is passive as with an RMI interface, but includes logic for parsing byte-level
data; functionality, that resides in the middleware layer, when an RMI interface is used. Note that an interface
is only a pushing byte interface when it does not depend on the size of the byte chunks it receives and the
data the chunks contain. If this is not the case, the interface is an RMI interface. As pushing byte interfaces
are very seldom, we omit them in our discussion.
A service implementation with a pulling byte interface is active and pulls data from a provisioning layer.
This scenario occurs, for instance, when a socket-based application is patched using Djp. When the patched
application is run replicated, it accesses the patched socket implementation. The data for the sockets has to
be provided in a deterministic manner by the Virtual Nodes system. In the following, we refer to the patched
sockets as virtual network. Conceptionally, the virtual network is the middleware layer of the Virtual Nodes
system for a patched application.
Configurations The above discussion leaves us with three configuration properties with two configuration
options each. As shown in Table 7.5, again, not all eight combinations are technically feasible or reasonable.
We argue that semantic chunking is not reasonable for services with byte-based interfaces, because then,
the semantic interpretation has to be performed twice. Using opaque chunking with an RMI-like interface
requires an additional entity in the system that evaluates the data chunks and transforms them into method
invocations to the replicated application. Due to the fact that opaque chunking generates a Virtual Nodes
message, and the content of that message is only disassembled in the middleware layer, the additional entity
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configuration

discussion

(location/chunking-strategy/service interface)

*/semantic chunking/byte-based
*/opaque chunking/RMI
intermediate process/opaque chunking/*

not reasonable: interpretation twice
not reasonable: dedicated middleware layer
not possible: return channel unknown at replica

intermediate process/semantic chunking/RMI

additional daemon process on client node;
daemon feeds Virtual Nodes stub
requires IP-based proxying
required IP-based proxying

replica process/semantic chunking/RMI
replica process/opaque chunking/byte-based

Table 7.5: Configurations of byte stream handling

can only reside in the middleware layer of the Virtual Nodes system. We argue that such a set-up does not
provide any benefit over semantic chunking so that we do not discuss this scenario.
Finally, applying opaque chunking in an intermediate process (that has to reside on the client node) causes
technical problems. Here, the handler communicates with the replica group over a stub. Further, the service
implementation uses the virtual network to communicate with the middleware layer. The replicated service
is active and reads the data from the virtual sockets. In addition, it also writes bytes into the virtual sockets.
Yet, the Virtual Nodes infrastructure does not provide a mechanism that allows transferring the data from the
virtual sockets to a client-side stub, because in that case, the replica has to pro-actively contact the client
which is against a basic design decision (cf. Section 4.2.1).
Figure 7.1 presents a schematic overview on the three remaining configurations and their data and message flow. Figure 7.1(a) shows semantic chunking on an intermediate process with an RMI interface at the
application. Via address mapping, the data stream reaches a protocol-aware proxy that splits up the byte
stream into semantically useful data chunks and calls a standard Virtual Nodes stub. From Section 7.1.3, we
can conclude that byte stream handlers running outside the replica process have to reside on the client node.
In contrast, running byte-stream handling on the replica requires IP-based proxying.
In Figure 7.1(b), the interpretation logic has moved to the communication layer of the Virtual Nodes infrastructure. On the down-side, this approach requires to add protocol-specific logic to the Virtual Nodes system.
On the up-side, the integration of data-flow handling with the replication framework allows the byte-stream
handler to make use of the entire Virtual Nodes infrastructure. That is, replicas notice the failure of other replicas and may re-configure the address mapping mechanism which is a vital feature for realising transparent
and fault-tolerant channels (cf. Section 7.1.5).
Figure 7.1(c) sketches a scenario that makes use of a virtual network. The communication layer of the Virtual
Nodes system chunks the incoming data stream in an opaque way and wraps the data chunks in Virtual Nodes
messages. Then, a Virtual Nodes message follows the regular way through the replication layer and finally
reaches the middleware layer. The middleware layer does not invoke the service, but fills the buffers of the
virtual sockets. When access to the buffers happens coordinated with the application’s own threads, the data
they contain and the amount of data read by the application threads is deterministic.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic view on byte stream interpretation

7.1.5 Transparent and Fault-tolerant Channels
In Section 7.1.1, we discussed that the Virtual Nodes architecture supports sessions unless the session context is bound to a TCP connection. That case requires additional capabilities in the framework to deal with
replication-unaware clients. We investigated the prerequisites for supporting replication-unaware clients
communicating with a Virtual Nodes-replicated service over IP networks in Section 7.1.2 and introduced address mapping and byte-stream handling as two essential mechanisms. Address mapping as discussed in
Section 7.1.3 installs a flexible anycast mechanism that enables client data to reach the replica group. Bytestream handling that we presented in Section 7.1.4 transforms IP-based data sequences into Virtual Nodes
messages that can be processed by the framework’s replication logic. Architecture-wise, we identified two
basic approaches to combine address mapping and byte-stream handling.

Client-side assembling redirects the client’s IP packages to a daemon process on the client machine that
assembles the data of the byte stream and invokes a Virtual Nodes stub. Our system model ensures that
the daemon process only fails when the client node fails, so that communication between the client and the
daemon process fulfils the requirements of both transparent channel and fault-tolerant channel. In earlier
work, we replicated an off-the-shelf POP3 server using that approach [141]. We do not discuss it any further
in this thesis.
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Replica-side assembling redirects IP packages to one or multiple replicas. Here, the external communication module assembles the data to Virtual Nodes messages and passes the messages to the replication layer.
We proposed two mechanisms to ensure a valid redirection of IP packages that are based on an adapted load
balancer and Szymaniak et al.’s versatile anycast. However, we have not established requirements for mechanisms that realise transparent and fault-tolerant channels. Further, we have not discussed their integration
in the Virtual Nodes replication framework. In the following, we first re-define the concept of a channel for
IP-based communication, before we briefly sketch the unconsidered issues. Throughout the remainder of this
section, we glance at implementation options the Virtual Nodes framework provides for the discussed topics.
Their actual implementation, however, remains subject to future work.
IP-based Communication Channels
Intuitively, a channel provides a distinguished communication facility between the endpoints of two nodes.
The channel is available after it has been opened by one of the participants and accepted by the other one. It
can be used until it is closed by any of the two nodes. Data sent through a channel c1 can be distinguished
from data sent through a channel c2 even if both channels link the same nodes. A channel is reliable iff
packages sent by one node through a channel will be received by the opponent.
In Section 4.2, we defined a Virtual Nodes-enabled channel as a reliable communication channel that serves
the purpose of sending a request to and receiving a response from the replica group. The Virtual Nodes architecture ensures that responses are always sent via the same channel as the request. The Internet Protocol [18]
is concerned with the routing of individual packages, also called datagrams, and does not support the concept of a channel. Yet, normally applications do not use IP directly, but rather apply a transport protocol on
top of it. The most wide-spread transport protocols are UDP [415] and TCP [81]. For that reason, we focus on
those two protocols when adapting the definition of a channel for IP-based communication.
TCP TCP is connection-oriented and reliable; it satisfies all requirements that we impose on a channel. It
uses a handshake protocol for establishing a connection between two endpoints and further an acknowledge
protocol to confirm the reception of packages. TCP sockets are stateful, because both sender and receiver
make use of sequence numbers for outgoing and incoming packages.
UDP UDP is connection-less and unreliable; in consequence, it does not satisfy any property that we require
from channels. In particular, there is no mechanism to establish or tear down a channel. For that reason,
we consider each UDP datagram as an own channel. A correct application using UDP cannot expect reliable
message delivery, so that this is also not necessary for the replicated scenario.
Requirements of Transparent Channels
A fundamental requirement to transparent channels compared to off-the-shelf IP-based communication is the
capability to react to replica failures by modifying the actual target node of the IP packages sent by the client.
At the same time, however, the destination address seen by the client application shall remain unchanged.
The only option to achieve such a behaviour is to modify the routing of the packages for changing their destination. Due to the impossibility of perfect failure detection (cf. Section 2.2.4), there is always a delay between
the failure of a replica and the subsequent modification of the routing. This leads to a period of unavailability
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in which the proxy may redirect IP packages to a failed replica which, in turn, may cause the propagation of
a routing error to the client, e.g. via ICMP packages [416]. According to our definition, a transparent channel
never generates an error when a client makes an attempt to open a new channel while replicas are alive. For
instance, a client shall not experience routing errors when establishing new channels during the period of
unavailability. For the proxy controls the routing between client and replicas, it can also suppress occurring
ICMP error messages.
In addition, the address mapping mechanism has to ensure a stickyness of the redirection, because the
byte-stream handler at individual replicas can only generate Virtual Nodes messages with consistent data,
when the address mapping mechanism does not change its redirection policy arbitrarily for open channels.
Our definition of address mapping allows that the mapping mechanism re-directs IP packages to multiple
replicas. Yet, we suggest a re-direction to a single replica at a time. In accordance with Virtual Nodes terminology, we refer to that replica as the contact replica of the channel. Having a single contact replica, significantly
eases the implementation of an address mapping mechanism, due to the following reasons. First, sending
the same IP package to multiple replicas introduces the need to synchronise replica state on a per-IP package level which is likely to cause tremendous overhead. Second, re-directing a single IP package to multiple
destinations is not natively supported by existing kernel-level routing mechanisms such as iptables1 . Third,
dealing with Virtual Nodes responses becomes easier, when there is only a single contact replica. Fourth,
accessing a single replica is the natural choice for replication protocols with parsimonious processing.
Transparent channels only ensure that opening a new channel succeeds, so that their implementation does
not have to consider channel state at replica failure. Nevertheless, on a technical level the replicas need to
agree on the endpoints a client can access for opening a new channel. When the replicated service uses an
RMI interface, it is the external communication module that manages open sockets. In that case, all replicas
offer the same facilities to accept new channels.
When a virtual network is used by the replicated service, all replicas have a common view on available
virtual sockets due to the determinism of application code. Yet, the replication framework has to realise a
mapping from virtual sockets to the physical sockets provided by the external communication module. In
consequence, the external communication modules of all replicas need to synchronise parts of their state.
The affected parts of the state as well as the demands towards the virtual network depend on the transport
protocol used.
UDP In UDP, basically any socket can be used to establish new channels to the replica group. For that reason,
all UDP sockets in the virtual network require a mapping to physical sockets. When the application logic closes
a virtual socket v, the physical sockets p that map to v have to be closed and the mappings from v to p be
removed. Services with RMI interface cannot create and close sockets. Instead, all sockets are managed by
the external communication module. For consistency reasons, the external communication modules of all
replicas have to manage the same set of physical sockets.
TCP The Java API for TCP provides server sockets that solely serve the purpose of accepting client requests
for opening new channels. That is, for services with an RMI interface, the replicas need to agree on the set
of server sockets their external communication modules offer. Accepting a connection request on a server
socket creates a regular socket that can be used to communicate with the client. For services with an RMI
1 http://www.netfilter.org/
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event
OPEN

READ

WRITE
CLOSE

data for other replicas
channel identifier,
initial channel state,
contact replica
channel identifier,
number of bytes read,
new channel state
channel identifier,
number of bytes written,
new channel state
channel identifier

confirm to client
acknowledge opening

acknowledge read
acknowledge
acknowledgement

Table 7.6: Channel events

interface, these sockets may exist exclusively on the contact replica. Then, the channels they represent will
break down when the replica fails, and the client will experience a channel failure.
For services that make use of a virtual network, virtual server sockets require a mapping to physical server
sockets on all replicas. A client that establishes a new channel, will connect to a physical server socket offered by the external communication module at the contact replica which creates a new physical socket in the
external communication module. For that the service implementation is capable of operating on the newly
created channel, the accept operation and the creation of a new physical socket have to be reflected in the
virtual network. For consistency reasons, this has to happen in the virtual network of all replicas. That is, a
new channel will result in a single new physical socket on the contact node, but in a virtual socket on each
replica. When a replica r fails, all its managed channels break down and the respective virtual sockets will
not be used by the client any more. In consequence, all other replicas can close the virtual sockets for which
r held the assigned physical socket.

Requirements of Fault-tolerant Channels
The demands towards a fault-tolerant channel are a superset of the requirements of transparent channels.
Transparent channels ignore the failure of contact replicas and expect the client to re-establish the channel
after a failure. Fault-tolerant channels, in turn, require that open channels of failed replicas be adopted by
living replicas. In consequence, an implementation of fault-tolerant channels has to replicate the channel
state among the replica group. Adopting open channels may further require interaction with the address
mapping mechanism and the byte-stream handling.
Table 7.6 lists possible events that may happen on a channel and that in consequence require replication
among all replicas. In order to persist the channel information across all replicas, the replica experiencing the
event (i.e. the contact replica) assembles channel-specific data and hands it over to the replication protocol.
By definition, doing so, persists the data and makes it available to the other replicas. As soon as the data is
available to the entire replica group, the contact replica may notify the event to the client, if required by the
transport protocol. The notification may require support from the address mapping mechanism. The concrete
implementation of state transfer of channel data is dependent on the transport protocol used.
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UDP In UDP, each package is an individual channel that is opened and closed implicitly. Furthermore, packages may be lost. Transparent channels replicate received datagrams to all replicas. Due to the statelessness
of UDP communication, a fault-tolerant UDP channel is not different from a transparent UDP channel. This may
not be necessarily true when application-level protocols establish reliability on top of UDP. In this case, the
application-level protocol behaves more like a TCP channel.
TCP For realising fault-tolerant TCP-based channels, it is crucial that IP packages are persisted on other
replicas before the client is acknowledged about the reception of the packages. Furthermore, before acknowledgements of the client have impact on the socket state of the contact replica, the respective WRITE event has
to be persisted as well. The data for persisting an event includes the current socket state of the socket the
event operates on. This is due to the fact that the replica adopting the channel can only continue using the
socket, when it uses a recent socket state including the correct sequence numbers. Providing a recent socket
state requires that the channel state be read from the operating system with each channel event, e.g. using
TCP connection passing [17]. Furthermore, at recovery, sockets have to be injected into the operating system
of the adopting replica by-passing standard mechanisms for socket creation. Hence, the concrete implementation for fault-tolerant TCP-based channels is dependent on the operating system and requires increased
privileges.
Realising Fault-tolerant Channels in the Virtual Nodes Framework
A central concept in the Virtual Nodes design is that the external communication module does not have to deal
with fault tolerance, but only with receiving requests and sending replies. In consequence, a communication
module has only replica-specific state and is conceptually independent from all other components of a Virtual
Nodes system. When transparent or fault-tolerant channels are supported, this independence gets lost.
We propose to establish a channel manager software module in the Virtual Nodes framework that stores
the necessary information to realise the desired channel type. If required, the channel manager decides
on a mapping between virtual and physical sockets. For fault-tolerant channels, it also performs channel
recovery and injects the adopted channels in the external communication module. Architecture-wise, the
channel manager may function as an extension to or replacement of the invocation cache. When fault-tolerant
channels shall be supported, the channel manager further buffers data that needs to be sent to the client after
it has been persisted.
Even though the channel manager provides core functionality for supporting replication-unaware clients,
the external communication module also has to be adapted. In particular, it has to be aware of the channel
types to be implemented. Also, it has to replicate channel data to the other replicas and confirm actions to
the client. The concrete implementations of transparent channels, fault-tolerant channels, fitting external
communication modules, and the channel managers are pending.

7.1.6 Discussion
In this section, we have discussed options for supporting sessions and replication-unaware clients in the
Virtual Nodes framework. We identified that the middleware layer of the framework can support most approaches to sessions found in literature. Only sessions based on TCP connections are not feasible out of the
box. Providing support for replication-unaware clients also enables the use of connection-oriented sessions.
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In our discussion, we identified address mapping and byte-stream handling as the two fundamental mechanisms that allow replication-unaware clients to access Virtual Nodes-replicated services over IP networks. Address mapping installs a flexible anycast mechanism that enables that client data reaches the replica group.
Byte-stream handling, in turn, transforms IP-based data sequences into Virtual Nodes messages.
We further introduced the notion of transparent and fault-tolerant IP-based channels. A transparent channel applies address mapping and byte-stream handling in order to establish and maintain a connection between a client and the replica group. It does, however, not support the failure of arbitrary replicas. In contrast,
fault-tolerant channels have the additional property that they maintain existing connections between a client
and the replica group even in the face of failures. This functionality can be achieved by replicating the channel
state over all replicas.
Moreover, we discussed the requirements both channel types impose on the address mapping mechanism,
and the impact of the transport protocol on the implementation of both channel types. An actual implementation of transparent and fault-tolerant channels for the Virtual Nodes framework including a proxy is pending.
On the up-side, introducing support for replication-unaware clients clearly strengthens the applicability
of the Virtual Nodes framework. The approach we sketched in this section is beyond all efforts presented in
related work (cf. Chapter 3). It not only opens the Virtual Nodes framework for use with existing client implementations of standardised protocols such as HTTP, but it also allows supporting any TCP-based protocol.
Due to the weak reliability of UDP, support for UDP-based communication requires further investigation.
On the down-side, the integration of support for replication-unaware clients introduces several requirements that are contrary to the actual design goals of the Virtual Nodes system. First, a realisation of faulttolerant channels for the TCP protocol requires that socket state be read from the operating system which
cannot happen unaware of it. Hence, in contrast to all other parts of our system, an implementation of faulttolerant channels is not entirely portable across platforms. Yet, the modularised architecture of the Virtual
Nodes architecture restricts the impact of the non-portable parts to a single module and also allows an easy
adaptation to new platforms. Furthermore, it ensures that non-portable parts only have to be available when
they are really needed. Second, the Virtual Nodes system requires a third-party entity that realises address
mapping. In consequence, the overall system will not be self-contained any more. While this is not a problem in closed cloud environments such as COSCA [268], it may pose a serious problem in open peer-to-peer
environments. Third, the realisation of transparent and fault-tolerant channels via a channel manager requires that the channel manager access the external communication module as well as the object adapter
module and hence, links two previously unrelated entities. Yet, we think that this dependency is inherent to
the considered problem and not a consequence of shortcomings of the system design.
Concluding, in this section, we have posed an approach that allows replication-unaware clients to access
services replicated with the Virtual Nodes framework. We state that the framework is conceptually able to
deal with all requirements necessary to realise that goal. We consider this fact as a strong indication of
the general applicability of our system. Besides a proof-of-concept implementation that is beyond earlier
work [141], future work certainly has to consider the impact of replicating IP packages on performance and
throughput of a channel and hence, on the quality of service experienced by the client.
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7.2 Thread Serialisation
The single-stepping algorithm used for state transfer in the Virtual Nodes system (cf. Section 4.4) is the only
published approach to state serialisation of replicas when deterministic scheduling is used. The algorithm
targets a state where no threads are active in the scheduler. Using it, however, may cause starvation, if a
never-ending sequence of wait and notify calls occurs so that no thread terminates without another thread
starting. In addition, the evaluation of the Virtual Nodes framework has shown, that a delayed state transfer
may decrease the availability of the system (cf. Section 4.8).
Strong thread migration transfers a thread including all of its local state to another machine. Thread migration includes serialising the thread state at one node and deserialising it on another node. Introducing thread
serialisation capabilities into the Virtual Nodes replication framework allows performing an instant serialisation of application state and an instant state transfer. In consequence, it renders single-stepping needless.
In addition, thread serialisation enables the use of multi-threading for passive replication protocols. In this
section, we investigate how the Virtual Nodes system can exploit mechanisms from strong thread migration
for thread serialisation. Section 7.2.1 presents the general limitations of strong thread migration in Java and
related work that tackles the problem. Section 7.2.2 sketches an integrated system and discusses special
requirements of the Virtual Nodes system compared to related work. Section 7.2.3 concludes.

7.2.1 Background and Related Work
In general, copying and migrating threads is not transparent to processor architecture, operating system,
programming language, and compiler. In the case of Java, it is also dependent on the Java Virtual Machine
implementation. In particular, the Thread class is not Serializable so that there is no straight forward way
to transfer a thread across system boundaries using standardised mechanisms. According to the Java specification, the main reason behind this limitation is to allow a high performance implementation of threads [209].
The struggle for thread migration in other application domains has led to an extensive body of related
work. Many frameworks that realise Java-based software agents use weak thread migration [475, 537]. Other
authors integrate strong thread migration capabilities in the Java Virtual Machine implementation [321, 419,
543, 79] or provide a programming framework [301]. All these approaches are not suited for an integration with
Virtual Nodes, because they either require migration-aware application code or a customised environment.
Both requirements violate the platform-independence targeted by Virtual Nodes (cf. Section 3.8.1).
The overwhelming portion of publications that realise transparent, JVM-independent, strong thread migration apply source code or byte code rewriting [340, 316, 441, 503]. Some other systems exploit the Java
Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA)1 [253, 150, 12]. JPDA is a standardised debugging interface to the Java
Virtual Machine. JPDA-based migration libraries exploit the debugging functionality to stop threads and to
read their respective state. In contrast to other approaches, code rewriting and JPDA-based approaches are
independent from the Java Virtual Machine implementation and transparent for application programmers.
Due to the fact that JPDA is a debugger interface, its functionality has a limited scope. It allows reading
and writing local variables of a thread, and also provides read access to a thread’s programme counter. Yet, it
cannot be used to set the programme counter. For that reason, JPDA-based systems do also apply byte code
rewriting and inject additional code to the beginning of all methods that may be executed at recovery. When
called, the injected code checks whether the calling thread is recovering after deserialisation. In that case,
1 http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/core/toolsapis/jpda/
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the new code interacts with the migration library to re-establish the stack frame and invoke the next method
of the stack frame. Otherwise, the thread executes the regular method code.

7.2.2 Thread Transfer for Virtual Nodes
In the following, we sketch how to add thread migration to the Virtual Nodes system. Basically, any of the
bytecode re-writing and JPDA-based libraries can be used. Due to the fact that JPDA-based systems introduce
less run-time overhead [253], we focus on that strategy. We first sketch a basic approach assuming that a
JPDA-based migration library is available. Afterwards, we evaluate the capabilities of a library that supports
the Virtual Nodes framework best. In accordance with Chapter 4, we refer to the replica providing the state
as server and the replica obtaining the state as client.
Basic Approach
In a Virtual Nodes system, the deterministic scheduler controls all threads. Hence, the migration capabilities
have to be collocated at the scheduler module. In Section 4.6.1, we identified that thread migration is safe as
long as none of the threads modifies shared state. For that reason, we define that the scheduler only triggers
thread migration when this pre-condition is satisfied. This is possible, because the scheduler is responsible
for granting and releasing locks and threads may only modify shared state after having acquired a lock.
In Java, the execution stack of a thread consists of several stack frames. JPDA provides access to the individual frames, the method they belong to, the thread’s current position in the method, and all local variables
it contains, i.e. method parameters and method-local variables. For state transfer, the following actions have
to take place: At server-side from each thread all state information has to be serialised and then sent to the
client. At client-side, the state has to be deserialised, a new thread has to be created, and the thread state
has to be injected into the new thread. The entire functionality is part of any thread migration library. Yet, in
contrast to migration, we do copy the thread state so that the original thread remains active.
Advanced Topics
While the implementation of thread migration in the Virtual Nodes system is future work, there are some
non-trivial issues that have to be dealt with for such an implementation. In particular, it has to consider the
run-time overhead, code without debugging symbols, the operand stack, and shared objects.
Overhead Applying thread migration introduces overhead into the system. First, due to additional code as
a consequence of code re-writing. Second, because running the JVM with an attached debugger is slower
than running it plain. In contrast to agent-based systems that constitute the majority of related work, thread
migration is rather seldom in Virtual Nodes. In consequence, the impact the thread migration mechanism
imposes on the run-time performance shall be minimal.
The debugging overhead is minimised, when the debugger is only attached during state serialisation. Regarding the bloat of code, byte code re-writing may be applied dynamically during deserialisation at the clientside. In contrast to existing approaches that modify all potentially affected methods, only the methods on
a thread’s stack frames suffer from additional code when dynamic re-writing is applied. Rewriting loaded
classes can for instance be achieved by the instrumentation classes in the java.lang.instrument package.
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int tmp1 = a();
int tmp2 = b();
int c = tmp1 + tmp2;

int c = a() + b();

original code

code modifications suggested by related work
Figure 7.2: Usage of operand stack

Debug symbols Using the JPDA interface only provides useful results, when debug symbols are contained
in the executed code. Otherwise, JPDA will not retrieve any values. Some libraries, however, are compiled
without debugging symbols such as Oracle’s standard libraries. For these, the JVMTI1 low-level interface to
the debugger may be used. JVMTI provides thread access at JVM-level and supports getting and setting local
variables in the absence of debug symbols. The use of JVMTI, however, comes at the price of portability,
because interaction with JVMTI can only be realised in native code.
Operand stack In Java, each stack frame has assigned an operand stack. The operand stack is used to store
values required for the next operation. For instance, in the original code sequence from Figure 7.2 the results
of a() and b() are stored on the operand stack, before the two return values are summed up. In difference to
the stack frame, the operand stack cannot be accessed by any standardised mechanism. In case the thread
shall be serialised while it is blocked in method b(), the return value of a() is on the operand stack and
cannot be accessed. Related work (e.g. [253, 340]) suggests to transform the single expression to a sequence
of expressions as also shown in Figure 7.2. Again, this modification bloats the code of the application and
causes overhead. To avoid unnecessary code transformation, we advise that more sophisticated strategies
be used when possible. For instance, in the example in Figure 7.2, the migration library may force an early
return from b() with a known return value. Then, the return value of a() can be derived from the value of c.
Shared objects An object on the stack of a thread t may also be on the stack of another thread u. In addition,
the object may also be contained in the application state and be serialised by regular application serialisation
in addition to thread serialisation. It is important, that all object references that referenced the same object
before serialisation again reference the same object after deserialisation.

7.2.3 Summary
In this section, we have discussed how to realise strong thread migration in the Virtual Nodes system. Strong
thread migration allows instantaneous serialisation of application state. It limits the impact of single stepping and further eliminates the risk of starvation. Furthermore, it enables the introduction of multi-threading
for passive replication. We have also sketched possible optimisations for a Virtual Nodes-capable thread
migration framework. The virtualised Java standard libraries provided by Djrt (cf. Chapter 5) enable thread
migration for applications where threads execute code from the standard libraries. None of the JPDA-based
related work supports this feature.
1 http://download.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/guide/jvmti
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On the down-side, introducing strong thread migration and instant serialisation may also have a negative
impact on state transfer. Instant thread migration makes it harder to apply parallel state transfer from multiple
state-providing replicas, because their respective threads may have made different progress. Hence, beside
the integration of a thread migration library in the Virtual Nodes system, a main focus of future work is to
identify heuristics that estimate whether thread migration is absolutely required, e.g. in order to to avoid
starvation, beneficial to performance, or harmful to performance.

7.3 Transaction-oriented Replication in Virtual Nodes
In this section, we evaluate how to introduce transaction-oriented request processing into the Virtual Nodes
system in order to overcome limitations of operation-driven replication protocols. Section 7.3.1 discusses the
weaknesses of operation-driven replication protocols and proposes the use of mechanisms known from Software Transactional Memory (STM) and distributed databases to overcome them. In Section 7.3.2, we present
background information on STM. Section 7.3.3 discusses the integration of a distributed STM into the Virtual
Nodes system. Only the replication protocol module has to be replaced for that purpose. We conclude the
section with a discussion of the approach and future work.

7.3.1 Problem Statement
Intuitively, invocation-oriented systems are understood as operation-driven. Accordingly, most related
work advises operation-driven replication protocols like (semi-)passive replication and (semi-)active replication (cf. Section 3.2) for them. Both kinds of replication protocols limit the overall system performance by
their design. In passive replication, the throughput is determined by the performance of the primary replica
that executes all operations. In active replication all replicas perform computations, yet, the same ones.
Both kinds of replication protocols allow load sharing between replicas only for read-only invocations. From
the discussion in Chapter 4, we can tell that threads executing a read-only invocation are not allowed to
access mutable shared state when deterministic scheduling is used. That is, enabling read-only operations
to access consistent, modifiable state, requires the use of sequential scheduling for all requests. Sequential
scheduling, however, is also harmful to performance [145].
Regarding the consistency of modifying operations, both active and passive replication protocols require
either a deterministic concurrent or a sequential execution of requests. This leads to bad performance when
invocations with modifying semantics access different parts of the replica state, because then sequential
access to the state, as implied by both approaches, is not necessary. In such a scenario, an approach that
executes an invocation independent from other operations on a fixed number of machines leaving the other
machines for other invocations may be beneficial. Such a mechanism is generally provided by data-driven
systems and requires that machines synchronise with each other about their updates in order to remain mutually consistent. Often, operations are also grouped in transactions (cf. Section 2.4). Transaction-based
replication is often found in distributed database systems and application servers, but has been successfully
applied to object replication as well (cf. Sections 3.3.4, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6).
Transaction-oriented processing of methods requires that occurring read and write operations be identified and recorded during operation. Only then, conflicting operations of concurrent transactions may be
recognised and handled. The Virtual Nodes system is based on the Java programming language that neither
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supports transactions natively nor provides an out of the box mechanism to identify read and write operations. In consequence, the applications replicated with the transaction-oriented replication protocol have to
be either transaction-aware or some sort of code rewriting has to be applied to them. We will not discuss the
implementation of such a rewriting tool, but constraints of an automatic code transformation. The feasibility
of transactions in Java environments has mainly been discussed in the context of Software Transaction Memory (STM) that we present in Section 7.3.2. In any case, the application code has to access the transaction
manager that coordinates the start, abort, and commit of transactions on a per-thread basis. We sketch the
integration of a transaction manager in the Virtual Nodes architecture in Section 7.3.3.

7.3.2 Background and Related Work
In the following, we briefly consider issues related to software transactional memory, software transactional
memory in Java, and distributed shared memory provided that they have not yet been subject to Chapter 3.

Software Transactional Memory
Transactional memory (TM) is a memory abstraction that allows grouping a sequence of read and write operations to the main memory into an atomic block called transaction (cf. Section 2.4). Software transactional
memory (STM) [335] is a TM that does not rely on specific hardware support, but realises all transactional
functionality in software.
From an algorithmic point of view, STM systems can be divided into three categories according to the
guarantees they make. Wait-free [233] is the most powerful category. It guarantees that all processes make
progress in a finite number of steps. Lock-free systems [364] guarantee that the system as a whole will make
progress. In obstruction-free systems [236] progress is only guaranteed in the absence of contention. Lockfree systems allow starvation, while obstruction-free systems allow starvation as well as livelocks.
Many STM systems apply serialisability [364] or linearisability [460, 236] as their correctness criterion.
Furthermore, STM systems may require pre-knowledge of memory locations involved in transactions [460];
they may operate on word-basis [153] or object-basis [182, 364] and have early [236] or commit-time conflict
resolution [182]. Also, mixed approaches to conflict detection are possible [153].
STM systems always introduce overhead, because they have to redirect memory operations to the STM
run-time system. Dragojevic et al. distinguish STM systems according to how they treat instrumentation
and privatisation [152]. The instrumentation category denotes whether the redirection is added manually
or by the compiler. Applying privatisation means to remove an object o from the shared memory in order
to perform a sequence of operations on o without transactional overhead. At the end of the operations, o
is added back to the memory. Besides for performance reasons, privatisation can be used to interact with
legacy code. Privatisation can only be successful, when the STM system ensures that data is either accessed
transactionally or non-transactionally, but not intermixed [472]. The STM system may either require that a
programmer explicitly mark the use of privatisation or recognise it transparently [152].
Blundell et al. define the atomicity of STMs [337]. An STM provides weak atomicity, when it guarantees
atomicity only for transactions. It implements strong atomicity, when it realises atomicity between transactions and non-transactional code sequences.
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STM for Java
A number of STM systems have been presented for the Java programming language. These approaches are
either library-based [235] or rely on extensions to the Java syntax in combination with special compilers [227].
Deuce STM1 , in turn, follows a tool-based approach and uses annotations and byte-code rewriting. Java-based
STM systems may also support condition variables [515]. Carlstrom et al. have customised a Java Virtual
Machine to map Java synchronisation constructs to a hardware transactional memory treating the beginning
and ends of synchronized blocks as commit points [95]. That is, they realise strong atomicity. Blundell et al.
argue that introducing strong atomicity to previously weakly atomic systems may yield starvation and advise
against automatic transformation of lock-based code to transactions [337]. Yet, their argumentation is based
on a strictly consistent memory architecture, an assumption that does not hold for Java applications [209].
The Java memory model does not guarantee that threads see each others modifications to state unless
they execute synchronisation actions such as the acquisition and release of a lock [209]. That is, the Java
specification requires that a thread’s cache is synchronised with the global memory at these points. Using
Blundell et al.’s terminology, the Java specification demands strong atomicity. In consequence, mapping
synchronized blocks to transactions does not increase atomicity and hence, cannot lead to starvation.
Transactions in Distributed Shared Memory
An extensive number of transaction-based approaches have been published for distributed shared memory
systems. In the following, we focus solely on Java-based systems. Plurix is a distributed cluster-operating
system that uses transactions to coordinate activities [203]. Plurix uses a Java-like programming language. Its
transaction mechanism exploits the memory-management unit of standard PC hardware. Plurix applications
cannot run on other Java-based systems. JavaSpaces provides an explicit tuple space that supports transactions [483]. JavaSpaces transactions can span multiple nodes and also multiple spaces. Other Java-based
transactional tuple spaces are for instance Gigaspace XAP [488] and TGOS [470].
Based on earlier work [142], Lang implements TROM, a distributed software transactional memory with serialisability as correctness criterion [299]. The implementation realises a transaction management system with
commit-time conflict detection using multiversion concurrency control [59]. TROM supports field-level granularity and applies byte code transformation in order to support legacy applications. The code transformation
process replaces synchronized statements in the application as well as all field access with invocations to
the transaction management. TROM uses an agreement protocol that is based on atomic multicast and that
had previously been applied to replicated databases [403, 545].

7.3.3 A Distributed Transactional Memory with Virtual Nodes
From the problem statement, we can tell that a data-oriented, transaction-based replication protocol may
overcome the scalability limitations of active and passive replication for certain use cases. While it is not a
magic cure for shortcomings of invocation-oriented replication protocols, it is a valuable tool in the Virtual
Nodes toolbox that broadens the applicability of the framework. In particular, when operations of the remote
service operate on different partitions of the system state, the performance of a replicated system may increase when a transactional approach to replication is chosen. From shared memory systems, we conclude
1 http://www.deucestm.org/
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that transaction handling for Java applications is generally feasible, but cannot be applied arbitrarily. Related
work also reveals design options for transactional memory. In the following, we first discuss these design options with respect to the Virtual Nodes system whose environment is significantly different from common STM
systems. Then, we present how to integrate TROM as a replication protocol into the Virtual Nodes framework.
Requirements
Common STM implementations assume a standard application that runs from beginning to end. That is, they
do not have to handle external activity, can assume uniqueness of memory addresses, and can exploit that all
threads share a single address space. In a Virtual Nodes environment, however, these assumptions cannot be
fulfilled. Activity is added to the system via requests, memory addresses are not unique, and not all threads
share the same address space. In consequence, the transaction mechanism used for the Virtual Nodes system
has to identify objects by something different than their memory address.
In contrast to database systems, the Virtual Nodes architecture does not expose transactions to the clients.
That is, clients still interact with the system via plain method invocations. In consequence, the transaction
mechanism applied for Virtual Nodes has to be capable of mapping the execution of a request to transactions.
Due to the atomicity considerations, we cannot simply impose a transaction over each request in Java systems,
as doing so would violate the Java memory model [337]. Instead, the transaction mechanism has to be able
to handle multiple transactions per requests. In particular, when code re-writing for legacy applications shall
be used, it is safe to map each synchronized block to a single transaction.
In consequence, transactions in a Virtual Nodes system are supposed to be rather short. This assumption,
in conjunction with the fact that transactions run concurrently on multiple nodes, discourages the use of
early conflict detection and suggests that commit-time conflict detection be applied. Moreover, the number
of messages per transactions shall be kept small.
The Virtual Nodes specification allows clients to issue the same request to multiple replicas at the same
time. Yet, the result of executions that refer to the same invocation have to yield the same result as a single
invocation. For that reason, out of two replicas that execute the logically same invocation only one is allowed
to commit each transaction. This requirement becomes more demanding, when failure cases are considered.
When a replica crashes halfway through a method, another replica will start re-executing the method. Yet,
it shall not re-execute already committed transactions, but has to replay them instead. For that reason, all
transactions require a unique and deterministic transaction identifier.
Integration into Virtual Nodes
The transaction support for Virtual Nodes builds on TROM, because TROM has been designed for invocationoriented replicated systems [299]. In consequence, it natively supports many features required by the Virtual
Nodes system. It realises a distributed transactional memory based on multi-version histories in order to
support commit-time conflict detection [59]. It provides a mapping from requests to transactions and can
replay committed transactions.
For the integration, we use a widely unmodified version of TROM. We have solely extended it to support
condition variables in a way that correspond to their original semantics. When wait() is called by a thread
t, the system commits all transactions t currently executes. After wait() has returned, an adequate number
of new transactions is started. Carlstrom et al. criticise that this strategy breaks the encapsulation of trans-
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actions when wait() occurs in a nested transaction [95]. Yet, this behaviour is exactly what the Java memory
model requires.
In addition, we remove the group communication, the state transfer, and the group management modules
of TROM and link the remaining modules to the respective Virtual Nodes modules. We also adapt TROM’s
messages so that they conform to the format implied by the replication framework. The core functionality of
TROM is added to Virtual Nodes as a replication protocol module. Client requests that reach the protocol are
instantaneously executed on the contact replica. The thread that executes the requests interacts with TROM’s
transaction manager for starting and committing transactions. To the Virtual Nodes system, the transaction
manager appears as a deterministic scheduler with an extended interface.
The transaction manager stores the entire application state in the multi-version history. Transaction commitment follows the DBMS approach presented by Pedone [401]: When a replica r commits a transaction t,
the transaction manager on r first checks locally, if t conflicts with any previously committed transaction. If
this is the case, the transaction rolls back and gets re-executed. If t does not conflict with any committed
transaction, r’s transaction manager spreads it among all replicas using an atomic broadcast. On the arrival
of t’s commit message the transaction managers on all replicas check for conflicts. Due to the atomic broadcast of all committing transactions, all transaction managers come to the same conclusion without further
communication. If there are any conflicts, the transaction rolls back; otherwise, its write-set becomes part of
the system state.

7.3.4 Summary
In this section, we presented the integration of a transactional shared memory in the Virtual Nodes framework. A transaction-based system allows building a replicated system with horizontal scaling in certain usecases. In addition, transaction-based systems have less rigid requirements towards determinism compared
to actively and passively replicated systems. Yet, they also introduce costs for coordination and re-execution
of transactions. In consequence, introducing a transaction-oriented replication protocol in the Virtual Nodes
framework does not yield a perfect solution to all problems of replication, but rather adds another valuable
tool to the Virtual Nodes toolbox. Having more tools gives us a wider configuration spectrum and enables to
react more flexibly to the demands of the replicated application and the workload.
The focus of this section was on showing that the Virtual Nodes system is capable of dealing with
transaction-oriented replication protocols rather than providing a unique implementation of a distributed
transactional memory. Also, we did not mean to make a statement on whether STM applications are suited
for real-world systems [97, 153]. We have built a prototype for this thesis based on Lang’s TROM system [299].
Yet, function-wise, the prototype is less comprehensive than the active and passive replication protocols presented in Chapter 4. For instance, it does not support nested invocations no matter inside or outside a transaction. Nevertheless, the integration of TROM into the Virtual Nodes framework shows that the Virtual Nodes
system is also suited for realising transaction-oriented replication protocols.
As primary target for future work, we consider a full-fledged implementation of the transaction-oriented
replication module and a classification of workloads with respect to the best suited replication protocol. Apart
from that, further topics remain for future work: TROM creates a transaction for each synchronized block.
Each transaction results in at least one atomic multicast. It is interesting to investigate under which conditions
it is possible to merge transactions so that the number of message decreases. Furthermore, it is worthwhile
investigating to what extent the Virtual Nodes system does support data-centric and transaction-oriented
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Figure 7.3: Behaviour after releasing the last lock
replication protocols that are not based on a commit via atomic broadcast. Finally, the question of crossreplica transactions is left unanswered. When a replica group A interacts with another possibly replicated
entity B via nested invocations, then, transaction support for transactions spanning invocations from A to
B, e.g. as XA transactions [493], may be desired.

7.4 Optimisations for Deterministic Schedulers
In earlier work, we evaluated the performance of deterministic scheduling algorithms in scenarios with object
replication [145]. The evaluation shows that concurrency drops for all algorithms from the ADETS suite (cf. Section 6.2), when threads continue executing operations after they have released their last lock. In this section,
we discuss possible optimisations for deterministic MAT scheduling algorithm.
In the MAT algorithm, only a single primary thread may execute lock and unlock operations. Other threads
only become primary once the previous primary has been suspended or has terminated. The order in which
threads become primary is pre-determined by their rank among the set of all threads. The computations a
thread performs after it has released its last lock and before it terminates have no impact on determinism, as
they do not influence concurrently running threads. Figure 7.3 illustrates how the MAT algorithm might benefit
from information about a thread’s last lock. We discuss two approaches to obtain information of the last lock.
Section 7.4.1 considers static code analysis. Code analysis requires maintaining and processing additional
data at run-time which may create significant overhead. For scenarios that do not allow code analysis, we
sketch the use of heuristics in Section 7.4.2.
The pessimism of the MAT deterministic scheduling algorithm is very restrictive when fine-grained locking
is used. Fine-grained locking leads to the use of many mutexes which makes it likely that different threads
use disjunctive sets of mutexes. Apparently, threads with disjunctive mutex sets can be scheduled totally
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independently as sketched in Figure 7.4. There, the primary thread requests and releases a lock on mutex x
and terminates afterwards. The highest ranked primary candidate thread requests a lock for mutex y. Using
last lock analysis, MAT requires that the primary candidate thread wait until the primary has released x. In
an ideal case, however, the scheduler recognises that the remaining mutexes of the primary do not conflict
with y and immediately grants the lock to the primary candidate thread. In difference to last-lock analysis,
such an approach does not only require knowledge about the sequence of lock/unlock operations, but also
needs awareness of the mutexes used in these operations. In Section 7.4.3, we briefly sketch approaches to
gather the necessary information about a thread’s remaining mutexes.

7.4.1 Last Lock Recognition by Code Analysis
In earlier work we identified three issues that have to be tackled in order to realise last lock recognition by
code analysis [149]. (i) The code analysis has to inspect possibly executed code and provide information of
when locks may be called. (ii) At run-time, the scheduler has to have access to this information so that it
can evaluate it in order to realise the optimisations. (iii) A thread may require to notify the scheduler about
its programme flow. For instance, when the last lock and with it the last unlock operation resides in the if
branch of an if-else expression, a thread entering the else branch has to inform the scheduler that it will
not invoke the lock operation in the if branch.
We propose to run the code analysis prior to executing the replicated application. For each operation that
may be invoked by clients, we build an invocation tree that covers all possible invocation paths a thread can
take starting from a client request. Then, branches of the tree that are unrelated to scheduling are removed.
The remaining branches of the invocation trees are stored in a file. Where required, we add invocations to
the scheduler in the application code, so that the scheduler can track a thread’s progress. During start-up,
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the scheduler loads the file containing the invocation trees. At run-time, the scheduler assigns each thread
an invocation tree and a progress pointer. The pointer is moved by each scheduler operation triggered by the
thread. When the pointer points to a leaf of the tree, the thread can be removed from the scheduler.
A prototype implementation of the last lock analysis was presented by Näveke [377]. It considers loops
and the late binding capabilities of Java according to an earlier discussion [149]. Näveke’s work realises
a code analyser and extends Reiser’s version of MAT [425] with a bookkeeping module that manages the
invocation trees collected by the analyser. This allows using the scheduler with and without code analysis.
The bookkeeping module also maintains information on the current and future lock acquisition of a thread on
a per-thread basis.
Näveke’s evaluation with his prototype shows that the discussed features may significantly decrease the
execution time when a computation follows the release of the last lock. Nevertheless, it also reveals limitations of his current prototype. First of all, the code analysis is very demanding with respect to required
time and resources even for small examples, in particular, when the application makes use of the Java runtime libraries. Furthermore, the prototype does not scale to applications with more than a few dozen classes.
For instance, we were not able to run the analysis for the Derby DB set-up used in Section 5.6, because the
data sets to store the invocation trees exceed multiple gigabytes. Finally, the prototype disallows the use of
dynamic class loading and only marginally supports recursion.
Concluding, source code analysis may be a highly efficient tool for small use cases. Yet, we cannot advise
it in the general case. For a wide applicability and a valid statement, further research is required in two areas.
First, more efficient storage structures and a more sophisticated analysis have to be proposed. Second, we
require an estimation that compares the possible performance gain with the run-time overhead. The more
complicated and sophisticated strategies are used, the higher grows the risk that bookkeeping overhead
eats up the gain of performance optimisation.

7.4.2 Last Lock Recognition by Heuristics
The fact that explicit source code analysis is expensive in both analysis-time and run-time costs makes it
compelling to look for alternatives. An approach based on heuristic may gather similar information as the
static code analysis, but allows handling of fuzzy data which reduces the need for storing and processing
large data-sets in the scheduler.
Using heuristics may be successful provided that the invocation of a specific start method ms will always
generate a similar sequence of lock/unlock operations. For instance, we expect that if a method has used
five locks in 90% of all invocations, again five locks will be used with high probability in the next invocation
of ms . Then, the scheduler may decide to remove a thread from the set of scheduled threads once it has
finished the invocation of its fifth lock operation. In case the prediction was wrong, the scheduler of the
local replica coordinates with the scheduler of the other replicas to re-enqueue the thread in the scheduling
system. Obviously, the heuristic approach has to ensure that all threads on all replicas take the same right and
wrong decisions. Furthermore, modifications to the computed values require agreement among all replicas
about the new values to use and when to use them.
An implementation of such an approach may make use of Näveke’s modified scheduler implementation and
apply a customised bookkeeping module. Instead of reading data from a file that has been created off-line,
the bookkeeper creates data on-line during processing. An implementation of such a bookkeeping module is
subject to future work.
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The sketched approach has some similarities with Storyboard [271] in that it tries to predict the invocation
path a thread takes and can handle wrong predictions. The Storyboard architecture is comparable to our
bookkeeping module. Yet, the Storyboard implementation exploits application-specific knowledge about the
semaphores a thread will use. Arguably, this feature allows Storyboard to exploit maximum concurrency in
case of correct predictions. On the other hand, it cannot be used application-unaware. So far, the Storyboard
scheduler has been shown to work only with static, pre-known mutex sets which is far less flexible than the
approach we target.

7.4.3 Analysing Lock Parameters
For enabling more concurrency in MAT while still keeping determinism, the scheduler has to check whether
two threads overlap at a lock request and for all future lock requests. Assuming a total order on the threads,
a thread will only be allowed to acquire a lock, if all threads with a higher rank will not request a lock on the
same mutex in the future. That is, the scheduler requires information on the future locks of a thread. In the
following, we consider retrieving that information based on code analysis and on heuristics. We claim that
the implementation of the sketched approaches only requires small modifications to the scheduling algorithm [149].
Code analysis In Java, the mutex of a lock/unlock operation is determined by the parameter of the
synchronized statement. Due to the fact that multiple objects of a class may exist and further, Java allows
aliases to an object, the identity of a mutex cannot be determined by its name or type. Instead, the code
analyser has to identify when a mutex object is assigned for the last time and to which value. The thread
executing a request, has to notify the scheduler once the value is known.
Identification of the mutex is straight forward, if the parameter is this, a method parameter, or an object
that is local to the method. In the first case, the parameter is final, in the latter, we can find out about the
last assignment by code analysis. It is impossible to determine the last assignment for other parameters, like
an instance variable, a globally accessible object, or the return value of a method call. We refer to those as
spontaneous parameters. In order to inform the scheduler about known mutexes, the code analyser injects
additional invocations to the scheduler at the source code locations where the parameter is known for the
first time. In case of spontaneous parameters, we do not insert any additional instructions. The mutex set of
a thread is only known when it does not contain any spontaneous parameters any more and all other future
parameters are known.
Heuristics Similar to static code analysis, the prediction of lock parameters is also possible using heuristics. This approach seems particularly useful when a fixed set of static mutexes appears in the application.
Different from code analysis, the use of heuristics allows spanning the set of possible mutexes of a thread
depending on the remote method it executes. Then, threads processing methods with different mutex sets
can be scheduled independently.

7.4.4 Summary
In this section, we considered the question of how to enable more concurrency for deterministic scheduling.
We presented two answers that focus on heuristics and static code analysis. The discussion shows that both
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approaches have the potential to boost concurrency. Future work has to come up with an efficient implementation of code analysis. Further, it has to identify use cases that benefit from optimisation efforts and those
that do not. This requires a careful evaluation of the different optimisation strategies with respect to their
potential performance gains and run-time overhead.
All optimisations we presented assume the use of the MAT scheduling algorithm in a request-based threading model. Nevertheless, we think that the optimisation are also suited for other scheduling algorithms. For
instance, the PDS algorithm may benefit from lock predication even more than the MAT algorithm, as it only
requires the prediction of the next mutex of a thread instead of all future mutexes in order to apply optimisations. In this section, we have not considered daemon threads or threads with an infinite run-time. While
those threads never have a last lock, they seem particularly suited for lock prediction, because it can be assumed that they repeatedly execute the same code sequences. Again, it remains future work to confirm or
falsify this claim.

7.5 Lock-less Data Structures
Since version 5, Java comes with support for lock-less data structures. Classes that implement such functionality reside in the java.util.concurrent package and its sub-packages. They realise thread-safety by
atomic hardware operations such as compare-and-set instead of locking. Calls to these hardware instructions
are wrapped by the Unsafe class. In Section 5.4.7, we presented a deterministic version of Unsafe based on
locking. While that approach is fully functional and semantically correct, it introduces unnecessary overhead.
This is due to the fact that most classes using Unsafe are optimised to maximise concurrency under the assumption that calls to Unsafe only take little time. In the deterministic version this assumption does not hold
any more, because methods in Unsafe have to make use of the deterministic scheduler.
The methods in Unsafe only provide little information about the call context, so that we cannot exploit
the semantics of the invoking classes for optimisations. Instead, optimisations for the deterministic version have to be added directly to the calling classes. In the following, we investigate a deterministic reimplementation of the classes using Unsafe while paying particular attention to the deterministic environment. In Section 7.5.1, we evaluate how the classes in java.util.concurrent and its sub-classes implement
thread-safety. Only some of them make immediate use of Unsafe. The other classes build on these classes for
ensuring their thread safety. In particular, multiple of them make use of the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
class. In Section 7.5.2 and Section 7.5.3, we present the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer, before we discuss
two approaches to an optimised deterministic implementation. Section 7.5.4 concludes with an evaluation of
the optimised version of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer and other classes.

7.5.1 Concurrency-enabled Classes in the Standard Libraries
Concurrency-enabled classes as part of the Java SE libraries can be found in the java.util.concurrent
package and its two sub-packages atomic and locks. Table 7.7 lists an overview of the classes contained
in the packages excluding classes related to the Executor framework (cf. Section 5.5.5). From the table,
we can tell that only ten classes do use Unsafe directly. Six classes directly make use of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer while seven use it mediately via ReentrantLock. Five classes apply an atomic class to realise
concurrency control. Only two classes makes use of other classes.
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class
java.util.concurrent.atomic
AtomicBoolean, AtomicX
AtomicXArray
AtomicMarkedReference,
AtomicStampedReference
AtomicXFieldUpdater
java.util.concurrent.locks
AbstractOwnableSynchronizer
AbstractQueuedLongSynchronizer
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
LockSupport
ReentrantLock
ReentrantReadWriteLock
java.util.concurrent
ArrayBlockingQueue,
ConcurrentHashMap, DelayQueue,
LinkedBlockingDequeue,
LinkedBlockingQueue,
PriorityBlockingQueue
ConcurrentLinkedQueue
ConcurrentSkipListMap,
SynchronousQueue
ConcurrentSkipListSet
CopyOnWriteArrayList
CopyOnWriteArraySet
CountDownLatch, CyclicBarrier,
Semaphore, FutureTask
Exchanger

concurrency mechanism
Unsafe
Unsafe
AtomicReference
Unsafe
not available
Unsafe
Unsafe
Unsafe, only park and unpark
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
ReentrantLock

Unsafe
AtomicReferenceFieldUpdater
Unsafe, ConcurrentSkipListMap
Unsafe, ReentrantLock
CopyOnWriteArrayList
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
AtomicReference, AtomicInteger

Table 7.7: Classes in java.util.concurrent and the concurrency mechanism they use.
X ∈ { Integer, Long, Reference }

Atomic types The atomic package contains wrapper classes for primitive types, arrays, and references. The
wrappers allow atomic manipulation of the data they wrap. In the case of int these are for instance an atomic
get-and-increase operation. The wrapper for reference types allows setting and retrieving the reference atomically. Most setters of the wrapper classes are also available in a compare-and-set style. A special case of
atomic classes are the AtomicXFieldUpdater classes. In contrast to the other atomic classes, they do not
wrap another data item, but rather provide a tunnel to a volatile field in a class.

AbstractQueuedSynchronizer AbstractQueuedSynchronizer is an abstract base class that provides
the basic mechanisms for lock-less synchronisation following the Template Method design pattern [190]. The
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer class provides base functionality to manage the object state represented as
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final public methods
acquire(int)
acquireShared(int)
tryAcquireNanos(int, long)
release(int)

acquireInterruptibly(int)
acquireSharedInterruptibly(int)
tryAcquireSharedNanos(int, long)
releaseShared(int)

getQueuedThreads()
getFirstQueuedThread()
getExclusiveQueuedThreads()
isQueued(Thread)

getQueueLength()
hasQueuedThreads()
getSharedQueuedThreads()
hasContended()

getWaitingThreads(ConditionObject)
hasWaiters(ConditionObject)

getWaitQueueLength(ConditionObject)
owns(ConditionObject)

final protected methods
compareAndSetState(int,int)
setState(int)

getState()

protected methods
tryAcquire(int)
tryAcquireShared(int)
isHeldExclusively()

tryRelease(int)
tryReleaseShared(int)

Table 7.8: The interface of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
an int. Setting, retrieving, as well as compare-and-set operations on the state are guaranteed to be atomic.
The AbstractQueuedSynchronizer implementation is sophisticated with respect to concurrency. In particular, it comes with its own thread queue to manage threads in case of congestion. For the deterministic
version, managing threads outside the scheduler introduces additional overhead and should be avoided.
Discussion The remaining classes all have individual implementations of their respective functionality. Realising an efficient deterministic version of them requires a re-implementation of their functionality tailored
towards determinism and the deterministic scheduler. We do not present such implementations here. Instead, Section 7.5.2 and Section 7.5.3 focus on an efficient, deterministic implementation of the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer class, because it is widely used and has a broad functional scope. We argue that
the insight we gain from AbstractQueuedSynchronizer is applicable to the remaining classes as well and
strengthen that claim by an evaluation of a deterministic implementation of an atomic class in Section 7.5.4.

7.5.2 The AbstractQueuedSynchronizer Class
An instance of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer manages state that is represented as an int value. Further,
it provides methods to atomically manipulate that state. The semantics of the int value are opaque to the
abstract AbstractQueuedSynchronizer base class and defined by the extending class. For instance, in a
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semaphore implementation based on AbstractQueuedSynchronizer the value may represent the number
of available resources.
Table 7.8 lists the non-private methods of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer. All public methods of the
class are also final. Further, there are several final protected methods. Classes extending AbstractQueuedSynchronizer have to use these methods for checking and manipulating the state. The implementation of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer guarantees that all methods for state access are executed atomically.
Extending classes have to hook into the functionality of the protected non-final methods. The entire implementation of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer is lock-less and based exclusively on compare-and-swap as
well as volatile read and write operations. In the following, we sketch aspects of the class that are important for a deterministic implementation.
Mode The interface of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer offers methods that operate in exclusive mode and
methods that operate in a shared mode. In shared mode, multiple threads can acquire the same AbstractQueuedSynchronizer object. A semaphore is an example of a synchroniser that works in shared mode. In
exclusive mode, only one thread can acquire the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer object at a time. A monitor
is an example of an exclusive synchronisation mechanism. However, there is no need that an implementation of the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer class only supports either mode. For instance, it is possible to
implement read-write locks that make use of shared and exclusive mode.
Condition objects AbstractQueuedSynchronizer implements the internal, public class ConditionObject
that offers the same functionality as condition variables (i.e. any Java object) via its await(...) and
signal{All}() methods. The difference to traditional condition objects is that multiple ConditionObjects
can be assigned to a single AbstractQueuedSynchronizer object spanning multiple waiting spaces. This
allows having for instance a single AbstractQueuedSynchronizer object with two ConditionObjects for
a bounded buffer implementation. Using synchronized, two different mutexes were required. All nonprivate methods of ConditionObject are final so that the behaviour cannot be overridden by extending
classes. We leave an optimised, deterministic implementation of ConditionObject for future work.
Acquire and release The implementation of all public methods that are related to acquiring an AbstractQueuedSynchronizer first call the respective protected tryAcquire* methods. That is, acquire(int)
invokes tryAcquire(int) and acquireShared(int) invokes tryAcquireShared(int). Contention occurs, when the first invocation of tryAquire*(int) does not succeed. Each instance of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer maintains an internal thread queue where threads add themselves to when they experience
contention. Similar to acquisition, releasing an AbstractQueuedSynchronizer instance also triggers the
invocation of a protected method. When the instance is available after releasing, the head of the thread
queue is un-parked.
Contention status The AbstractQueuedSynchronizer interface also provides methods to access the current contention status of an AbstractQueuedSynchronizer instance as well as its assigned ConditionObjects. In the original implementation all of these methods access the internal thread queue of an
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer instance.
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7.5.3 Deterministic Implementations of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
In this section, we sketch several approaches how to implement the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer class
deterministically with fewer overhead than the version from Chapter 5. Basically, a deterministic implementation of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer has to fulfil two requirements. First, the interface of the deterministic version has to be identical to the interface of the patched synchroniser class. Second, the semantics
of the invocation have to be remained. Leaving out ConditionObject, there are two issues that may cause
non-determinism. The first one is access to the state of an AbstractQueuedSynchronizer instance. The
second is access to its contention status. In the API specification of the synchroniser class, all methods that
provide information about the thread queue or conditional queue, are allowed to return best-effort results.
This is a non-deterministic behaviour so that we tighten the requirements and demand a deterministic result.
Strategies and Prerequisites
Due to the fact that the concurrency control is the core functionality of the synchroniser class, any deterministic implementation either has to make use of a deterministic scheduler or implement a deterministic
scheduler itself. For instance, Hofherr [241] has presented an AbstractQueuedSynchronizer-aware adaptation of the MAT algorithm. Yet, the scheduler presented in his work lacks support for a parallel usage of
AbstractQueuedSynchronizer and mutex objects. Furthermore, implementing a specific scheduler contradicts the insights from Chapter 6 where we concluded that the mechanism to achieve a deterministic ordering
of dedicated operations and the mechanism to execute these operations shall be separated.
Following this argumentation, there are two options for a deterministic implementation of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer. It can either make use of the existing mutex-based deterministic scheduler interface
provided by DjReg or extend this interface in a generic manner. The remainder of this section presents two
deterministic implementations of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer excluding ConditionObject. One implementation is based on mutexes while the other one extends the scheduling interface. We compare the two
implementations with respect to performance in Section 7.5.4. For describing the deterministic implementations, we fall back to regular Java. That is, we use synchronized, volatile, and wait-notify in our description. For obtaining a deterministic version, these terms have to be handled according to Chapter 5.
In order to support those methods in the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer interface that deal with the contention state, we extend the scheduling interface so that it provides access to the data structures inside
the scheduler that manage blocked threads. Yet, the results returned by that interface are best effort and
hence, not deterministic. In order to get deterministic results, the implementation of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer has to ensure that no concurrent modifications are being applied to the waiting queue of the
same mutex object.
Mutex Approach
The simplest approach to a mutex-based thread-safe implementation of the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer
class uses a single mutex object to protect all methods that may be called from outside the class, that is
all public and all protected methods. Yet, this strategy has two significant drawbacks. First, access to
the synchroniser state and to the contention state are synchronised with only one mutex so that there is a
non-negligible chance that threads that acquire and release a synchroniser object content with threads that
retrieve information about the contention status. Thus, contention may occur even if threads that acquire
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the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer never cause congestion with each other. Second, most access to the
synchroniser occurs through its public methods that all result in an invocation to an overridden protected
method mo . In case mo shall access the synchroniser state, it has to call any of the final protected methods. Yet, an overriding class can also access these methods directly so that they have to be protected by a
mutex as well. In consequence, all invocations through a public method always result in at least two invocations to the deterministic scheduler.
In order to avoid both drawbacks, we implement an approach that uses two mutexes and requires
less invocations to lock/unlock in the non-contending case. We introduce two object-private monitors
MAQS and MQ . We use MAQS to protect the synchroniser state and MQ to protect access to the contention state. When a thread calls any of the protected methods getState(), setState(int), and
compareAndSetState(int,int), MAQS is locked. Accessing the state mutually exclusively ensures atomic
and deterministic state updates provided that the scheduling infrastructure acts deterministically. Using MQ
as a monitor to all methods that access and modify the contention queue, allows obtaining a deterministic
queue ordering, but requires that threads use MQ when they experience contention.
Contention can only occur in one of the acquire*(int,*) methods. If contention has manifested, an
interplay between sub-functionality protected by MAQS and MQ is required. In consequence, a thread whose
acquire attempt has failed, has to lock MQ and then re-try the acquisition. Only, if that attempt fails again,
the thread blocks on MQ . Similarly, any of the release*(int) methods has to lock MQ and notify waiting
threads, if the synchroniser may be re-acquired by another thread after the release.
Our implementation requires two lock and unlock operations for each release. In the best case, it executes
only a single pair of lock/unlock operations for acquisition; if contention occurs, at least three lock operations are necessary. We think, this implementation is a good trade-off between implementation complexity
and concurrency. Due to the overhead introduced by the scheduling infrastructure (cf. Section 5.6.2) as well
as the restrictions in concurrency imposed by deterministic scheduling (cf. Section 7.4), we doubt that using
more fine-grained locking will yield better results; not to mention the more complex and error-prone implementation of fine-grained locking [404]. A proof of this claim, however, remains future work.

Scheduler Extension Approach
With respect to the conclusions we drew from Chapter 6, there is only one option to extend the scheduler interface for supporting AbstractQueuedSynchronizer implementations which is the introduction of a generic
method. For that reason, we add a method that accepts a closure object as parameter. The deterministic
scheduler guarantees that the closure will be executed isolated from any other closure and also isolated from
lock and unlock operations respectively. It further guarantees that the order in which such closures are executed is deterministic.
Our closure-based implementation of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer uses a closure object for each access to the synchroniser state. We keep MQ for access to the contention queue and for blocking and awakening threads. The implementation is very similar to the mutex-based approach, but calls the deterministic
scheduler only half as often when accessing the state. Instead of a call to lock and unlock, there is only one
call executing the closure object. On the downside, the length of the code executed in isolation increases
which may turn out to be negative for concurrency.
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unpatched

closure approach

mutex approach

patched

time

diff

time

diff

−83%
−18%

concurrent atomic
concurrent lock

21.41 ± 0.70
46.12 ± 0.38

60.28 ± 1.81
658.6 ± 9.30

−95%
−46%

183.6 ± 3.67
994.7 ± 33.6

volatile

188.3 ± 10.3

361.6 ± 5.87

−79%

—

—

1, 113 ± 14.1
1, 213 ± 32.2
1, 756 ± 27.6

Table 7.9: Evaluation of optimised concurrency implementations compared to the default approach from
Chapter 5 and the unpatched version (realtime values in milliseconds, CPU time omitted)

7.5.4 Summary
In this section, we have analysed those classes in the Java standard libraries that allow thread coordination without locks. From the analysis, we learn that the most critical classes regarding that issue are atomic
wrapper classes for primitive types and the AbstractQueuedSynchronizer class. We have discussed the
semantics of the latter and sketched two possibilities for a deterministic implementation. The discussion of
the deterministic versions of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer also holds for other classes and constructs in
particular for volatile fields and the atomic wrapper classes.
For evaluating the discussion of this section, we implemented a prototype scheduler that can deal
with closure objects and we further realised hand-crafted versions of AbstractQueuedSynchronizer and
AtomicInteger. Table 7.9 shows the results of the evaluation and lists the difference to the standard approach from Chapter 5 . Just as in Section 5.6.2, the synchroniser was evaluated using the ReentrentLock
class. For both the lock class and the atomic class, we experience a performance gain for the closure approach as well as the mutex approach compared to the results from Chapter 5. Yet,the improvement is much
higher in the case of closures. It is 95% in the case of AtomicInteger and 64% for ReentrantLock. The
difference is mainly due to the fact that the atomic class executes little additional logic while ReentrantLock
also interacts with DjReg for other purposes such retrieval of the current DjrtThread object. Furthermore,
the closure-based implementation of ReentrantLock still uses a mutex for release operations. Optimising
the implementation of both issues may further increase the performance. Closure objects can also be applied
for accessing and updating volatile fields which yields an improvement of 79% compared to the lock-based
approach discussed in Chapter 5.
Concluding, we state that the run-time overhead of Djrt as presented in Chapter 5 constitutes an upper
bound. In this section, we have shown how detailed analysis and a hand-crafted optimisation may yield a
significant improvement of performance. The identification of central classes and their specific optimisation
is a key requirement for the applicability of the Dj approach and Djrt in real-world settings.

7.6 Summary and Future Work
In this chapter, we investigated extensions to the Virtual Nodes system that widen its applicability. The introduction of sessions and IP-based channels in Section 7.1 allows the replication of legacy applications that
use standardised protocols, because they can be accessed by replication-unaware clients. In Section 7.2,
we presented an approach to strong thread migration in the Virtual Nodes framework. This is a mandatory
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feature for a transparent replication of applications with daemon threads. Finally, by adapting transactionoriented replication protocols in Section 7.3, we showed that the Virtual Nodes framework is also capable of
dealing with data-centric replication protocols. In addition, this chapter evaluated optimisations to the MAT
scheduling algorithm in Section 7.4 as well as to classes that realise thread coordination in Section 7.5.
Adding the features presented in this chapter to the functionality from Chapter 4–Chapter 6 yields a toolbox that helps dealing with all aspects of a replicated system. The approach to replication adopted by the
Virtual Nodes frameworks allows a conjunction of code and data. The deterministic scheduler is concerned
with internal determinism, while the virtualised file system and virtualised network ensure external determinism. This chapter did sketch how deterministic IP-based interaction can be realised, and how performance
optimisations can be achieved.
Even though the discussion of the Virtual Nodes framework has focused on invocation-oriented systems,
the support for IP-based communication and strong thread migration developed in this chapter allow that the
framework is applied to stand-alone applications as well. Stand-alone applications run a set of threads that
interact with each other and the outside world either using the file system, networking, or other hardware
devices. In our system, most of these issues are covered by Djrt, DjReg, and the deterministic scheduler. In
order to add new replicas or to replace failed replicas, the state of the application including its threads have
to be re-instantiated at a new location. We can satisfy this requirement by strong thread migration.
Concluding, the synthesis of Chapter 4–Chapter 7 yields everything required to replicate existing,
replication-unaware applications out of the box. In consequence, the original goals of this thesis have been
satisfied. Nevertheless, we have identified topics for future work. Obviously, the entire content of this chapter requires a full implementation and evaluation followed by an integration into Virtual Nodes and Dj source
code. Furthermore, optimisations for the scheduling algorithms deserve more attention. Besides them, the
(autonomic) re-configuration of the run-time system remains an issue. Re-configuration not only targets the
Virtual Nodes system, but also implementations and optimisations on Djrt-level.

Chapter 8
Reflections on Deterministic Scheduling
In Chapter 3, we have discussed why determinism is essential for many replicated systems. In earlier work,
we have presented an evaluation that investigates preferable use cases for different deterministic scheduling
algorithms and also shows that the choice of the right scheduling algorithm is crucial for the overall system
performance [145]. In Chapter 4, we evaluated how to build a replication framework that amongst others
allows the use of various scheduling algorithms. Nevertheless, we think that essential questions have been
left unanswered with respect to deterministic scheduling algorithms.
In distributed, replicated settings, the suitability of a scheduling algorithm for a certain setting is not only
a consequence of the application characteristics, but also dependent on external factors such as the kind
and the frequency of client requests. In order to deliver the best performance possible, it is desirable to
monitor the performance of an algorithm as well as the system parameters and to switch to a more suited
algorithm when necessary. Yet, the implementations of the ADETS algorithms significantly differ from each
other [425]. This complicates monitoring of scheduler performance and makes reconfiguration an expensive
and long-lasting task, because a new scheduler instance has to be loaded and initialised and state has to
be transferred from the old to the new scheduler instance. This issue leads to the question whether existing
scheduling algorithms have common features that ease an implementation, allow reducing the number of
different implementations, and enable switching scheduler behaviour easily while providing the same power
as the set of all individual schedulers.
In this chapter, we evaluate the design space of fully deterministic scheduling algorithms and discuss a unification of the fully deterministic ADETS algorithms in one generic algorithm. In Section 8.1, we consider the
design space of fully deterministic schedulers with asynchronous input. We present a set of constraints that
has to hold for such algorithms and derive a system model that allows a comparison of existing algorithms.
Finally, Section 8.1 presents DET , a generic scheduling algorithm that satisfies all constraints.
In Section 8.2, we discuss the MAT and PDS algorithms of the ADETS library. For both of them, we investigate their respective configuration space and possible extensions. Furthermore, we present a particular
configuration of DET for each of them. Having a single algorithm with different configurations instead of two
algorithms allows a common monitoring infrastructure and an easy switching of the scheduling strategy by
changing the algorithm’s parameters. Section 8.2 also discusses the Kendo algorithm and finds out that extensions to DET are necessary in order to be able to map it to Kendo. Section 8.3 concludes with a discussion
of additional future work such as the integration of long running operations.
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8.1 Design Space for Fully Deterministic Schedulers
In this section, we evaluate the design space of fully deterministic scheduling algorithms. All discussions
are based on the assumption that each thread is assigned an own processor. For real-world scenarios this is
equivalent to settings where all threads scheduled by the deterministic scheduler eventually make progress
unless the deterministic scheduler has stopped them. For the Virtual Nodes case this means that the operating system does not block deterministic threads unless the scheduler module has requested the blocking.
In our discussion, the elementary scheduling entity for all schedulers is a (scheduler) thread. We do not imply that a scheduler thread maps directly to a thread of the operating system or Java Virtual Machine. Instead,
we define a thread as a (possibly infinite) sequence of operations. The task of a deterministic scheduler is to
ensure a deterministic execution order of globally visible operations.
In the following, we present a step-wise evaluation of the design space of deterministic algorithms. In the
first step, we consider scenarios with only a fixed number of threads that start at the same point in time.
Afterwards, we discuss the impact of blocking operations on deterministic schedules. Then, we evaluate how
new threads can be added to the system. From the insight we gain, we derive a system model. In a final step,
we postulate the DET scheduling algorithm that exploits all freedom provided by the design space.

8.1.1 Deterministic Scheduling in Closed Environments
In the following, we assume a fixed set of threads T . Each thread ti ∈ T is in a particular state si and has
access to a local state li . In addition, all threads share a common global state G. We define that all operations
a thread executes have deterministic semantics and that threads get pre-defined, deterministic input, when
they read from the outside world. Both types of state offer an interface to read and write individual values
from and to the state respectively. Modifications to global or local state change the version of the state:
Gj → Gj+1 and lik → lik+1 .
Using this interface, the operations ti performs on its local state li are deterministic provided that no values
from G are to be transferred to li . In contrast, operations that target G are only deterministic if (i) only a single
thread accesses a part of the state or (ii) the global order of access is deterministic. For operations on G bear
the risk of non-deterministic outcome, we refer to them as critical operations.
Obviously, an execution is deterministic, if |T | = 1, because no non-deterministic interleaving of threads
exists. The most simple non-deterministic case uses two threads T = {t1 , t2 } and one operation to G per
thread. We define G as externally visible, so that we even consider two write operations to the same memory cell with different values as non-deterministic. Hence, a deterministic scheduler has to ensure that the
operation of both t1 and t2 is executed in a deterministic order so that G0 → G1 → G2 is deterministic. In
the following, we use ω0 to denote the number of possible deterministic schedules for |T | = n threads with
o1 , . . . , on operations.

8.1.2 Operations with Blocking Semantics
So far, we have targeted a deterministic ordering of read and write operations on a global memory shared
among the threads in T . These considerations leave out operations with a blocking semantics. Blocking is
applied, when threads need to coordinate and to synchronise with each other (cf. Section 2.4.1). For instance,
locking a monitor is an operation on G that is only executed immediately, when the monitor has not already
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been locked. Otherwise, the operation blocks until the monitor has been released and can be locked again.
In applications that do not allow deadlocks and starvation, all conditions that cause a thread to be blocked
eventually have to be cleared. The clearance may either be executed by the thread that causes the blocking
or by an arbitrary thread. In both cases, the set of allowed schedules is reduced compared to ω0 .
Case 1 (Self-release). The thread that causes the blocking eventually clears the cause. This is for instance
the case with monitors. A thread that enters a monitor will leave it after it has executed all operations within
the monitor. A deterministic scheduler has to omit schedules that might cause a blocking. In particular,
operations protected by the same monitor must not be interleaved.
Case 2 (Foreign release). Any thread clears the cause for the blocking. For instance, when a thread t is blocked
acquiring a semaphore, any thread can release the semaphore and hence allow t to proceed. In that case,
the scheduler has to run any of the threads that execute a release operation after a thread has been blocked.
Consequently, a deterministic scheduler has to be aware of blocking operations in order to adapt its schedule. Due to the conflicting character these operations have, they have to be treated as critical operations. The
algorithms in the ADETS library exploit semantic knowledge of mutexes in order to reduce the scheduling overhead. Once a thread has deterministically gained exclusive access to a memory region by locking a mutex,
the individual operations therein do not require further deterministic ordering, as no other thread will access the same memory region. This optimisation, however, is only allowed when the application is correctly
synchronised and further all access to shared memory is synchronised using such mechanisms. That is, the
application has to be safe. In the general case, this condition does not hold; even not for Java applications,
because the Java specification advises the implementation of safe applications, but does not enforce it.

8.1.3 Creation of Threads
The creation of a new thread broadens the scheduling space. In order to ensure a deterministic and feasible
schedule, the operations of a new thread have to be scheduled after its creation. However, the meaning of
after requires a chronological and deterministic ordering on the creation of a thread and the operations of all
other threads scheduled by the scheduler.
Case 1 (Synchronous creation). If the thread is created by another scheduled thread, temporal ordering can
be achieved by declaring the creation ctn of thread tn as a critical operation. Doing so yields an ordering of
operations on G with the existence of tn . That is, all operations tn executes can be scheduled after its creation.
In that case, after denotes all deterministic operations that have been executed prior to ctn according to
Lamport’s happens-before relationship [292].
Case 2 (Asynchronous creation). In case the thread is created asynchronously to all ti ∈ T , there is no
fixed point in time that may serve as a reference. Hence, the only option is that the scheduler schedules
the creation of a new thread with respect to the operations executed by all other threads. An example for
asynchronous thread creation are system interrupts [86] or the reception of a request in invocation-oriented
systems (cf. Chapter 4). If the data required to start a thread is not yet available, the system halts until the
thread is created. For instance, if the scheduling algorithm determines that the thread of a new request r has
to be scheduled at time t0 , but the request is only delivered to the system at time t1 > t0 , then the system
is idle for the time interval [t0 ; t1 ). In case multiple, independent, asynchronous sources of thread creation
exist, the scheduler not only has to schedule the creation of a thread, but also decide on the source.
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critical_ops := {. . .}
semi_critical_ops := {. . .}

run(ti ):
ti .terminated := false
ti .pending := []

executeSemiCritical(thread, op):
if semiCriticalAllowed(thread, op)
executeOperation(thread, op)
operationExecuted(thread, op)
else
thread.pending := [thread.pending, op]
fi
executeCritical(thread, op):
waitForAdmission(thread, op)
executePendingSemiCritical(thread.pending)
suspendUntilPossible(thread, op)
executeOperation(thread, op)
operationExecuted(thread, op)

while NOT ti .terminated
op := nextOperation(ti );
if op ∈ critical_ops
executeCritical(ti , op);
else if op ∈ semi_critical_ops
executeSemiCritical(ti , op)
else if op = ∈ semi_critical_ops
ti .terminated := true
terminate(ti )
else
executeOperation(ti , op)
fi
done

Figure 8.1: Execution loop of thread ti

8.1.4 System Model
From the considerations of the previous sections, we derive a system model that consists of an execution loop
for threads and a set of thread states. We further introduce semi-critical operations and define constraints
for our system model.
Critical operations Critical operations have the property that they may conflict with other critical operations.
Unless mentioned, we assume that it is unknown to the scheduling algorithm whether two critical operations
conflict until both threads attempt to execute them. This is due to the fact that in a regular application, little is
known about the programme flow and thus, the critical operations a thread will execute during its life-time as
well as the parameters to that operation are hard to predict (cf. Section 7.4). Yet, we can assume that critical
operations of the same thread do never conflict with each other.
Threads and thread states The typical execution loop of a thread is shown in Figure 8.1. When a thread
attempts to execute a critical operation, the scheduler has to check first if the thread is allowed to perform
the execution or if the execution would endanger determinism. In case the thread is not allowed to proceed, the scheduler blocks the thread until the operation is allowed (waitForAdmission). Once the thread
is allowed to proceed, it has to be checked if it is possible to actually execute the operation on a semantic level. If not, the scheduler suspends the thread (suspendUntilPossible). The fundamental difference
between waitForAdmission and suspendUntilPossible is that the first operation considers the scheduler
semantics. That is, it solely evaluates the impact on determinism of a dedicated thread executing a dedicated
operation. The latter operation considers the operation semantics, that is whether it is actually feasible to
execute the operation. Finally, after having executed the critical operation, operationExecuted allows mod-
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Figure 8.2: State diagram for thread states

ifications to the scheduler state. The loop continues until the thread has reached the terminated state and
does not require further scheduling.
Figure 8.2 shows a state diagram with all possible thread states and super states including possible state
transitions. Besides the states discussed so far, it also contains a loose state. A thread is loose when it is not
considered by the scheduler. In consequence, loose threads are not allowed to execute critical operations.
Threads reach that state either through asynchronous creation (cf. Section 8.1.3) or when it is save to let them
run unscheduled for instance while they perform a nested invocation (cf. Section 8.3.1).
Semi-critical operations Besides critical operations, we define semi-critical operations. Semi-critical operations have special semantics and may influence whether a (any) thread is allowed to execute a critical
operation. Yet, in contrast to critical operations, semi-critical operations cannot conflict with any critical or
semi-critical operation. Taking the example of mutexes with a lock() and an unlock() operation, lock is a
critical operation, as it may conflict with other lock() operations. unlock() in turn, may only be called, if
the thread has previously locked the mutex. Thus, there is no other thread that may invoke the operation so
that it is non-conflicting. Due to that property, semi-critical operations do not bear the risk that the thread
gets suspended. Hence, the scheduler is not required to block the thread until their execution is allowed.
Nevertheless, semi-critical operations may influence the outcome of critical operations and thus do endanger determinism. In consequence, their execution has to be treated with care. Some threads can execute
semi-critical operations right away, while others cannot. In particular, threads that are in loose state cannot
execute semi-critical operations. For instance in the MAT algorithm threads may not execute semi-critical
operations, when this may have impact on the order in which other threads are scheduled.
In order to not delay threads that try to execute semi-critical operations without the necessary privileges,
we allow semi-critical operations to be attached to the thread. Then, they are executed with the next critical operation. The consequence of such an approach is that deferred semi-critical operations have to be
void functions that also leave their parameters unchanged. Furthermore, their parameters have to be left
unchanged between the announcement of the operation and its actual execution. This is due to the fact that
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a deferred execution must not produce non-deterministic side-effects. If these requirements cannot be satisfied for a semi-critical operation and the algorithm requires a deferred execution, the operation has to be a
critical operation.

Scheduler model In Section 3.7, we have presented a taxonomy of existing approaches to determinism and
discussed these approaches. From that discussion, we can tell that deterministic systems have to deal with
external and internal non-determinism. In this chapter, we exclusively focus on internal non-determinism and
how it can be realised via deterministic scheduling. With respect to external non-determinism, we require that
all instances of the scheduler have access to identical input data, in case the input is pulled. Furthermore,
we presume that all input sources that push input data, push it to an input queue and that there is a single
queue per input source. We require that the sequence of pushed input events is deterministic. Unless this is
the case, the system has to use external mechanisms for event ordering such as the Virtual Nodes framework.
In the remainder of this chapter we solely target fully deterministic scheduling algorithms. That is, multiple
scheduler instances do not need to communicate with each other (cf. Section 3.7).

8.1.5 Discussion
Our model requires that all operations to the global state G happen deterministically and hence sequentially.
Conceptually, this total order is not necessary when operations affect different parts of G. Yet, real-world
applications barely provide a priori knowledge about which operations target which part of the state. Similar
is true, when data types such as mutexes, semaphores, and monitors are being used. Thus, it is hardly
possible to identify the number of potentially blocking operations as well as the memory locations they affect.
In consequence, a conflict between two critical operations of different threads can only be ascertained
when both operations are executed. Until then, it is uncertain whether two such critical operations conflict.
A deterministic scheduling algorithm has two basic approaches to deal with that uncertainty. The algorithm
can either let two threads run until they both reach a critical operation and figure out if they can execute in
parallel; resolving potential conflicts with a deterministic sequential execution. We refer to this approach as
synchronisation-based scheduling. Otherwise, it can pick a single primary thread that is privileged and can
execute all critical operations unblocked (primary-based scheduling). As we shall see in Section 8.2, these
are the approaches realised by the PDS and the MAT algorithm respectively.
When primary-based scheduling is used, there can only be one primary thread at a time. When
synchronisation-based scheduling is used for a set T of threads, all threads ti ∈ T run until they reach
their next critical operation. Then, the criticality of all operations has to be compared pair-wise for all pairs
(ti , tj ) : ti , tj ∈ T . For being able to resolve conflicts, a deterministic ordering is required for all ti ∈ T .
Then, conflicting operations are resolved according to the ordering. The thread with the highest priority will
always be allowed to try the execution. The thread with the second, but highest priority will be allowed, if its
operation does not conflict with the highest priority thread and so on. Hence, basically, the approach is not
different from having a quickly changing primary thread. Yet, it may happen that an algorithm cannot grant
any lock at all at a given moment. Thus, it has to be possible to have no primary thread at a particular point
in time.
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executed := 0
primary_set := selectNewPrimarySet()
primary := selectNewPrimary()
max_exs := selectMaxRounds()
unsuspended := []
previous_primaries := []
admissionWait := ∅
waitForAdmission(thread, op):
admissionWait := admissionWait ∪ { thread }
if primary = nil AND
admissionWait ∩ primary_set = primary_set
select_primary()
fi
waitFor(primary = thread)
admissionWait := admissionWait \ { thread }
semiCriticalAllowed(thread, op):
semiCriticalAllowed := thread ∈ primary_set
terminate(thread):
waitForAdmission(thread, TERMINATE)
executePendingSemiCritical()
thread.suspended := TRUE
end_of_round
suspendUntilPossible(thread, op):
if NOT op.is_possible(thread)
op.queue := [op.queue, (op, thread)]
thread.suspended := TRUE
end_of_round
waitFor(thread ∈ unsuspended)
thread.suspended := FALSE
waitForAdmission(thread, op)
suspendUntilPossible(thread, op)
fi
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operationExecuted(thread, op)
if op.is_unsuspending AND NOT
op.queue = []
(oop, othread) := head(op.queue)
addToUnsuspended(othread)
op.queue := tail(op.queue)
fi
end_of_round
end_of_round:
if primary = nil OR
primary.suspended
executed := max_exs
else if NOT primary = nil AND
op ∈ semi_critical
executed := executed + 1
fi
if executed = max_exs
select_primary()
fi
select_primary:
if NOT primary = nil AND
NOT primary.suspended
addToPreviousPrimaries(primary)
fi
primary_set := selectNewPrimarySet()
primary := selectNewPrimary()
max_exs := selectMaxRounds()
executed := 0
if NOT primary = nil
remove(primary, unsuspended)
remove(primary, previous_primaries)
fi

Figure 8.3: DET algorithm in pseudo code
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deterministic parameters

non-deterministic parameters

configuration options

current primary thread

state of n-th incoming queue

suspendened threads
(count, set, order)
previously primary threads
(count, set, order)
threads created with
a critical operation
# of critical operations and
suspensions (in total and per thread)
thread at n-th position in
m-th incoming queue

# of semi-critical operations

en-/deque function
at (un)suspend
order of (un)suspended
threads
order of previously
primary threads
select* functions

average time between critical
operations (in total and per thread)
average suspension time
(in total and per thread)

Table 8.1: Configuration space for DET

8.1.6 The DET Algorithm
From considerations of the previous sections, we derive the DET algorithm shown in Figure 8.3. In this and
the following code listings, we assume that suspending and unsuspending operations share a common wait
queue per mutex. Furthermore, all listings assume that the scheduler also functions as a monitor and the
operations are invoked mutually exclusive. A thread calling waitFor(predicate) releases the monitor and
blocks until the predicate becomes true and the monitor is available.
DET satisfies all restrictions discussed earlier. The algorithm uses a primary thread that is allowed to
execute max_exs critical operations, before it has to synchronise with other threads. When the slot of the
primary thread ends, a new primary is selected and a new value for max_exs is chosen. Whenever the primary
thread loses its status and has not been suspended, it is added to previous_primaries. Similarly, whenever
a previously suspended thread gets unsuspended, it is added to unsuspended. In order to allow a realisation
of semi-critical operations, we further introduce a primary_set of threads. Threads contained herein may
execute semi-critical operations right away, while all other threads have to queue them. For settings where
the actual implementation cannot yet decide on a primary thread, we allow that the primary remains unset.
The algorithm from Figure 8.3 requires that semi-critical operations be only executed by the primary or while
the primary is unset. Only such a behaviour ensures a correct setting of the executed counter.
Per se, the algorithm in Figure 8.3 does not impose any constraints on the implementation of the functions
that determine the new primary and the number of operations it executes. The actual implementation is free to
pick any thread that is not suspended. However, it has to do so deterministically. That is, if the decision shall
be based on computations, only deterministic parameters may be considered. Table 8.1 lists deterministic
and non-deterministic properties of DET . Valid input for deterministic computations are all values that are
the result of deterministic actions. These include the current primary, the set of suspended threads as well
as their ordering, and threads created via deterministic operations. Also, a number of statistical values is
available for use such as the total number of critical operations or suspensions just as the critical operations
or the number of suspensions per thread. Furthermore, a thread at any particular position in any particular
incoming queue may be selected as a primary. If there is no such thread, the scheduler has to wait until there
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is one. This is because of the fact that the state of asynchronous incoming queues is a non-deterministic
parameter. The same is true for the number of semi-critical operations queued for a non-suspended thread
(suspended threads do not have any queued semi-critical operations) or any values related to time.
Besides selecting a new primary, the algorithm may also decide to reconfigure. Possible reconfiguration
options are listed in Table 8.1 as well. Reconfiguration may, for instance, result in new functions for selecting
the new primary or for determining the maximum number of rounds the primary may execute. Furthermore,
the ordering of any data structure that stores threads as well as the enqueue and dequeue functions to these
data structures may be changed. As a reconfiguration influences the determinism of the algorithm, they may
only be executed based on a deterministic computation at a deterministic point in time. The only such point
in time is after the execution of a deterministic operation. The actual reconfiguration is omitted in Figure 8.3.

8.2 Expressing Existing Algorithms in DET
The ADETS suite presented by Reiser consists of four deterministic scheduling algorithms, LSA, SAT, MAT, and
PDS [425]. Except MAT, all of them have been published before by other authors [48, 46, 47, 265, 541]. Reiser
presented MAT and added support for Java-style condition variables to PDS, SAT, and LSA. While LSA [48] is
not fully deterministic [135], SAT, MAT, and PDS are. MAT, in turn, is an extension to SAT. MAT allows multiple
threads to be executed physically in parallel, while SAT only executes a single thread at a time. Showing that
MAT can be mapped to DET shows that SAT can be mapped as well. Hence, we do not consider SAT in the
following discussion, but focus on MAT and PDS.
The two algorithms use very different approaches in order to achieve determinism. MAT follows a depthfirst approach where one thread is privileged over others while PDS uses a breadth-first strategy. This, in turn
leads to distinct performance numbers in micro-benchmarks [145]. For both MAT and PDS, the (semi-)critical
operations used are lock() and unlock() operations on mutexes. A lock() operation conflicts with any
other lock() that operates on the same mutex. It yields thread suspension, if the mutex has already been
locked by another thread. Reiser’s ADETS extensions also take operations on conditional variables wait()
and notify() into account. A wait() operation is treated as if it conflicted so that the thread always ends
up suspended. The suspension cause is revoked, when notify() is called on the same condition variable.
Doing so unsuspends the suspended thread and moves it into blocked state.
A special type of critical operations are time-bound waits. In a non-deterministic version, a blocked thread
is re-activated after a certain time has elapsed. In distributed systems with asynchronous networks, time is
a local property (cf. Section 2.2), so that the end of the waiting period is not deterministic. MAT, PDS, and
SAT in the ADETS library use communication to overcome this limitation. Due to the introduction of additional
messages, the algorithms lose their fully deterministic property. In our analysis, we follow the system model
from Section 8.1.4 and leave out critical operations with time-based behaviour.
In the following, we discuss the MAT and the PDS algorithm individually. For each algorithm, we present
its representation in our system model. Furthermore, we point out generalisations that are not part of the
original publications. Finally, for each algorithm, we discuss its mapping to DET . We also investigate the
Kendo scheduling algorithm [383] and show that DET is not entirely capable of realising the Kendo behaviour.
We conclude the section with a critical discussion of the unification efforts presented throughout this chapter
and summarise open issues.
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currentSet := {...}
inExecution := ∅
atRoundEnd := ∅
waitForAdmission(thread, op):
atRoundEnd := atRoundEnd ∪ { thread }
waitFor(thread ∈ currentSet AND
atRoundEnd ∩ currentSet = currentSet AND
∀ u ̸= thread, u ∈ currentSet: thread < u)
suspendUntilPossible(thread, op):
currentSet := currentSet \ { thread }
if NOT op.is_possible(thread)
op.queue := [op.queue, (op, thread)]
thread.suspended := TRUE
end_of_round
waitFor(NOT thread.suspended)
waitFor(∀ u ̸= thread, u ∈ inExecution: thread < u)
else
inExecution := inExecution ∪ { thread }
fi

terminate(thread):
waitForAdmission(thread, TERMINATE)
executePendingSemiCritical()
currentSet := currentSet \ { thread }
end_of_round
operationExecuted(thread, op):
if op.is_unsuspending AND NOT
op.queue = []
(oop, othread) := head(op.queue)
othread.suspended := FALSE
op.queue := tail(op.queue)
inExecution := inExecution ∪ { othread }
currentSet := currentSet ∪ { othread }
fi
inExecution := inExecution \ { othread }
end_of_round
end_of_round:
if currentSet = ∅ AND inExecution = ∅
currentSet := {t|t ∈ All_T hreads AND
t.pos < n AND NOT
t.suspended}
atRoundEnd := ∅
fi

semiCriticalAllowed(thread, op):
if thread.pos ∈ currentSet
semiCriticalAllowed := TRUE
else
semiCriticalAllowed := FALSE
fi

Figure 8.4: PDS algorithm in pseudo code

8.2.1 Pre-emptive Deterministic Scheduler
The pre-emptive deterministic scheduler (PDS) presented by Basile et al. [46, 47] uses a breadth-first approach
to scheduling. In PDS, threads proceed in rounds. Each thread that has reached the end of a round waits for
all other threads to reach the end of their current round as well. Only then, all threads proceed to the next
round by executing their critical operation.
Background
In PDS, an arbitrary number of N threads may run, while n > 0 privileged threads are allowed to execute
critical operations. n is arbitrary, but fixed. Furthermore, the n threads are ordered according to a metric that
is also arbitrary, but fixed. Also, the selection of a thread from the N − n unprivileged threads happens according to an arbitrary, but fixed algorithm. In that context fixed means, that it may not be changed arbitrarily
during execution without rendering the algorithm non-deterministic. Figure 8.4 expresses the PDS algorithm
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in the frame of the model from Section 8.1.4.
In Basile et al.’s version only lock() operations on a mutex are critical operations. The unlock() operation is an immediately executed semi-critical operation that continues a suspended thread and allows that
it completes its last round. In PDS, a thread t gets blocked, when it attempts to execute a critical operation.
The permission to execute that operation is only granted after t has become a privileged thread and all other
privileged, unblocked threads have requested permission. When all threads are blocked, the current round
ends by letting all privileged threads execute their respective critical operation one after the other.
For suspending and unsuspending threads in a deterministic way Basile et al. use a FIFO-queue per mutex.
Threads that were suspended due to concurrent locking requests for the same mutex are added to the queue.
The fact that eventually all threads are blocked at the end of a round and the action they are willing to execute is known by that time allows taking a deterministic decision. A negative consequence of that approach
is that threads remain blocked, if N < n, as the round does not end. With respect to distributed scenarios where multiple nodes are to schedule threads consistently, the end of a round functions as an implicit
synchronisation point between replicas.
At the end of a round, the n privileged threads obtain the permission to execute the critical operation oneby-one. In case the operation is possible, the thread executes it. Otherwise, it gets suspended until the
operation becomes possible. In any case, the thread checks whether it is the last of the n threads to execute
the sequential phase. In case, it is, it re-initialises all data structures for the next round. In Basile et al.’s version any deadlock-free application remains deadlock-free when it is scheduled by PDS. This is due to the fact
that there is always at least one thread that is granted the lock after a particular round. For the same reason,
at least one of the suspended threads depends on one of the alive and running threads. Thus, suspended
threads will become alive and running with the termination of the running thread at the latest.
Reiser’s ADETS-PDS introduces a second FIFO queue per mutex for threads that have been suspended by
a wait() call. As the order in which elements are added to the queue is deterministic, the removal is as
well due to the FIFO property. The Java semantics of wait() and notify() require that the waiting thread
loses its lock on the mutex associated with the condition variable. Furthermore, after having been notified, a
waiting thread needs to re-acquire the mutex. Such a behaviour is not modelled by the algorithm in Figure 8.4.
Nevertheless, the behaviour can be simulated when a wait() operation is always followed by the respective
lock() operation. When condition variables are used, it may well happen that all n privileged threads end up
suspended due to an invocation of wait(). In order to avoid starvation, new threads of the N − n remaining
threads have to become privileged as soon as the number of running threads drops below < 1.
Configuration Space
From a generalisation of Reiser’s algorithm follows that it is always possible to change the set of privileged
threads for the next round. Also the ordering relation applied on the threads does not necessarily have to
be fixed. The same holds for the ordering of suspended threads. Thus, we propose PDS+ , a generalised
extension of PDS. Figure 8.5 summarises the pseudo code and the configuration parameters for PDS+ that
we discuss in the following.
After the end of round i and the corresponding execution of critical operations, a new scheduling set may
be chosen. The scheduling set comprises a new ni+1 and a new ordering on runnable as well as suspended
threads. In addition to the order of already blocked threads, the ordering functions for enqueuing and dequeuing threads may be changed (not shown in pseudo code). The algorithm that results from combining
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end_of_round:
if currentSet = ∅ AND inExecution = ∅
currentSet := selectSchedulingSet()
∀ op ∈ All_Operations: NOT op.queue = []:
selectNewOrdering(op.queue)
atRoundEnd := ∅
fi

privileged threads:
set of priviledged threads
order on privileged threads
suspended threads:
order on suspended threads
enqueing function at suspend
dequeing function at unsuspend
behaviour on unsuspend

Figure 8.5: PDS+ algorithm with full configuration space
Figure 8.4 and Figure 8.5 requires that the new currentSet do not contain any blocked threads. Blocked
threads that shall (not) be considered for scheduling can be added (removed) when selecting the new ordering.
In order to preserve the determinism guarantees of PDS, only deterministic events may be taken into account when deciding on the new scheduling set. Such deterministic events are amongst others the number
of rounds, the set of blocked and suspended threads that have already been in the scheduling set, n, etc.
Non-deterministic events include the arrival of new requests in a distributed scenario.
Finally, in an more flexible approach to PDS, the behaviour at unlock() may be changed. Instead of continuing blocked threads right away, they may be marked as unblocked and only continue running at the end
of a succeeding round. DET supports this behaviour that may turn out to be useful when combining PDS with
lookahead.
PDS with Lookahead
We conclude that there are more powerful PDS-like algorithms than PDS+ , because Basile et al. have presented an extension to PDS that allows each thread to execute two critical operations without blocking in
best case [46]. In their extension, a thread may immediately execute a critical operation, if it is guaranteed
that no other thread will conflict with that operation. In particular, the thread with the highest priority may
execute the n-th critical operation when the thread with the lowest priority has executed its (n − 1)-st critical
operation. This is due to the fact that in case of a conflict in round n, the thread with the higher priority is
preferred anyway while the other one is suspended.
Obviously, it is possible to generalise this lookahead mechanism such that a thread ti is allowed to start
round k when thread tj has entered round n. More formally, we define a dependency function d : IN → IN |T |
for each thread ti ∈ T . di (k) defines when thread ti is allowed to enter round k depending on the state of
every other thread. The dependency function for all threads yields a dependency matrix DT (k).

k−1
t1 (k, 2)
...
t1 (k, n)
 t2 (k, 1) k − 1
...
t2 (k, n) 

DT (k) := 


...
k−1
...
tn (k, 1) tn (k, 2)
...
k−1


The ith row in DT (k) defines when thread i is allowed to proceed to round k. That is, it contains information
about the progress the other threads have made. Obviously, the diagonal elements have to be k − 1, because
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a thread has to be in round k − 1 before it can proceed to round k. The ith column defines the minimum round
thread i has to be in before the other threads are allowed to enter round k. Hence, the row designates the
limitations the thread poses on other threads, while the column defines the restrictions the thread imposes
on other threads. Obviously, row i is the dependency function di (k).
Badly chosen distances functions bear the risk of starvation, but also of non-deterministic execution. Starvation happens, when a set of threads is circularly dependent on each other for their respective progress.
Non-deterministic execution is a consequence of too few restrictions on dT . For that reason, we need restrictions for selecting a valid DT so that liveliness and determinism are ensured. In order to guarantee progress
for a set T of threads, for each system state there has to be at least one thread ti that does not depend on any
other thread tj and can proceed to its next round. Otherwise, all threads block waiting for another thread. At
the same time determinism can only be ensured, when no two threads can proceed to the next round for a
single system state.
A PDS version that makes use of a distance matrix loses the property that every thread makes progress.
Instead, only the system as a whole makes progress. As we shall see in Section 8.2.2, this is exactly the
guarantee the MAT algorithm gives.
PDS as a DET Configuration
In order to apply a configuration of DET for PDS, we have to first discuss the two different approaches DET and
PDS use for synchronisation. In the original version of PDS, all threads synchronise prior to their next critical
operation. Then, they execute their critical operations when possible and continue operating concurrently
until they have reached their next critical operation. An unlock() operation continues the highest priority
thread blocked at mutex acquisition. The priority of a thread is mainly derived from its round. Threads in an
earlier round have a higher priority than threads in a later round. When two threads are in the same round,
the one with the lower thread position is selected.
Figure 8.6 shows a configuration of DET that realises a PDS thread interleaving. It uses a maximum of one
critical operation per primary. After the thread has executed this operation, it loses the primary status and
is replaced by another thread. After all threads have executed their critical operation, the configuration does
not denote a new primary, but leaves the primary unset. This is due to the fact, that an unlock() operation
of a running thread may continue a blocked thread. In that case, the unblocked thread has to become primary
right away. The difficulty for a DET configuration with PDS behaviour is to figure out whether the end of a
round has been reached.
The configuration in Figure 8.6 uses the value of the primary for that purpose. If the primary is unset, the
new primary set is built as follows. If there are any threads in the unsuspended set, these become the new
primary set. This allows previously blocked threads to finish their last round. If the primary is unset and the
primary set is the empty set, then, a new round is started and all available threads are added to the primary
set. Otherwise, the primary set remains unchanged. If the primary is set, it is removed from the old primary
set and the remaining set becomes the new primary set, unless it is empty. In that case, a new round is started
as well. A primary is only set, when all threads in the primary set are also contained in admissionWait and
hence, all threads are blocked. Then, selecting a primary continues one of them (cf. Figure 8.3).
Note that the DET configuration shown in Figure 8.6 only realises the original configuration of the PDS
algorithm. It neither considers the optimisations presented by Basile et al. nor the dependency matrix DT
we introduced. Realising these two features with DET requires further research.
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group_size :=n
selectMaxRounds:
selectMaxRounds := 1
selectNewPrimarySet:
if primary = nil
selectNewPrimarySet := handlePrimaryNil()
else
selectNewPrimarySet := handlePrimary()
fi
selectNewPrimary:
if primary_set ∩ admissionWait = primary_set
selectNewPrimary := t,
t ∈ primary_set AND
∀u ∈ primary_set, u ̸= t:
t.pos < u.pos

handlePrimaryNil:
if NOT unsuspended = []
handlePrimaryNil := addAll(unsuspended)
else if primary = nil OR
primary_set = ∅
handlePrimaryNil := init_set()
else
handlePrimaryNil := primary_set
fi
handlePrimary:
tmp := primary_set \ { primary }
if tmp = ∅
handlePrimary := init_set()
else
handlePrimary := tmp
fi
init_set:
waitFor(|All_T hreads| > group_size)
init_set := { t | t ∈ All_T hreads AND
NOT t.suspended AND
t.pos < group_size }

else
selectNewPrimary := nil
fi

Figure 8.6: DET configuration for PDS run-time behaviour

8.2.2 Multiple Active Threads
MAT chooses the opposite approach to PDS. Instead of letting threads proceed in rounds and allow a progress
in breadth, it enables a single, privileged primary thread to proceed linearly, i.e. in depth. MAT treats
unlock()and notify() as semi-critical operations. In MAT also up to N threads may execute in parallel,
but only the privileged thread is allowed to execute critical operations. Figure 8.7 shows the MAT algorithm
using the terminology defined in Section 8.1.4.
Background
In MAT, threads different from the primary are blocked when they request the execution of a critical operation. The primary never gets blocked, but may be suspended when attempting to execute a critical operation.
A thread loses its privileged state when it terminates or when it becomes suspended. In that case, a new
privileged thread has to be selected deterministically. In distributed scenarios, the synchronisation points
for different replicas are when the privileged thread loses its state and a new privileged thread is selected.
MAT divides non-primary threads into primary candidates and secondaries. There is an ordering on primary
candidates that determines when they become primary with respect to each other. In contrast, there is no
such ordering on secondary threads, so that secondary threads cannot directly become primary. Instead,
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primary := ...
unsuspended := []
waitForAdmission(thread, op):
waitFor(thread = primary)
suspendUntilPossible(thread, op):
if NOT op.is_possible(thread)
primary := nil
op.queue := [op.queue, (op, thread)]
thread.suspended := TRUE
end_of_round
waitFor(NOT thread.suspended)
waitForAdmission(thread, op)
suspendUntilPossible(thread, op)
fi
operationExecuted(thread, op):
if op.is_unsuspending AND NOT
op.queue = []
(oop, othread) := head(op.queue)
othread.suspended := FALSE
op.queue := tail(op.queue)
unsuspended := [unsuspended, (oop, othread)]
fi

semiCriticalAllowed(thread, op):
if thread = primary
semiCriticalAllowed := TRUE
else
semiCriticalAllowed := FALSE
fi
terminate(thread):
waitForAdmission(thread, TERMINATE)
executePendingSemiCritical()
primary := nil
end_of_round
end_of_round:
if NOT unsuspended = []
(op, thread) := head(unsuspended)
unsuspended := tail(unsuspended)
primary := thread
else
waitFor(|All_T hreads| > 0)
primary := t, t ∈ All_T hreads AND
∀u ∈ All_T hreads : t.pos < u.pos
fi

Figure 8.7: MAT algorithm in pseudo code

they require a deterministic event that triggers their transition from secondary to primary candidates. This
category of threads was introduced in order to avoid that a primary blocks primary candidates while executing
a nested invocation. Using our system model, secondary threads are in loose state. We defer the discussion
of threads in loose state until Section 8.3.1.
The original implementation of MAT further sub-divides primary candidate threads into two groups to enforce a deterministic ordering. Threads from the first group have a higher priority than those in the second
group. The first group contains threads that have already been primary, but were suspended and lost their
primary status due to suspension. This group is deterministically ordered by the logical point in time the
threads were unsuspended. The second group contains all primary candidates. The original publication assumes that MAT is used in a replicated scenario and the threads in the second group are ordered according
to the arrival of requests via a total order group communication system. For selecting the next primary thread
MAT uses the primary candidate with the highest priority. If there is no thread at all, the algorithm waits until
one is available at the income queue (cf. Section 8.1.3).
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operationExecuted(thread, op)
...
end_of_round
end_of_round:
primary := selectNewAndQueueOldPrimary()
selectOrdering(reestablished_threads)
∀ op ∈ All_Operations: NOT op.queue = []:
selectNewOrdering(op.queue)

primary:
enqueue position of old primary
new primary
suspended threads:
order on suspended threads
enqueing function at suspend
dequeing function at unsuspend
order on primary candidates
behaviour on unsuspend

Figure 8.8: MAT+ algorithm with full configuration space
selectMaxRounds:
selectMaxRounds := ∞

selectNewPrimary:
selectNewPrimary := head(primary_set)

selectNewPrimarySet:
if NOT unsuspended = []
selectNewPrimarySet := { head(unsuspended) }
else
selectNewPrimarySet := get_from_inqueue()
fi

get_from_inqueue:
waitFor(NOT income_queue = [])
tmp := head(income_queue)
income_queue := tail(income_queue)
get_from_inqueue := { tmp }

Figure 8.9: DET configuration for MAT run-time behaviour

Configuration Space
As a generalisation to MAT, we propose MAT+ . In that version, the algorithm may decide that the primary
thread loses its status after it has executed a critical operation. Similarly, we allow that the configuration parameters of the scheduling algorithm are changed after each critical operation. In contrast to MAT, a thread
tl that loses its privileged state in MAT+ is not necessarily suspended. Threads that are not suspended may
either be added to the ordered set of primary candidates in a deterministic way or to the set of secondary
threads. We already discussed such a strategy to handle daemon threads (cf. Section 6.2). Figure 8.8 summarises the pseudo code and the configuration space for MAT+ .

MAT as a DET Configuration
Due to the high algorithmic symmetry between MAT and DET , the configuration of DET required to yield a
MAT run-time behaviour is straight forward. The maximum number of rounds for the primary thread is set to
infinite so that no pre-emption is used. Once, the primary thread has been suspended or has terminated, the
new primary is selected either from the unsuspended threads, if any are available or from the income queue.
Figure 8.9 sketches this approach.
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det_mutex_lock(mutex, thread):
locked := FALSE
while NOT locked
waitFor(global_min_timestamp = thread.timestamp)
if NOT mutex.locked AND
mutex.release_time < thread.logical_time
mutex.locked := TRUE
locked := TRUE
fi
thread.logical_time := thread.logical_time + 1
done
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det_mutex_unlock(mutex, thread):
mutex.release_time := thread.logical_time
mutex.locked := FALSE
thread.logical_time := thread.logical_time + 1

Figure 8.10: Simplified version of the Kendo algorithm [383]

8.2.3 Kendo
Kendo is a deterministic scheduling framework implemented on the supervisor layer [383]. That is, it resides
between the application and the operating system. Yet, it is not entirely transparent to application programmers. Kendo has been designed to ease the testing and debugging of concurrent stand-alone applications.
Due to that reason, it does not provide any support for asynchronous thread creation. Similar to MAT and PDS,
it supports weak determinism by intercepting invocations to mutexes. In difference to the ADETS algorithms,
however, it cannot deal with condition variables.
The Kendo algorithm is based on deterministic logical time. The logical time is computed on a per-thread
basis by counting arbitrary events; for instance locking a mutex. In Kendo, a thread is allowed to acquire
a lock, when it has the lowest logical time, the mutex is not acquired by another thread, and the mutex has
been released at an earlier logical time. Figure 8.10 sketches a simplified version of the Kendo algorithm. The
deterministic locking function waits that the thread’s logical clock becomes the global minimum and checks if
the lock has been released at an earlier logical time. When both conditions are fulfilled, the thread acquires
the lock and increments its local time. Otherwise, the thread’s time is incremented and the procedure is
re-started. Deterministically releasing the lock is a three step procedure. First, the thread sets the release
timestamp of the mutex to its current logical time. Then, it releases the mutex and finally increments its own
logical time.
A special feature of Kendo is that the logical timestamp can be incremented at arbitrary operations. This is
due to the fact that once a thread is processing a critical operation, it has the lowest timestamp and hence,
will not lose that capability when other threads increment their timestamps.
The Kendo algorithm is fundamentally different from the MAT and PDS algorithm with respect to how mutexes are assigned to threads. In MAT and PDS, only a dedicated thread is allowed to attempt executing a
critical operation at a time. The success of that operation solely depends on whether the mutex is already
locked by another thread. If this is the case, the thread will be suspended. The Kendo scheduler, however,
may refuse a lock to a thread t even if t is the thread with the smallest logical time and the mutex has not been
acquired by another thread. In this particular case, the primary in DET shall not be suspended by the scheduling algorithm, but continue attempting to lock the mutex instead. In consequence, DET cannot be configured
to show a Kendo-like run-time behaviour right away. Nevertheless, we think that support for Kendo-like be-
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haviour in DET is possible; yet, its realisation requires further extensions of DET .

8.2.4 Conclusions
In this section, we have discussed the MAT and PDS algorithms known from literature. For both of them, we
have given a pseudo code representation using the system model from Section 8.1.4. Further, we have identified extensions to both algorithms and given a DET configuration that matches PDS and MAT respectively.
In consequence, DET is powerful enough to subsume the run-time behaviour of PDS and MAT. The fact that
a round-based and a primary-based scheduling algorithm can be expressed in a single algorithmic frame is
a strong indication that both approaches are equivalent in situations where lock sequences are not known a
priori. Set-ups with known lock sequences may be different and require further work (cf. Section 7.4)
The configuration of DET is highly flexible. In principle, it is possible to change the algorithm that selects
the new primary thread at each critical operation. Nevertheless, the practicability of such an approach is
questionable. In practise, it is likely that a PDS-like algorithm will be chosen. Here, the number of privileged
threads n and the number of critical operations mi for thread ti will vary. For instance, in an invocationoriented system, mi may be determined by the methods executed by the threads so that a uniform progress
of threads is possible. Similar holds for the synchronous creation of new threads. While the model allows
putting a thread at arbitrary positions in any queue, it is very likely that it will be added to the set of privileged
threads or at the head of an income queue. The investigation and evaluation of reasonable and practicable
configurations of DET also remain subject to future work.
Despite the success in combining PDS and MAT in one frame, the DET algorithm, further work remains to be
done. So far, we have not considered a DET configuration for the extended versions of MAT and PDS, MAT+
and PDS+ . In addition, we have only sketched the PDS algorithm with lookahead where the progress of a
thread depends on the progress other threads make. The dependency matrix DT (k) that we use to express
the inter-thread dependencies requires a more rigid and formal specification. For instance, at the time being,
the impact of blocked threads on the matrix is unclear. Finally, the Kendo algorithm requires that an extended
version of DET provides a more flexible handling of unsuccessful attempts to executing critical operations.

8.3 Final Thoughts
In this chapter, we have discussed the design space of scheduling algorithms that realise fully deterministic
scheduling when no information on operation sequences is available. We have started the consideration
with closed thread groups with non-blocking operations. Then, we added blocking operations and changing
thread groups. From the insight we gained, we derived a system model for threads and defined the generic
DET deterministic scheduling algorithm within this model.
In the second part of this chapter, we considered the MAT and PDS scheduling algorithms known from
literature. We re-defined these algorithms in the established system model and evaluated the configuration
space for each algorithm. Finally, we presented DET configurations that realises the behaviour of MAT and
PDS respectively. Yet, so far, DET is not capable to subsume all extensions we sketched for MAT and PDS.
Also, further work is necessary in order to integrate the Kendo algorithm in our system model.
Concluding, the results of this chapter show that DET covers a sub-set of the set of fully deterministic
scheduling algorithms. Although further work is required to realise an extended version of DET that consti-
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tutes the transitive closure of all possible fully deterministic scheduling algorithms, this chapter presents
an important contribution: So far, deterministic scheduling algorithms have been developed in isolation; as
we have seen in Section 3.7 even by different communities. With earlier work, we were the first to compare
the performance of different deterministic scheduling algorithms [145]. Here, we are the first to consider a
unification of scheduling algorithms. Only a common frame for all algorithms allows a solid comparison of
multiple algorithms and an easy switching between them. Apart from continuing the unification, long term
operations and several other topics remain for future work.

8.3.1 Long Term Operations
For his MAT algorithm, Reiser added support for nested invocations [425]. In MAT, threads that are idle waiting for the result of a nested invocation are not considered during scheduling. This strategy avoids that
an idle primary thread inhibits progress of all other threads. Reiser’s approach is not only interesting for
nested invocations, but for all operations that take a long time, or long sequences of operations that only
operate on thread-local state. We summarise these cases as long term operations. Reiser decouples threads
with long term operations from the scheduler. That is, they are in loose state just as asynchronously started
threads (cf. Section 8.1.3). Consequently, they have to be treated the very same way. That is, they require a
deterministic event that attaches them to the scheduler again.
Having a never changing configuration of the scheduling algorithm, as in MAT, a thread with a long term
operation can be detached from the scheduler at any time. When the scheduling strategy is subject to change,
this is not possible without restrictions. Removing threads from the thread set at arbitrary times, renders
several of the actually deterministic parameters non-deterministic. In particular, the number of scheduled
threads may not be used any more for computing the scheduling strategy. An approach to overcome this
limitation is to treat the beginning of a long term operation as a critical operation. In that case, removing the
thread is safe, because it is deterministic. On the down-side, such an approach may delay the start of the
operation making it last even longer.
In Reiser’s implementation of the MAT algorithm, the old primary executes semi-critical operations of the
new primary thread, before the latter officially becomes primary. When such a procedure is possible, the
beginning of long term operations can be realised as semi-critical operations. Yet, Reiser’s optimisation is
only possible due to the limited thread interleaving allowed in MAT. How the approach can be mapped to DET
remains subject of future work.

8.3.2 Other Topics for Future Work
Besides the question of long term operations, our work has opened new goals for future work. From a distant
view, ordering critical operations resembles a lot the correctness criteria used in distributed shared memory
systems. Critical operations have to be sequentially ordered on the one hand and have additional ordering
constraints on the other hand. From Section 2.4.2 we know that linearisability [238] is a correctness criterion that requires sequential order with additional time constraints. Hence, a research question is whether
algorithms and techniques known for enforcing linearisability can be mapped to deterministic algorithms.
Another subject to future work has already been addressed in Section 4.9.5 and concerns the trade-off
between the ordering of events and communication effort. Similar is true for knowledge on the critical operations a thread will execute. We already discussed code analysis for MAT in Section 7.4. Yet, its impact on the
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power and design space of an algorithm such as DET requires further investigation.
Finally, the foundations presented in this chapter have to be consolidated. On the one hand, this has to
happen by an evaluation of practicable configuration options and adaptation mechanisms for DET . On the
other hand, a more rigid formal discussion and extension of DET is necessary.

Chapter 9
Conclusions
In this thesis, we have presented a comprehensive approach to the replication of stateful Java services and
applications. Summarising, we state that the goal of this thesis to provide a generic, flexible, and comprehensive replication framework has been accomplished. The Virtual Nodes framework combined with the Dj
suite give a unique, valuable system to achieve flexible and transparent replication of Java applications. The
optimisations and adaptations to the application and usage scenario supported by our systems range from
configuration options on replication-level up to individual aspects of the deterministic run-time. In the following, we first summarise our work and underline its contributions. Then, we state the lessons learned, before
we wrap up limitations of our work and topics for future work.

9.1 Summary
After presenting background information about distributed systems, dependability, and middleware systems
in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 discussed types and aspects of fault-tolerant, distributed systems. We found out that
fault tolerance mechanisms may be integrated at various levels of the application stack and may apply to one
or more tiers in a distributed multi-tier application. We further presented a process model that is tailored
towards distributed processes. In this process model, we identified types of failures and mechanisms to deal
with them. We distinguish between external and internal mechanisms. Internal mechanisms define how a
process handles the perception of (communication) errors when interacting with other processes. External
mechanisms, in turn, aim at avoiding that such a failure may be perceived at all. A thorough discussion of the
mechanisms led to the conclusion that only the external mechanism of replication may realise availability and
reliability. Further, internal mechanisms are required to achieve transparency. We discussed several aspects
of replication including the basic strategies data-driven and invocation-driven replication, the possibility for
recovery, and the impact of a changeable replica set. We derived the insight that a changeable replica set
demands state transfer. We also discussed aspects of operation-driven and data-driven replication styles.
For operation-driven replication protocols, we gave a comparison of wide-spread replication protocols and of
approaches to handle nested invocations, i.e. invocations spanning multiple tiers in an n-tier architecture.
Based on these preparations, we presented related work dealing with fault tolerance in benign environments.
Our discussion covered data-centric systems, invocation-oriented middleware, and software containers such
as operating systems, application servers, supervisors,and hypervisors. We also discussed the fault tolerance techniques applied in large-scale distributed systems such as grid and cloud environments. Due to the
fact that many replication protocols demand a deterministic application logic from the replicated entity, we
also considered deterministic systems. We gave a comprehensive overview on the aspects of deterministic
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execution, on the techniques used to achieve determinism, and related work from multiple fields of research.
Based on the related work, Chapter 4 presented the design and implementation of the Virtual Nodes framework, a modular, flexible, open, and middleware-independent fault tolerance framework targeted towards
invocation-driven replication. One of its distinguishing features compared to related work is its separation in
two layers at two locations: There is a replication layer and a middleware layer at both server-side and clientside. The Virtual Nodes framework allows flexible communication patterns between clients and replicas. In
order to ease the development of replication protocols, the framework comes with a group membership management module and a group communication module. The integrated deterministic scheduler allows concurrent processing of client requests while maintaining execution determinism and replica consistency. The
chapter further introduces the first approach to state transfer in multi-threaded, failure-prone environments.
Our generic state transfer mechanism is based on a fault-tolerant join protocol and is fully independent from
the particular runtime composition of a Virtual Nodes instance. That is, it is also independent from the replication protocol. Designed as an invocation-oriented system, the Virtual Nodes framework natively supports
multi-tier interactions via nested invocations. In particular, the nested invocation sub-system has been designed in a way that is independent from both middleware layer and replication protocol used. The current
prototype of the replication framework realises active as well as passive replication protocols and further
supports Java RMI and XtreemOS DIXI as middleware layers. In contrast to a huge part of the related work, we
also presented an extensive evaluation of our framework in both failure-free and failure-prone environments.
The Virtual Nodes framework provides replication support for arbitrary invocation-oriented applications.
Yet, it does not ensure a deterministic execution of the application logic as required by many replication
protocols. For that reason, Chapter 5 introduced the Dj suite, a software toolkit that renders existing Java
applications deterministic. In difference to related work, the Dj suite is independent from hardware, operating system, and the Java Virtual Machine implementation. It is the only 100% Java approach that also ensures determinism of the system libraries. The suite consists of three individual tools: Djp is a patching tool
that re-writes Java applications such that the resulting application yields deterministic run-time behaviour.
Djp identifies non-deterministic code locations and applies several mechanisms that either replace the nondeterministic behaviour or that avoid that non-determinism takes effect. In order to allow a maximum reusability of Djp-handled code, the replacement of most of the previously non-deterministic code sequences
redirects to DjReg at run-time. DjReg is a registry that can be configured with various handlers that deal with
individual aspects of non-determinism. Due to the fact that also the Java runtime libraries may yield a nondeterministic behaviour, the Dj suite comes with Djrt, its own deterministic version of the standard libraries.
For obtaining Djrt, we apply Djp on a version of Open JDK. We further provide a deterministic, manual implementation for essential system mechanisms including, for instance, class loading and threading. The current
prototype of Djrt supports more than two thirds of the Java libraries contained in the java packages.
Chapter 6 considered a DjReg configuration that yields deterministic outcome for applications running in
the Virtual Nodes system. In particular, the chapter discussed thread support, file system support, and deterministic system time. We introduced a thread handler that is compatible with the deterministic scheduler
of the Virtual Nodes framework. We further realised and evaluated two different file system implementations,
one that stores all files in memory and another one that keeps them on hard-disk, but realises a deterministic
order of read and write operations. The implementation of one system-time handler exploits the capabilities
of the Virtual Nodes group communication system.
Chapter 7 considered limitations of both the Virtual Nodes framework and the Dj suite and investigated
how to overcome them. There, we presented an extensive discussion of how to realise Virtual Nodes support
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for replication-unaware clients. We concluded that this functionality requires a new module in the Virtual
Nodes framework and in addition, a fault-tolerant third-party entity that takes care of routing IP traffic. The
chapter also investigated the introduction of thread serialisation and transaction-oriented replication into
the Virtual Nodes framework. For optimising runtime performance, we discussed how to increase the concurrency allowed by deterministic schedulers and how to overcome the massive performance penalties that the
standard patching approach introduces for Java’s lock-less data structures. An evaluation shows that an improved implementation of the lock-less data structures may yield a performance gain of up to 95% compared
to the version contained in Djrt.
Summarising, the synthesis of Chapter 4–Chapter 7 yields everything required to replicate existing,
replication-unaware services and applications out of the box. The support for fault-tolerant IP communication even enables the replication of stand-alone applications. In consequence, the original goals of this thesis
have been satisfied.
Chapter 8 turned the focus towards deterministic scheduling algorithms. There, we considered a unification of existing algorithms which may eventually lead to a single scheduler implementation that is configurable and allows an easy switching of scheduler behaviour at run-time. We also established a system model
for communication-less deterministic schedulers and derived DET , a new deterministic scheduler within that
model. We further proposed extensions to MAT and PDS, two deterministic scheduling algorithms known
from related work. In addition, we presented two configurations for DET that realise the run-time behaviour
of the original MAT and the original PDS algorithm respectively. The DET algorithm is a first step towards the
unification of deterministic scheduling algorithms, because it unifies the MAT and PDS algorithms. Yet, the
current version of DET is not powerful enough to subsume other deterministic algorithms such as Kendo.

9.2 Main Contributions
We have listed our contributions throughout the document and only give a summary here.
Our discussions of fault tolerance in distributed systems and of determinism is beyond any other comparison found in related work. In both fields, we are the first to present such a comprehensive and multi-aspect
comparison of existing approaches. With respect to determinism, we are the first to summarise and classify
efforts from multiple independent areas of research with respect to terminology and strategies.
We have presented the Virtual Nodes framework that constitutes a unique piece of work in the sense that
it provides comprehensive and flexible support for replication in distributed, heterogeneous multi-tier environments. It comes with an open, modularised architecture that allows an easy and powerful configuration of
Virtual Nodes instances. The framework contains a flexible state transfer mechanism that can deal with the
modularised architecture and the dynamic assembly of the overall system. A generic nested invocation mechanism realises cross-tier consistency and enables handling invocations to non-replicated third-party entities.
The administrator methods are a manifestation of the self-contained architecture and allow a configuration of
the replica group without any dependencies to further services. The middleware-independent design of the
entire system enables the integration of the Virtual Nodes framework in many existing middleware systems.
While the Virtual Nodes mechanism for nested invocation handling and state transfer constitute unique
pieces of work, other features of the framework have already been presented by related work. Nevertheless,
the Virtual Nodes framework goes beyond all related work regarding the rigidity of the approach. It is the first
such framework that combines all features and makes them interoperable with each other. The compilation of
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all these features leads to a simple and short implementation of replication protocols. Yet, the Virtual Nodes
approach also reveals limitations of such a flexible architecture. For instance, we have to state that it is not
possible to combine Virtual Nodes instances running two different middleware systems in a fully generic, i.e.
middleware-independent, way.
The framework has been designed for invocation-oriented use-cases. Yet, the openness of its design enables its use for data-oriented systems as well, a feature that is barely found in related work. An extensive
evaluation of the framework in both error-free and error-prone environments proves a working implementation and also constitutes a feature of this thesis that is beyond many pieces of related work.
Only few work has been presented that realises fault-tolerant replicated services and fault-tolerant communication for replication-unaware clients (cf. Chapter 3). All of it assumes only a two-replica set-up with
hard-wired replicas. We evaluated integrating support for replication-unaware clients in the Virtual Nodes
framework and sketched an approach that benefits from all features of the Virtual Nodes framework including multi-replica configurations with changing replica locations.
The Dj suite, consisting of Djp, Djrt, and DjReg, realises deterministic execution of Java applications independent from hardware, operating system, and Java Virtual Machine implementation. It uses code re-writing
and hence, also allows the use of off-the-shelf compilers. We are the first to present a fully portable approach
to deterministic Java systems that also considers the Java runtime libraries. The handler-based approach of
the Dj suite enables the re-use of patched applications in other settings by simply changing the handlers.
Similar, the same handlers can be used for different applications. This permits a high re-usability of both the
patched applications and the handler implementations. This flexibility allows applying the Dj suite as a building block in other areas of research. The Dj suite is the only system targeting Java applications that provides
this functionality. An extensive evaluation of the Dj suite shows the general applicability of the approach. It
also reveals where further optimisations to the Dj system are necessary. We implemented improvements for
some parts of the system and showed that such optimisations are indeed possible and beneficial.
We presented a configuration of the Dj suite that satisfies the demands of the Virtual Nodes framework. We
introduced an in-memory Java-only file system that is implemented as a handler for DjReg. We are the first to
discuss full support for Java threading in deterministic environments. The synthesis of both the Virtual Nodes
framework and the Dj suite leads to a unique system that allows the replication of existing Java applications
out of the box in a way that is fully portable across hardware platforms, operating systems, and Java Virtual
Machine implementation. This enables the immediate use of the overall system in existing grid and cloud
environments. Further, it gets possible to add replication to existing distributed applications on the fly.
In sum, there is no comparable work that realises such a comprehensive, transparent, and flexible approach
to replication as the Virtual Nodes framework and no comparable work that provides the same flexible and
portable access to determinism for Java applications as the Dj suite.
We have also discussed the topic of deterministic scheduling algorithms. Here, we are the first to consider a unification of existing algorithms. We presented the DET algorithm that can be configured to yield
the run-time behaviour of the known MAT and PDS algorithms. We further discussed extensions and configuration possibilities of MAT and PDS. Both their unification in DET as well as the extensions to MAT and PDS
are unique contributions to deterministic scheduler research that may eventually lead to a single scheduler
implementation that is easy to configure and allows a seamless switching of scheduler behaviour at run-time.
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9.3 Lessons Learnt
Through the development, implementation, and evaluation of the concepts and the software presented
throughout this thesis, we have gained insight in the behaviour of such a complex system. The insight mainly
concerns the aspects of system performance, consistency, optimisations, and determinism.

System performance The evaluation of the Virtual Nodes framework shows that besides external aspects
and environment parameters, the overall system behaviour is sensitive to subtle aspects of the implementation of the replication protocols. More precisely, even though the Virtual Nodes replication framework allows
an easy configuration of and extensions to the replication protocol used, it does not allow disrespecting the
actual implementation of the protocols at run-time. In consequence, figuring out the best-suited replication
protocol for a certain application requires sophisticated knowledge of the implementation of all available
protocols unless an automatic configuration mechanism is supported.
Furthermore, the evaluation of the Virtual Nodes framework shows that queuing of requests due to both
overload and state transfer may have severe impact on the availability of the system. In particular, at high load
and overload, adding a further replica may even cause the decrease of availability which is contradictory to
the goal of replication. From that behaviour, we conclude that replication frameworks shall provide extensive
support for overload situations, an issue that is not dealt with by the current prototype of the Virtual Nodes
framework. Moreover, state transfer and in particular state serialisation shall have as little impact as possible
on the processing of client requests and vice versa.

Consistency From the discussion of the limited consistency guarantees the Virtual Nodes framework gives
for certain situations and the consequences this has on the application semantics, we conclude that transparent systems such as ours have to stick to the memory model of the original environment.
Even though the memory model provided by Java is a rather weak one, it still guarantees read-yourwrites and monotonic writes consistency. When replication shall be applied transparently to only parts of
a distribution-unaware application, the consistency model of the replicated system has to meet the memory
model of the application. Otherwise, the application semantics may break due to a too weak memory model.
The semantics of the Java memory model are not sustained by the current prototype of the Virtual Nodes system, so that it cannot be used to split a monolithic, distribution-unaware application and replicate parts of it.
Yet, it can be used to replicate entire stand-alone applications and distribution-aware applications.
Replicating distribution-aware, but replication-unaware applications requires to support the invocation semantics and the client consistency expected by both the client-side and the server-side of the application.
Here, the Virtual Nodes framework provides a wide range of configuration options. In the general case, we
advise against a change of the consistency of the memory and storage elements. In order to enable a safe
and hence reliable execution of replicated applications it is necessary that a replicated application is verified
with respect to the consistency provided by the framework configuration. In consequence, this demands that
the developer of a replication protocol exactly specifies the consistency of the protocol implementation.

Optimisations Even though the design of the Virtual Nodes framework targets language- and architectureindependence, it seems that most of the possible optimisations break the language independence. Clearly,
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this is the case for the code analysis executed for scheduler optimisation as well as it is the case for copying socket states required to realise fault-tolerant channels for replication-unaware clients. The same is true
for the implementation of sophisticated, non-blocking, concurrent state transfer. In particular, such an approach to state transfer demands that copying of thread state between replicas is possible, which is strictly
dependent on the Java programming language.
Non-blocking state transfer is normally realised by generating a snapshot of the system state, sending
that snapshot, and checking for new changes afterwards. Transparently figuring out which changes have
been made to the system state in-between two snapshots is currently not supported by the Java language.
For the time being, such a feature requires non-standardised support either from the operating system or the
Java Virtual Machine; alternatively, it demands a sophisticated automatic re-writing of the application logic
that allows quick access to the application state with no overhead. Any of these approaches has to be tailored
to the operating system, the Java Virtual Machine implementation, or the programming languages. Nevertheless, the least intrinsic approach to handle non-blocking state serialisation is certainly another standardised
extension of the programming interface provided by the Java Virtual Machine similar to JPDA1 .
Determinism We learned that enforcing determinism for previously non-deterministic applications results
in a passable overhead. Further, we have seen that a careful tuning of hot spots may significantly improve
the performance of patched applications. Not surprisingly, however, the price to pay for determinism is particularly high when the original code has been optimised for maximum concurrency. When such code makes
heavy use of volatile variables and lock-less operations, it is beneficial that the scheduler natively supports
those constructs and does not map them to mutexes. Moreover, in such cases a pre-emptive algorithm such
as PDS may achieve higher throughput and concurrency than a primary-based algorithm such as MAT.
Finally, this thesis laid a first step towards a unification of existing deterministic scheduling algorithms.
We now can tell that a unification of scheduling algorithms appears feasible.

9.4 Outlook and Future Work
We have discussed the limitations of our work throughout the document and only give a brief summary here.
All of the limitations of this thesis result in the need for further research and constitute a rich resource of
future work.
Virtual Nodes framework The Virtual Nodes framework may benefit from the following optimisations and
extensions: adding run-time re-configuration may help to adapt the system to changed requirements and
changed demands from the environment. Introducing both parallel and partial state transfer increases the
performance of state transfer which in turn increases the performance of the join process for new replicas and
reduces the chance of replica failures while state transfer is in progress. The integration of thread migration
into the framework is another vital feature to enable support for concurrent, high performance state transfer.
Yet, adding optimisations to state transfer introduces overhead as well. In order to figure out the best
approach to state transfer in a particular situation, it is necessary to establish a metric that trades off the

1 http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/core/toolsapis/jpda/
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performance of parallel state transfer against the performance of instant serialisation of the state of a single replica and against the standard state transfer presented in this thesis. Parallel state transfer requires
identical state on all replicas while instant serialisation cannot guarantee this property.
Adding load sensitivity to the implementation of the Virtual Nodes system reduces queuing and also has a
positive impact on the performance of state transfer. A more flexible approach to handling the three aspects
of the CAP theorem includes advanced support for network partitions which may yield better performance
and availability to applications that can tolerate weaker consistency.
Adding support for Byzantine failures and wider support for data-driven replication massively extends the
applicability of the framework so that it may be used more wide-spread. An integration of the Virtual Nodes
framework into real-world systems is absolutely necessary to increase its acceptance, usability, and popularity. A broader user basis again yields additional aspects for investigation, research, and optimisation.
A dedicated feature that not only Virtual Nodes applications may benefit from is the investigation of scalability and elasticity features which may in the end lead to automatically scalable systems. In the context of
cloud systems, the applicability of replication-unaware clients plays an important role as well.
Dj suite The design and implementation of the Dj suite is widely complete. As future work, we consider
support for missing features of the standard libraries. The realisation of some of them such as channels and
service providers is rather straight forward and only requires more implementation efforts. Others are more
sophisticated with respect to determinism such as JMX functionality, selectors, writeable final fields, and
external operating system processes. A particularly interesting question is how to realise efficient, strong
determinism for incorrectly synchronised applications. Further, only a full-fledged high performance implementation of lock-less data structures and other objects in combination with an optimised treatment of DjReg
handlers can unveil the true overhead of the Dj approach. In that context, an evaluation of further applications
using several deterministic schedulers will be helpful.
Deterministic scheduling Future work with respect to deterministic scheduling may include the following
goals. First, the performance of existing scheduling algorithms may be optimised by making them I/O-aware
and by introducing awareness of the lock sequences executed by the threads. In addition, combining deterministic schedulers with a deterministic system time may improve the implementation of time-sensitive
operations. Decoupling the scheduling algorithms from the actual operations they execute renders their implementation more generic and more flexible and allows using them with arbitrary critical operations.
Continuing the path of unification of scheduling algorithms will result in a common frame for all scheduling
algorithms what makes them comparable. A single, parametrisable scheduler implementation based on that
frame further allows an easy run-time re-configuration of the scheduling strategy.
Impact of the programming language Even though the Virtual Nodes framework has not been designed
with a particular programming language in mind, it certainly has characteristics that arise from the Javabased implementation. The development of the Dj suite for achieving application determinism is obviously
dependent on Java and would have been realised in another way for other languages.
Other features of the Virtual Nodes design are based on the assumption of an object-oriented programming
language. This aspect comprises the existence of mutable state and the way it is accessed. For future work
it is interesting to figure out the extent to which the concepts and ideas presented in this thesis are truly
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independent from the programming language and the programming paradigm. In particular, it is necessary
to investigate fault tolerance and replication in the face of programming languages that follow a different
programming paradigm than object orientation [165].
CAP properties So far, the CAP theorem as well as all of its interpretations only have considered data-centric
systems. While we do not suppose that the theorem does not hold for invocation-driven replication, we think
that it may yield several implications for them that have not been considered so far by any related work.
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